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ABSTRACT
%
THE DEVELOPMENT, IMPLEMENTATION, AND EVALUATION
OF A HUMANISTIC PROCESS EDUCATION PROGRAM
(September 1974)
Joel Barry Goodman, B.A., University of Pennsylvania
M. Ed., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Dr. Sidney B. Simon
The purpose of this study was to document the develop-
ment, implementation, and evaluation of a humanistic process
education program, the 1973 Maryland Leadership Workshops
Seminar. The Seminar was designed as a positive learning en-
vironment that would encourage high school and college-age
students to develop alternative processes that they would find
value-able in addressing personal and societal concerns.
The Seminar placed special emphasis on the development
and blending of the processes of creating and valuing. Par-
ticipants had opportunities to experience, conceptualize,
apply, and internalize such skills as: (1) diagnosing
(being
sensitive to problems, being able to define problems,
being
able to fact-find, inventorying personal strengths); (2)
ide-
ating (following creativity-enhancing guidelines,
developing
repertoire of creative idea-generating processes); (3)
choos-
ing (ability to choose freely, from alternatives,
ana with
awareness of consequences); and (4) acting (goal-setting,
acting on one's choices, achievement motivation skills).
Twenty-three high school and college-age students at-
x
tended the 1973 Seminar, which was held on February 23-25 and
March 10-11. The participants were self -selected, and came
from towns throughout Maryland and Pennsylvania. Each person
attended with at least one "teammate," someone from his or
her back-home situation.
The detailed documentation of this study addresses these
basic questions: (1) What was done, and what might be done in
the future, to increase the participants' ability to inter-
nalize Seminar learnings; (2) What kind of curricula can be
developed that will help people to develop skills in valuing
and creating; (3) How might this curricula be developed
(the
process for humanistic curriculom development); (4) What does
the humanistic education facilitator look for in working
with
a group (demystify facilitating skills); and (5) What
were
the Seminar program's strengths and weaknesses?
How might it
be improved?
Using the decision-maker model of evaluation,
the in-
vestigator noted that the purpose of evaluation
is not to
prove, but rather to improve. The
investigator followed a
multi-opera tionism approach, choosing both
summative and
xi
formative evaluation methods to provide information to the
program' s decision-makers
.
Participants reported voluntary applications of many of
the diagnosing, ideating, choosing, and acting skills in many
areas of their lives. Accompanying this skill application
and internalization seemed to be an attitudinal change on
the part of many participants. Students reported increased
feelings of self-respect, self-confidence, personal power, as
well as respect for others and their values . Based on these
outcomes, the investigator encourages replication, extension,
and dissemination of the 1973 Seminar curriculum.
xii
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Broad Perspective on the Problem
"Educational problems" cannot (and should not) be
divorced from the rest of the world. A newtonian parallel
holds here— that what goes on in the world will have an ef-
fect on education, and vice versa (hopefully)
. In order to
provide the context for the problem of this dissertation,
the investigator offers the following observations:
(1) Ours is an age and a society of change:
The world is new and is getting newer every minute.
Anything may happen and what is most likely to happen may
• be what we least expect. Almost every "fact" I was
taught from the first grade through law school is no
longer a fact. (Hutchins, 1970, p. 2)
In an important sense this world of ours is a new
world, in which the unity of knowledge, the nature of
human communities, the order of society and culture have
changed and will not return to what they have been in
the past
. . .
One thing that is new is the prevalence
of newness, the changing scale and scope of change it-
self, so that the world alters as we walk in it . . .
(Oppenheimer, 1969* pp. 1-2)
Our civilization has advanced its technology so
swiftly in the last 100 years that we are facing a
unique time in human history, and are experiencing
2large social upheavals as a result. The following
figures illustrate this point: 1865-1965:
control of di*sease = 100 times greater
speed of travel = 100 times faster
energy resources = 1000 times greater
speed of handling data = 10,000 times faster
power of weapons = 1,000,000 times greater (or worse)
speed of sending communications = 10,000,000 times
faster
. . . The inability of our social structures to
match our technological advances has made our present
unique (Program for the Study of the Future in Education,
1970, p. 1)
(2) Concomitant conditions of the socio-technological
gap have been increased alienation, de-personalization, de-
moralization, and de-humanization:
Perhaps the most significant fact about these prob-
lems is that in many ways, the white community is also
suffering from their effects. Of course, one can never
compare lack of white participation to the almost total
exclusion of black people; but there are grievances of a
parallel nature. Black people are not the only ones who
have taken to the streets and to the picket lines. White
students and even suburban housewives have felt the need
for new means of political power, a sign that the present
arrangements are inadequate to meet the felt need for ex-
pression. (Knowles and Prewitt, 1969* p. 95)
The underlying psychodynamic basis of racism is the
process of depersonalization, a psychological process
which is an aberration and manifested by stark denial of
reality . . . The energy necessary to maintain this per-
vasive denial of reality is extraordinary; it drains the
racist to a considerable extent, crippling him and his
society in serious ways. (Delany, 1970, p. 157).
. . .
the kind of character produced in American
democratic society cannot be counted on to insulate its
citizens from brutality and inhumane treatment at the
direction of malevolent authority . . . If, in this
study, an anonymous experimenter can successfully com-
mand adults to subdue a 50 year old man and force on him
painful electrical shocks against his protest, one can
3only wonder what government, with its vastly greater
authority and prestige can command of its subjects
(Milgram, 1970, p. 2)
I went up uhere, I said, "Shrink, I wanna kill. I
wanna kij.li I wanna see blood and gore and guts and
veins in my teeth! Eat dead, burnt bodies
i I m^an*
kill, kill!"
And I started jumpin' up and down, yellin' "KILL!
KILL!" and he started jumpin' up and down yellin' "KILL!
KILL!
"
And the sergeant ‘came over, pinned a medal on me,
sent me down the hall, and said "you're our boy!
"
(Guthrie, 19 67)
(3) Unless our society begins to cope effectively
with change and with pressing social problems (racism, sex-
ism, war, poverty, resource limitations, etc.), we will have
a de-pressing future ahead of us:
Our grandchildren will inherit an earth where there
will be only the meek, an earth enveloped in air deadly
to breathe, with soil that does not yield a day's food
for a day's labor, with no wildlife or birds or fish,
with forests cut down and mines depleted
. . . the
present trend, if left unchanged, would bring catastrophe
around the year 2020
. .
.
(Langner, 1972, p. 23)
. . .
Let me tell a story. When I first started
teaching fifth grade, I was listening one day to three
or four 10-year-olds talking to each other. In their
talk, one of them said to the others and I can't convey
in print the matter-of-factness with which he said this,
"if I grow up . . ." (Holt, 1968)
What happens to a dream deferred?
Does it dry up
like a raisin in the sun?
Or fester like a sore--
And then run?
Does it stink like rotten meat?
Or crust and sugar over—
Like a syrupy sweet?
4Maybe it just sags
like a heavy load. '
Or does it explode? (Hughes, 1969
,
p. 14)
(4) The investigator has faith that we can rise to
the challenge, that we can confront our pressing human(e)
socia-L. concerns, that we can develop skills needed to change
and to survive— to maximize growth and to minimize destruc-
tion. Education can be a critical vehicle in this process.
We hope and think
. . . that this is the beginning
of a new era--the beginning of an era when man under-
stands the universe around him, and the beginning of the
era when man understands himself. (Armstrong, 1971)
It may be that all of this chaos is a way of breaking
with the old world and that from it some kind of native
American will emerge. (Marin, 1970, p. 64l)
. . . we are serious, dedicated, professional edu-
cators, which means that we are simple, romantic men who
risk contributing to the mental-health problem by main-
taining a belief in the improvability of the human con-
dition through education. We are not so simple and ro-
mantic as to believe that all of the problems we have
enumerated (e.g., there are more Americans suffering
from mental illness than from all other forms of illness
combined) are susceptible to solution--through education
or anything else. But some can be solved, and perhaps
more directly through education than any other means
... it is not beyond our ingenuity to design school
environments which can help young people to master con-
cepts necessary to survival in a rapidly, changing world.
(Postman and Weingartner, 1969 * XIII-XIV).
5Background to the Px-oblem in Educ
a
ti on:
The Need for Hunanistic Education
To provide a context for this dissertation within
field of education, the investigator has gathered sup-
port for the need to humanize education. Many schools
stifle human potentialities:
(a) by denying or ignoring that which is "reality”
for human beings: their feelings, creativity, curiosity,
sensuality, sexuality, ideals, values, etc. Schools do not
"tap in" to the natural energy and interest students have
in addressing their motivation needs (social, esteem, and
self-actualizing needs from Maslow's hierarchy):
We cannot tolerate another generation that knows so
much about preserving and destroying life, but so little
about enhancing it. We cannot permit our children to
come into their maturity as masters of the atom and of
the gene, but ignorant about the ways of the human mind
and heart. (Eurich, 1970, p. 1)
Children hear all the time, "Nice people don't say
such things." They learn early in life that for unknown
reasons they must not talk about a large part of what
they think and feel, are most interested in, and worried
about. (Holt, 1964, p. 173)
School is for work, not for dealing with the life
forces in children . . . School needs to be a place where
63 student C3n come with real (questions about real emo-
tions, and know that he can hear alternatives from other
people who are feeling the same kinds of things and who
are trying to deal with life, too
. . . Schools can no
longer be permitted to carry out such a horrendously ef-
fective program for drying up students' sense of their
own sexual identity. The stakes are high. Children all
too quickly grow up to become the adults who teach their
own children that sex is dirty, inappropriate, except
behind double-locked doors, replete with guilt, or bore-
dom, or duty. (Simon, 1971
, pp. 58- 59 )
To a very great degree, school is a place where
children learn to be stupid
. . . Children come to
school curious ; within a few years most of that curios-
ity is dead, or at least silent. Open a first or third
grade to questions, and you will be deluged; fifth
graders say nothing
. . . Curiosity, questions, specula-
tion--these are for outside school, not inside. (Holt,
1964, p. 157)
(b) by operating on Theory X assumptions about stu-
dents (and teachers): they are inherently lazy, they have
little desire for responsibility and prefer to be directed,
they are basically uncreative, they are motivated only by
hygiene needs, they must be spoon fed, controlled, and often
coerced if they are "to produce" (work and play are seen as
inherently different)
.
It's not what you're taught that does the harm but
how you're taught. In fact, for most of your school
life, it doesn't make that much difference what subject
you're taught. The real lesson is the method. The
medium in school truly is the message. And the medium
is, above all, coercive . . . what we do learn very well,
thanks to the method, is to accept choices that have been
made for us. (Farber, 1969* PP- 19-20)
In a recent study of 440,000 high school students
across the country, the American Institutes for Research
7concluded tnat schools fail to help students develop a
sense of personal responsibility for their own educa-
tional, personal, and social development, and that
schools must prepare students more fully for citizenship
and mature adulthood. (Alschuler, 1969, p. 8)
There's no question that the grading system Ls ef-
fective in training people to do what they're told. The
question is: what does it do for learning?
. . . Grades
don't make us want to enrich our minds, they make us
want to please our teachers (or at least put them on)
. . . Oddly enough, many of us understand all of this
and yet remain convinced that we need to be graded in
order to learn. When we get to college, twelve years of
slave work have very likely convinced us that learning
is dull, plodding, and unpalatable. We may think we need
to be graded: we assume that without grades we'd never
go through all that misery voluntarily. But, in fact,
we've been had. We've been prodded with phony motiva-
tions so long that we've become insensitive to the true
ones
. . .We're grade junkies--convinced that we'd
never learn without the A's and F's to keep us going.
Grades have prevented us from growing up. No matter how
old a person is--when he attends school, he's still a
child, tempted with lollipops and threatened with spank-
ings . . . Learning happens when you wan t to know . . .
Can you imagine what would happen if they graded you on
sex? The race would die out. (Farber, 1969 * pp. 67-69)
(c) by refusing to acknowledge the learner as a le-
gitimate data source and as a legitimate subject matter.
This relates to both (a) and (b). Even though people like
Ralph Tyler have suggested the learner as one of the three
major data sources for curriculum (along with society and
subject matter), this rarely holds up in reality. (Tyler,
1949. pp . 3-33) In fact, there are a lot of teachers who
teach subjects, very few who teach students.
8One of the most glaring deficiencies in education is
lack, of contact with the learner ... some causes of ir-
relevance in education: failure to match teaching pro-
cedures to children's learning styles
. . . the use of
material that is outside or poorly related to the
learner's knowledge of his physical realm of experience
. . . the use of teaching materials and methods that
ignores the concerns of the learners
. .
.
(Schools)
ignore the child's most persistent question: "What does
it have to do with me?"
. . . Concerns, wants, interests,
fears, anxieties, joys, and other emotions and reactions
to the world contain ‘the seeds of motivation. Dealing
with the child's inner concerns constitutes recognition
of, and respect for, him. By validating his experiences
and feelings, we cell the child, in essence, that he
does know something. (Weinstein and Fantini, 1970,
pp. 19 - 28 )
The products of Argentina are considered very ap-
propriate subject matter for the school to deal with,
but the products of each child's fears, hopes, misunder-
standings and concerns are rarely touched upon, even
though they are the unknown forces which dominate him
every minute of his day. (M. Simon, 1971* p. 2)
The things that occupy him (the child) are held to-
gether by the unity of the personal and social interests
which his life carries along. Whatever is uppermost in
his mind constitutes to him, for the time being, the
whole universe . . . The vital ties of affection, the
connecting bonds of activity, hold together the variety
of his personal experiences . . . Hence the need of re-
instating into experience the subject-matter of the
studies ... It must be restored to the experience
from which it has been abstracted. It needs to be
psychologized . . . The case is of Child. It is his
present powers which are to assert themselves; his pres-
ent capacities which are to be exercized; his present
attitudes which are to be realized. (Dewey, 1992,
PP. 5- 31 )
(d) by polluting students' minds with facts that
quickly become obsolete (Harrnin and Simon, 1965) > instead of
helping them develop PROCESSES that can be recycled. This
9is not to say that factual and conceptual learning are
useless; rather, they must be "psychologized," "processed,"
and made ’Value-able" for the students.
To place emphasis upon the curriculum change most
needed, our final words will enlarge on the need for a
humane program. Ask one of your students about the sun.
What will he tell you? It is 93,000,000 miles from the
earth, approximately 966,500 miles in diameter, with a
surface
' rotation of about 25 days at the equator. If he
is to live in the shadow of bigger and better bombs,
perhaps he must be taught all these facts. Yet, it will
always be the larger purpose of education to lead him to
appreciate the radiance of a sunset. (Sand, 1971)
Not knowledge or information, but self-realization,
is the goal. To possess all the world of knowledge and
lose one's own self is as awful a fate in education as
in religion. (Dewey, 1902, p. 9)
An education without this understanding of self is
simply training in an irrelevant accumulation of facts
and theories--irrele vant because it is not related to
what students feel is important . . . education will
mean that a student learns increasingly sophisticated
processes for coping with his concerns about his inner
self, and the outer world ... A process is a way of
doing that has form and structure, a way of operating, a
purposive behavior. Processes allow us to connect the
information we receive to new responses--actions, dreams,
feelings, thoughts. (Borton, 1970, pp. VII, 76)
Where the older school environment has asked, "who
discovered America?" the inquiry method asks, "How do
you discover who discovered America?" (Postman and
Weingartner, 1969
, P- 29)
Looking at the issue of subject content, we see it
being used on three levels. The first one is the
strictly factual, and as mentioned, facts are necessary.
Unfortunately, far too much education has stopped with
the facts . . . The second level is one of concepts,
largely developed by Jerome Bruner and his associates.
It goes beyond the memorization of facts and seeks to
10
teach students how to de/e?lop concepts from the facts
. . . The third level is the one of value clarification,
where the teacher and students use the facts and con-
cepts to learn more about themselves. (Goodman and
Huggins, 1973)
Students today, with ever-increasing frequency and
volume, are demanding a curriculum pertinent to their
own needs and concerns ... by Columbus Day, the stu-
dents once again are convinced that history is, at worst,
a series of meaningless facts, and, at best, a series of
probably important but definitely dull ideas
. . .
Louis Raths used to ask rhetorically of his students:
"What is the purpose of information?" "To inform," he
would answer. "To inform our values." (Harmin,
Kirschenbaum, and Simon, 1969
, pp. 568 - 570 )
(e) by operating in ways that reflect dinosauric
rigidity. The focus is on the average, on the "right answer,
and on monolithic means and ends (everyone has to learn the
same thing at the same time and at the same pace), when it
could be on the unique, on alternative solutions and de-
lightful differences, and on pluralistic means and ends.
Again, this is not to say that it is never appropriate to
focus on the average, or on one approach or answer. Schools,
however, take the "right answer" road far too often--even
when it is inappropriate . This is reflected in the strate-
gies students use when they are left behind/out: the "one-
way, don ' t- look-back-it 1 s-too-awful " strategy, the mumble
strategy, the "hedge-your-bet " strategy, and the guess-and-
look" strategy, to name just a few. (Holt, 1964 , pp. 10 - 15 )
11
The time has passed when the school-marm, equipped
“° teach the three R's by rote and impose morality by
authority, has something useful and important to give'
children. (Kohl, 1967
, p. 54)
The teacher must ask himself how he can best help
his students to recognize and value a variety of dif-
ferences between people. (Weinstein and Fantini, 1970,
P. 132)
. . . most children in school are answer-centered
rather than problem-centered. They see a problem as a
kind of announcement that far off in some mysterious
Answerland, there is an answer, which they are supposed
to go out and find. Some children begin right away to
try to pry this answer out of the mind of the teacher
. . . Practically everything we do in school tends to
make children answer-centered. In the first place,
right answers pay off ... In the second place, the
chances are good that teachers themselves are answer-
centered
. . . The alternati ve--and I can see no other--
is to have schools and classrooms in which each child in
his own way can satisfy his curiosity, develop his abili-
ties and talents, pursue his interest ... In short,
the school- should be a great smorgasbord of intellectual,
artistic, creative, and athletic activities, from which
each child could take whatever he wanted, and as much as
he wanted, or as little. (Holt, 1964
, pp. 83, 90, 180)
The emphasis upon process must be stressed. We do
not want children to be hustled by some teacher who be-
lieves he has the right set of values for all children.
We do not equate a process of working with values with
indoctrination, moralizing, or brainwashing. We want
children to learn to be more effective in thinking value
issues through for themselves. (Harmin and Simon, 1966)
(f) by being toxic, competitive, zero-sum, physically
limited environments . An alternative is for schools to move
towards being nourishing, collaborative, supportive, synergic
shared or non-zero-sum, physically expansive learning en-
vironments . In addition to content and process innovations
in the schools, it is crucial that we provide environments
that will support' those changes. The impact and importance
of the school environment cannot be overlooked.
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One good year is not enough to help the children
make it out of this jungle. The next year whatever they
learned will be unlearned, their confidence and pride
swept away, destroyed. It's good for them to know at
one point in their lives that someone, even a teacher,
cares, that they can do anything anyone else can. But
that's immediately undermined by the hundreds of teachers
who don't care ... I was an unwilling Penelope, seeing
the work I had done come undone before my eyes, seeing
children who had left my class with hope return beat and
confused. The reason so many kids come back to visit is
not because of what I taught--they forget that--but be-
cause at one time they were safe here, protected from
the indifference and cruelty of the system.. (Kohl, 1967,
p. 188)
More than ever before, students are voicing dis-
satisfactions with their educational environment. Con-
cerns of elementary school children contribute signifi-
cantly to a building force that is calling for adjust-
ments and alterations in the school climate. An analysis
of the perceptions of over 12,000 students from more than
100 elementary schools toward the nature of their educa-
tional environment reveals that there is an urgent need
for principals and teachers to create refreshing educa-
tional surroundings that meet the personal and academic
needs of children. (Sinclair, 1970, p. 53)
If the environment permits it, anyone can learn
whatever he chooses to learn; and if the individual per-
mits it, the environment will teach him everything it
has to teach. (Spolin, 1963 5 P* 3)
The Parkway Program brushes aside the traditional
notion that learning must be acquired within four-walled
boxes called classrooms and acknowledges that life and
learning are all part of the same on-going process.
(Resnik, 1970, p. 2^)
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Psychologists have supplied much evidence to indicate
that the environment or context an individual functions
in is a major* determinant of an individual's behavioral
pattern or feelings of worth. (C.D.H.R., 1971)
(g) by wasting chances to intervene at critical
periods and levels of development. It makes sense that stu-
dents will have a better chance to internalize their learning
if an appropriate educational intervention is made at a crit-
ical period in their growth.
Researchers have identified a number of "critical
periods" of development in which psychological skills
(e.g., attention, moral reasoning, formal operational
thinking) grow at a relatively rapid rate. Interven-
tions at these times have relatively greater, more long
lasting consequences than the same degree of effort
earlier or later. A similar case can be made for criti-
cal levels of development where interventions can have
maximum impact. (Alschuler, 1972)
The degree of moral development during the period
between ages 9 and 12 determined more variance in the
final level of the individual than development during
any other period. (Phillips, 1971* p. 6)
For the undergraduate, the college years are a
transitional period, with the no-man's land between home
security on one side, and "going out into the real world"
on the other. It is a time when many students face con-
flict and confusion in their lives. It is a time when
they are trying to make sense out of how to live their
lives. (Goodman and Hawkins, 1972, p. 18)
(h) by perpetuating societal concerns (e.g., racism,
sexism) and by not focusing energies to develop processes
and skills to confront these concerns. At best, schools
seem to ignore societal concerns, and at worst, they seem to
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contribute to them.
In spite of evidence indicating that present IQ tests
are economically, racially, and culturally biased, IQ
scores are usually ohe basis for a child's placement into
an ability group
. . . Ability grouping insures that the
black ghetto child will be locked into the definition of
"slowness" imposed by a biased IQ test. Tracking con-
demns the average black child to an inferior, low-track
education. In addition, tests and tracking contribute
indirectly to the reduction of the quality of his edu-
cation through their adverse influence on important
motivational factors such as the black child's self-
concept and the attitudes and expectations of his
teacher. (Knowles and Prewitt, 1971* pp. 37* 40)
The subeducation of Black students has been exten-
sively documented. Frighteningly, though, the miseduca-
tion of White students has almost escaped notice . . .
distortions of Black history and of current events have
resulted in the brainwashing/indoctrination of White
children to perceive the world as it is not. Our White
children are losing touch with reality. (Goodman, 1972a,
p. 3)
... an analysis of sex stereotyping in (134)
school books . . . boy-centered stories to girl-centered
stories, 5 to 2; adult male main characters to adult fe-
male main characters, 3 to 1; male biographies to female
biographies, 2 to 1; male folk or fantasy stories to
female folk or fantasy stories, 4 to 1 . . . shows
clever girls 33 times. But clever boys show up 131
times. ( The Springfield Union , 1972)
Summary
The need reflected in the above concerns is that ed-
ucation can and must help maximize/actualize human and so-
cietal potentialities. Some necessary (but not sufficient)
conditions for humanizing education include.
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(a) address students' motivation needs by focusing;
on their "reality" (feelings, creativity, sexuality, sensu-
ality, choices, values, hopes);
(b) structure educational environments and curricula
based on Theory Y assumptions about students; and develop
staff-training programs based on Theory Y assumptions about
teachers (they are creative, motivated, energy-filled, re-
sponsible)
;
(c) legitimize the learner as a data source and as a
subject matter;
(d) help students to learn and to develop processes
that will speak to their personal concerns;
(e) encourage pluralism, uniqueness, and the genera-
tion of alternative solutions to problems;
(f) create learning environments that are nourishing,
supportive, collaborative, synergic, shared or non- zero-sum,
and physically expansive;
(g) intervene at critical periods and levels of de-
velopment; and
(h) take a systemic/contex.tual approach to education-
al innovations and to confronting societal concerns.
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Definitions
humanistic education = a systemic approach to cre-
ating positive learning environments that encourage people
to develop alternative processes that they find value-able
in addressing real personal and societal concerns.
process = a way of doing that has form and structure,
a way of operating, a purposive behavior (Borton); "how to,"
a way of responding, acting-- "if you give me a fish, I will
eat tonight. If you teach me how to fish, I will eat for a
lifetime .
"
personal concerns = identity, connectedness, power
identity = involves one's self-image and self-concept,
as reflected in such questions as: "Who am I?" and "What do
I stand for, value, believe in?"
connectedness = involves one's relationships with
other people, focusing around such concerns as: "How do I
relate to other people?", "What kinds of relationships do I
find satisfying?", and "How can I make my relationships more
satisfying?"
power = involves the extent to which one has control
over what happens to him/her— 'How can I affect, direct the
flow of my life and what happens to me?"
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humanistic process = one that helps the individual
to address concerns (e.g., creating, valuing).
creating = the development, proposal, and implemen-
tation of new and valuabl e ideas that will satisfy some ex-
pressed or implied need.
valuing = process of making choices, feeling good
about one's choices, and acting on one's choices; includes
sub-processes of: choosing freely, choosing from alterna-
tives, choosing with awareness of consequences, prizing
choices, publicly affirming choices, acting on choices, act-
ing on choices so as to form pattern.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to document the devel-
opment, implementation, and evaluation of a humanistic edu-
cation program, the 1973 Maryland Leadership Workshops
Seminar. This program: (a) sought to help high school and
college students to focus on their strengths, understand
their values, and nourish their creativity; (b) reflected
the above definition of humanistic education; (c) focused
on the humanistic processes of valuing and creating.
Twenty-three high school and college students attended the
program, whicn was held on February 23-25 and March 10-11.
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These participants had opportunities to experience, con-
ceptualize, apply, and internalize such skills as diagnos-
ing, ideating, choosing, and acting.
The detailed documentation of this study addresses
these basic questions: (1) what was done, and what might be
done in the future, to increase the participants' ability to
internalize Seminar learnings?; (2) What kind of curricula
can be developed that will help people to develop skills in
valuing ana creating?; (3) How might this curricula be de-
veloped (the process for humanistic curriculum development)?;
(
4 ) What were the Seminar program's strengths and weaknesses?
How might it be improved?;
( 5 ) What does the humanistic edu-
cation facilitator look for in working with a group (de-
mystify facilitating skills)?
Significance of the Study
This study has practical and theoretical implications
that may be of interest to students, teachers, curriculum de-
velopers, teacher educators, facilitators of short-term work-
shops, people involved in humanistic education, and the staff
of the Maryland Leadership Workshops. This study is impor-
tant because it:
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( 1 ) reflects the need for synthesizing the different
branches of the human potential" movement, and offers a
concrete model that is a new synthesis of values clarifica-
tion and creative problem solving.
( 2 ) provides a model for teachers and facilitators
to use in developing humanistic curricula. Shiflett (1971)
and Ivey (1973b) speak of the need to demystify helping
skills--the process of humanistic curriculum development is
one that is ripe for demystification.
(3) begins to meet the need for documentation of
practical humanistic education programs.
(4) suggests a curriculum that might address some of
the personal and societal needs mentioned in an earlier sec-
tion. It has implications for programs in such areas as:
drug education (Brown, 1971.5 p. 199j Hillman, 1973j Hebert,
1972; MYCODA, 1972-73; Alschuler and Weinstein, 1973; Teper,
1972), confronting racism and sexism (Goodman, Simon, and
Witort, 1973; Goodman et al, 1971; Ivey, 1973a )
5
career edu-
cation, family counseling, etc.
(5) gathers data on students' reality--on their per-
ception of "positive self-concept." This data could be cru-
cial if we are to design curricula to meet students' needs
and to help them develop positive self-concepts.
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(6) addresses the question of the efficacy and im-
pact of short-term humanistic education programs. The study
is also significant in its use of a follow-up workshop and a
"team system" for participants. There are implications here
for the scheduling and groupings used in humanistic education
courses and programs.
( 7 ) documents an intervention at a critical period
for creativity (Gowan, 1972b, pp. 67 - 68 ) and values (Berman,
1968; Goodman and Hawkins, 1972). This program could serve
as a model for high schools and colleges that seek to help
students maximize their creativity and clarify their values.
(8) provides data to the Maryland Leadership Work-
shops staff on- their effectiveness. This will be helpful
in assessing future staff-training needs, and may have im-
plications, as well, for the training of "humanistic edu-
cators .
"
(9) uses a cross between a case study and an action
research model to generate extensive detail about the de-
velopment, implementation, and evaluation of a humanistic
education program. This "blow by blow" description will be
helpful in bridging the gap between theory and practice in
humanistic curriculum development and facilitation.
Limitations of the Study
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( 1 ) This is an exploratory study. As such, it will
not be testing any hypotheses.
( 2 ) Participants in the study will be volunteers.
No provisions will be made for randomization or control
groups. This may allow for factors to jeopardize the study's
internal and external validity. (Gage, 1963, pp. 175-176)
( 3 ) The investigator of this study is Co-Director
of* the Seminar, and may be subject to researcher bias.
( 4 ) Follow-up evaluations will take place within a
few months after the Seminar program has ended. Long-term
follow-up is not within the scope of this study.
( 5 ) Participants in the study may be subject to what
Webb describes as reactive, or guinea pig, effects. (Webb
et al, 1966, p. 13)
(6) Money to support the study is limited. This may
eliminate possible means for evaluation (e.g., videotape).
( 7 ) The validity of instruments that measure "human-
istic education" outcomes leaves much to be desired.
When a very large thermometer is placed in a very
small glass of water, the chances are that the thermom-
eter will change the temperature of the water to the
extent that the reading will be more a reflection of
the temperature of the thermometer itself than that of
the water. To measure a minute shift in the temperature
of a very small glass of water, a subtle, unobtrusive
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Instrument of delicate precision must be used. Un-
fortunately the unobtrusive instruments devised for
measuring the effects of personal growth education are
not precise, and the precise instruments are not subtle(Hawley, 1972a, p. 101)
(8) Weinstein, Hardin, and Tamashiro (1973), Cole
( 1969)5 and Hillman (1973) all note the impossibility of
having a people-proof curriculum. The curriculum described
in the present study should not be followed in a lock-step
fashion. Educators who might use this curriculum in the
future would want to adapt it to meet the emerging needs of
the participants.
(9) Yeomans (1972) and Kirschenbaum (1973) speak of
the dangers of people who say they have " the right answer,"
or
" the best way.” The present investigator is very sensi-
tive to the pitfalls of this "one way" approach. The in-
vestigator does not see the curriculum described herein as
the only way of dealing with values and creativity--but it
is a curriculum that warrants further development and evalu-
ation .
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CHAPTER II
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK OF THE STUDY
xhe purpose of this chapter is to explicate the con-
ceptual framework in which the present study is grounded.
More specifically, this chapter will expand on the following
concepts that were introduced in Chapter I: humanistic edu-
cation, process education, valuing, creating.
Humanistic Education
Goals and Guidelines
What is humanistic education? For one thing, the
term is an umbrella that encompasses several similar ap-
proaches—affective education, psychological education,
confluent education, and others. It's also a vague term.
Many people are for it, but few can coherently define or
describe it. And it certainly is a loaded term. De-
pending on whether or not one is a proponent of human-
istic education, the term becomes associated with "us"
and "them," with all the forces of good and evil in the
community. ( Kirschenbaum, 1973 * p. 3)
Several educators have delimited the humanistic um-
brella by describing its goals and guidelines. Ivey and
Alschuler (1973 5 p. 592) state that "the metagoal of psy-
chological humanistic education is to increase individuals'
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intentionality : their capacity to anticipate alternative
experiences, choose among them, and attain their desired
goals .
"
Alschuler and Weinstein (1973) delineate this meta-
goal by identifying the following sub-goals for humanistic
education: (1) "to promote the existing aims of education,
especially the often neglected psychosocial goals;" (2) to
increase students' repertoire of effective and enjoyable
processes that will help them to reach the goals they choose:
(3) to foster positive mental health; and (4) to promote
normal development.
In a similar vein, Curwin (1972, p. 118) notes that
education "mus-t help the learner see different alternatives,
and must provide the opportunity to make choices that are
real, meaningful, and significant." Weinstein (1970, pp.
21-23; 1971), Beren (1972, pp. 50-59), Borton (1970, p. 60),
Newberg and Levin (1970), Bessell (1973, p. 1), and H.D.T.I.
(1971, p. 6ff ) focus further on the importance of choice-
making related to individual concerns and goals. Kirschenbaum
(1973, p. 4) summarizes this focus when he states that stu-
dents will learn to make decisions "more effectively by ex-
ercising more and more control and choices concerning the
course of "choir education" as "the curriculum tends to rocus
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more and more on the felt concerns and Interests of the
students." Lenchltz (1971, p. 91) also posits that human-
istic education "is based on the assumptions of phenomenology,
existentialism, and perceptual theory, and therefore, tries
to deal directly with the concerns of children."
These concerns include identity, connectedness, and
power (see page 16) as defined by Weinstein and Fantini. In-
terestingly, Bessell and Palomares, have independently iden-
tified three major concern areas which parallel Weinstein and
Fantini s. awareness, social interaction, and mastery
(Bessell, 1973).
In addition to dealing with intentionality, choosing,
and personal concerns, Weinstein (1971), Kirschenbaum ( 1973 ,
p. 4), Alschuler (1970), Shapiro (1972), and Hawley ( 1973 ,
p. 83 ) suggest that humanistic education also involves:
(l) participation (role reciprocity between teacher and stu-
dents, sharing of power, cooperative planning); ( 2 ) inter-
penetration (interaction and integration of thinking, feeling,
and action); ( 3 ) self-study (legitimizing the self as a sub-
ject for study); (4) self-evaluation (internalizing the locus
of evaluation) and feedback (to refine and develop learnings);
( 5 ) imagination (encouraging divergent thinking); and ( 6 ) pos-
itive focus (developing personal strengths).
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The investigator's definition of humanistic educa-
tion ( "a systemic approach to creating positive learning en-
vironments that encourage people to develop alternative pro-
cesses that they find value-able in addressing real personal
and societal concerns") synthesizes and complements the work
of the above-mentioned practitioners. This definition is
the heart of the conceptual framework upon which the present
study is based.
Implementation Tactics
There are a number of ways of conceptualizing how to
implement the above goals and guidelines. Weinstein and
Fantini (1970* pp. 29-32) offer the notion of a three-tier
curriculum. The first tier would focus on the information
and skills related to the 3 R's and "traditional" school dis-
ciplines. The second tier, or curricular mode, would draw on
the students' interests, latent talents and abilities. The
third tier would springboard off the personal concerns of
the students--inquiring about their nature and developing
the skills to respond to them.
Kirschenbaum (1973* p. 3) provides another paradigm.
He identifies three overlapping approaches to implementing
humanistic education: (1) humanistic content curricula ex-
plore areas of human concern that "will help students deal
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more effectively with particular issues in their lives"
(e.g.j drugs, sexuality, aggression)
; (2) humanistic process
curricula teach students skills/processes they need to nego-
tiate their concerns of identity, connectedness, and power
(s.g., listening, goal-setting, valuing, creating); and
(3) humanistic school and group structures allow students to
make choices about their own learning and provide them with
opportunities to practice humanistic processes (e.g., open
classroom, class meetings, alternatives to traditional
grading)
.
Alschuler and Weinstein (1973) suggest yet a third
way of organizing implementation tactics. They identify
three tactics:- (1) congruent courses focus on "the seif"--
on teaching "a well defined, limited aspect of psychological
growth" by exposing students to "alternative patterns, pro-
cesses, motives, or goals." This approach can increase
lateral freedom "by helping people explore and enrich their
repertoire of options for actions, response, and enjoyment"
and/or vertical freedom "by teaching higher order capacities
in developmental hierarchies;" (2) confluent courses seek to
"integrate academic and psychological subject matter at an
experiential level." These courses are based on the notion
that the cognitive domain (the intellect, the activity oi the
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mind in knowing) and the affective domains (feelings, emo-
tions, attitudes, and values) are inextricably wedded in the
life of an individual. (Ekstedt, 1973, p. 1; Brown, 1971,
p. 3); and (3) contextual methods stimulate desired psycho-
logical states by altering the social envircnment--the norms,
the demand characteristics of a situation or institution.
This method seems to coincide with Kirschenbaum' s third ap-
proach (humanistic school and group structures).
The program documented in the present study employs
a combination of the above approaches. In Kirschenbaum'
s
terms, the program will offer a humanistic structure/environ-
ment in which people can develop processes (humanistic pro-
cess curricula' to confront their concerns (humanistic con-
tent curricula)
. For example, participants will have oppor-
tunities to develop skills in managing conflict (process) in
the family (concern area of connectedness).
In Alschuler and Weinstein's terms, the program is
an innovation (contextual method) that will take a congruent
approach with an emphasis on expanding participants' reper-
toire of humanistic processes (lateral freedom) . At the same
time, the program will draw from confluent approaches by pro-
viding opportunities for participants to integrate cognitive
and affective learnings.
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Process Education
The Need for Process Education
As noted above, the present study focuses on a pro-
gram that seeks to teach humanistic processes. This process
orientation is a response to a pearl offered by Charlie Brown
(of Peanuts fame
) : In the book of life, the answers are not
in the back. David Page reinforces this when he says that
"if to possess knowledge alone is to be educated, then an
encyclopedia is better educated than a person." (Shallcross,
1971 )
Rather than developing walking encyclopedias, pro-
cess educators suggest that "the world of the 20th century
is changing so' fast it is impossible to predict what know-
ledge and information students will need" and that "the store
of knowledge is so vast that it is impossible to instruct the
student in anything but a small portion of what is known."
(Cole, 1969* p. 245) Borton (1969* p. 57) emphasizes that
"every person handles massive amounts of information, and
needs to be taught both logical and psychological processes
for handling it." Borton (1970, pp. 90-91) goes on to say:
. . .
in a society where the social environment is
changing with incredible speed, such learning cannot be
left to accident. More and more We will require an ex-
plicitly acquired ability to consciously change patterns
of information processing while maintaining a sense of
self ... I believe that one of the purposes of education
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is to produce more of these great people— people who
have developed a conscious grasp of the processes through
which they themselves grow.
Unfortunately
,
it appears that much of today's cur-
ricula leaves the learning of processes to chance
. Cole
( 1969 * pp. 243-244) believes that
curriculum objectives have been too caught up with
the knowledge and information central to the disciplines
and generally have ignored the question of what it is
the learner must do to acquire, organize, and apply the
information.
Weinstein (1973* p. 600) reflects Cole's sentiments when he
says:
Our educational institutions devote most of their
efforts toward having learners think and respond more
carefully and rationally to such areas as history,
science, math, and so on, but rarely do they give that
kind of attention to having learners acquire the skills,
attitudes, and explicit processes by which they might
more carefully and effectively negotiate their self-to-
self and self-tc-other experiences.
Newberg (1970^ adds yet another voice to the need for process
education when he states that the purpose of education ought
to be
to provide or generate contexts and processes of
increasing complexity so that the learner is empowered
to solve personal, interpersonal, and societal problems
spontaneously and/or consciously.
Ivey and Alschuler (1973* P* 592) further suggest that human-
istic education needs to encourage "people to select their
own goals and help them develop many effective processes to
reach these goals."
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Kalinowski and Jordan (1973, p. 19) offer further support
for the Importance of process education by maintaining that
existence cannot be dissociated from process." Cole (1972a)
provides poetic elaboration on this point:
Process is the way we be
Process is the way we see.
We touch, we think, we feel
We fear, we love, we hate.
We need, we will, we choose
We live and die and wait.
Ever changing, never stable!
That's reality whatever label
Is selected by the being
To describe it as his fable.
Not to know this is to be
Out of touch with reality.
For static things do not exist
In any place or time.
They never have, they never will
Except in one strange place
. . .
Assumptions and Guidelines
for Process Education
Many educators have developed assumptions and ground-
rules for teaching processes:
(1) Process skills are more permanent than other types
of learning (Cole, 1972b);
(2) Information is stored and can be obtained when
needed. Process skills cannot be "looked up" (shades of
Charlie Brown)
.
(ibid)
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(3) Process skills are more widely applicable than
knowledge. (ibid)
( 4 ) Knowledge is tentative and arbitrary (as opposed
to absolute and true). (Cole, 1972c)
( 5 ) Learning is natural and enjoyable, as opposed to
unnatural and difficult. (ibid)
(6) The school is the setting for emergence of values
and knowledge through inquiry, as opposed to the authoritarian
transmitter of established values and knowledge. (ibid)
(7) Learning how to inquire and problem-so'l ve is a
primary goal of education. (Cole, 1972d)
(8) Process curricula are constructed in such a way
that the child- is more active in his learning . . . The
teacher becomes an arranger of appropriate experiences for
the child to encounter. (Cole, 1969* p. 253)
( 9 ) Focusing on concerns of identity, connectedness,
and power without providing a means (process) for dealing
with them can turn a curriculum of concerns into a curriculum
of anxiety. . . . The advantage of having a. clearly defined
process is that it gives uhe students somewhere to go with
their concern--it does not open the kid up and then leave
him hanging . . . The more explicit the process, the more
helpful it is. (Borton, 1970, pp. 84, 97)
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( 10 ) "Experimentation with a new process should be
done first in class, where there is the support of the rest
of the group for trying out new behaviors, and then in as
many different situations as possible." (ibid, p. 97 )
(11) If a student is to internalize a process in
"real life," he or she will have to practice using it there.
"Homework, in a process curriculum, is working on the process
at home." (ibid, p. 98 )
( 12 ) "insight may come in a flash, but change rarely
does. Take time to let growth take place
. . . The purpose
of the process curriculum is to give students the ability
to change themselves, not to work overnight wonders."
(Borton, 1970, p. 103) Hawley (1973* p. 3) concurs when he
says that learning these skills/processes involve hard work,
practice, and perseverance.
(13) Shallcross (1973a, p. 624) makes a distinction
between helping people to identify their primary processes
( preconscious , spontaneous) and teaching them secondary pro-
cesses (conscious, explicit). Berman ( 1968 , pp. 10-11)
clarifies the relationship between the two in stating that
learning process skills
. . .
involves two dimensions: ( 1 ) the opportunity
to experience the use of the skilo. in a wide variety of
contexts: and ( 2 ) the chance to verbalize the meaning of
the skill so an interplay can exist between the logical
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and the intuitive
. . . although process skills are or-
dinarily called into play spontaneously, the individual
should have the tools at his command to go back and ana-
lyze what may have transpired through more or less in-
tuitive Judgment. By so doing, the person can behave in
different or possibly more adequate ways in future situ-
ations which are somewhat similar.
Important Processes
Given the above need for, and assumptions and guide-
lines underlying process education, what are some of the
processes that ought to be taught to students? Cole (1969,
p. 253) enumerates the following as important processes:
self-initiated exploring, observing, classifying, questioning,
feeling, recording, translating, inferring, testing inferences,
representing experience and observations, communicating, gen-
eralizing, elaborating, and simplifying. Based on the work
of Gagne, Andreas (1970, p. 2) suggests the deliberate teach-
ing of such processes as attending, observing, classifying,
inquiring, forming hypotheses, and clarifying values. Berman
(1968) speaks of helping students learn processes of per-
ceiving, communicating, loving, decision-making, knowing,
patterning, creating, and valuing. Kirschenbaum (1973; p. 4)
advocates the teaching of such "life skills/processes" as
feeling, choosing, communicating, and acting. Table 1 out-
lines a number of processes that other educators have xound
important. (Goodman, 1972, p. 40)
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Many of the aforementioned processes overlap and are
interdependent. Acknowledging this, the investigator has
documented a program designed to help students develop and
practice several humanistic processes, with a special focus
on the processes of valuing and creating. The investigator
chose this focus, because as Rogers
( 1969 , p. 255) says.
If the human species is to survive at all on this
globe, the human being must become more readily adaptive
to new problems and situations (creating), must be able
to select that which is valuable for development and
survival out of new and complex situations (valuing). . .
Valuing
The Need for Valuing Skills
The first reason why valuing skills are needed is re-
flected in the conflict and confusion that many people are
experiencing with regard to their values and lives . Rogers
(1969, pp. 239-240), Westerhoff (1970), Simon and Goodman
(1973a, p. 85 ), Simon and Hartwell (1973) , Raths, Harmin,
and Simon (1967), Simon and Hart (1973), Berman (1968,
p. 169), Toffler (1970, pp. 13-14, 19), Silberman (1970,
pp. 22-23), Harmin and Simon ( 1967 , p. 24), Rees (1972, p. 3),
and Bennis (1969, PP- 224, 226) all discuss the values con-
fusion that exists in our pluralistic society. This confu-
sion exists, in part, because individuals are bombarded
by
the family, their peers, the school, the community,
the media,
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and the church with different, and often conflicting, values
messages
.
Simon and Goodman (1973c, pp. 16-17) sum up the above
when they note that the
world has been invaded by the future. And accompany-
ing this future shock has been an equally devastating
shock to accepted values.
The ' world around us has changed so quickly that the
world within us has not had time to catch up. Our values
rug is
.
constantly pulled out from under us and we are
left confused.
For evidence of this effect, we need only look at the
conflict and confusion that rage around us daily in such
.
values areas as the following: friendship, family, sex,
love, death, work, leisure, time, religion, ra'ce, money,
holidays, honesty, drugs, politics.
A second reason why valuing skills are needed derives
from the important role that values themselves play. F.aths
et al (1966, p. 27) note that values are "general guides to
behavior" that "give direction to life" and "show what we
tend to do with our limited time and energy." In a similar
vein, Knapp (1972, pp. 26-27) sees a value as "a guiding
force that determines the choices people make in living
their life." He reinforces the importance of values in
noting that "the student ultimately behaves according to how
he perceives the world through the screen of his o//n atti-
tudes and values." Berman ( 1968 , pp. 155-156) portrayo
values as "elements of human experience that- are invested
with great emotional meaning for people ... the main
source
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of "energy” in the operation (of society)
. . . also the
energy that provides the motivational bases for the behavior
of individuals in a wide variety of social contexts."
Schools would be negligent if they were to continue to avoid
teaching skills students need to negotiate their values.
The third reason why valuing skills are needed re-
sults from the ineffective, and at times, harmful ways that
schools have dealt with values in the past. Harmin and Simon
(1971) list several of these approaches: the do-nothing ap-
proach and the transmitting values approach (including moral-
izing, inculcating, modeling, rewarding and punishing, nag-
ging, manipulating, and explaining)
.
Wilgoren (1973* p. 5)
quotes studies, done by Allport, Festinger, McGinnies, and
Sykes that reflect the ineffectiveness of these approaches.
Berman (1968, p. 172) offers a reason for this ineffective-
ness :
These attempts have been met with more or less suc-
cess
—
probably less because most persons do not hear un-
less they are ready to hear. This readiness usually
comes about through an active, dynamic process rather
than a passive one.
More serious than their ineffectiveness is the damage
that these approaches have done to people. Rogers (1969*
p. 247) notes that one outcome has been a ''fundamental
estrangement of modern man from himself." Rathe et al (i960.
PP. 5-6) observe that these approaches have produced stu-
dents who are apathetic, flighty, very uncertain, very in
consistent, drifting, overconfoming, overdissenting, and
role playing. Cole (1972e) has written a poem that poigr
antly depicts some of these effects:
Teacher, teacher, tell me true.
Tell me what I ought to do!
Teacher, teacher, where's my book?
Tell me where I ought to look!
Tell me what to feel and how to think.
When to eat and what to drink.
Tell me what is good and what is bad.
When I'm happy and when I'm sad.
Tell me, tell me, what to do.
Tell me, tell me, what is true.
Make me learn and make me know.
Watch me closely as I come and go.
For I am small and I am weak.
Without your permission I cannot speak.
I cannot learn except by your decree.
Please, I beg you, give knowledge to me.
I am stupid and you are bright.
I am wrong and you are right.
I am bad and you are good.
I must do what you say I should.
Oh teacher, teacher, look what you have done!
I don't believe I'm anyone.
Oh teacher, teacher, can't you see!
Look at what you've done to me'.
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Clarification: Background
Simon (1969, p. 75) notes that "everyone is for val-
ues
. . . The problem has been what to do about them in the
classroom." The teaching approaches listed above (e.g.,
do-nothing, transmitting) have been ineffective and harmful.
The theoretical and empirical approaches that focus on val-
ues as entities, rather than on the valuing process, have
also been unproductive (Kohlberg, 1968, pp. 26-27; Raths
et al, 1966, pp. 10, 205ff; Wilgoren, 1973, p. 67).
Raths (1964, p. 13) suggests that the most promising
approach to dealing with values in the classroom would "be
the one that attempts to help each student build his own
value system. "• Harain and Simon (1967, pp. 16-17) offer
values clarification as a specific process for this end.
They "do not equate a process of working with values with
indoctrination, moralizing, or brainwashing. (They) want
children to learn to be more effective in thinking value is-
sues through for themselves." Knapp (1972a) concurs when he
says that students "need to develop their own values and to
learn a valuing process that will serve them when there is
no one around to make decisions for them."
The investigator chose to adapt the values clarifica-
tion approach in the present study. In addition to the rea-
In
sons mentioned above, the investigator used the following
criteria in making this choice: (1) values clarification is
consistent with the humanistic education and process educa-
tion goals and guidelines enumerated earlier; (2) Values
clarification takes a confluent approach to the valuing pro-
cess. (Rath et al, i960, pp. 225-226) Kirschenbaum (1973,
p. 10) notes that
It is interesting that, while some existentialists
and others say that our actions reveal our values, there
are others who equate our beliefs and opinions with our
values. Still others see values as synonymous with at-titudes and preferences. Values clarification is uniquein that it sees the valuing process as involving feel-ings 5 thoughts , and actions, not one to the exclusion of
the others
.
(3) Values clarification is a very use-full approach; that
is, it has practical learning activities that are an out-
growth of its theory. It comes down from the ivory tower and
provides strategies that can be used with real, live people.
These values activities attempt to help people de-
velop and practice the following processes (Raths et al,
1966 )
:
(1) choosing freely
(2) choosing from among alternatives
(3) choosing with consideration of consequences
(4) identifying one's feelings, prizing and cherish-
ing one's choices
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(5) sharing one's choices when appropriate
(6) acting on one's choices
(7) acting with a pattern and consistency
Kirs chenbaum (1973) suggests -chat the valuing pro-
cess might also include such sub-processes as communicating
(e.g.j sending clear messages, empathic listening, asking
^Ifying questions, giving and receiving feedback, resolv-
ing conflict) and thinking (e.g., analyzing, synthesizing,
thinking critically')
. Kirschenbaum notes that each of the
above valuing processes is also "a set of life skills that can
be learned, practiced, and improved in time."
Values Clarification: Assumption s
and Guidelines
Participants in the present study had the opportunity
to learn and practice the above mentioned skills/processes.
In providing this opportunity, the investigator assumed:
(1) "that you can and must be responsible for your-
self, that you have the wisdom and resources to make your
own life choices and select your own values . . . you have
the capacity to learn and grow and change . . . you are a
value-able person, lovable and capable;" (Simon, and Goodman.
1973c, p. 17);
(2) "involvement in value clarifying will positively
affect the learner's sense of self." (Wilgoren, 1973* P« 6*4)
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Rogers
( 1969 , p. 256 ) reinforces this assumption;
(3) the locus of evaluation needs to be returned to
the individual, so that he or she is in control of his or
her own valuing process (Rogers, 1969
, p. 249; Kirschenbaum,
1973, p. 4);
(4) valuing processes and skills can be developed
best in an environment: (a) that is non- judgmental and ac-
cepting of individual values (Raths, 1964, p. 13 ; Knapp,
1972a, p. 2); (b) of concern for one another (Raths, 1964,
P* 43) 3 (c) m which there are opportunities for sharing of
ideas on values-related issues (Raths, 1964, p. 13 ); (d) in
which people will not depose or impose values on others
(Goodman, 1973c); (e) that does not have a right-answer syn-
drome (Gray, 1972, p. 18) ; and (f) in which the individual
participant has the right to pass--to not participate if he
or she so chooses (Goodman, 1973b)
.
Creating
Definitions
As with valuing, different theorists and practition-
ers have differing perspectives on"creating" and "creativity."
Cole (1972f) summarizes the three major perspectives: cre-
ativity as personality traits, creativity as products, and
creativity a£ a process:
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V hat does it mean to be creative! Creativity is aglobal term.
_
When a person is said to be creative it isometimes meant that he has unusual and very novel ideas
which
her t
h
me
h-,
lt lmplles the Person produces products
"^
C
, i
Shly unusual a"d different from other prod-ucts which have been produced by others. More and morehas come to mean that the person is a capable and ef-
of pr°blera living processes which help himachieve the goals he seeks.
Stein (1962, p. 86 ) supports the process orientation
in stating that "creativity is not a single act but a process
.
Gowan (1972, p. 122) also holds this viewpoint: "Creativity
is not so much the having of good ideas as the process of
nurturing them." Berman (1968, p. 139 ) also speaks of cre-
ativity as a process:
Creativity is the total process from the inception
of an idea through to a completed product which is aes-
thetically pleasing or potentially useful, at least to
the individual creator.
Others define creativity more specifically as a
problem-solving process. Guilford
( 1968 , p. 122) notes that
"creative thinking and problem solving are essentially one
and the same phenomenon
. Cole (1972f) agrees when he states
that "all life and living is a puzzle with thousands of prob-
lems large and small to be recognized, dealt with, and solved.
To solve a problem is to create a solution." Parnes (Goodman,
1972b) defines creative problem-solving as
simply an effort to solve a problem in a new and
better way, without having been shown how to do so. To
exhibit creativity, your solution must be new to you--
not necessarily to someone else, in thi
everyone can be creative.
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s respect.
Several investigators have identified sub-processes
within the creating process. Torrance (1963, p. 4) lists
four sub-processes: "sensing problems or gaps in information,
forming ideas or hypotheses, testing and modifying these
hypotheses, and communicating the results." Berman (1968,
p. 140, Torrance (1963, pp. 7-8), Guilford (1968, p. 90ff )
,
and Shallcross (1971) also suggest the following component
skills: fluency (generating a large number of ideas), flex-
ibility (generating a variety of ideas), originality (gen-
erating unique ideas), elaboration (generating detailed
ideas), and redefinition (defining or perceiving a problem
in unusual ways). Havelock (1970), Osborn (1963), Dewey and
Prince (1970) and Gordon (1961) enumerate other sub-processes
in Table 2.
Viewing creativity as a problem-solving process has
important implications for the present study. The popular
mis conception uhat creativity is an inborn trait or reserved
only for artists is quashed. Guilford (1968, p. 112) states
that creativity can be enhanced by practicing the skills in-
volved in the creative process. Osborn (1963) echoes this in
saying that "creativity is an art--an applied art--a workable
art--a teachable art--a learnable art." Extensive research
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studies (Fames, 1972, p. 14) reinforce the above contentions
that deliberate educational programs can increase creativity.
The Need for Creati ve
Problem-Solving; Skills
There are three basic reasons underlying the need
for creative problem-solving skills (and thus, for the pro-
gram documented in this study)
.
First, there is an energy crisis in our world today—
not only in terms of oil, but also in terms of human energy.
William James estimated that we each use only about 10 per
cent of our potential (Shallcross, 1971). Shallcross
( 1973 ,
p. 626) puts the figure at 15 per cent. V. J. Papanek sug-
gested that it could be still less for most adults (Goodman,
1972b) :
Years ago, some pscyhologists at a university were
discussing creativity and age. They agreed that by age
45 one is over the hill, and creativity is pretty much
gone. They decided it would be useful to establish this
fact experimentally. They selected test instruments and
tested a universe of 45 year olds. To no one's surprise,
only 2$ tested were highly creative. Discussing the re-
sults, one psychologist suggested that it would be in-
teresting to find the age when creativity seemed to wear
out. The others agreed, and they tested universes 44
years old, 43 years old and so on. This proved to be a
monotonous task, because the 2$ highly creative remained
the same until the weary psychologists reached the uni-
verse of seven year olds. Highly creative jumped to 10$.
At five years old the figure was 90$ highly creative!
Torrance
( 1963 , p. 10) calls for a humane education that will
help students to actualize more of their potentiality.
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Second, many people experience barriers to their cre-
ativity. These barriers could be overcome through deliberate
educational programs. Torrance (1963, pp. 20-23), Gillespie
(Biondi, 1972, pp. 5-11), Shallcross (1973, pp. 623-625), and
Goodman and Orrick (1972) have identified such internal and
external barriers to creativity as: perceptual barriers,
lack of positive outlook, conformity pressures, killer
phrases (both intra- and interpersonal), lack of self-
confidence, habitual responses, and fear of risk.
Third, training in creative problem-solving could
lead to increased mental health. Shallcross (1973, p. 626)
and Guilford (1968, p. Ill) note the direct relationship be-
tween creativity and positive self-concept and self-confidence.
Gowan (1972, p. 1) describes the linkage between creativity
and freedom, one element of positive mental health: "if man
is to become free, he must learn to develop his creativity."
Gowan (1972, pp. 13, 54) quotes the work of Maslow, Rogers,
Jung, and others as reflecting the notion of creativity as a
barometer for mental health. On a species-w.ide level, Gowan
( 1972b, p. 199 ) also notes the significance of creativity in
human e volution--as an evolutionary "throw-forward." In a
world of accelerating change, human creativity could be lit-
erally a matter of life or death.
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In response to the above needs for creative problem-
solving, Joyce (1971, pp. 311-312) sees "the great dynamic
challenge of the future is to develop
. . . entirely new
modes of education designed to help people create new solu-
tions to problems and to define problems that were not per-
ceived before at all
. . and (to) help individuals create
lives which are unique, uniquely fulfilling, and socially
productive. Parnes (1972, pp. 58-59) portrays the decade of
the seventies as an important time to implement programs in
creative problem-solving. Berman (1968, p. 151) calls for
specific experiences
. . . to be designed which will enable
students to gain competence in various components of the
creative process.” The present study documents a program
consisting of specific activities designed to help people
develop skills in creative problem-solving.
Creative Problem-Solving:
Assumptions and Guidelines
Participants in the present study had the opportunity
to develop such creative problem-solving processes as defin-
ing problems, fact-finding, ideation, incubation, synthesiz-
ing, evaluating, and implementing. In providing this oppor-
tunity, the investigator followed these guidelines in de-
veloping the program's curriculum:
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(1) Gowan (1972, pp. 14-15) and Shallcross
( 1973 ,
p. 624) identify two levels of creativity: primary and
secondary. Primary creativity involves the preconscious pro-
cesses our minds go through in creating an idea. The "Eu-
reka!" experience often results from this process. Secondary
creativity involves a conscious approach to creating ideas:
it makes explicit the preconscious processes; therefore, it
can be taught and learned.
In the program that is documented in this study, the
investigator sought to develop creativity by having the par-
ticipants experience, conceptualize, and apply secondary
processes/skills. Gowan (1972, p. 123) lends support for
this approach:
... if you study creativity and self-actualization,
you are very likely to become more creative and self-
actualized. To some extent the openings between the
conscious and the preconscious can be sprung a bit from
the conscious side.
Guilford ( 1968 , p. 195) also reinforces this viewpoint.
(2) The investigator provided opportunities for
participants to become aware of their blocks to creativity, and
provided opportunities for them to internalize the skills need-
ed to overcome these blocks. (Shallcross, 1973* p. 624)
( 3 ) Ike investigator sought to maximize creativity
development by establishing an environment: (a) in which
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judgment is deferred (Osborn, 1963, pp. 127 , 155.; Shallcross,
1973, p. 626); (b) of support for risk-taking (Berman, 1968,
P. 146; Gowan, 1972, p. 82); (0) in which there are oppor-
tunities to expand on the ideas of others (Osborn, 1963,
P- 154), (d) in which the locus of evaluation is internal
(Berman, 1968, pp. 146-147; Rogers, 1962, pp. 70-71); (e) that
encourages divergent,, rather than convergent "right answer"
approaches (Herman, 1968, p. i46)
;
(f) that allows for pe-
riods of incubation and reflection (Osborn, 1963, p. 314);
and (g) that includes periods of playfulness and fun (Osborn,
1963, p. 157).
There are striking parallels between the optimal en-
vironments for developing values clarification skills and for
enhancing creative problem-solving skills. This similarity
of learning environments is yet another reason why the in-
vestigator chose to focus on the skills of creating and valu-
ing in the present study.
Summary
In this chapter, the investigator has expanded on the
following concepts that were introduced in Chapter I:
humanistic education
process education
valuing
creating
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The investigator has reviewed the literature with
regard to the definitions of, the need for, alternative ap-
proaches to, and assumptions and guidelines underlying human-
istic education, process education, values clarification, and
creative problem-solving. The present study documents a
humanistic education program that focuses on the development
of such processes as values clarification and creative prob-
lem-solving
.
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C H A P T E R III
EVALUATION
Evaluation: State of the
Field and Definitions
"Evaluation" is a fuzzy concept. It is
one of the difficult terms in education which posses-
ses several connotative meanings that differ over the
context within which the term is used and differ over the
user. The use of word 'evaluation' is threatening to
some, necessary to others* treated lightly by some* used
as a mystery by still others, is of a developmental na-
ture to some* and is hypothesized to be both the future
and downfall of education
. .
.
(Hutchinson and Fortune,
1972)
The past decade has seen a great deal of growth in
the field of evaluation. Stufflebeam et al (1971* p. 4ff)
reflected the need for this growth as a response to "evalu-
ation's illness," as manifested in such symptoms as: (1) the
avoidance syndrome ( "Because evaluation seems to be a painful
process* everyone avoids it unless absolutely necessary");
(2) the anxiety symptom (arising from the older definition of
evaluation as a judgment); (3) the skepticism symptom (many
people doubt the value of evaluation); and (4) the no-signif-
icant- differ ?nce symptom (inability to uncover any signifi-
cant information)
.
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Stufflebeam goes on to examine the etiology of eval-
uation’s illness. He pinpoints problems in defining the
term as one major cause. Four particular definitions have
become popular, each with its drawbacks:
(1) An early definition equated evaluation with
measurement. This approach obscured the fact that value
judgments are involved in evaluation, as emphasis was put on
instrument development and interpretation. Furthermore, this
kind of evaluation was limited to those variables for which
the science of measurement had successfully evolved instru-
ments. Other variables became known as 'intangibles,' a
characterization equivalent to saying they could not be mea-
sured and hence had no utility and, ultimately, no importance.
(Stufflebeam, 1971, p. 11)
Thus, this definition led to an evaluation which had
a narrow instrumental focus and was mechanistic in approach.
It also discouraged evaluating such "intangibles " as human-
istic education objectives.
(2) Another school of thought has seen evaluation as
"determining the congruence between performance and objectives
especially behavioral objectives." ( Stufflebeam, 1971, p. 11)
This view has resulted in a narrow focus on objectives and has
molded evaluation (despite Tyler's feedback orientation) as a
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terminal process that yieldel information post facto-after
the curriculum program was completed. Paquin (1973, p. 83 )
notes the limitations of this terminal orientation.
(3) The third popular view is that evaluation is
professional judgment. Ambiguous data and criteria, along
with questionable reliability and objectivity are the Achilles
Heels of this approach.
(4) Some educators have equated evaluation with
research
. The drawbacks to this approach are that it pre-
vents attention to more than one problem at a time, it pro-
vides only terminal data, it does not allow for ongoing ad-
justment and refinement, it restricts the range of programs
that can be studied (Stake notes that "many an educator finds
the program being researched no longer the program he wanted
to know about "--Benedict, 1972b), and it places the emphasis
on a conclusion-orientation (proving) rather than on a deci-
sion-orientation (improving). Benedict (1973* p. 5) elabo-
rates on this last point:
Traditionally, it has been felt that. the best evalua-
tion was that done by the soundest, most rigorously con-
trolled experiments, a la Campbell and Stanley. However,
the contention here is that traditional research paradigms
are not adequate for doing educational evaluation.. This
view is held not only by this writer by by Guba, Stake,
Stufflebeam, and Scriven, and stems primarily from the
fact that both the assumptions and goals’ of traditional
research, perhaps better termed "conclusion-oriented
research, " are different from those of educational evalu-
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or decision- oriented research." A paradigm pro-
duced on the basis of the assumptions and goals of the
former are of necessity and by definition inappropriate
in accomplishing the goals of the latter.
In support of this view, Roberts (1969, p. 3) states
that "investigations intended to further scientific under-
standing are not always those best suited to help make a
practical decision."
The Decision-Maker Model of Evaluation
In 1963 j Cronbach began a new movement in the field
of educational evaluation by focusing on evaluation as "the
collection and use of information to make decisions about an
educational program." (Cronbach, 1963* p. 72), Klein et al
(1971* p. 9) see evaluation as
the process of determining the kinds of decisions
that have to be made; selecting, collecting, and analyz-
ing information needed in making these decisions; and
then reporting this information to appropriate decision
makers
.
Similarly, Stufflebeam et al (1971* P* ^0) define
evaluation as "the process of delineating, obtaining, and
providing useful information for judging decision alterna-
tives .
"
Benedict (1970), Beckmann (1970), Hutchinson (1972),
and Stufflebeam et al (1971) go on to outline some 01 the
assumptions and guidelines that underlie what Hutchinson
calls "the decision-maker model of evaluation:"
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(1) A decision-maker is a person or group of people
who are responsible for making decisions regarding an educa-
tional enterprise.
(2) "Decision makers need: (a) data for on-going
decision making, (b) especially data which they can count on
using, and (c) evaluation procedures which do not interfere
with their accomplishing what they want to accomplish."
(Hutchinson, 1972)
( 3 ) Decision makers have the right--both morally and
ethically--to make their own decisions about their own enter-
prise— this is not the right or responsibility of an outside
consultant/e valuator
.
( 4 ) The only legitimate purpose of educational evalu-
ation is to provide information to these decision makers for
their own use as they see fit.
(5) If a datum produced by the evaluation is used by
a decision maker, then it has decision-maker validity
.
In
order to increase validity, the decision makers' priorities
need to be identified and built into the evaluation design.
(6) An evaluation is efficient to the extent it pro-
vides only that data which a decision maker uses. An evalu-
ation is complete to the extent it provides all the data
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for the decision maker’s highest priority needs.
(7) The purpose of evaluation is not to prove, but to
improve. In order for an evaluation to be most helpful, it
must include both formative (ongoing evaluation concerned with
program improvement) and summative (evaluation concerned with
determining overall effectiveness) components. Beckmann
( 1970 , p. 9 ) elaborates on formative evaluation: "it is a
process of finding out where you are going while you are get-
ting there." Tyler fl9^-9.» p. 105) also speaks of evaluation
as
:
a process for finding out how far the learning ex-
periences as developed and organized are actually pro-
ducing the desired results
. . .
the process of evalua-
tion will involve identifying the strengths and weak-
nesses of the plans.
Regarding summative evaluation, Tyler [ 19^9 , pp. 106-
107 ) suggests that "in order to have some estimate of the
permanence of the learning, it is necessary to have still
another point of evaluation which is made sometime after the
instruction has been completed.
Modes of Evaluation
There are a number of dimensions that describe dif-
ferent ways in which evaluation data can be gathered. It
may be either: direct or indirect, obtrusive or unobtrusive,
written or verbal, self-reported or observed. The investi-
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gator in this study employed all of the above modes in gath-
ering data. Some of the specific methods used to provide
data for decision-making include:
(1) survey of archival records: The investigator ex-
amined the designs, participant feedback letters, and final
evaluation forms from previous programs. This was done be-
cause, as Webb ( 1966 , p. Ill) says, "the palest ink is
clearer than the best memory."
( 2 ) discussions with high school students attending
the 1973 Maryland Association of Student Councils Convention:
The program staff held informal’ talks with potential par-
ticipants to ascertain their interests and needs.
( 3 ) needs assessment form: Prior to the program,
the participants completed a diagnostic questionnaire that
included open-ended questions on their hopes, expectations,
and personal learning styles.
(4) entrance interview: The staff gathered data
from participants immediately before the start of the Sem-
inar program through face-to-face individual interviews.
(5) "Dear Me" and "Dear You" letters: Participants
responded to open-ended questions in writing at the end of
each Seminar day. The letters served the two-fold purpose
of: (a) helping the participants to synthesize and inventory
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learnings, thoughts, feelings, ar.d hopes; and (b) providing
the staff with honest, on-going feedback.
(6) staff meetings: The staff shared their observa-
tions of the participants and program activities, and gave
feedback to one another throughout the Seminar (before, dur-
ing, and after each Seminar weekend)
.
( 7 ) staff evaluator: An individual who was not in-
volved in program development and facilitation served in the
role of evaluator during the first weekend. She observed
staff and participants' behaviors, states, and comments dur-
ing both structured activities (e.g., I learned whips) and
out-of-session time.
(8) staff reports: Each staff member responded in
writing at the end of each Seminar weekend to open-ended
questions dealing with staff strengths and weaknesses, pro-
gram strengths and weaknesses, and observations of the par-
ticipants
.
( 9 ) postcards: Between the first and second Seminar
weekends, participants wrote postcards to the staff--provid-
ing data on their perspective of the first weekend, their
attempts and reactions to applying Seminar learnings back-
home, and their hopes for the second weekend.
(10)
unsolicited letters and verbal comments from
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participants and visitors: The investigator garnered some
additional data in this form between the two Seminar week-
ends
,
as well as after the second weekend.
(11) descriptive and prescriptive evaluation by the
investigator: Throughout the planning and implementation
process, the investigator recorded descriptive data (I
noticed that
. .
. ) as well as prescriptions for action (I
urge the staff
. .
(12) creative problem-solving tests: The staff ob-
tained data (without controls) on the participants' creative
problem-solving abilities through administering an adaptation
of Torrance's tests. These tests were given near the begin-
ning of the first Seminar weekend, and at the end of the
second weekend.
Based on the work of Gowan and Torrance (Gowan,
1972b, p. 33 )) Shallcross (1973b), Parnes (Parnes and
Harding, 1962, p. 190), Osborn ( 1963 * p. 131) 5 and Pollack
et al ( 1973)5 the investigator selected ideational fluency
as the criterion measure for creativity.
( 13 ) operationalization of "positive self-concept:"
Using an adaptation of Hutchinson's process to operationalize
fuzzy concepts, participants generated their own meanings
for "positive self-concept." Drawing from these meanings.
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they then proceeded to identify these aspects of their own
self-concept that the Seminar program had influenced posi-
tively. The investigator chose to focus on the variable of
self-concept because of its relationship to valuing and cre-
ating, and because, as Combs (Combs et al, 1971) suggests,
"it is the most important single factor affecting behavior."
(14) follow-up evaluation questionnaire: A few months
after the program had ended, participants responded to an
evaluation questionnaire that included open- and close-ended
questions soliciting data on program goals, driving and re-
straining forces to back-home application, suggestions for
program improvement, and perspectives on the Seminar.
Some Issues That Were Considered
In Choosing Evaluation Methods
The Validity of Participants' Reports
The investigator has utilized feedback from the pro-
gram participants (e.g.. Dear Me letters, needs assessment
form, solicited and unsolicited letters, operationalizing
"positive self-concept") as one source of data for evalua-
tion. The investigator chose to use participants' reports
as a reflection of: (1) the tenets of perceptual psychology;
and (2) the high priority consideration that the program
staff placed on participants' feedback (thus insuring bhat
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this data would have decision-maker validity)
.
Combs (1953) sets out the basic principle of per-
ceptual psychology in stating that "people do not behave ac-
cording to the facts as others see them: they behave in
terms of what seems to them to be so
. . This "eye of
the beholder" approach is reinforced by Parisi (1972, p. Ik) }
who suggests that "the perceptions a person holds of himself
and his environment are the determinants of his behavior."
S-Lnclair ' s approach to assessing school environments re-
flects this approach by using student perceptions to "help
the teacher identify classroom activities and dimensions of
the hidden curriculum which are likely to facilitate or hin-
der learning."- (1968) Sinclair (1968) believes that the
"perceptions of individuals living in an environment are a
source of valid descriptions of that environment." In the
field of leadership theory, Hersey and Blanchard (1969,
p. 95) note that "followers will behave according to how they
perceive (the leader's/the teacher's/the facilitator's) be-
havior"-^ notion which has important implications for eval-
uation of the Seminar staff.
Furthermore, Noam (1972, p. 14) notes that "a review
of empirical studies indicates that students' ratings can
provide reliable and valid information on the quality of
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courses and instruction." Costin et al (1971, p. 530) sup-
port this:
Numerous investigators reported acceptable stability
and internal consistency of ratings; responses apparently
were not biased by particular experience atypicaj. of a
course. Research findings suggest that the criteria
used by students in their ratings of instructors had
much more to do with the quality of the presentation of
material than with the entertainment value of the course
per se.
Combs (1971, p. 25) sums up the implications of the
above in saying that "to understand the behavior of persons
from the internal frame of reference, it is necessary to
discover how things seem to them* especially how people see
themselves and the world they are involved in." The investi-
gator in this study used evaluation methods designed to tap
the participants
'
perceptions of Seminar and their Seminar
experience
.
In using these methods, the investigator sought to
minimize what Webb (1966, pp. 13-21) and Morra (1973, pp.
43-45) noted as possible sources of invalidity: guinea pig
effect, role selection— termed "demand characteristics" by
Orne (1962) and Rosenthal (1965; 1966; 1968)--and response
sets. The investigator: (1) was honest and sincere in his
instructions to the participants throughout the Seminar pro-
gram (Morra suggests thsit forthrightness breeds honesty);
(2) allowed participants to give anonymous feedback through-
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out the program (Webb and Morra suggest that this can mini-
mize conscious malingering, cheating, and social desireabil-
ity effects); ( 3 ) asked open-ended evaluation questions of
the participants (to minimize what Morra calls the deviant
response set, and what Holt calls "the right answer" set);
and (4) used other means of evaluation to increase the valid-
ity of the data (Hawley, 1972b). As Webb says, no "method is
withouu bias . . . But the issue is not choosing among in-
dividual methods. Rather it is the necessity for a multiple
operationism. " Accordingly, the investigator used a variety
of methods that provided data on both the alpha press (the
environment as seen by observers) and the beta press (the
environment as reported by the participant) of Seminar.
(Sinclair, 1971)
Goal -Free Evaluation
The investigator deemed it necessary to gather both
alpha and beta press data because of what Silberman calls the
"hidden curriculum; " the fact that students learn from their
total environment, not just that part of it which has been
planned (the intended curriculum)
.
Scriven (1972) pursues this in his presentation of
the "Prose and Cons about Goal-Free Evaluation." Scriven notes
his discomfort about the separation of goals and side-effects.
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and states that evaluators ought to determine "exactly what
effects a product had (or most likely had), and evaluate
these, whether or not they were intended
. . . evaluation
with respect to goals ioes not even include all the antici-
pated effects and gives much too limited a profile of the
project." Accordingly, Scriven suggests that "the less the
external evaluator hears about the goals of the project, the
less tunnel- vision will develop, the more attention will be
paid to looking for actual effects."
Popham (1972) supports Scriven in stating that "as
you can learn from any baseball pitcher who has set out in
the first inning to pitch a shutout, the game's final score
is the thing that counts, not good intentions." Popham does
have doubts, however, about how realistic it would be to keep
the evaluator completely uncontaminated by goal preferences.
Stufflebeam (1972), operating out of the decision-maker
model of evaluation, questions whether the evaluator should
be goal-free.
This investigator has followed the multiple operation-
ism approach suggested by Webb. As such, an adaptation of
Scriven 1 s GFE has been used in the Seminar program— as one
evaluation strategy in conjunction with others. One member
of the Seminar staff (who was briefly involved in program
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development, and was not involved in program facilitation)
served during the first Seminar weekend as a floating evalu-
ator. She made observations of staff and participant be-
haviors, states, ar.d comments during both structured activi-
ties and out-of-session time. These observations were re-
ported to the staff as part of the program’s formative eval-
uation.
Evaluation as Description
and Prescription
There are thousands upon thousands of activities,
exercises, strategies within the field of humanistic educa-
We are not at a loss for things to do. However, there
is a relative dearth of information in the literature about
how to organize these activities, about the effects of these
activities, about specific student responses to these activ-
ities, about the process of developing and facilitating a
curriculum consisting of these activities.
Warren Bennis (1968) expressed a need for studies to
''pay more attention to the very careful and rigorous process
of description. It seems to me that one of the main failings
of contemporary social science is its lack of attention to
the description of process." George Lombard ( 1968 ) rein-
forces Bennis in saying that
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the fact that descriptive data have not been avail-
able has played. an important part in holding up the
spread of the kind of clinical knowledge which would
provide the close familiarity with situations from which
useful uniformities could be derived.
Lombard goes on to call for studies that have two parts:
the first is descriptive of the total observed sit-
uation.
. . it is a report of the situation observed
while it is occurring.
.
.
(the second part is) the di-
agnosis of the situation. This statement is usually re-
corded separately from the descriptive part
. . . this
second part states specific suggestions for action.
The investigator has incorporated elements of de-
scription and prescription throughout the Seminar evaluation.
The "i noticed.
.
.
( descriptive) /I urge (prescriptive).
.
."
sequence used pointedly illustrates this incorporation into
the program's formative evaluation.
In choosing elements of the planning and implementa-
tion process to describe, the investigator found the follow-
ing feedback criteria helpful:
uation)
;
(1) Feedback is descriptive rather than judgmental;
(2) Feedback is specific rather than general;
(3) Feedback is directed towards changeable behaviors
(4) Feedback is solicited rather than imposed;
(5) Feedback is well-timed (enhancing formative eval-
(6) Feedback can be checked against other perspec-
tives; and
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(7) Feedback takes into account the needs of the
receiver
.
The investigator attempted to meet these criteria in
the "I noticed
. .
" statements.
Evaluation of Humanistic
Education Programs
John Goodlad ( 1966 ) speaks of an analogy that has
implications for the evaluation of humanistic education pro-
grams :
One does not often try to determine electrical cur-
rent with a meter stick or lengths with an ammeter; we
must be equally careful in trying to measure the succes-
ses of courses that differ in kind, rather than degree,
by using a test intended for one as instrument to cali-
brate the other.
In a new and developing field, humanistic educators
often find themselves at a loss for evaluation instruments
that are both appropriate and effective. Alschuler and Ivey
(1973* P- 607 ) note that humanistic educators, "like their
more traditional colleagues, often use bogus criteria to
assess the effectiveness of their work--the criteria of
short-term knowledge and satisfaction."
Alschuler and Ivey go on to share guidelines for as-
sessing long-term internalization of attitudes and skills:
(1) Wait a year--internalization takes time; (2) Look for
voluntary epnlications of a response; (3) Lcok for applica-
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tions in several areas of the person's life; and (4) Look
for evidence that the person values and enjoys his or her
increased effectiveness.
The investigator has been able to follow three of
the above four guidelines in the present study. As previous-
ly mentioned^ one limitation is that long-term follow-up is
not within the scope of the study: follow-up evaluations
were conducted within a few months of the end of the program.
However, the investigator has included extensive documentation
of evidence related to the remaining three guidelines. "Dear
You" letters; postcards; unsolicited letters and verbal com-
ments; and the follow-up evaluation questionnaire all con-
tribute to this documentation.
Alschuler and Ivey also identify some specific ques-
tions to help the evaluator assess the potential for long-
term internalization: (1) Did the individual attend to the
activity presented?; (2) Did the person thoroughly experience
what is to be learned?; (3) Did the individual clearly con-
ceptualize the experience?; (4) Did the person relate the
experience to other important aspects of his or her life?;
and (5) Did the person use the learning provided?
The investigator collected data on the first two
questions primarily (though not exclusively) through use of
feedback from the staff and staff evaluator, and the in-
vestigator's diagnostic evaluation (e.g., observations of
attendance, tardiness, and "down time" reflect the degree
of attention; observation of spontaneous involvement during
and after an exercise can serve as an index to the second
question). "Dear Me” letters, "Dear You" letters, postcards,
unsolicited letters and verbal comments, and the follow-up
evaluation questionnaire provided the bulk of data for the
last three questions above (e.g., asking a participant to
recall an experience is one way of speaking to the third
question; for the fourth question above, the main task is to
determine "whether individuals can describe where learning
from the experience would be useful to them--essays , and
discussions can provide this information; diaries, the grape-
vine, and the ability to complete an independent goal-orient-
ed project--like the Seminar self-contract--can offer insight
as to the extent that a person used his or her learnings).
Summary
This chapter has described some issues in the field
of evaluation. It has also defined evaluation, described the
assumptions and guidelines underlying the decision-maker model
of evaluation, and enumerated the modes of evaluation used to
gather data in the present study. The chapter concluded with
an examination of some of the issues related to the in
vestigator's choice of evaluation methods.
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CHAPTER IV
THE PLANNING, IMPLEMENTATION,
AND EVALUATION OF SEMINAR
Maryland Leadership Workshops
Maryland Leadership Workshops, the sponsor of the
Seminar program, is an organization that seeks: (1) to pro-
vide leadership training for students and teachers in Mary-
land; ( 2 ) to provide resources for improving educational
systems within the state of Maryland.
The present organization grew out of a small, week-
long workshop in the summer of 195^. Forty high-school stu-
dents from Maryland participated in a series of discussion
groups on topics related to student council functioning.
Under the direction of Felix Simon, MLW has grown into an
organization that sponsors week-long residential leadership
workshops for junior and senior high students, an advanced
Human Relations Seminar, student activities’ advisor work-
shops, and numerous local (county, school-based) workshops
designed specifically for the people involved. MLW provides
training in such skills as: communications , conflict manage-
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ment
,
leading small groups, guiding large-group meetings,
%
organizational development, creative problem-solving, de-
cision-making, goal-setting, developing and implementing
programs, evaluation, and role clarification.
The organization presently has an active pool of
about 80 staff members. Staff members are selected for
specific programs on the basis of interest, availability,
skills, and potential future contributions to the organiza-
tion. Most staff members are college students who had been
involved in the Workshop program as participants; thus, the
staff operates on a self- renewing basis. The staff members
have received task-relevant education and experience through
their involvement as student leaders, through their partici-
pation in the Leadership Workshop program, through the pro-
gram's in-service training opportunities, and through their
college courses and/or job experiences. For its workshops,
the program also uses a collaborative/team-planning and im-
plementing approach, which serves as another form of in-
service training. The relative youth of the staff has been
a major factor in establishing rapport and effective cross-
age teaching with student populations. The teaching and
learning of leadership skills occurs in an atmosphere of
support, inquiry, and fun, as typified by the reaction of one
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senior high student participant:
Workshop is truly a ’’unique experience.’’ So much is
learned here. All sorts of things: Human Relations,
Parliamentary Procedure, How to Evaluate
. . . But not
only the typical "workshop” things, but more. You
learn not only the theory of getting along with people,
but the practice of living with people. Understanding,
Friendship, Helpfulness, and Football.
FOOTBALL? I happen to be one of the poor unfortu-
nates that has missed out on football, and they don't
offer a course on it in my school. In workshop I've
learned, or have started to learn, about football. How
to throw a football, how to kick a football, and most
important, what "hike" means.
Workshop people seem different. No one has been
patient enough to teach me about football before. Maybe
next year I'll really learn about car engines . . .
(Kunni M. Biener, Sr. High #2, 1971)
Background on the Seminar Program
The Seminar originated in 1963 to meet the needs of
senior high school students who had attended a previous sum-
mer leaderwhip workshop. The MLW staff felt a need to pro-
vide for this group an experience which would supplement,
and not repeat, their previous experience.
In the summer of 1963 j the first Seminar program was
set up, for 22 students. These were selected from all
those eligible ... on the basis of recommendations and
personal interviews . . . We tried to treat at a more
advanced level some of the topics covered in this discus-
sion groups of the regular workshop. Thus, whereas at
the workshop only the basics of parliamentary procedure
can be dealt with, the Seminar delegates worked on the
subtleties of parliamentary strategy. Other topics in-
cluded organization, evaluation, and objectives. The
results were mixed. The students responded maturely and
energetically to the increased freedom they were offered
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to pursue their own interests. Their response to the
prepared discussion topics was less spirited. All con-
cerned sensed that in talking about the specifics of
student council a point of diminishing returns had been
reached.
The 1964 Seminar was set up as an experiment to test
the validity of the tentative conclusion drawn from that
of 1963* Half of the week's program was devoted to the
more successful topics from 1963, suitably reworked.
The other half was led by a consultant from Temple Uni-
versity in group dynamics, who explored with the group
various ways of learning about the functioning of groups
and the individuals who comprise them. The discussion
of student council topics had, as the staff member in
charge put it at the time, "a warmed-over quality." The
delegates showed, by the depth of their involvement in
the group dynamics sessions, their sense of the rele-
vance of these to their activities and more importantly
to their personal concerns as growing individuals . We
considered their response an unequivocal indication of
the value of this new emphasis. (Weber and Etheredge,
1967 )
The 1965 Seminar developed a peer-resource model to
focus on learning about group dynamics. Using the t-
group (Bradford et al, 1964) as its primary tool, the
'65 Seminar was based on the idea that the best thing
we could do for the student councils concerned was to
send their leaders back as better people--more aware
and accepting of themselves and others and their feelings,
more able to see the human costs and rewards of action in
and outside organization frames. (ibid, p. 3)
For the next three years, the Seminar staff employed
the t-group as its primary tool. Occasional theory sessions
supplemented t-group learnings . Although this format con-
tinued in 1969, some important seeds were planted that summer
which were to play a. major part in the development of Seminar.
Specifically, several staff members began raising questions
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related to: (1) the efficacy/impact of t- groups on adoles-
cents; (2) the ethics and responsibilities of t-group train-
ers; and (3) the need to help t-group participants transfer
their laboratory learnings "backhome .
"
(Goodman, 1970)
These seeds began to take root in the 1970 Seminar,
which took a more eclectic approach. T—group sessions were
complemented by theory sessions, by offerings on values clar-
ification, and by meetings designed specifically to help
participants internalize and apply their workshop learnings
in their home environments. Also, for the first time, the
staff performed an extensive diagnosis of participants'
needs, concerns, and interests. This diagnosis was to pro-
vide important- data for the structuring of the '70 (and
subsequent) Seminars. (see Appendix A)
1971 was a year of significant change for the Seminar
program: (1) Lloyd Etheredge, who had strongly guided the
growth of the program for four years, stepped down as Di-
rector; (2) Patti Bourexis and Joel Goodman were chosen by
the staff to serve as Co-Directors; (3) for the first time,
the Seminar was held during a three -day period over Christmas
vacation; (4) in the most systematic and extensive planning
process in its history, the Seminar staff specified the
following objectives for its curriculum: (a) Participants
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will examine and clarify their values in such areas of con-
flict and confusion as family, friends, sex, love, war, work,
leisure, honesty, future plans, race, drugs, religion, etc.;
(b) Participants will discover and re-emphasize their per-
sonal strengths and capabilities; (c) Participants will ex-
pand their facilities for dealing creatively with problems
and concerns; and (d) Participants will increase their under-
standing of how groups function and of how they can become
more effective group members; (5) in response to earlier
questions/concerns, and in order to utilize better its in-
terests and skills, the staff discarded the t-group, and
used instead a combination of activities from the fields of
values clarification, creative problem-solving, enhancing
self-concept, and group dynamics; (6) Seminar r 71 provided
on-going opportunities for delegates to apply the workshop
activities and learnings back-home; (7) the staff conducted
the most extensive (formative) evaluation in the history of
the program (including follow-up evaluations from the dele-
gates ) .
The evaluation of Seminar T 71 revealed that: both
staff and participants were quite encouraged by the results
of this 3-day pilot program. Some needs and recommendations
for future Drograms included: (1) Maintain a good blend of
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experiential and cognitive (application) learning; (2) Pro-
vide in-service training to help the staff increase their
skills
-*-n facilitating humanistic education programs (to
complement their excellent ability to relate to the partici-
pants); (3) Seek ways of publicizing the program to a wider
audience; (4) Re-examine whether it is realistic to achieve
%
the four goals in the given time period; (5) Explore other
ways of sequencing and integrating the Seminar goals and
learning activities; (6) Allow for more free time within the
schedule; (7) Focus more on developing a sense of community,
and on providing opportunities for delegates to share in
smaller support groups; (8) Consider having participants come
in teams, as one way of increasing back-home application and
support for Seminar learnings; (9) Continue the thorough
formative evaluation of the program; (10) Explore ways of
developing an effective screening process; and (10) Generate
additional fund-raising sources for the program.
The Development of Seminar '73
The following is a time line of the significant events,
decisions and actions in the Seminar ’73 planning process:
Fall 1972 : The Seminar Co-Directors, Patti Bourexis
and Joel Goodman, met with the MLW Director, Felix Simon, to
discuss the future of the Seminar program. The three decided
8o
against having the Seminar over Christmas vacation again,
because of: ( 1 ) the logistical difficulties in bringing
the staff together co plan during the Fall; (2) the unavail-
ability of the staff during Christmas vacation; ( 3 ) the pos-
sibility of holding Seminar at a later date that would not
conflict with the holidays; (4) the opportunity to achieve
widespread publicity of the program at a state-wide student
government convention to be held in early January. The
three decided to meet again in December, at which time they
would decide whether to hold the program.
In the meantime. Si and Patti began to explore al-
ternative locations for the Seminar. Joel began to generate
possible program goals, activities, organizing principles,
and resources.
Patti and Joel also identified the resource staff for
the program: Eliot Pfanstiehl, Coordinator of the Maryland
Association of Student Councils (Maryland State Department of
Education); David Goodman, senior psychology major at Boston
University; Karen Krug, senior psychology major at the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania; and Phyllis Orrick, junior at Yale
University. All four staff members had been associated with
the MLW program for several years. Eliot brought expertise
in the areas of conflict management and mime. David had
8l
experience in the field of values clarification. Karen had
worked with David previously in developing a course on lead-
ership training. She also had an interest in the areas of
movement and sexual identity. Phyllis had worked with Joel
in developing a course on creative problem-solving. All
staff members (with the exception of David) had served on
the staff of Seminar '71.
Joel and Patti used the following criteria in se-
lecting the staff: (1) familiarity with some and readiness
to learn more about the potential content areas of the up-
coming program; (2) skill and rapport in working with ado-
lescents; (3) ability to organize and develop curriculum;
(4) ability to work together--to be part of a team effort;
(5) represent a number of different styles of working with
people--but of a humanistic orientation; (6) availability
for staff planning responsibilities in the months preceding
Seminar; (7) familiarity with the Seminar program and its
background; (8) ability to apply learnings/experience at
Seminar to the rest of the MLW program; (9) such factors as
versatility, flexibility, creativity, sensitivity, and moti-
vation; and (10) ethics of facilitation (e.g., working on
delegate's needs instead of facilitator's).
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October 19'P
- The Seminar Co-Directors shared and
expanded on some of their thoughts, hopes, and dreams for
the Seminar program. A period of idea-generation and incu-
bation ensued.
November 1972: Joel shared the germinal list of
possible program goals, activities, organizing principles
and resources with the other staff members. He solicited
responses from the staff on which goals: (1) they felt
should be priorities for the program; (2) they felt comfort-
able/competent in facilitating; (3) they wanted to learn more
about personally. Staff members offered feedback on and
additions to the list of possible resources, activities, and
organizing principles.
Joel also raised and discussed the following Ques-
tions with each staff member: (1) Dream, try to imagine a
person who has just completed the Seminar program--how would
this person be feeling, what would he/she be doing, how
could you tell this person had been through the program?;
(2) What dates would you be available for planning? What
dates would you recommend for the program itself?; (3) In
what ways might we publicize the program?; (4) Any ideas on
sites for the program?; (5) What resources, materials, etc.
(e.g., xerox, videotape equipment) might you be able to offer
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the program?; (6) To what age group should we open the pro-
gram?; (7) What is the maximum number of participants you
would feel comfortable working with?; (8) Any thoughts on
where we might find additional funding?; (9) What skills/
areas would you like more training in?; (10) Is the time/
energy commitment demanded of staff members one that is
realistic for you to carry?
Staff responses to the above questions became im-
portant data in determing the program's direction.
December 1972 : Joel gathered additional data for pro-
gram planning by conferring with several experts in different
fields: Dr. Doris Shallcross (Director, Project C.A.R.E.,
Montague, Mass.-) on creative problem-solving; Dr. Tom
Hutchinson (Univ. of Mass. Evaluation Research Center) and
Dr. Andres Steinmetz (Univ. of Va. Evaluation Research Center)
on evaluation methodology; Dr. Henry Cole (Univ. of Kentucky)
on process education; Dr. Sidney Simon (Univ. of Mass. Human-
istic Education Center) on values clarification; and Ron
Witort, Donna Mulcahey, Laurie Hawkins, and Robert Hawley
(Univ. of Mass. School of Education) on implementation of
humanistic education programs. Joel also conducted extensive
research in the areas of humanistic education and evaluation/
research methodology (refer to Bibliography). This on-going
fact-finding mission contributed to the selection and se-
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quencing of program goals and activities.
De cember 6-8, 1972 ; Patti and Joel met in Amherst
to synthesize the staff input and to formulate a more pre-
cise direction* goals* and time-line for the Seminar program:
(1) They first set out to specify some of their
dreams* hopes* and goals for the program through use of
Tom Hutchinson's methodology for operationalizing fuzzy con-
cepts. This process offers a structured way for one to
identify goals* prioritize goals* and operationalize goals
into specific, observable behavioral objectives. Patti and
Joel applied the first two steps of the process to "defuzz”
the definition of humanistic education which they felt would
undergird the program. Specifically* the Co-Directors de-
fuzzed their meaning of the terms "systemic approach*"
"positive learning environment*" "developing alternative pro-
cesses*" and "valuable." The list of meanings for each of
the terms reflected additional potential organizing prin-
ciples and learning activities for the Seminar curriculum,
(see Appendix B)
(2) Patti and Joel committed themselves to holding
Seminar over two weekends. The first weekend would be in
February (perhaps over Washington’s birthday weekend* in
order to take advantage of the extra day)* with a follow-up
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weekend to be held March 10-11 (this would be the most log-
istically convenient time to bring the staff together and
take advantage of their respective school vacations). The
two-weekend idea was important because: (a) It reflected a
commitment to provide follow-up for Seminar participants.
Ethical considerations were significant here. Also, the Co-
Di^^ctors recognized that there would be a greater chance
for participants to internalize and transfer Seminar learn-
ings back-home if they had an opportunity to practice them
and then to receive support/reinforcement/ during the second
weekend; (b) It was in response to some of the participants'
feedback from Seminar f 71; (c) It reflected a willingness to
try new and different formats for humanistic education pro-
grams with adolescents; (d) It would allow for a more in-
depth coverage of humanistic process skills than was possible
during Seminar '71.
The Co-Directors also identified potential staff-
planning dates: December 29-31j January 6 and 15.
(3) Patti and Joel referred to their. earlier cor-
respondence for ideas on publicizing the program.
(4) Patti and Joel zeroed in on possible sites for
the Seminar program: the National 4-H Center in Bethesda,
Maryland; Perry Hall Senior High School in Baltimore (head-
06
quarters of MLW); St. Mary's College in St. Mary's City,
Maryland (the site of the summer leadership workshops).
(5) Patti and Eliot were to check the possibility of
borrowing videotape equipment for the Seminar. Joel had
access to ditro facilities.
(6) In order to support Seminar participants, and to
improve their chances of internalizing and applying Seminar
learnings, the Co-Directors proposed that participants come
to Seminar in "teams . " Hopefully, each participant would
choose a "significant other(s)" as a teammate. Details on
fees, how to respond to "singletons," etc. would have to be
worked out later.
However, the team proposal raised another question
that had to be addressed more immediately. Namely, was there
any limitation to the age of the "significant other" that any
participant might choose? The Co-Directors were fascinated
with the possibility of a cross-age, adult-adolescent human-
istic education workshop, its potential for increasing com-
munication across generations, for developing family ties,
and for increasing student-teacher rapport. The Co-Directors
were also aware that the staff felt more comfortaole working
with a homogeneous grouping of adolescents (Seminar '71 was
open to high school students). The Co-Directors decided to
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put this question to the whole staff at a later meeting.
(7) Patti and Joel also left open for further con-
sideration the question regarding the maximum number of par-
ticipants the program could accomodate. Staff input sug-
gested maximum staff-participant ratios varying between 1-10
and 1-15.
(8) The Co-Directors briefly examined some possible
sources of financial support: local school systems
*
inde-
pendent schools' association* the local archdiocese* com-
munity service clubs. Next steps for tapping these sources
were unclear at this point.
(9) Patti and Joel explored ways of maximizing the
staff's resources and of providing additional in-service
training. They suggested differentiated staffing as a basic
guideline to encourage the maximization of skills— the notion
that every staff member would not have to perform in exactly
the same way* but rather would take responsibility for those
tasks in which he/she was most interested and skilled.
The Co-Directors hoped that the process of planning
the Seminar would provide the staff with additional experi-
ence in curriculum development. Staff members would be given
opportunities to develop and facilitate parts of the curricu-
lum. Feedback on the development and facilitation would be
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valuable components of the in-service training.
In the November meetings, staff members had expressed
a need for further background in humanistic education. As a
complement to the process skills (curriculum development)
training, Joel and Patti began to formulate a series of
readings in specific content areas (e.g., values clarifica-
tion, creative problem-solving, impro visational theatre,
etc.). The hope here was that staff members would have op-
portunities to discuss and share learnings from these read-
ings
.
(10) The Co-Directors were aware of raising the ex-
pectations for the staff (as compared with previous programs).
This was a conscious choice to establish what Blanchard and
Hersey (1969> p. 114) describe as "the effective cycle,"
where high expectations lead to high performance. However,
this also raised the question as to whether the staff members
wanted to/could accept these additional responsibilities into
their already full lives. Patti and Joel decided to offer a
"contract" which would set out explicitly expectations and
responsibilities. Staff members could then make a conscious
and informed decision as to the extent they wanted to "buy in
to the program. Alternative (differentiated) staff roles
would be included in the contract. Patti and Joel postponed
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writing the contract until the planning time-line became more
definite.
As charged, the Co-Directors reported a synopsis of
their discussions to the other staff members. This synopsis
Included the synthesis of staff inputs, as well as suggestions
for next steps
.
December 27, 1972 : The Co-Directors met at Patti's
house in Westminster, Md
. to design the December 29-31 plan-
ning session. Based on new data regarding dates and sites
for the program, and as a means of setting the upcoming meet-
ing in context, Patti and Joel generated a tentative develop-
mental time-line for the Seminar:
January 6: staff meeting to pursue unfinished business from
previous meeting
January 8: forward completed brochure to Mike Michaelson
(Assoc. Director of MLW) for printing
January 12-13: state-wide student government convention--be
there to publicize Seminar
January 13: forward completed diagnostic instrument to Si
for mailing to registrants
February 1: $20.00 deposit (which would cover room and board
costs) due from each participant-- decision made on whether
the program is go/no go at this point, based on number of
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registrations (criteria = can we break even financially?)
February 9-11: staff meeting in Amherst (lesson plans for
specific time blocks due; results of participants' diag-
nostic surveys reported; materials/handouts to be distrib-
uted at workshop must be ready; staff-training session--
sharing/discussing of books and articles related to hu-
manistic education)
February 22: staff meeting in Maryland to finalize design
February 23-25: first Seminar weekend to be held at the
National 4-H Center (this site was chosen because of its
price and convenience; the 4-H Center was already booked
for Washington's birthday weekend, which resulted in
moving back one weekend--this had the added benefit of
allowing for more staff planning time)
February 26: staff evaluation of first weekend and genera-
tion of skeleton design for second weekend
March 1: feedback from delegates on first weekend, staff
reports (written) on first weekend due, handouts for
second weekend must be ready
March 9: staff meeting to finalize design for second weekend
and to follow-up on in-service training
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March 10-11: second Seminar weekend to be held at Perry Hall
Senior High School, Baltimore, Md.
March 12: staff evaluation meeting (summative evaluation on
Seminar ’73* formative evaluation on the Seminar program
in general—where does it go from here?)
March 20: final staff written evaluations due, finances set-
tled
April: mail follow-up evaluation form to delegates
December 28, 1972 : The Seminar Co-Directors met with
the MLW Director to get his input prior to the Seminar staff
meeting
.
At this point, Patti, Joel, and Si were all uncertain
about going ahead with Seminar. Si pointed out the following
restraining forces: the time of year is bad for attracting
participants (a week during the summer, or a weekend in the
Fall, might be more opportune); foul weather (e.g., snow-
storm) could really "foul up" plans; requiring people to
come in teams might eliminate some mature "singletons;" the
Seminar will have to support itself financially--MLW can
only put up a small amount of "front money;" it will be dif-
ficult ( logistically, because of distance) to bring the staff
together before the program to plan; the name "Seminar" no
longer reflects what actually happens in the program.
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Acknowledging the above obstacles, the three went on
to discuss certain aspects of the program:
(1) Some possible ways of responding to single dele-
gates might be: (a) to charge them more than delegates who
come in teams (e.g., $50 as opposed to $40)--as an added in-
centive to find a teammate; (b) to give first preference to
delegates registering in teams, and to admit singletons on a
space-available basis; (c) to require more stringent screen-
ing of delegates applying by themselves; or (d) some combina-
tion of the above
.
(2) The staff was not interested in working on Seminar
because of the financial rewards. However, the Co-Directors
wanted to be able to offer them some honorarium. At the same
time, Patti, Joel and Si realized that senior high-aged stu-
dents could not afford a costly program. The three therefore
agreed to keep the registration fee for Seminar to approxi-
mately $^-0.00 (which would cover room and board for the first
|
weekend, meals for the second weekend, materials, charge for
use of facilities; Si was to check on obtaining housing for
the second weekend at homes of people in the Perry Hall com-
munity, and/or at homes of other Seminar participants). This
meant the program would need about 33 participants in order
|
to break even financially.
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(3) Si offered to provide money to cover the cost of
printing and mailing a brochure to each high school that was
a member of the Maryland Association of Student Councils, to
private and parochial schools, and to each high school stu-
dent who had participated in the previous summer's MLW Lead-
ership Workshop.
(4) Patti, Joel, and Si also discussed the need to
reflect on long-range plans for the Seminar program, and be-
gan to address such questions as: does one set goals for a
program and then staff for it, or does one staff for a pro-
gram and then set its goals?
December 29-31 : The Seminar staff met at Patti's
house to tackle the following agenda:
(1) bring staff up-to-date on what Patti and Joel
have been doing (planning process, definition of humanistic
education, concerns, etc.)
(2) explain and clarify goals of Seminar program
(3) operationalize goals
(4) prioritize goals
(5) examine structures that might facilitate achieve-
ment of goals
(6) share time-line for Seminar
(7) explore alternative staff roles
9^
(8) formulate staff contracts
(9) fiH-ln structure of first Seminar weekend
(10) assign follow-up responsibilities, next steps
(11) deal with "nuts and bolts" issues
a. brochure
b. budget
c. registration form for delegates
d. publicity
e. February planning meeting--date, site, agenda
f. age limitation on Seminar participants?
g. maximum number of Seminar participants?
Goals .--Patti and Joel offered the following as goals
for the Seminar program: The four skill areas outlined in
goal #1 represent this investigator's synthesis of the pro-
cesses of creative problem-solving and values clarification.
The participants will:
1. experience, internalize, and adapt problem-
solving skills involving:
a. diagnosis (awareness of, sensitivity to con-
cern; ability to define concern; ability to fact-find; ability
to inventory personal strengths)
b. Ideation (ability to follow creativity-enhanc-
ing guidelines: develop repertoire of creative idea-generating
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processes--e
.g. , brainstorming, synectics, incubation)
c. choosing (ability to choose freel2r
,
from al-
ternatives, with awareness of consequences; ability to prize,
feel good about choices)
d. acting (ability to publicly affirm and to act
on choices)
2. develop an awareness of their own primary problem-
solving process
3 • increase their ability to call on and use their
own primary problem-solving process
4. apply primary and secondary problem-solving pro-
cesses to personal concerns of
a. identity politics, drugs, honesty,
family, friends, sex, love,
b. connectedness self-appraisal, race, lei-
sure, work, religion, death,
c. personal power war, future plans, time,
money
Operationalizing Goals. --The staff spent a great deal
of time in operationalizing the above goals. This encouraged
each person to make explicit and to clarify his/her meaning
for each goal. The staff went through the first step of
Hutchinson's process of operationalizing fuzzy concepts on
each of the above goals. For example, in starting on goal
#la, the directions to each staff member were "to construct
in your mind a hypothetical situation. Phis hypothetical
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situation should be as real and as complete as possible--
with people in it, furniture, a complete environment. Now,
in this hypothetical situation, one person is able to ex-
perience, internalize, and adapt problem-solving skills in-
volving diagnoses. In fact, this person is the epitome of a
good T diagnoser . 1 What I want you to do is to examine the
hypothetical situation, observe it very carefully, and share
(aloud, to be recorded on newsprint) all the things that you
see about that person, about that person's interaction with
other people, about the environment, about interaction be-
tween people and the environment, anything at all going on
that would indicate to you that a 'good diagnoser' is pres-
ent." (See Appendix B)
Because of time pressures, the staff found it neces-
essary to place a time limit for operationalizing each ob-
jective (this option was chosen over having the staff break
into pairs that each would deal with one objective). At
different points, staff members questioned whether operation-
alizing was worth the time. Part of the problem may have
been that the Co-Directors did not make clear where the pro-
cess would lead. In any case, for future programs, this part
of the planning process needs to be re-examined and stream-
lined .
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The next step in the operationalizing process (after
all four goals had* been "defuzzed") was for the staff to
identify Lhose operationalized dimensions that were still un-
clear, that needed further defuzzing (Hutchinson refers to
this as second-order operationalization). For those items
that could not be clarified in a sentence or two, the staff
divided into small groups to further defuzz. Although there
was not enough time to complete a second-order operationaliza-
tion of each unclear item, over twenty second-order defuzzings
were done. (see Appendix C)
In order to break down the vast quantity of data that
had been generated, each staff member then proceeded to
star (*) the five items under each goal that were priorities
for him/her. This was as far as the staff could move during
this weekend on operationalizing program goals.
One outgrowth of the operationalizing process was
that the staff became aware that they had fewer "meanings''
for goals #2 and #3 than for the first and fourth goals.
After further consideration, the staff put top priority on
teaching the skills in goal #1 with application to the con-
cern areas identified in goal #4.
Guidelines and Structural Components . --Hie staff ex-
amined the following guidelines that would help in developing
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a program around the prioritized goals: The curriculum should
include the following components and meet these criteria:
(1) have an introduction at the beginning of each ses-
sion
(2) means for evaluation and feedback (ongoing)
(3) community building
( 4 ) high energy afternoon sessions
(5) sequencing activities in ways that are logically
and psychologically sound (e.g.* lower risk activities first)
(6) alternate different kinds of activities
(7) change pace
(8) include movement
(9) organize activities around objectives
(10) avoid rough transitions - "stretch" activities
(11) staff trying out new activities
(12) provide opportunities for different learning
styles (reflecting* talking* listening* observing* reading*
touching* discussing* doing* sharing* note-taking* research-
ing* following example* concentrating* competing* playing*
working alone* asking for help* etc.)
( 13 ) provide for in-session needs diagnosis
(14 ) take learners "where they are"
( 15 ) include time for conceptualizing* tying up ex-
periences
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(16 ) use participants as teaching/learning resources
(17) encourage release/humor/tension breaks
(18) sufficient visibility for each staff member
(19) clarify staff role to participants
(20) staff skills appropriate to activities
(21) sufficient time for staff preparation
(22) provide opportunities for participants to re-
spond to activities/learning skills by: attending, experi-
encing, conceptualizing, relating to their own lives, prac-
ticing, and internalizing
( 23 ) provide free time within the schedule
(24) develop means for the staff to support each
other
(25) as the program progresses, give the delegates
more opportunities to take responsibility for their learning
Selection and sequencing of Seminar activities would
be based upon the above guidelines, and with consideration of
the following structural components:
(1) Delegates, with a few exceptions, will attend
Seminar with at least one "significant other" person from
their back-home environment.
(2) Various arenas will be provided to facilitate
different learnings: whole group, small groups (random; on-
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going support), individual time with one staff member; pri-
vate time
.
(3) One way of structuring the Seminar design would
be according to a modified version of Weinstein's 3-tiered
school: (a) tier one: staff-initiated subject matter and
skills in the area of humanistic education; (b) tier two:
smorgasbord of subjects--participants choose the processes
and the content: (concerns, interests) areas they would like
to learn about; (c) tier three: back-home application of
Seminar learnings
.
Staff Roles and Contracts . --The Seminar Co-Directors
delineated some of the alternative roles that staff members
might choose to take. The alternatives were merely presented
for feedback and revision at this time --the staff was given
at least a week to make their decisions. The three options
presented were: (1) full-time staff facilitator: agree to
follow responsibilities outlined in Seminar time-line;
(2) evaluator: meet with staff on January 6, Februai^
2^-26,
March 9-12, read handouts on the operationalizing of fuzzy
concepts methodology, write an evaluation on Seminar, o^rve
as process observer during Seminar; (3) administrator:
meet
with staff on January 6, February 22-26, March 9-12,
handle
registration of delegates at start of first Seminar
weekend.
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take care of communications with the 4-H Center, supervise
the dorm at the 4-H Center during the first weekend, write
an evaluation report, coordinate responsibilities/work with
Si during the two weekends in responding to administrative
needs
.
Staff contracts were to be presented at the next
staff meeting, January 6.
Nuts and Bolts Issues . --
(1) Publicity: The staff brainstormed a list of pub-
licity ideas, and then identified who would follow-up on the
most feasible ones:
MLW Boosters Committee (state-wide publicity commit-
tee)--Patti and Si
guerilla theater
Maryland Association of Student Councils Convention
(January 12-13)--Si, Joel, Patti, Eliot
letters to people on MLW mailing list— Si
posters at Convention--Eliot
billboards
WMAR tv community notes
WMAL tv community notes
school newspapers
WINX
lottery tickets to workshop
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have former Seminar participants publicize--Si
publicity tour of Catholic schools—Eliot
call Roland Park (independent school)
—
Phyllis
Goodyear Blimp
give free samples
money-back guarantee
publicize at Conference on American Civilization
tour regional student government meetings--Eliot
get a mascot
bus
send out letters to National Association of Student
Councils
go to Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, 4-H Clubs
radio advertising
write story about Seminar
set up Seminar hot-line
speak to faculty groups--Eliot
go through P'TA ' s
get endorsements from football players, movie stars,
etc
.
get endorsements from last year's participants
speak at school assemblies
get superintendent of schools to endorse program
get academic credit for participants
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look for funds from schools
contact previous clients from private consulting--
Patti, Joel &
Additional brainstormed suggestions were drawn from
a letter from Joel to Patti:
have Seminar ’71 participants hand out brochures
use cassette tapes to publicize
use movie
use slides
use slide-tape show
have MLW Workshop members publicize
Seminar staff recruits at their former high schools
Seminar staff recruits through their team develop-
ment teams (at- MLW Senior High Workshop)
send posters to schools, with leaflets, brochures
attached
contact guidance counselors
attend faculty meetings and publicize
send publicity to advisors' workshop--Eliot
put on a skit
have a dance
attend in-service training days for teachers, coun-
selors--Joel
attend conventions of counselors, teachers, etc.
contact NEA, Maryland State Teachers Association,
Red Cross
send information to workshop participants of past.2-3 years— Si
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send information to St. Mary's College, Univ. of Md
etc. '*
have photographic or art exhibit of Seminar
send out flyers (Seminar is coming) and then follow-
up later with brochures
include in local newspapers, magazines. The Maryland
Teacher, school newspapers, regional student council meeting
minutes
have one contact person in each school (student and/
or teacher)
inform MASC Advisory Board, executive committee
go through pat and pta
distribute report from Seminar '71
contact local colleges--posters, brochures
publicize at principals' meetings
contact boards of education, supt. in Maryland
counties
put out a record about Seminar
have a booth at local shopping center
go to teen clubs, other social organizations
go to Kiwanis, Rotary, etc.
bulletin board displays in schools
PA announcements in schools
handbills on cars in parking lot
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special on tv (public television)
give out names of former Seminar partic i pants--havepeople contact them
( 2 ) Brochure and. registration form for delegates :
Joel took responsibility for generating these by January 8.
At that time, Mike Michael son, Teacher specialist for Stu-
dent Affairs in Montgomery County, Md. (and Associate Direc-
tor of MLW) would reproduce 1500 of each.
(3) February planning meeting: The staff agreed to
meet in Amherst on February 10-11 (because of logistics, it
would be impossible to start the meeting on the 9th, as men-
tioned in the original time-line).
(4) Budget: Rough estimates reflected room and
board costs to be about $17-50 per delegate for both week-
ends. This would leave about $22.50 from each registration
to cover other expenses (staff travel, room and board, ma-
terials, mail and phone). The initial projection was that
the program could break even (with no honorariums paid to
the staff) with 34 registrants. If more than 34 registered,
the staff would divide the net funds as honoraria.
(5) Age and number of Seminar participants: The
staff decided to open the program to high school and college
students. The staff left open the possibility of older
persons joining the program at some point during the second
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Seminar weekend (perhaps the participants could each invite
an older "significant other" for part of the second weekend).
They also supported the possibility of a multi-age Seminar
in future years.
The staff postponed a decision on the maximum number
of participants
,
although "40" seemed to gain some support.
Next Steps .
— In order to build on the work done
during this weekend, each staff member agreed to write a
skeleton design that would include: (a) a definition of
time slots according to general program goals; (b) a list
of operationalized items that might be addressed in each
time slot; (c) activities that would speak to the above gen-
eral and operationalized goals; (d) a rationale for sequenc-
ing of goals and activities; (e) a listing of questions,
comments, I learned statements, and "what I need to know in
order to finish the design" statements. Staff members were
to mail their skeleton designs to Patti by January 3- At
the next staff meeting (January 6, 6-midnight) she would
offer a critique of each design, and she and Joel would pre-
sent a synthesis of all the designs.
Some Evaluation Comments/Thoughts
on Staff Planning Meeting . --
(1) I noticed that the staff appreciated being
brought up to date at the beginning of the weekend. They
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also appreciated the fact that the Co-Directors laii out an
agenda
*
as well as an honest sharing of their concerns. I
urge that the Co-Directors continue to provide direction for
the program (with staff input )
,
and that they continue to
share their feelings in an open and honest way with the staff.
(2) I noticed that some of the program goals contained
more than one verb. I urge that future program objectives
each contain but one verb.
(3) I noticed that the operationalization of goals
#2 and #3 reflected the staff’s lack of meaning for these two
goals. I urge that the staff drop such goals to a lower pri-
ority than goals which are more meaning- full
.
(4) I noticed that it took much longer to operation-
alize the goals than originally planned (in fact, the goals
were never fully operationalized)
. I urge that the staff
consider modifications of or alternatives to the operation-
alizing process when there is limited planning time in the
future
.
(5) I noticed that the staff was feeling the time
pressure at several points during the weekend. I urge that
the staff begin planning earlier for the next program-
-
perhaps the summer prior to a program that might occur in
the mid- Fall or early Winter.
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(6) I noticed that the operationalizing process helped
the staff to share their knowledge, resources, and meanings
for the program goals. I urge that this kind of sharing con-
tinue to be a first step in developing program curricula.
(7) I noticed that the staff was not using their
senses of humor as much as in the past— the planning didn't
seem to be as much "fun” as meetings held in the past. I
urge that there be more time for staff maintenance and proces-
sing during future meetings.
(8) I noticed that breaking into small work groups
during part of the operationalizing process, as well as in
dealing with some of the nuts and bolts issues, energized
the staff. I urge that the staff build-in a division of
labor as well as small-group work in the future.
(9) I noticed that the staff appreciated the list of
guidelines and structural components
. I urge that future
planning processes include a delineation of goals and guide-
lines before the selection of learning activities.
(10) I noticed that the staff didn't see the need for
staff roles of evaluator or administrator.. I urge the Co-
Directors to emphasize the importance of and the valuable
contributions that people filling these roles could make.
(11) I noticed that the staff was unable to pursue
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some of the ideas for publicizing the program. I urge the
staff to start publicity for the program much earlier, and
to make use of the many "contacts" they have in schools
throughout the state.
(12) I noticed that the staff would not receive a
significant honorarium for their work. I urge the staff to
brainstorm alternative ways of financially supporting the
program, and to explore outside funding sources.
(13) I noticed that in operationalizing the program
goals, the staff generated an overwhelming amount of poten-
tial sub-goals, guidelines, and activities
. I urge that
this data be further organized and synthesized, since it
could easily be the basis of a year-long course in a second-
ary school or college.
January 1-3 : Individual staff members wrote and
mailed their skeleton designs to Patti and Joel. They also
followed up on their publicity assignments, and thought
about whether and how they would like to continue serving
the staff.
Joel developed a brochure for the program, which in-
cluded the following elements: (a) dates, places, fee;
(b) goals of the program; (c) past delegates' comments;
(d) expectations for delegates; (e) registration procedure.
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deadlines; (f) who to contact if have questions; (g) his-
tory of Seminar; (h) who are the staff. (see Appendix D)
Patti critiqued the skeleton designs, and together
with Joel, generated a first-draft synthesis of the designs.
They also discussed the staff contract, with Patti drawing
up drafts of contracts for the Co-Directors and full-time
staff members. (see Appendix E)
Joel and Patti also met twice with Si,, to fill him
in on what had happened during the weekend, and to solicit
his advice for further planning. Si agreed to take respon-
sibility for providing meals and housing (see Appendix D)
for delegates during the second Seminar weekend. Si's sup-
port at this point proved to be invaluable.
Evaluation
(1 ) I noticed that the skeleton designs arrived
later than expected, which reduced the Co-Directors' cri-
tiquing time. I urge that the planning time-line be ex-
panded at points like this in the future--to allow more
time for incubation by individual staff members.
(2) I noticed that the brochure was an excellent,
two-page nutshell-sum of the program. I urge that this
format be continued (providing a good sense of what the pro-
gram is about), and supplemented with shorter flyers (that
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might catch the eye of those who initially wouldn't read a
two-page brochure).
January 6
. The Seminar staff met again at Patti's
house to tackle the following agenda:
(1) feedback on brochure
(2) report on Co-Directors' meetings with Si
(3) staff gives feedback on staff contracts
(4) check on publicity responsibilities
(5) feedback on individual skeleton designs (the
strongest part of the design
. .
. ; comparison of design
with guidelines and structural components checklist; ques-
tions about design; comments on rationale and sequencing)
(6) discussion and expansion of first-draft synthesis
design
(7) identification of next steps
The agenda was derailed at item number 3. The staff
spent a major part of the evening in discussing the staff
contract and roles. Discussion revolved about the issue of
trust--whetner a contract was needed among friends. Based
on experiences from Seminar '71, in which the Co-Directors
assumed added burdens because other staff had missed dead-
lines, Joel and Patti saw the contract as one means of pro-
tecting friendships by stating explicitly the expectations
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of each staff member, and by delineating the consequences
of not meeting the expectations. The contract was also a
means of protecting the quality of the program.
The staff was able to agree to the above reasoning,
and went on to critique and negotiate the contract. When
agreement had been reached on the wording of the contract
the Co-Directors suggested that each staff member take some
time (a week or two) to decide whether he/she wanted to
"buy in." The Co-Directors encouraged the staff to present
an alternative staff role if the one depicted in the con-
tract was not satisfactory.
The contract discussion led into a valuable sharing
of personal goals and hopes for participating in the Seminar
program:
Karen: (1) to gain experience in designing programs
(2) to learn more about humanistic education; (3) to gain
experience in working in front of a group; (4) to act on
personal ownership and investment in this program.
David: (1) to develop further own facilitating
style; (2) to learn new humanistic education skills and
activities; (3) to learn evaluation skills; (4) to grow,
rather than just survive.
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Eliot: ( 1 ) to gain visibility for job as Coordinator
of Maryland Association of Student Councils;
( 2 ) to learn new
skills for job--viability; ( 3 ) to energize seif--vitality;
(4) to maintain sense of teamness with other staff members;
(5) to participate in program of which he is very proud;
( 6 ) to force himself to learn and to do some reading.
Patti: ( 1 ) to further credential MLW; (2) to con-
tribute to MLW; ( 3 ) to share (give and take) skills with
staff; (4) to try out new things; ( 5 ) to help Joel on his
dissertation; ( 6 ) to meet a challenge to increase skills
in program design; (7) to provide staff-training; ( 8 ) to
have contact with high school students; ( 9 ) to internalize
further facilitation skills; ( 10 ) to work with good friends--
teamness of staff.
Joel: (1) to develop skills in program design;
( 2 ) to gain experience in coordinating people and resources;
(3) to maintain the continuity of the Seminar program;
(4) to put into practice his synthesis of the processes of
values clarification and creative problem-solving; ( 5 ) to
learn more about education evaluation; ( 6 ) to do his dis-
sertation on Seminar; (7) to work with high school students;
( 8 ) to try out idea of using teams of significant others as
participants; ( 9 ) to work with people he likes.
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(Phyllis was to spend the next eight months in
Europe, and would be unavailable for the program. After
sending in her skeletal design, she decided to forego addi-
tional planning involvement. Thus, she was not present at
this meeting, but did ask to be informed of what had trans-
pired. Her support— even if from a distance--was greatly
appreciated)
.
This meeting evolved into a much-needed staff-main-
tenance session. However, it did result in a task-problem:
there was not enough time to develop further the program de-
sign. This left the staff with the following assignments:
(1) each staff member was to send to Joel a list of ways in
which on-going support groups might be used in Seminar;
(2) a list of possible interest topics to be included in a
smorgie (see description of tier II on page 100); (3) a
decision on staff involvement--either a signed contract or
presentation of an alternative staff role.
The Co-Directors agreed to take responsibility for
developing the planning process to design Seminar. They
also agreed to communicate their progress to the other staff
members
.
Evaluation .--
(
i
) i noticed that when people have an opportunity
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to participate in designing their roles and responsibili-
ties, their attention and investment increase. I urge that
opportunities for collaborative planning continue in the
future
.
(2) I noticed that negotiation of the contract was a
difficult, painstaking, but highly rewarding process. I urge
that contracts be used in the future as a means of specifying
staff roles and responsibilities (to the program and to each
other), and outlining a planning time-line.
(3) 1 noticed that staffers appreciated the chance to
express their own and to hear others' personal hopes and
goals for the program. I urge that this kind of sharing (of
personal hopes and goals) occur at the very start of future
Seminar planning processes.
(4) I noticed that the Co-Directors did not want
people to sign the contracts that night. I urge this prac-
tice to continue--to allow staff members some time to con-
template the extent of their involvement and commitment.
January 7-11 : The staff responded with the follow-
ing ideas on ways in which on-going support-groups might be
used: provide perspectives on problems; apply processes
learned in Seminar to own lives/concerns; brainstorming
support; provide for more intimate staff-delegate contact;
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feedback; community-building, generating feeling of belong-
ing; could have alternative curricula; alternative presenta-
tions by staff; be careful of forcing people to share with
persons they know—may violate norms of intimacy; use magic
circle around themes.
The staff also generated the following ideas for
smorgie sessions: mime, music, conflict management in the
family, rights of the individual in an educational system;
applying to college, racial identity, sexual Identity, bus-
sing, fantasy, synectics, movement, leadership, identity,
connectedness, power, leisure time, love, listening skills,
helping behavior, writing papers, group processes, values
clarification with a focus on friendship, education of the
self through body movement, the trumpet, consumer values,
operationalizing fuzzy concepts programmed text, insight
into college life, goals for college, organizational devel-
opment, drugs, values and religion, communication skills,
feedback skills, questioning skills, future shock, team-
building skills, group skills, Johari Window.
David and Eliot signed their contracts and agreed
to serve as full-time staff members. Because of outside
commitments, Karen decided not to take a staff role.
Joel explored the film collection of a local school
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system, and was able to reserve (for free) the following
films for possible use at Seminar: "The Dot and the Line,"
Adventure of the Asterisk," "Modern Dance--Creative Imagi-
nation and Choreography," and "Effective Listening."
Evaluation . --
(1) I noticed that the staff was energized by the
list of smorgie possibilities, I urge that smorgies be built
into future programs, as a means of providing delegates with
choice and staff members with a chance to pursue their in-
terests. I also urge that units be developed for each smor-
gie idea above it could be the basis of an entire year T s
curriculum.
(2) I noticed that staff members saw the smorgie as
a chance for them to follow their own styles in small, on-
going groups. I urge that staff members have opportunities
to act/facilitate in ways that they are most comfortable,
and also to build in means for feedback to, and support and
coordination of staff.
(3) I noticed that the staff was saddened by Karen's
decision, but also appreciated and respected her, I urge
that the staff contract notion be continued, in order to
give each staff member responsibility for his/her own be-
havior, as well as accountability to the entire staff.
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(4) I noticed that the staff explored only one local
school system’s film library. I urge that other local re-
sources be explored in the future--e
.g
. ,
Enoch Pratt Library
in Baltimore, public libraries in each county, etc.
January 12-13 : Si, Eliot, Joel, and Patti attended
the Maryland Association of Student Councils’ convention, a
state-wide gathering of 300 student leaders in Baltimore.
In an effort to publicize the Seminar, they made an announce-
ment at a general session, held small-group meetings with
those interested in finding out more about the program, set
up posters, distributed brochures, and talked informally
with students. Their goals in attending the convention in-
cluded: (1) to publicize the upcoming Seminar program;
(2) to gather data on the number of students who might be
interested in the program, and what they would like to see
the program cover.
Evaluation . --
(1) I noticed that a number of students were quite
enthusiastic about the nature of the Seminar, but were taken
aback at the $40 price tag. I urge the staff to seek al-
ternative ways of funding the program that would compliment
registration fees.
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(2) I noticed that convention delegates (many of
whom had attended the summer MLW Workshops) were quite ex-
cited to see the staff members in person, but that the tight
convention schedule may have obstructed their finding out
more about the Seminar program. I urge that the personal
contact approach definitely be continued next year, and that
announcements of meetings (at the convention) on Seminar be
made more clearly and extensively.
(3) 1 noticed that a number of ninth graders ex-
pressed an interest in attending the Seminar. I urge that
ninth graders be considered if: (a) they come as part of a
team; (b) they go through an interview; (c) they return all
diagnostic and registration forms; (d) tenth through twelfth
graders are given first preference.
January 14-20 : Joel designed an information letter
and a diagnostic form which would be sent to all registrants
( see Appendix D)
.
Patti received a phone call from a parent who wanted
to knowr if the program was a t-group or sensitivity train-
ing. Patti handled the call very well, explaining how this
program was different from t-grouping, and complimenting the
parent for his interest and concern.
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Eliot and David percolated some more on possible
smorgie topics they would like to develop and offer. They
also began reading the books mentioned in the staff contract,
with the following sentence stems to help them capture their
reactions to the readings! I learned
. . I wonder
. .
I want . . ..,1 urge . .
., the high point of the book for
me . . as a result of the reading— some implications for
Seminar are . .
. ,
I want Seminar to . .
.
,
X have a question
about ... on page . .
.
,
a question I have about my role as
facilitator . .
., open comment ....
The Co-Directors also tackled the job of specifying
and synthesizing further the program design. They started
by outlining a planning process which included: (1) phase
one: Compile objectives from staff's operationalization of
goals during December 29-31 meeting, from staff's skeleton
designs, and from the Co-Directors' operationalization of
the definition of humanistic education (Dec. 6-8). Specify
objectives for each time frame in the design. Identify pos-
sible activities that would speak to each objective; (2)
phase two: Specify activities for each time frame, and
identify a possible sequence of activities; (3) phase three:
Evaluate the design against the objectives, and the guide-
lines and structural components checklist. Make any revisions
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that are necessary.
The Co-Directors hoped to finish phase one by
January 19. They planned to accomplish phase two through
the mail between January 19-February 9: Fatti and Joel
would exchange design drafts through the mail. At the
February 10-11 staff meeting, Joel would present a synthe-
sized design for revision and evaluation.
Patti and Joel were able to plow through the at-
times o verwhelming task involved in phase one by January 19
(see Appendix F)
Evaluation . --
(1) I noticed that the diagnostic form is being sent
to delegates later in the planning process than the staff
may have wished. I urge that diagnosis start earlier in the
planning process, so that delegates' input could be used
sooner
.
(2) I noticed that the diagnostic form was helpful
in gathering data on delegate needs and hopes, but that
there was no face-to-face interview with delegates prior to
the start of the program (with the exception of contacts
made at the convention and at previous workshops). I urge
that the staff complement the diagnostic form with screening
ana diagnostic interviews.
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(3) I noticed that developing a planning process
was helpful to the Co-Directors. I urge that they continue
to use such time-lines as a means of approaching tasks.
(^") ^ noticed that this was a period of extreme
doubt on the part of the Co-Directors as to whether there
would be sufficient registrations to hold the program. I
urge that detailed design planning for future programs
start after it is clear that the program will "come off"--
this is important in maintaining staff commitment and in-
vestment
.
January 20-February 4 : The rate of delegate regis-
trations indicated that there very well might be fewer than
the minimum (to break even) 34 registrants. This resulted
in Joel's drawing up a revised budget which operated on a
basis of 26 delegates (see Appendix E) . The financial pic-
ture brightened somewhat when Peggy Overington registered
and offered an additional $80 to go into a scholarship fund
(to provide four one-half- price scholarships).
Planning and preparation for the program continued.
Evaluation
.
( 1 ) I noticed that there was a discrepancy between
the projection and the reality of phase two planning. I
urge the staff again to identify a time when they could be
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together for a longer period in order to plan.(2)
I noticed that most delegates registered in
teams
,
which will be helpiul not only in providing support
for participants back-home, but also financially. For
these reasons
,
as well as ethical considerations, I urge
that delegates be encouraged to apply in teams in future
%
programs
.
February 5 * Si, Patti, and Joel conferred by phone
and decided that the present number of registrants, plus
those "on the way," were sufficient to make a "go" decision
for the program. This was perhaps the most drama-packed
day in the Seminar planning process--a decision had to be
made one way or the other by this date.
February 10-11 : The staff met again in Amherst to
deal with the following agenda:
(1) bring staff up-to-date on issues related to
budget, delegates (number registered, teams, etc.), and
design planning
(2) staff maintenance--looking again at personal
needs and goals, exploring how to help each other achieve
personal goals
(3) staff-training and ethics, discussion on readings
( 4 ) explanation of synthesis design by Joel
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(5) diagnostic forms
--how to use the data included
in them
(6) evaluation and research, reactions of staff to
Joel doing his dissertation on Seminar
(7) sharing of what staff members had covered in
their units during the summer workshop (to avoid unnecessary
duplication here)
(8) design questions: selection of smorgie topics
and teams to develop/present smorgie topics; need to avoid
cliquing of those who have previously attended a summer
workshop, need to avoid staff jargon; support groups— size,
how to form, number of staff working in each
(9) handouts--criteria for approval; means for dupli-
cation
(10) use of videotape
(11) screening of delegates
(12) decision on whether to go out for dinner on sec-
ond day of first Seminar weekend
(13) discussion of expectations for Si's role during
program
(14) discussion of need for additional staff, possi-
bility of Karen assuming an alternative staff role
( 15 ) discussion of expectations for delegates, dele-
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gate contract, program policies (e.g., room visitation)
(16) begin detailed planning of specific program
time segments
(17) set up staff- feedback process; suggestions for
handling "crisis" situations
(18) planning next steps, reviewing expectations in
staff contracts.
The staff set time checks for dealing with each of
the task areas in the agenda: staff training (#2, 3, 17,
18), design and staff roles (#14-15), and planning time
(#16 ) .
_5taff-Trainmg .
--The staff set up on newsprint a
sum of their excitements, concerns, questions, interests,
and needs that arose from their readings. They then spring-
boarded into a discussion around personal goals, staff roles,
program ethics, humanistic education theory, design criteria,
handling crises, etc. (see Appendix G) . It proved to be an
excellent atmosphere in which to share feelings and resources.
The staff also considered (but did not decide on)
some alternative feedback mechanisms for use during the pro-
gram: (1) audiotape staff meetings; (2) staff members audio-
tape responses to unfinished sentences at any time--tape re-
corder available in staff room; (3) staff members write notes
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on reaction board—on newsprint placed in staff room;
(
4 ) staff memoers fill out reaction sheets/critical incident
sheets at regular intervals; (5) verbal feedback between and
among staffers.
Design and Staff Roles .
--The staff examined the
diagnostic forms returned by delegates (see Appendix H)
.
%
Joel mentioned that he had contacted one delegate in order
to clarify some 01 his expectations for the program.
The staff went on to critique and add to the syn-
thesis design offered by Joel. Of the smorgie topics gen-
erated earlier, Eliot agreed to take responsibility for
planning: family and conflict management (with David),
bussing, religion, the rights of the individual in the ed-
ucational system, mime, listening, jug band jamming (with
David); David agreed to taker writing papers creatively,
college goals, loneliness; Patti agreed to take: sexuality
(with Joel), self-disclosure, fantasy; and Joel would be
prepared to do: relaxation, blocks to creativity, leader-
ship, consumer values, sensory awareness.
The staff opted for having four support groups--with
one staff member to facilitate each. There would also be
possibilities fcr cross-fertilizing or bringing together
support groups for certain activities. The staff considered.
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but did not decide on., ways of forming support groups:
(1) have the delegates form the groups themselves; (2) se-
lect the groups at random; (3) the staff selects the groups
after considering such criteria as geographical background
of delegates, presence/absence of teammate, balance of males
and females
,
the nature of the delegate's relationship with
the staff member, delegate's interests/strengths/weaknesses/
background.
In examining their expectations for Si during the
two Seminar weekends, the staff generated the following
list: (1) serve as administrative liaison with the 4-H
Center— handle registration, rooming, AV equipment, organize
going out to dinner on Saturday night of the first weekend;
(2) participate in, observe sessions--pro vide feedback to
staff; (3) interact with delegates, maintain visibility with
them; (4) offer a welcome at the beginning of the program;
and (5) take responsibility for administrative details,
meals, duplication of materials, and provision of supplies
for the second weekend.
The staff also expressed a need for someone to serve
as full-time evaluator. They reached consensus instantly on
Karen as their choice, but then had a painful discussion on
whether to respect her earlier decision. The ultimate de-
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cision was to let Karen choose whether she wanted to meet
the following expectations: (1) observe sessions; (2) serve
as advisor to the women delegates in the dormitory; (3) take
notes during staff meetings; (4) give feedback to staff dur-
ing their meetings; and (5) work with Si on administrative
details, registration, etc.
The staff expressed its expectations for the dele-
gates in the form of a contract to be signed during registra-
tion (see Appendix D) . In addition to the contract, on-site
screening would include the following process: at registra-
tion during the first weekend, a delegate who had not com-
pleted his/her diagnostic form would be asked to do so. He
or she would then participate in an interview with the staff
member leading his/her support group. The interview would
be an opportunity to share and discuss goals, hopes, ques-
tions about the program.
Planning . —There was not enough time to plan specif-
ic smorgie offerings. This planning was included among the
"homework" due at the next staff meeting, February 22.
Evaluation . --
(1) I noticed that the staff-training discussion
helped to clarify many issues related to facilitating human-
istic education programs. I urge that readings and discus-
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sion of readings be made an on-going part of the Seminar
staff development (a year-round staff learning group).
(2) I noticed that only about half of the delegates
had returned diagnostic forms by February 10. I urge the
staff to stress the importance of these forms to the dele-
gates (perhaps even require them). Again, I urge that reg-
istration occur farther in advance of the detailed program
planning.
(3) I noticed that there was relatively little pre-
Seminar screening. I urge the staff to look for ways around
logistical obstacles (time, distance), so that additional
screening could take place.
(4) I noticed that setting time lines within the
meeting helped the stalf meet almost its entire agenda. I
urge that stall members rotate serving as process observer/
timekeeper in future meetings
.
(5) I noticed that while Joel was presenting the syn-
thesis design, he also served as session facilitator. I urge
the staff to consider alternative ways of involving staff/
rotating leadership/planning collaborati vely
.
(6) I noticed that the staff has different working
styles and attention spans. I urge that future planning
meetings try to take into account these differences.
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February 22^23: The staff met fop the lagt tlffle
prior to the start of the program, and responded to the fol-
lowing agenda:
(1) finalize smorgie planning
(2) finalize support group plans, including selection
of groups
(3) check final design against guidelines and struc-
tural components checklist
(4) assign facilitation responsibilities
(5) discuss crisis intervention, process for "exiting"
a person
(6) give input to program e valuator
; program evalu-
ator reports on her plans
(7) staff maintenance
(8) dry-run of program
(9) write newsprint to be used in program
(10)
obtain materials, set up facilities at the 4-H
Center
The staff felt most comfortable in composing the
support groups themselves, using the criteria generated on
February 11. The staff was able to complete agenda items
^3 and #4 above, but did not have enough time to do a "dry
run" of the program.
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The staff critiqued nr observation form that Patti
had developed. They also spoke of ways that Karen, serving
as program evaluator, could be of help to them (in terms of
feedback, behaviors/states to look for). Karen reported on
her role: she saw herself evaluating through use of the re-
vised, structured observation form (see Appendix H), as well
as through goal-free observations of behaviors, states, and
comments of both participants and staff. She promised to
provide on-going feedback to the staff in staff meetings dur-
ing the weekend.
Evaluation . --
(1) I noticed that Patti suggested that all staff
members did not need to assume the same role. I urge that
staff differentiation continue, as a way of building on in-
dividual members' skills, strengths, and styles.
(2) I noticed that the Co-Directors did not introduce
life space interviewing as a way of responding to crises. I
urge that this become a part of the staff-training in the
future
.
(3) I noticed that the staff was able to clear up
some nuts and bolts details by arriving at the 4-H Center
six hours early. I urge the staff to continue to arrive well
in advance of programs in order to become familiar with and
set up facilities.
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February 23-25 ; The first weekend of the Seminar
program took place at the National 4-H Center in Bethesda,
Maryland. Here is a time-line of the weekend, and a de-
scription and evaluation of program activities:
Friday, February 23 :
6 P.M.-7 P.M. : Registration . -
-
1. Purpose: to welcome and check-in delegates
2. Directions: Delegates were assigned rooms by Si,
were asked to fill out a diagnostic form if they had not al-
ready done so, and were asked to participate in an entry in-
terview with their support group leader.
3. Evaluation:
a. - 1 noticed that the staff was still busy tend-
ing to other details when registration opened. I urge the
staff to arrive at the site earlier than they did for this
program.
b. I noticed that an hour was not at all ade-
quate to do an entry interview (as well as handle room as-
signments, unpacking, etc.) with all delegates. In fact,
very few delegates went through the interview process. I
urge that the registration period for future programs be
extended to at least two hours.
c. I noticed that the staff seemed to lack co-
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ordination and mutual expectations for the registration peri-
od. I urge tnat the entire staff meet immediately before the
start of a program to make a final check on their expects-
tions and responsibilities.
d. I noticed that delegates seemed to be put at
ease through informal conversations with the staff. I urge
the staff to continue to make use of this strength.
e. I noticed that several delegates had the ex-
pectation that the Seminar was to be a student council ori-
ented program. I urge the staff to look for additional ways
of publicizing in advance that this is not the case.
7:15 P.M.-10:30 P.M. : Community- Building .--
A . Introduction to Whole Seminar Community
1. Purpose: to welcome the delegates, to make
them feel "at home"
2. Directions:
a. Joel spoke of his and the staff's excite-
ment about the program. Joel then asked all present to fold
their hands. He then checked how many had their left thumb
on top and how many had their right thumb on top. He next
suggested that people try folding their hands the other way.
In soliciting reactions to this, he received responses like
"strange," "uncomfortable," weird." He then requested people
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to fold their arms. After taking count of how many had their
left hand on top, right hand on top, and neither hand on top,
Joel asked that everyone fold their arms the other way. For
those who could even figure out how to fold them the other
way, the responses were similar to the hand-folding; Joel
pointed out that some parts of Seminar might seem strange or
different at first, but he hoped that participants could keep
an open mind. This activity also underlined the legitimacy
of being unique-
-the re isn't any one right way to fold our
hands or arms: Seminar honors individual uniqueness.
b. Patti introduced the rest of the staff.
c. Si gave a welcoming speech, in which he
spoke briefly about the history of Seminar and about his per-
ceptions of the present-day scene.
3. Evaluation:
a. I noticed that the folding arms/hands
activity really caught the delegates' attention. I urge that
this activity be used in the future in order to promote what
ftlschuler calls attending behavior (the first, step in learn-
ing and internalizing)
.
b. I noticed that the delegates seemed calmed
and put at ease by Si's talk. I urge the staff to build on
Si's strength in this area.
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B. Nametags
1. Purpose: to diagnose here-and-now feelings,
to inventory patterns in one's life, to meet other partici-
pants in a non- threatening way, to examine individual dif-
ferences and similarities
2. Directions:
a. David asked participants to draw a circle
with four spokes through it on the back of their 4x6 name-
tags
. The participants were to place one word at each of the
four spokes to represent how they were feeling "here and now."
Participants then circled the one word feeling that was most
significant, and expanded on it in a sentence or two. This
here and now wheel was private information— the participants
did not have to share it with anyone else.
b. David then asked those present to describe
themselves by making some either-or choices
,
and by writing
their choices on the front of their nametags
:
(1) are you more of a spender or saver
(2) when first meeting people, are you
more outgoing or reserved
(3) are you more like a snowflake or a
snowplow
(4)
which would you want co have the most:
money or looks or intelligence
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(5) are you more like a ping pong ball or
a ping pong paddle
(6) which do you prize the most: world
peace or family security or self-respect
(7) what is your birthday
c
. Participants then faced the challenge of
finding as many people in the room as possible who had com-
pletely different responses (from their own) to the above
seven questions--and they only had five minutes to carry out
this task.
d. After sampling in the whole group how many
people were able to find someone with an exact-opposite list,
six opposites
,
five opposites, etc., David pointed out that
there obviously isn't any one right answer. He depicted
Seminar as an opportunity to explore and appreciate both the
things that are unique about us and the things which we share
in common (leading to community)
.
3. Evaluation:
a. I noticed that the staff participated
fully in the nametag activity. I urge them to continue to
model, particularly in situations that are new to the dele-
gates .
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b. I noticed that the delegates took particu-
lar delight in the either-or choice involving the snowflake
and snowplow. I urge the staff to include additional oppor-
tunities for the participants to inventory their life pat-
terns through use of metaphorical thinking.
c. I noticed that some delegates commented on
possible parallels between the snowplow-snowflake and ping
pong paddle-oall metaphors. I urge the staff to consider
varying the kinds of metaphors used.
d. I noticed that people milled and mixed
freely while comparing nametags, and that the room was filled
with talking and laughter. I urge the staff to use the
structure of a challenge to encourage people to get to know
one another with minimum threat
.
e. I noticed that the noise and energy in the
room increased when people had a chance to actively partici-
pate and to move around. I urge the staff to build in move-
ment throughout the program.
f. I noticed that delegates were attending
while David tied up the activity. I urge the staff to follow
activities with conceptual links throughout the program.
C. Program Goals and Guidelines
1. Purpose: to make explicit to the delegates
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the goals and groundrules of the program, to offer dele-
gates a "handle” to put into context events that will follow
2. Directions:
a. Patti described the goals which were out-
lined on newsprint: (1) developing skills in diagnosing,
ideating, choosing, and acting; (2) applying above skills to
concerns of identity, connectedness, and personal power;
(3) have PUN (focusing on strengths, understanding values,
nourishing creativity) but not for fun; and (4) learn pro-
cesses-- "Give me some fish, and I will eat for a week.
Teach me how to fish, and I will eat for a lifetime."
b. Patti also delineated program guidelines
involving: (1) staff flexibility to meet delegates' needs;
(2) individual responsibility for own learning; (3) right to
pass on any activity; (4) supportive environment; (5) un-
finished business; (6) atmosphere of trust, and risking (try
it, you'll like it)
3. Evaluation:
a. I noticed that Patti had written the goals
and guidelines on newsprint. I urge that the staff continue
to use newsprint, which is a relatively permanent medium to
which delegates can refer throughout the program.
b. T noticed that some delegates raised their
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eyebrows when the phrase "skills in diagnosing" was mentioned
%
I urge the staff to find another way of expressing what they
mean by these skills.
c. I noticed that throughout the program,
delegates used the phrase and acted on their "unfinished
business." I urge the staff to continue to use this guide-
line and to provide time for delegates to follow up on their
unfinished business
.
d. I noticed that the introduction included
very little about the need for a program of this kind. I
urge the staff to decide whether this would be helpful to
mention in future introductions
.
e. I noticed that the staff did not use
Peanut cartoons to illustrate each of the program goals (as
originally planned) . I urge the staff to make use of as
many media as possible to communicate with the delegates.
D. Operationalizing of "Positive Self-Concept"
1. Purpose: to generate the meanings one has
for "positive self-concept," to learn the meanings others
have, to share and get to know other members of the Seminar
community, to diagnose personal strengths and needs
2. Directions:
a. Joel briefly explained the purpose of the
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activity and then asked the participants "to construct in your
mind a hypothetical situation. This imaginary situation should
be as real and as complete as possible—with people in it.
furniture, a complete environment. Now, in this imaginary
situation, one person has a positive self-concept. In fact,
this person is the epitome of someone with a positive self-
concept. What I want you to do is to examine this situation,
observe it very carefully, and write down (on paper provided,
with a sheet of carbon paper provided--so they could keep a
copy and could turn one in to the staff) all the things that
you see about that person, about that person's interaction
with other people, about the environment, about interaction
between people and the environment, anything at all that
would indicate to you that someone with a positive self-
concept is present." (This is the first step in Hutchinson's
methodology for operationalizing fuzzy concepts).
b. Joel next asked the participants to form
triads. In each triad* one participant at a time would "read
your list. If you hear an item that you agree with* then add
it to your list. If you hear an item with which you disagree*
then the task is to use this stimulus to add any items it
makes you think of (with which you agree) . The purpose is to
come up with as complete a list as possible of the meanings
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you have for the term 'positive self-concept.' So don’t de-
bate in your groups-just help each other expand your lists."
(This is the third step in Hutchinson's methodology).
c. The participants' next task was to ana-
lyze individually their lists using the following coding:
(1) place an next to the five items that are your most
important meanings for ’’positive self-concept;" (2) place a
check (y) next to three items you most want to work on or
improve about yourself; (3) place a plus (+) next to any item
which you consider to be a personal strength of yours
.
d. Joel brought temporary closure to the op-
erationalizing by mentioning that participants might want to
examine the data and the data analysis as a means of deter-
mining personal goals and building on personal strengths.
Joel promised that this would be a continuing theme of the
program.
3. Evaluation:
a. I noticed that some delegates may have
been puzzled about the purpose of this activity. I urge that
what was stated at the end of the activity also ought to be
said to introduce it as well.
b. I noticed that the delegates were concen-
trating while doing this activity., and wrote their lists and
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listened to their trio partners intently. I urge that the
%
staff develop and use a repertorie of fantasy activities
that help participants address issues of identity, connected-
ness, and personal power.
c. I noticed that participants could share
easily in their trios, given the no-debate groundrule
. I urge
that other non-threatening sharing opportunities be included
at the start of future programs.
E. Support Groups
1. Purpose: to meet the members of one's sup-
port group (which would be meeting throughout the program at
different times), to understand the function of the support
group, to share further responses to the operationalizing
process, to offer feedback on the program in an informal man-
ner.
2. Directions:
a. Joel read the list of members in each sup-
port group. The groups then formed, with one in each corner
of the large, carpeted room.
b. As a means of introduction and as a way of
getting to know the names of other support group members, each
facilitator suggested an activity called Singing Sam . Tne
facilitator started off by preceding his name with an -ing
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word that reflected something he/she was good at. For in-
stance, Joel said "I'm basketballing Joel." The person to
the facilitator's left would then say nYou're basketballing
Joel, I'm laughing Laurie
.
11 Each person in the circle would
identify the group members before him/her in this fashion,
and then add his/her own adjective-noun combination. The
facilitator agreed to do the final go-around of identifying
each person with the -ing word-name combination. In some
support groups, the participants changed places, and tried to
remember the -ing words and names of the others.
c. Each support group then spent varying
amounts of time in follow-up discussion of their defuzzing
lists, in sharing informally, and in offering feedback on the
evening so far.
3. Evaluation:
a. I noticed that there was much laughter and
many smiles during the singing Sam acti vity--delegates seemed
to enjoy thinking/sharing something they were good at, and
took to the challenge (and were pleased when, they met it) of
remembering others' names and -ing words. I urge that this
activity be included in future programs, and that the staff
continue to model by offering to go first and last.
b. I noticed that participants spontaneously
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gave feedback. Some mentioned that "the feelings of uneasi-
ness are already going away." I urge that the supportive at-
mosphere be maintained.
c. I noticed that the transition between
Singing Sam and the support group, and between the support
group and bing-bang-boing. sharing was a bit rough. I urge the
staff to continue introducing the support group early in the
program (to give the participants an anchor, home-group), but
to avoid sharp changes in task while simultaneously changing
groupings
.
F. Eing-Bang-Boing Sharing
1. Purpose: to meet and share with other mem-
bers of the Seminar community; to focus on personal strengths
and successes; to share personal goals and hopes for the Sem-
inar program; to look at oneself through metaphor; to use a
journal to inventory personal thoughts, feelings, and pat-
terns
.
2. Directions:
a. Joel asked those present to form groups of
three. He then explained that people would have a chance in
three three-minute rounds to share on some topics (they also
had the right to pass on any topic). For the first round,
each participant was to select one of these topics to share
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with his/her partners:(1)
the best summer vacation I ever had;
( c- ) ® success X had before the age of ten;
( 3 ) a success I had after the age of ten.
Since each triad had a total of three minutes for the first
round, each participant had approximately one minute to re-
spond to the topic of his/her choice.
b. At the end of three minutes, Joel blew his
pitch pipe to end the round. He then asked that each triad
identify one member to be a "bing, " one to be a "bang," and
one to be a "boing." When this had been done, Joel asked that
the "bings" say good-bye to their partners, and go find a new
"bang" and "boing" for round two.
c. The groundrules for round two were the same
as above. Patti offered the following choice of topics:
(1) If I were an animal . . .
(2) If I were to receive a telegram right
now that would make me feel really good, who would it be
from, and what would it say
(3) If I had a year off with no responsi-
bility . . .
After three minutes, Patti asked each
"boing" to find a new "bang" and "bing."
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d. For round three, Patti asked that each
person share his/her hopes for Seminar within the triads.
e. Patti next introduced the notion of keep-
ing a journal throughout Seminar: the journal being one way
of capturing and inventorying for oneself what has been sig-
nificant, meaningful, feeling-provoking, unfinished, etc.
about the program's activities. Patti offered the following
thought questions as possible stimuli for the journal:
(1)
What was the easiest topic for you to
share?
(2) What was the hardest?
(3) What of your partners' sharings hit
home the most for you? touched you the most?
(4) What unfinished business do you have?
(5) What might you be able to do to insure
more Mbest" summer vacations and successes?
(6) What is stopping you from doing now
what you said you would do with a year off?
(7) How might you "send a telegram" to let
someone know you were thinking of him/her? To whom would you
send it?
(8)
What can you do to actualize your
hopes for Seminar?
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3. Evaluation:
a. I noticed that the participants were able
to share quite easily on the topics. I urge that the staff
continue to provide a choice of positive-focus topics in
warm-up activities.
b. I noticed that the participants became
quite involved in identifying the "bing, ” "bang,” and "boing."
I urge the staff to include more opportunities
. for partici-
pants to inventory their own patterns through use of metaphors.
c. I noticed that Patti participated in the
activity while Joel was facilitating, and vice versa. I urge
the staff to continue to model active involvement.
d. I noticed that participants were not al-
ways able to keep track of their time during the sharing
rounds
. I urge the facilitator to announce the time at minute
intervals
.
e. I noticed that Joel's pitch pipe added a
note of levity to the activity. I urge the staff to continue
to use attention-getters and tension-reducers.
f. I noticed that the delegates were very
quiet, writing furiously, and seemed quite intent while filling
out their journals. I urge the staff to provide time through-
out the program for participants to inventory, conceptualize.
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and tie-up their experiences
.
%
G. Alligator River
1* Purpose: to explore and clarify personal
values; to hear alternative values positions of other people;
to examine group processes; to inventory one's behavior in a
group; to develop skill in choosing freely, from alternatives,
and with awareness of consequences; to publicly affirm one's
values
2. Directions:
a. In the whole group, Eliot told the Alli-
gator River story (illustrating the characters on newsprint
as he went along)
:
As most stories begin
. . . Once upon a time, there
was a river that was practically overflowing with alli-
gators. As you may have guessed, it was called Alliga-
tor River. A girl named Abigail lived on the west bank
of the river. Her boyfriend, Greg
,
lived on the opposite
bank. Abigail and Greg were very much in love with each
other, and wanted very much to see each other. One
slight complication: no boat, and an alligator-filled
river stood between them.
Abigail decided to seek help so that she could see
her boyfriend, Greg." She approached Sinbad the Sailor ,
who, as his name might indicate, owned a boat. Now this
was very fortunate for Abigail, because Sinbad's boat was
exactly what she needed to get across the river. She ex-
plained her situation to Sinbad and asked if she could
borrow his boat. Sinbad thought for a moment and then
replied: "Sure, you can borrow my boat, but only under
one condition. The condition is tha£ you sleep with me
tonight .
"
Now this startled Abigail, because she didn't want uo
sleep with Sinbad--she just wanted to borrow his boat so
she could see Greg.
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After Abigail had told Sinbad "no deal she wan-dered down the road until she came upon Ivan the Un-
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S response
) t0 Iva^, who, as his nameindicates, didn t give a darn. Ivan told Abigail:
Hey, don’t bother me. That's not my concern, I don't
care whau happens. Take off." a despondent Abigail,her options exhausted, finally decided to go back toSinbad
;
She slept with him that night. The next morn-ing, Sinbad, true to his word, loaned his boat to
Abigail
.
Abigail sailed across the river and saw her be-loved Greg. After spending a few delightful hours to-gether, Abigail felt compelled to tell Greg what had
happened. After she had related her whole story, Greg
completely blew up: "You what? I can't believe you
did that. I-I can't believe you slept with him!
That's it—it's all over-- just forget the relationship-
-
get out of my life !
"
Distraught, Abigail wandered off. She came upon
Stan the Schlemiel
. Borrowing his shoulder to shed her
tears, Abigail related her tale to Stan. Stan then went
looking for Greg (with Abigail close behind)
. Stan
found Greg and proceeded to beat the stuffing out of him,
with Abigail gleefully and laughingly applauding the
bloody pummeling.
That's the end of the story. (Goodman and Hawkins,
1972) Eliot then asked each person to rank-order the five
characters from most to least admirable.
b. The participants then faced the challenge
of reaching consensus (no voting--e veryone must fully agree
with decision) on the five characters within- their support
groups. And they had but 15-20 minutes in which to do it.
c. Eventually, each support group reported
out the extent of its consensus, as well as the criteria used
in making its decisions.
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d. Eliot then posed some thought questions:
(1) How many people were usually talking
at once in your support group?
(2) Did you feel listened to?
( 3 ) Did you listen to others?
( 4 ) Was there any character on whom you
wouldn 1 1 budge
?
( 5 ) Was there any character on whom you
could easily compromise?
(6) What values were you protecting in
your own rank order?
3 . Evaluation:
a. I noticed that there seemed to be a rela-
tionship in the consensus discussions between the number of
interruptions and the extent to which people considered al-
ternatives. I urge that further research be done to explore
this relationship.
b. I noticed that there seemed to be a rela-
tionship in the consensus discussions between the number of
"l M statements the participants made and their willingness
to publicly affirm and take responsibility for their choices.
I urge that this potential relationship also be researched,
and that the staff recommend that delegates speak for them-
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selves (through use of "i" statements )
—a voiding phrases
like "people believe ...” and "you should see that ..."
c. I noticed that there were different levels
of involvement in the task across support groups, and that
the groups worked at different paces. I urge the staff to
explore ways of better coordinating different groups' styles
and finishing times
.
d. I noticed that this activity energized and
pricked their curiosity about things to come. I urge that
the opening session of future programs, especially if held
during the evening, include an energy- raising consensus ac-
tivity.
e. I noticed that Eliot's emphasis on com-
puting an average rank-order for the entire group (during
2.c. above) left some participants feeling guilty that their
group had not reached consensus, and left some others feeling
that they had not arrived at the normal/normative/right
answer. I urge the staff to support/accept delegates and/or
groups which may not complete the task as given, but which
have done some learning in their own way.
f. I noticed that the participants did not
discuss the thought questions in their support groups (as
originally planned) . I urge the staff to provide opportuni-
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ties for participants to examine their group's functioning
and to give feedback to each other.
H. Dear Me Letter
1. Purpose: to synthesize and inventory learn-
ings
,
thoughts 3 feelings ^ and hopes deriving from this ses-
sion; to provide the staff with honest feedback on this ses-
sion
2. Directions:
a. ihe staff distributed paper and carbon
paper to the delegates.
b. After explaining the purpose of the Dear
Me letters 3 Patti asked the participants to respond in writ-
ing (making a 'carbon copy to be turned in to the staff; the
original becoming part of one's journal) to the following
sentence stems
:
(1) I learned . . .
(2) What I liked about my own behavior
tonight
. . .
(3) What I disliked about my own behavior
tonight
. . .
(4) What I liked about the staff's be-
havior . . .
(5) One thing I wish the staff had done
differently
. .
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(6) Tomorrow, I hope
. .
(7) Open comment . . .
3. Evaluation:
e. I noticed that the participants were quite
intent on writing their Dear Me letters— they seemed to wel-
come a chance to take stock, of themselves
. X urge the staff
to use Dear Me letters at least at the end of each day of the
program.
b. I noticed that the questions included "l n
statements, as well as a focus on behaviors. I urge the
staff to continue using sentence stems like these in order to
reinforce the notion of taking responsibility for/ownership
of one's behaviors and learnings.
4. Representative Excerpts from
Dear Me Letters
:
a. I learned . . .
I learned tonight that it takes only a
minimum of effort to project myself. A smile, speaking out,
and listening are easy if I'll only try. I like that because
it is different for me.
I learned that I could listen to someone
else's idea and understand it though it was in conflict with
my ideas
.
Most of the time I find it hard to talk
about my inner-self to even the closest of friends. I feel
embarrassed or misunderstood when I try to explain my re-
actions or feelings on a subject ... I found that all the
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people in my group had similar feeling «+ <-«they often felt hidden or confused. ’ and that
concept; also about
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horothirreraluate"th
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1°n ®nd Self‘
they think of themselves as they do
the“sel Ves and ”h*
valuer anr? thni
Tonight I learned about different people'ss d their reasoning behind them, it is interesting tnsee how everyone's differ and why. o
I liked it on
Tonight I learned what Seminar will do and
important Ahat^ ?f«2
P When 1 talk and 1 think it’st at I listen when they talk.
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^ warit people to accept me for what T amnot what I look like Perhann i-p t ° x 1 >
qelt t nov, ,•
ps
,
if i have seen this in my-
agaiA.
-mPro ^e and try not to make the same mistake
. . . _
1 can behave in a natural, fluid mannerwhich I can readily accept and even enjoy being around myselfI|m enjoying myself at no one else's expense. I can't sayye learned anything about myself, except for that first
astonishing realization.
I think that I have to learn that just be-
cause I understand something doesn't mean I can necessarilydo it. J
I learned that I still have a hard time
expressing myself.
T learned more, I think about how to lis-
ten to others and value their opinions as being something
real to them, even though it wasn't to me.
I learned to think about some things
about me, such as about how I think of myself, about what
things I wish I had (and want to develop), and those things
I find attractive in others.
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b. to hat I liked .about my own behavior to-
night
. . .
Q , .
1 was really proud of me tonight. I gave
the 2?rd
S
of
U
p h
lth Pe0ple 1 had never seen before 6 P.M. on
h=L ^ 1
February. I felt that I really listened and tried
k
understand those people around me, who are or wereprobably as nervous and uptight as me.
liked being friendly and happy, easy totalk to. I could communicate easily and joke around.
What I liked about my behavior tonight is
the way I really shared what I wanted during the three-minute
sessions ( bing-bang-boing)
,
which really made me happy.
I was really listening and understanding
people s points of view and usually I'm very self-
centered and don't bother to listen
. . . but for once I
listened and for once I learned and I came out ahead be-
cause it really didn't hurt me to listen, I don't know why
I never did before.
I basically liked my behavior because I
was honest, instead of saying what was acceptable
. . .I'm
proud of this because lately I have found that I do things
because it looks good.
I seemed to sense my limitations and when
I should speak. I seemed very easy to compromise with and
at the same time expressed my views openly. At times I felt
a leader, but at ethers a participator or even an onlooker.
I appeared to myself as variable and flexible.
What I liked most about my behavior to-
night was that I gave other people a chance to talk instead
of "hogging" the conversation.
c. What I disliked about my behavior . . .
I disliked myself when looking objectively
at the things I said. I feel as if I believe what I am
preaching, and then I look at myself from above and see
phoniness. The split here is miserable.
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I didn't
wanted and took up too much
listen to others as
of the discussion.
closely as I
firmly.
I wish I had stuck up for my ideas more
The only displeasing thing tonight was mvv-r-pronounced tendency to assert myself in the limelight
entertainer
.
^6arn *‘°W ^^ 33 8 Spectator aa well as aA
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I am influenced too easily.
1 was not totally happy with totally sep-
arating myself from the group. When we were to write by our
selves, twice, I went to a corner and divorced myself from
the group. This I had mixed reactions about; I was proud of
my independence but sad for my aloneness.
d. What I liked about the staff's behavior
The staff was informal and open along with
everything that made learning fun and easy.
Staff seems really interested to see our
reactions and react themselves. I like that.
I like the idea of the staff really getting
involved and talking in the groups. You couldn't distinguish
them as staff which was the really great part. If I had
known it was going to be like this I would have had no qualms
about coming.
What I liked about the staff's behavior is
you feel open with them and you're in an environment of learn-
ing, not nagging— and I'll learn better.
Staff— very personal and easy to talk with.
As people, I reacted very positively to all
staff members. I liked the way the staff gave us more than
enough things to think about in a relaxed atmosphere. I felt
I wanted to contribute to the discussions, yet at no time did
I feel pushed or pressured.
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e. One thing I wish the staff had done dif-
ferently ...
I think before Seminar even started, when
we were signing up for it, we should have been told a little
more what we were getting into.
I can't say that I would have liked them
to do anything differently.
I wish the staff had left more time for
discussion
.
I wish we could have had more time to write
down our impressions
.
f. Tomorrow, I hope
. . .
I hope to learn as much and more than to-
day, to relate and understand everyone more.
I hope to talk to more people, get to know
them and myself better and have fun.
Tomorrow I hope I learn and have fun just
as much as I did today!
Tomorrow, I hope things won't be as hec-
tic— rush, rush, rush.
Tomorrow, I hope to complete the unfinished
business and really be able to share myself not just on a su-
perficial level but on a meaningful level ... I hope that
tomorrow I will be able to be that ray of sunshine in an al-
ready radiating room but with an extra glow.
My hope for tomorrow is that the atmos-
phere and warmth of tonight will continue.
g. Open comment . . .
I feel that I have begun to accomplish what
I took the step of which I was afraid.I came for.
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will awake to a beautiful sunny morningwhere mother will be singing, I will have my favorite lunchgood times with my friends, and Dad will let me use the car’no douot | It-s a joy to be here. Can you see my smile?
I. I Learned Whip
1. Purpose: to report out inferences/statements
about oneself and one's experience tonight; to develop fur-
ther a sense of community; to hear others' feelings, thoughts,
and reactions; to internalize further the Seminar norms of
*
the right to pass and creating a supportive environment
2. Directions: Joel asked the whole group to
fom a large circle. It was important for everyone to be
able to see and hear everyone else. Joel then suggested
whipping around the circle--one person at a time. Each per-
son would share (if so desired--also had right to pass) an
"I learned
. . . and that's okay" statement. This was an
opportunity to get a sense of what had been happening to
everyone else--there would be no debate on any of the con-
tributions--they would all be accepted.
3. Evaluation:
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a. I noticed that the Dear Me letter—
I
-Learned whip sequence was an excellent one, because it al-
lowed individuals to inventory their own responses before re-
porting them. I urge the staff to continue to use the in-
dividual writing inventory— public sharing sequence.
b. I noticed that during the sharing of "j
learned" statements, many people were nodding and smiling.
I urge that the staff include opportunities throughout the
program for delegates to see/hear where they stand in rela-
tion to others (and as a way of developing empathy and real-
izing that one is not alone or weird)
c. I noticed that people were quiet and
maintained eye contact with the speaker during the whip. I
urge the staff to commend good listening behavior.
J. IALAC
1. Purpose: to see oneself as lovable and ca-
pable; to understand the effect of certain everyday events on
one's self-concept
2. Directions: With the whole group still in a
circle, David proceeded to tell the IALAC story (David had a
sheet of paper with "IALAC" written on it—whenever a R-I-P
occurs in the story, David literally ripped his sign; when-
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ever a P-i-r appears, David taped a piece of his ripped sign
back on) :
DouglasRadish
8 WSS 3 gUy by the name of
instead of T® (he preferred being called Doug
High School TM s’-
"
aS \ Seni0r attending Blunderblust\ hlS 13 a story about two days in Dou-'s
a school dav^h
beSinS in the early morning hours (onhool, ay) where we find Doug soundly asleep snuggledwarmly under his covers. His mother, who is IVllytt
lun^T,P i
rinS breakfast
* is screaming at the top of herungs telling Doug to get up. Getting no response sheangrily stomps upstairs still shouting and screaming androughly shakes Doug awake telling him that he's lateagain and that
. . . ’’you've got to wash up, you've got
Tolnl t SQd3 y°Ur °ereal 13 getting s °Sgy, you'reg i g o miss your bus, how many times do I have to tell
mnthl V wearily sat himself up in bed while hiso er hustled back downstairs still ranting and raving.Before doing anything else Doug gently reached over to
_
3 niSht
,
table and carefully picked up his IA LAC sign
and put it on. He then rubbed his eyes, yawned and
stretched and lifted himself up out of bed. On his way
o the bathroom he could still hear his mother shouting.
It was really not something to wake up to so early in the
morning and a tiny piece of his IALAC sign tore off (here
on this will be indicated by R-I-P); His sister who hadbeen lying in wait raced ahead of him into the bathroom,
slammed the door in his face and locked it laughing and
giggling the whole time. This was too much, Doug started
shouting and pounding on the door, but was immediately
admonished by his mother
. . . "don't you talk to your
sister like that!
! ! . . . didn't I tell you to get
dressed?!" Doug was speechless
. . . R-I-Pj Doug some-
how made it downstairs, his bus was due any minute, his
cereal was soggy and his mother still shouting. Just as
he got the second spoonful of cereal in his mouth, the
bus pulled up ... he dropped everything, got his coat
on and tore out the door only to see the bus pulling
away
. . .R-I-P! His mother drove him to school and
needless to say the ride cost his IALAC sign a few more
R”I“P“S! He arrived at his homeroom just as the bell was
ringing and his homeroom teacher gruffly announced he was
being marked tardy for not being in his seat on time.
. .
R-I-P I The bell sounded ending homeroom and Doug immedi-
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ately went up to his homoroom teacher in an effort topersuade her to erase the tardy-they got into an apLment and Doug ended up teing late to his first periodlass
. R-I-P! Doug quietly slipped into his firstperiod class where the teacher was already grilling theclass on that day's history assignment, kth his mindstill on the argument over his tardy mark Doug's thoughtsdrifted away from the class until
. . . "Doug?, well do
J
OU
.^
don't you know the answer?" Know the answer?—
e didn t even hear what the question was and was too
embarrassed to ask ... an awkward moment ensued andfinaliy his teacher remarked
. . . "if you had studiedlike everyone else you’d know the answer to a simplequestion like that!"
. . . r-i- P
, The bell ra^T^dingthe period and Doug somehow managed to crawl out of the
class. From there he headed to the library to return abook. At the return desk in the library he spotted agirl he had secretly admired for three months sitting
at one of the study desks. He decided he wanted to meether (and that he would take the risk) so he scraped to-gether all the courage he had, closed his eyes, crossed
his fingers and headed over to her table
. .
.
just as
he got there she picked up her books and headed in the
opposite direction-- Doug couldn’t believe that he finally
got it together enough to approach her after three months
and what does she do?, she walks off
. . . R-i-pj The
morning went on and on until finally it was time for
lunch. A new open lunch policy had just been initiated
at Blunderblust and Doug had made arrangements to meet
w^th three of his cohorts in the parking lot. From there
they were going to drive to one of the best steak houses
in town to celebrate the new policy. Well Doug arrived
at the agreed-upon spot at the agreed-upon time, but his
friends were nowhere to be seen. He waited for fifteen
minutes and still no sign of his friends. He was just
about to give up when he happened to glance down to
Blunder Lane where he saw his friends stopped at a red
light ... he yelled to them and started running, but
the light turned green and they took off . . . R-I-P!
Doug, hurt and hungry headed to the school cafeteria.
He got a tray of spaghetti and other assorted goodies
and headed for a table--on his way to the table he slipped
and everything fell off his tray onto the floor. It
wouldn't have been such a bad thing, but 'when everybody
started laughing and cheering
. . . R-I-P! The afternoon
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went on much as the morning had with Doug losing bits
and pieces of his IA LA
C
sign all over the place, but Doug
somehow managed to survive. The final bell rang ending
classes and he headed to the chess clubroom where he was
scheduled for a couple of matches with a member of thefreshman team. His mind was still on the day's events
. . . that girl in the library, his tardy mark, being
stood up by his buddies, the history class, the cafe-
teria
.
...
well before he knew it the freshman had
creamed him in two games of chess
. . . R-l-P! | i Feeling
defeated and embarrassed Doug headed home. When he got
home the first thing he did was head to the table where
the mail was kept. He found a skimpy letter waiting for
him from Ragledge University and with his heart pounding
he tore it open and
. . . R-I-P'.—it was a letter of re-jection. At dinner that night he somehow managed to get
into an argument over the family car with his father
(who must have had a rough day at the office) and in ad-
dition to losing the argument
. . . R-I-P! The night
went on like that until finally Doug was ready to go to
sleep two hours earlier than usual. He got ready for
bed
. . . washed, dressed, turned out all the lights and
got into the bed
. . . before putting his head down on
the pillow he very carefully took off his IALAC sign
(which was now about the size of a postage stamp) and
gently put it down next to him on his night table. He
then yawned and put his head down and drifted into sleep.
The next day the sun was shining, the sky was blue,
birds were chirping and his mother was downstairs singing
and humming while she prepared breakfast. Doug gradually
woke up and sat up in bed
. . . before doing anything
else he reached over to his night table and carefully
picked up his IALAC sign and gently put it on. He then
yawned and stretched and jumped out of bed and headed to
the bathroom for a hot shower. His sister had gotten
to bed late the night before and was still sleeping. He
had the greatest shower, felt really refreshed, alive and
invigorated. Here an amazing thing happened, his IALAC
sign actually grew a little (from here on-in this will be
indicated by P-I-R!). After getting dressed, Doug zoomed
downstairs where he was greeted by a big smile and a
"GOOD MORNING" from his mother . . . F-I-R! His mother,
who was in an exceptionally good mood that morning, sur-
prised him by preparing his favorite breakfast . . .
P-I-R! Doug finished a delicious and relaxed meal and
gave his mother a kiss goodbye and walked outside and
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waited for the bus. The bus came and he was off for
another day at Blunderblust. He arrived early to hishomeroom and iiis teacher called him over to her desk.She told nim that she was in a bad mood the day before
and felt guilty about the argument they had over a silly
tardy mark--to make up for it she told him she had erased
the mark preserving his perfect record
. . . p-i-Ri Dougheaded to his history class. He breezed through the
class answering over fifty percent of the questions the
teacher asked. Impressed by his performance the teacher
complimented him in front of the entire class for his
brilliance and hard work
. . . P-I-R! The class ended
and he headed out into the hallway where he walked right
into the girl he had been admiring for the past three
months
. Her books fell all over the place and he im-
mediately gathered them up and apologized
. . . they
ended up talking and it turned out she was a chess nut
(no pun intended) ... he invited her to the match he
was playing in that afternoon and she got really excited
and said she’d love to come
. . . P-I-R! Lunch time
finally came around and he ran into his three buddies
. . . it turned out he had been in the right place the
day before--they had just mixed up their signals
. . .
to make up for it the three of them took him out to the
steak house and treated him to a complete meal
. . .
P-I-R! The rest of the afternoon went well with Doug's
IALAC sign growing and growing. The last bell rang end-
ing school and he met Sally and they both went to his
chess match. He played the best chess in his life (in
front of Sally no less) and beat his opponent three
times
,
once in only eight moves
. . . P-I-R! After the
match he walked Sally home and on the way (she was by
this time infatuated by him) they made arrangements to
go out that evening
. . . P-I-R! Upon arriving home
Doug found three fat envelopes waiting for him from three
different schools— all acceptance letters . . . P-I-R!
His father,, who had gotten home early that day, was in a
fantastic mood and congratulated him on his acceptances.
He didn’t stop there either ... as a reward he told
Doug that the car was his for the whole weekend and
along with it twenty dollars to spend on anything he
desired . . . Doug was speechless . . . P-I-R! That
night he had a really good dinner with his family, every-
one was in a happy mood . . . P-I-R! The rest of the
evening went on like that . . . he went out with Sally
and they both had a great time . . . P-I-R! Doug got
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3. Evaluation: I noticed that the delegates
constantly referred to their LALAC signs throughout the pro-
gram. I urge the staff to continue to present varied activi
ties (involving verbal and visual stimuli) that help dele-
gates to conceptualize their experiences. I also urge the
staff to reinforce throughout the program each delegate's
lovableness and capabilities.
K. Community Meeting
1* Purpose: to understand the responsibilities
and opportunities one has at Seminar; to learn about the
facilities at the 4-H Center; to discuss issues of concern
to the community
2. Directions: Eliot facilitated a whole-com-
munity meeting which dealt with such issues as: (a) use of
facilities--snacks
> rooms; (b) homework for tomorrow morning--
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bring your success symbol; (c) policies regarding bedtime,
room visitation; (d) health- report to Patti or Joel if m ;
(e) schedule--meals
, tomorrow's session.
3. Evaluation:
a. I noticed that the delegates took an in-
terest in and appreciated the opportunity to participate in
establishing their own community's guidelines. I urge the
staff to provide the delegates with opportunities to make
such choices throughout the program.
b. I noticed that all the facilitators had an
opportunity to lead a few portions of the evening session. I
urge the staff to continue to afford visibility to each of
its members during the first session of future programs.
L. Free Time
1.
Purpose: to relax; to read; to think, incu-
bate; to write in one's journal; to meet and talk informally
with other participants; to finish unfinished business; to
have fun
2. Directions: none
3. Evaluation: I noticed that delegates were
ready for a break. I urge the staff to include free time
throughout, the program, in order to help delegates digest
their learnings, and as a means of respecting different
166
learning/relating styles.,
%
M. Staff Meeting (held an hour after the community
meeting)
The staff met in order to check in with each
other, give and receive feedback on the evening session, read
tne Dear Me” letters, and make any necessary adjustments in
the next day’s curriculum. The staff was quite positive and
excited about the evening.
Saturday, February 24 :
8 A.M.-9 A.M.: breakfast .--
9 A. M. -noon .--
A . Introduction
1
. Purpose : to understand the goals for the
morning session and the day as a whole; to link up with and
then springboard off of last night's learnings/activities
2. Directions: Joel read anonymous excerpts from
the Dear Me letters of last night, in order to give partici-
pants a sense of program continuity and a sense of how others
responded. He followed this by outlining the goals for the
morning (focusing on personal strengths, developing skills in
diagnosing, and perceiving) and for the day (developing skills
in diagnosing, ideating, and choosing)
.
3.
Evaluation: I noticed that the participants
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were quite interested to hear the Dear Me excerpts. I urge
the staff to continue drawing from Dear Mes excerpts
. I
urge the staff to continue drawing from Dear Mes— as a way of
letting participants see that they are not alone (but may
also be unique)
.
B. Weekly Reaction Sheet
1. Purpose: to diagnose patterns in one's life;
to examine where/when creativity and values enter one's life;
to become aware of high points in one's life; to describe one-
self through metaphor; to get-to-know other members of the
Seminar community
2. Directions: David distributed a weekly re-
action sheet to each person (see Appendix I). He explained
that the IALAC percent referred to how much of one's IALAC
sign was present during the week. After taking time indi-
vidually to fill out the weekly reaction sheets participants
formed pairs and shared the first two questions. After some
time, the participants formed new pairs and shared their re-
sponses to the remaining questions.
3. Evaluation:
a. I noticed that the weekly reaction sheet is
a structured item that the participants can take back and use
in their home environments. I urge the staff ta offer such
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concrete diagnostic Instruments which delegates can apply in
their own back-home
b
.
pairs helped to re-
situations
.
I noticed chat sharing of the sheets in
energize the delegates. I urge the staff
to continue to use activities that will get the participants
involved, especially at the beginning of a session.
c. I noticed that delegates again had an op-
portunity to inventory in writing on their own before sharing
with others. I urge the staff to continue providing chances
for delegates individually to generate and analyze data about
themselves, and then to share, get reactions from, and give
reactions to others.
C. Success Symbols
1. Purpose: to focus on personal strengths and
positive experiences.; to explore one's own and others' defini-
tions of success;" to get to know members of one’s support
group; to create a bridge from the back-home environment to
the Seminar environment (by sharing a positive symbol from
back-home in Seminar)
2. Directions: Eliot asked people to share their
success symbols within support groups. One person at a time
would have the floor--and the focus of the group--to talk
about the meaning and background of his/her success symbol.
3* Evaluation
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a. I noticed that the delegates really listen-
ed and related to each other. I urge the staff to continue to
help participants focus on the positive, particularly at the
start of a program— in order to help build up their feelings
of connectedness (the L in IALAC) and personal power (the C
in IALAC )
.
b. I noticed that delegates had put quite a
lot of thought into the selection of their success sumbols.
I urge the staff to continue this activity in the future, as a
means of building delegates' investment in and commitment to
the program, even before it starts.
D. Success Analysis
1. Purpose: to generate one's own criteria for
"success;" to diagnose one's own success patterns (see Ap-
pendix I)
2. Directions: Patti asked each delegate to
complete the success analysis chart (following the directions
developed by Jack Canfield). Delegates next shared their
charts and findings within their support groups. Finally,
each participant took time for journal-writing.
3 . Evaluation: I noticed that several delegates
had "aha" experiences in discovering their personal defini-
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tions for "success." I urge the staff to springboard off
this activity into helping delegates develop goal-setting
so that they can make their successes happen more
often
.
E
.
. Break
1. Purpose: to relax; to think, incubate; to
write in one’s journal; to talk informally with others; to
finish unfinished business; to have fun; to get a drink or go
to the bathroom
2. Directions: Take fifteen minutes.
3 * Evaluation: I noticed that people were ready
for a break. I urge the staff to include breaks at least
once every hour and a half, so that people can recharge their
batteries
F. Creativity Tests
1. Purpose: to diagnose sensitivity to problems
ability to generate consequences, ability to generate alterna
tives; to diagnose one’s fluency and skills; to provide a
base-line on which to measure the effect of the program
2. Directions:
a. Explaining the purpose of the activity,
Joel distributed the same blanked-out MAD cartoon to each
participant (see Appendix I). He then asked the delegates
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to write down all the ideas they had on what the problem
might be in this cartoon (sensitivity to problems). The time
limit was two minutes.
b. Following a brief rest, Joel presented the
following situation: Heights High School has a student pop-
ulation of 3250 and an adult staff of over 200. On a cold day
in December during the fifth period (which is lunch hour for
some and classes for others), a mischievous student set off
the fire alarm. Joel then asked people to list as many
things as they could think of that might happen as a result
of this act (awareness of consequences). The time limit again
was two minutes. (Shallcross, 1971)
c. After another brief rest, Joel posed the
following: "You are walking behind someone. You see him take
out a cigarette pack, withdraw the last cigarette, put the
cigarette in his mouth, crumple the package and nonchalantly
toss it over his shoulder onto the sidewalk. You are twenty-
five feet behind him. What could you do?" (alternative ac-
tion search) Delegates had two minutes to list their re-
sponses. (Simon, Howe, and Kirschenbaum, 1972)
d. Joel closed the activity by reminding par-
ticipants that they would have an opportunity during the sec-
ond Seminar weekend to note the effect of the program on their
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creative problem-solving skills (e.g., defining problems,
generating alternatives., etc.)* Participants handed in their
idea lists for the three problems (with their student number
at the top of the page )
.
G. Three -Level Learning
1. Purpose: to become aware of the different
levels on which one perceives and learns; to diagnose a situ-
ation—to determine the facts, inferences, and values involved
2. Directions:
a. Patti asked people to write three facts
they could observe in the MAD cartoon. She then solicited
some examples from the whole group, and listed them on news-
print .
b. The delegates then wrote three assumptions
or guesses they could make about the situation depicted in the
cartoon. Again, Patti recorded on newsprint some examples
from the whole group.
c. Patti suggested that each participant write
one values statement that the cartoon touched off. She again
listed examples offered by individual participants.
d. Patti then helped the group to examine the
data on newsprint--to determine if the examples were listed
in the correct category (facts/inferences/values ) , and to
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determine the extent of consensus of specific examples. The
group quickly saw that consensus could be reached more easily
on the factual examples than on the inferences and values.
The group went on to determine the difference between and
among each level, and explored how one's values affect one's
inferences, as well as the "facts" one sees.
e . Patti tied-up the activity by suggesting
that an awareness of the three levels can be helpful in com-
municating, understanding and empathizing with others, and re-
sponding to conflict situations.
3. Evaluation
a. I noticed that Patti used the MAD cartoon
as a stimulus. I urge the staff to "get as much mileage" as
possible out of a stimulus that interests the delegates.
b. I noticed that the staff closed the morning
with the above "participatory lecturette." I urge the staff
to continue presenting concepts that will help delegates put
their experience in context, and to continue to use the dele-
gates' ideas as the data to be examined (soliciting their ex-
amples )
.
Noon-1: 30 P. M. : Lunch at the 4-H Center. --
1:30 P.M. -3:00 P. M. --
A. Are You Someone Who
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1. Purpose: to diagnose one's life patterns,
hopes, and values; to give and receive feedback on percep-
tions of one another
2. Directions:
a. David distributed "Are You Someone Who"
(see Appendix I) and asked each participant to take some time
to fill out the first page (according to the directions at the
top
)
b. The participants then viewed the film. Eye
—
f the Behol der, which depicts how different people perceive
the same individual in different ways.
c. Eliot offered those present a chance to
share how they saw each other. Each delegate picked a part-
ner (either a close friend, or someone to get to know better,
or someone with whom to exchange first impressions). With
Column A folded over, each person then checked the items in
Column B of his/her partner's first page that described his/
her partner. The pairs went on to discuss the similarities
and discrepancies Detween self- and other- description. People
received insight on how they were beheld in the eyes of others
(sharing facts, inferences).
d. Delegates had an opportunity to note their
learnings, feelings, and feedback in their journals.
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e. The staff encouraged delegates to do the
second page of "Are You Someone Who" with one or two people
back-home (second person checks off in Column C).
3* Evaluation:
a. I noticed that the delegates were "glued to
the screen" during the film. I urge the staff to continue us-
ing different media to promote and reinforce learnings
.
b. I noticed that the participants were quite
anxious (looking forward to) to see how their partners saw
them. I urge the staff to provide opportunities for peer
feedback, as well as a lecturette on the criteria of helpful
feedback (and perhaps a lecturette on the Johari Window)
.
c. I noticed the smooth flow and inter-
relationship of the three level learning presentation. Are
You Someone Who, and Eye of the Beholder --all related to per-
ception as an important component of diagnosis. I urge the
staff to continue sequencing activities in such a way that
they build on one another.
d. I noticed that the delegates seemed eager
to do the second page with people back-home . I urge the staff
to continue offering a structured way for delegates to prac-
tice Seminar activities/learnings back-home
.
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B. Problem Definition Skills
1. Purpose: to understand the importance of de-
fining a problem well; to ask "why?" questions that will aid
in redefining problems; to define problems from the perspec-
tives of the different people involved
2. Directions:
%
a. Joel cited the importance of problem def-
inition by describing a company that sought to make more money
by improving the can opener
. The company was stuck until it
changed its problem definition from "in what ways can we im-
prove the can opener? to In what ways can we better open
cans? ihe redefinition allowed the company to come ud with
the idea of pop-top cans (note that the first definition
would not "allow" this idea).
b. Joel also spoke of how important the word-
ing of the problem definition can be. Problem definitions
that start with the words "in what ways can . . ."or "How
cam we . . . " encourage idea-production, while definitions
starting with "What is the right way to . . ."or "How
should ..." narrow the range of idea-production.
c. Next, the staff illustrated how a simple,
but effective, skill could be used to redefine and arrive at
new perspectives on problems. Taking the MAD cartoon, Joel
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suggested one problem definition might be "in what ways can
people listen to each other more?" He then asked of individ-
ual staff members "Why is this important for me to solve?"
One response was "so that we can decrease misunderstanding be-
tween people." This led to a redefinition of "in what ways
can we decrease misunderstanding between people?" Joel again
asked Why is this (redefinition) important for me to solve?"
One response was so that people can live in an environment
that is more peaceful." This led to a redefinition of "in
what ways can people live in an environment that is more
peaceful?" Thus, in a matter of two minutes--by using "Why?"
questions--the staff offered two new definitions or ways to
attack the original problem.
d. Joel asked the whole group to offer their
ideas on who might be involved in the cartoon. He listed on
newsprint the following groups of characters: father, son,
mother; father, boyfriend, girlfriend; boss, two employees;
old guard, radicals; father, father's girlfriend, son;
student, teacher, vice-principal; old man, dissenters. Joel
suggested that participants form triads. Each triad first
chose one of the above groupings of characters. Then each
individual tried to put him/herself "in the shoes" of one of
the characters, and tried to define the problem from that
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character’s perspective. Each
generated. Later., in the whole
the definitions that the triads
triad recorded the definitions
group, Joel solicited some of
had developed. Some examples
were:
( 1 ) father: In what ways can I get my son to respect
me more?; son: In what ways can I get to use the car without
cutting my hair?; mother: In what ways can I get these two to
stop arguing all the time?; (2) student: In what ways can I
get these people to stop treating me like a baby? vice-
principal: In what ways can I get this boy to stop using
foul language?; teacher: In what ways can I get this boy out
of my class?;
( 3 ) father: In what ways can I tell my son not
to butt into my "affairs?"; son: In what ways can I interest
Dad in pastimes other than having affairs?; father's girl-
friend: In what ways can I start an affair with the son?
e. Joel suggested that after one has used the
s kills of asking ’why?’" and "different perspectives" to
generate a list of alternative problem definitions, the next
step might be to choose the one (or more) definition that is
most significant-- the one most in need of creative attack.
Pernaps it might be the one that would give the greatest lee-
way, the largest number of approaches for exploration, the
definition that includes most of the other ones. Or it might
be one of the narrow statements that is really the crux of
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the situation. Joel mentioned that participants would have
an opportunity to practice these skills
of their own choosing.
tomorrow on problems
3. Evaluation
a. I noticed that the staff introduced prob-
lem definition skills through use of a non-threatening car-
toon. I urge the staff to continue teaching the process in
a "fun" manner first before having delegates apply it to
their own personal concerns
b. I noticed that the staff did not immedi-
ately allow time for application of these skills. I urge
the staff to consider whether immediate or deferred applica-
tion (which might allow for incubation) is best for rein-
forcing learning.
C. Break
D. Introduction
1. Purpose: to understand the goals and time-
line for the second half of the afternoon
2. Directions: David suggested that once one
has defined a problem, it would be helpful to be able to
generate ideas to solve it. The next time block would be de-
voted to learning and practicing ideations skills--ways of
creatively generating ideas.
l8o
E. Brainstorming
1. Purpose: to generate a vast number of ideas
in a short time by deferring judgment, seeking off-beat
ideas, and piggybacking on ideas; to understand that one can
brainstorm alone; to develop confidence in one's ability to
generate ideas creatively; to understand the nature and im-
pact of killer phrases and igniter phrases on creative pro-
duction; to have fun
2, Directions: *
a. David first introduced the DOVE guidelines,
which help people to accelerate (rather than throttle) their
imagination in brainstorming sessions: Defer judgment (don't
criticize any person; don’t criticize any ideas): Off-beat
ideas are welcome; Vast number of ideas is desirable (emphasis
on quantity); Expand, piggyback on others' ideas. (Britton,
1971)
b. Patti asked the delegates to gather in
their support groups. She asked each group to identify the
person whose first name is closest to the beginning of the
alphabet this person was to be the idea counter during the
first practice brainstorming session. In all, there would be
three problems on which the groups would brainstorm. Patti
encouraged the participants to follow the DOVE guidelines in
I8l
their brainstorming.
0. Patti presented the first problem Ke-
membe r ol- Dad in the MAD cartoon? In the next two minutes,
I would like each group to come up with as many ideas as pos-
sible on other pastimes in which we might be able to interest
Dad." At the end of two minutes, Patti asked for the number
Of ideas each group had generated (39, 40 , 4l, 36 = 156).
d. Fatti praised the participants on their
work. She also introduced such concepts as "killer phrases"
(phrases that "kill" ideas-e.g., "it's not in the budget,"
we tried that last year," "that's stupid," "that'll never
work’), "igniter phrases" (phrases that spark others to be
creative— e.g. 3 "that's a neat idea," "wow, I wish I thought
of that, Vesf"), and "kookie monster phrases" (intraper-
sonal killer phrases that we say to ourselves to avoid ap-
pearing "kookie" in front of others). Patti encouraged the
participants to be(a')ware of killer and kookie monster
phrases during their brainstorming, and also to be aware of
the positive impact of igniter phrases
.
e. Each group selected a new idea counter.
Then Patti presented a second practice problem: "imagine
that you and five friends are waiting in a bus station. In
the next two minutes
,
think of all the things ycu might be
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able to use in ihe bus station to form a jugband." At the
end of two minutes, Patti again asked for the number of ideas
each group had generated
.(38, 28, 62, 30 = 158).
f. Each group identified a new idea counter.
Patti offered a third situation: "Let's say that your cur-
few for the weekend is midnight. Let's also say that on this
particular Saturday night, you don't get home until 4 A.M.
When you walk in the door, dear ol> mom and dad are sitting
on the couch. Dad says, "Well
. .
.?" wha t might you an-
swer? Take two minutes." After two minutes, the groups re-
ported out their numbers of ideas (73, 86, 55, 65 = 279)
.
Patti also asked the groups to share some of their specific
ideas (e.g.. Do you really care?", "i was trampled by an
elephant, I got abducted," "I was in an accident").
g. In order to reinforce the notion that
off-beat ideas are desirable in brainstorming, and in order
to maintain the energy/enjoyment level in the group, David
then asked each group to select the weirdest idea they had
generated during the last two minute session. Each group
then had time to brainstorm ways of making their "weird"
idea practical.
3 . Evaluation:
a. I noticed that the staff did not provide
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time for individuals to brainstorm on their own. I urge the
staff to do this in the future, in order to reinforce the
notion that one can brainstorm alone.
b. I noticed that asking the support groups
to identify the person whose first name is closest to the be-
ginning of the alphabet resulted in each person saying aloud
his/her name. I urge the staff to include activities that
help delegates to learn and remember others' names (especial-
ly since I noticed that many delegates had stopped wearing
their nametags).
c. I noticed that the staff included a brain-
storming problem that springboarded off a previous activity
(the first problem) and one that would lead into a later
activity (the second problem). I urge the staff to continue
providing such links between activities.
d. I noticed that many delegates started
using the vocabulary presented ("DOVE," "killer phrase,"
etc.). I urge the staff to continue presenting "handles"
that participants can use to conceptualize their experiences.
e. I noticed that the energy level was quite
high during the brainstorming--there were many smiles and
much laughter. I urge the staff to use brainstorming as an
energizer at appropriate times in the future.
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of competition
explore further
structively
.
f. X noticed that delegates felt some sense
across support groups. I urge the staff to
ways in which they can use competition con-
g. I noticed that some participants had pre-
vious exposure to brainstorming. I urge the staff to explore
ways of individualizing learning opportunities, and/or build-
ing on the expertise of experienced participants.
F. Synectics
1. Purpose: to experience another process for
creative idea-generation; to use metaphorical thinking as a
way of problem solving
2. Directions: Joel introduced synectics as a
"cousin" of brainstorming— as another way of solving problems.
He gave a brief overview of the guidelines and steps in the
synectics process, which included the following:
a - Brief Introduction to Synectics
(1) synectics = synergy + kinetics (opposite of con-
flict and apathy)
= a way of thinking
(2) two basic principles of synectics: (1) make the
familiar strange (break connections); (2) make the
strange familiar (make connections)
(3) remember the DOVE!! Defer judgment. Strive for
offbeat ideas. Go for a vast number of ideas.
Expand, piggyback on each others' ideas.
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(^) steps in the synectics process:
(a)
0>)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(**)
find a problem
describe it
call for immediate suggestions
state problem in visionary termsdream-make the familiar problem strangethrough: (1) examples; (2) examinations;
13 j personal analogies
wake up-
-make the strange familiar
b.
c
.
The Session :
ftk1 !1* Proble !2 : (Joel presented two sample prob-
whTowv,
^ gr°Up
’
and asked them to choose the
P
oneich they would like to address. The problems were:
—
wnat ways can we improve school? B. In what
—
ys
l
meet someone of the opposite sex t~whom Iam attracted? The group voted to work on problem B.)
Problem chosen: In what ways can I meet someone ofthe opposite sex to whom I am attracted?
description of Problem
: (Joel gave a brief descripion, background info, circumstances, importance ofproblem, etc.)
d * jjrcflediate Suggestions
: (Joel asked the group for anyideas that were on the tips of their tongues, any
ideas off the top of the head that might help solve
this problem.)
join group
talk with people
send anonymous love letter
dial random number and propose
accidentally on purpose bump into
introduce yourself
pick up Sensuous Man or Sensuous Woman— read chapter on
how to meet people
write passionate love poem
find out interests and get involved
Happy Hooker
inform mutual friend of your feelings
Dear Abby
tell girl that never keeps secrets
find mediator
ask to dance~-even with no music
make own dance
hold sear_ce--ask spirits for help
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elope to South Sea Island with favorite
ask her out
take pictures
put an ad in Washington Post
tease
shop for water beds
throw frisbees
ask up to apartment to see etchings
piano
e Problem Stated in Visionary Terms
: (Joel asked eachperson to imagine what it would be like if this prob-lem were solved. Think in visionary terms-the great-est things that would happen if this problem were
solved--the ideal situation. Then pass around the
magic fnsbee-
-whoever holds it has the power to statehis/her vision.)
ice-skating at same place--teaching how to skate back-
wards—make ass out of self, but he would call back
student council--young teacher (unmarried)
--go out todinner--meet her friend who works next door--mutual
fall in love
picnic--whole bunch of people--talking--then two of you
go off J
party--crowded--squeeze through people--spilled drink
on pants--get spot remover
back of Rolls Royce--Swiss chalet--winter--hitting it
off--uncork 1926 champagne/brandy
go swimming in ocean at night--bump into someone
science experiment hamster— boy interested in your
hamster
convention— sit in front of him--get ride home--talk-
ing, forget about time
Pacific--Gilligan
' s Island--learn new way of life to-
gether
skiing--fall down- -tangled--he untangles--asks to ski
chair lift--lift shuts down for night with you two in
it
camping in hills in spring--brook--nice company
elevator--87th floor--caught--went to workshop in Md.--
synectics--write into wall brainstorm ideas--no more
bell
walking arm-in-&rm--laughing, sharing jokes, times to-
gether/apart- -go from country to city to beach to
country
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ew York City--high paid photographer--Plavboy con-tract—on elevator--bunnies on elevator— 24 hourblackout in city— egotist goes for help, you areleft there with bunnies
cruise star gazing--share tons of things
water ski on one ski--rough water—go over wake, ropebreaks, forgot where you were— find shammy, he in-
vites you to share it with him
lacrosse
--goalie
--playing girls' team—don't care if
she scores— she comes at me— scores, our sticks get
tangled
Colombo's Pizza Village— car battery bad-snowballfight—hard snowball hit—car not start— takes homehobby—photography—New England beach at dawn—sunrise
pictures, meets guy—wants to see telephoto lens
Maryland State Department of Education bureaucrat—
MASC leaders, girls in love with him
cemetery vampires
,
lots in common—open mouth and
make music-cutthroats
choreographer musical show
—
picking and casting peo-
ple—one rubs wrong way—but is quite a dancer-
separate show—produce it—very good two open nights
Massachusetts Turnpike—Commonwealth Avenue—pick up
hitchhiker before she is arrested—go to L. A . by way
of Florida and Mexico City
f • Dream: Example
: (Joel asked for all the examples you
could think of of things that squeezed in the world of
nature or science.)
sponge
snakes
man-eating flowers
Venus fly-trap
lemons
purple people-eater
people
rocks
Kessler's Bread
Charmin
subway
sardines
parties
toothpaste
shoes
legs
pants too tight
girdle
bear grease
headache
grizzly bears
vice
Boston strangler
python
boa constrictor
ingrown toenails
growing up
necks
arms
balloons
seat belts
bagpipes
. Dream: Examination
: (Joel asked for all you knew
about balloons
.
)
float
pop
rubber
different sizes
stretch
air
blow
blow up
tie knots
shrill
squeak
fly
water
obscene sounds
burst
different shapes, sizes, colors
make animals
artistic
gas
scare people
parades
circus
buoyant
Mickey Mouse
papier mache
parties
translucent
sticks
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string balls
fly with them
New Year's Eve
political conventions
Pooh Bear
predict weather
travel
race
h. .Dream: Personal Analogy: (Joel asked each person todream now, to imagine yourself as a balloon. What
would. it. be like, how would you feel, what would yoube thinking, what would you be doing, what would you
say? Take a minute just by yourself to imagine your-
self as a balloon. Then, again pass around the magic
frisbee, and let each balloon speak.)
no barriers
kids with yichy icecream all over their fingers
bratty pin-player
Alice in Wonderland-
-no definite size
sometimes I feel so low, depressed--other times so
happy I could burst, feel best when people hold and
squeeze me
terrific headaches from people pulling on my string
can see just about anything--I have good peripheral
vision
worried about losing my temper and bursting
that string--! keep bouncing around, but kid keeps
pulling me down, one day I float away- -happy but
find no control
I'm very special friend of Winnie the Pooh
the sky's the limit
only words weigh me down
and water
sometimes I go too high and burst and find no one
I'm getting smashed against someone's face
Mary Poppins eat your heart out
I'm so scary I can make hair stand on end
somebody's rubbing me on soft, fuzzy wool sweater and
sticking me on the wall
I feel so calm and light--absence of all thought
kid dipped me in peanut butter--bee buzzing around me
I'm one of few who can go around the world in 80 days
I feel best when I hear/make children laugh
I'm on longest string goax-footed balloon man has
I always wonder how my life will end--pop or fizzle
slowly
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these kids keep drawing politiciansdarts at me
s' faces-- throw
I cut my string and flew away
I can always go a little bit hiehe
air on convention floor than in all
avoid pushing-pulling at person
feel free to do as I wish with this person
do what you think is best, and don’t worry about it
outlay of life, obligations--get involved in anotherthing
share some of myself, don’t be afraid of being reject'float around with someone else
don.t worry about people who walk around "carrying
don’t try so hard that you fall apart at the end
be adventurous
don’t be afraid to be alone
if you're happy it shows-
-be happy
don't fear rejection
heart has no limit--no limit to love
be more tolerant
don't prejudge
feel calm--make person happy
be sure of self before sharing self with another
figure out what kind of person I want to meet (reflect
my interests)
don't prepare everything at one time and forget it--
work on it little by little until satisfied
everyone is special and has something to offer--try to
get to know everyone and maybe will hit right one
common interests— let go till end
diverse interests--learn from each other
show what you can do--so person will think ycu're some-
thing special
don’t isolate yourself--get in with people
don't think about how it will end
let me grow, develop, and soar-
pins
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j • Brief Sum of Guidelines
and Answered Questions :
1. alternate between analytical thinking and fantasy—
combine fact and fantasy
2. not only tolerate, but encourage individual dif-ferences
3- leader never says "no"—everything said is written
down
4. leader discourages killer phrases
5* listen to others
6. leader never competes with group members
7. take the I out of idea— focus energy on the prob-
lem, not on personalities
8. humor is invaluable-- "haha" can lead to "aha!"
9* leader's function = to release and coordinate the
power of the group, not to lead the group to pre-
determined solutions
10. leader should prevent anyone from being put on the
defensive
--never require a justification for a con-
tribution, watch out for remarks like "i wasn’t
really serious ..."
k. If You Are Interested in Learning
More about Synectics . . .
1. Synectics Education Systems, 121 Brattle Street,
Cambridge, Mass. 02138—write and ask for their
list of publications, one of which is W. J.J.
Gordon's The Metaphorical Way of Learning and
Knowing
2. read George Prince's The Practice of Creativity—
an in-depth look at the synectics process
3
.
Evaluation:
a. I noticed that many delegates had an in-
credible "aha" experience when they saw how the synectics
process worked--they also expressed feelings of powerfulness.
I urge the staff to build-in other opportunities to practice
the component skills of synectics, in order to reinforce their
feelings of personal power.
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b. I noticed that the session was conducted
with about thirty- two participants. I urge the staff to ex-
plore further the applications of synectics in groups this
large (most synectics pracitioners find groups of seven to be
most productive)
.
c. I noticed that each individual present at-
tended and participated throughout the session. I urge the
staff to develop ways of using synectics (principles, steps)
in community building.
d. I noticed that participants were using
their senses of humor,, laughing, and smiling. I urge the
staff to explore further the link between humor and creativ-
ity.
5 P.M.-7 P.M. : Dinner at Hot Shoppes Junior in
Bethesda, Md. --
" ~
1. Purpose: to relax; to take a break and get
away from the 4-H Center; to make a brief contact with the
"outside world;" to eat
2. Directions: None. Many delegates, however,
picked up on an idea suggested by Eliot: they ate with their
wrists tied (by string) to their neighbors on either side.
It was an interesting study in interdependence and cooperation.
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and it was fun.
3» Evaluation. I noticed that people appreciated
leaving the 4-H Center for awhile, and enjoyed the release of
"goofing off." I urge the staff to consider such changes of
scenery for future programs.
7 P.M.- 1Q P.M.: Choosing Skills : --
A. Introduction
1. Purpose: to understand the evening's agenda
2. Directions: David spoke of the importance of
developing our skills in making choices--once we have defined
a concern and generated alternatives, we have to choose.
3 • Evaluation: I noticed that the session
started after 7*P. M. I urge the staff to re-examine the time
limits for meals.
B. Values Voting
1. Purpose: to make choices quickly on values
.issues in such areAs of potential conflict and confusion as
j family, race, politics, honesty, religion, death, sex, love,
etc.; to observe the choices that one's peers make on the same
values issues; to affirm publicly one's beliefs; to energize
;oneself and to have fun
2. Directions:
a. Patti introduced the purpose cf the voting.
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ana then described the procedure, she would present a series
of topics, ideas, statements to which each participant would
respond in the following ways: if one agreed with the state-
ment, put thumbs up; if one disagreed with it, put thumbs
down; if one really agreed or felt strongly, wave entire am
with thumb up; if one really disagreed, wave entire arm with
thumb down; if one wanted to pass or had no opinion, fold
arms. Patti then had the group practice the hand signals,
which was an energizer in itself.
b. Patti offered the following topics for
voting, on some issues, she asked for volunteers to make a
comment on their choice (with no debate-quote without com-
ment)
.
How many of you
. . .
(1) watch the nightly news broadcast?
(2) read the paper every day?
(3) read the comics first?
(4) have brothers or sisters?
(5) have a favorite pet?
(6) have your own room?
(7) get regular haircuts?
(8) are right-handed?
(9) are good at some sport 9
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(10) go to church regularly?
(11) have a close friend of another race?
(12) will raise your children more strict-
ly than you were raised?
(13) would like to go into politics some-
day?
(14) have ever had a scary dream?
(15) think there should be a lav; to limit
the number of children per family?
(16) think most people cheat on something?
( ) do most things with your family?
( 18 ) favor pre-marital sex? for males?
for females?
(19) have dyed your hair?
(20) believe suspected homosexuals should
be allowed to teach in school?
(21) have taken a sex education course?
(22) pick up hitchhikers?
3. Evaluation: I noticed that body movement
(arms and hands in voting) energized the delegates. I urge
the staff to make a conscious effort to build-in more body
movement in the program.
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C. Values Survey
1. Purpose: to rank-order (prioritize) a se-
rxes of values choices; to publicly affirm one's values; to
see where others' stand on values issues; to listen to oth-
ers' points of view; to explore the alternatives to and con-
sequences of one's choices
2. Directions:
a. Joel distributed the Values Survey (see
Appendix I) . Each person individually ranked the eighteen
items
.
b. Joel had taped sheets of paper around the
room numbered from 1 to 18 He explained that anyone could
request to see how the whole group ranked any of the eighteen
values. For example, when one delegate expressed an interest
in seeing where others had placed "self-respect," Joel asked
everyone to go and stand by the number he/she had ranked
"self-respect." Joel then asked for volunteers to state
their views and the criteria that led them to rank "self-
respect" where they did.
c. This procedure was repeated for the many
other requests. At times, Joel interjected some questions
"just to think about": What is the spread of opinion on
this topic? How do you feel if many other people nave ranked
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the value the same as you? How do you feel If you are stand-
ing alone? Has anything another person said affected your
ranking? Do you see any
.familiar faces around you? Are you
surprised by another person's stand on this topic? what un-
business do you have?
3. Evaluation:
a. I noticed that people spoke with determina-
tion and passion about their ranking of values-. I urge the
staff to use more activities in which people have to stand up
(literally and figuratively) for their choices.
b. I noticed a number of killer phrases. I
urge the staff to introduce the listening exercise during the
program
.
c. I noticed the participants were intensely
interested in seeing where they stood in relation to their
peers. I urge the staff to provide additional time for the
delegates to explore this issue^ which seems to be a real
priority for many.
D. Board of Directors
1. Purpose: to conceptualize "choosing freely;"
to understand a way of identifying the people who influence
one's decisions.
9. Directions: David gave a theory lecturette
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in which he examined a person's decision-making process. He
drew an analogy between the individual and a corporation.
Like a corporation, each person has an internal "Board of
Directors" that makes all policy decisions. For instance, if
"John Smith" is faced with the question "what shall I do on
Saturday night,” his girlfriend might well cast forty percent
of the votes (the percent of "shares" she owns on this par-
ticular decision), his parents three percent, his best male
friends fifteen percent, and John himself forty-two percent.
By examining these percentages, John can make a conscious
choice as to whether he likes them, about whether he is free
to choose, and whether he would like to take more control
over this decision.
Another question, like "Will I go to church
on Sunday?' might find the Board aligned differently power-
wise. In this case, John's parents might control fifty-five
percent of the stock, ' his girlfriend ten percent, his best
male friends owo percent, and John thirty-three percent.
David suggested that anyone who wanted to get
\
a feel for how much control/free choice he/she had on an
issue might first identify those people who are influencing/
affecting the decision, and then roughly assign percentages
according to the "weight" they carry. A person could then
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examine the data and choose
.'if desired'i tn
'v-
LX u reaj o assume more
cont ro1/power for making the decision.
3 . Evaluation: I noticed that this "piggy-
backed" on some of Joel's thought questions during the values
survey. I urge the staff to continue to offer tools with
which the delegates can examine parental and peer pressures
(e.g., check into introducing notion of gestalt subselves).
E. Twenty Things You Love to Do
1. Purpose: to generate data about what one
loves to do in life; to analyze the data; to draw inferences
from the data; to report out the inferences; to address the
question Am I really getting what I want out of life?"; to
examine one’s patterns of acting on values
2. Directions:
a. Eliot introduced the activity by stating
it would help one to address the question "Am I really getting
what I want out of life?" He asked the participants to make a
list of twenty things they really loved to do in life.
b. Eliot next suggested some codings that
might help delegates to make seme sense out of their list:
(1) Place a next to any item that costs more than $3„ 00
each time you do it; (2) Put an "A" next to those items you
prefer doing alone, and a "p" next to those you like to do
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With other people; (3) Kark an »X" next to each Item that
would not have been on your list If you were to have done this
five years ago; (4) Write an "r" beside those Items that re-
quire some risk (emotional, intellectual, or physical);
(5) Place a "u” next to anything that others would view as
unconventional, and a »C* next to those items that would be
seen as conventional; (6) Write the date of the last time you
did each of these things you say you love to do.
c. Delegates continued as self-scientists by
drawing inferences on the data about themselves. They com-
pleted "I learned
. .
.
, ”
"I noticed
. .
.," »i became aware
. . "I relearned
. .
.,” and ”l want ..." sentences in
their journals.
d. Participants then reformed their support
groups to share some of their learnings.
e. Later* Eliot sampled some of the partici-
pants' learnings in the whole group.
3. Evaluation
a. I noticed that the staff alternated writ-
ing-time and talking-time. I urge the staff to continue
changing the pace in this manner.
b. I noticed that the delegates moved from
private time to sharing in small groups to sampling in the
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whole group. i urge the staff to continue providing different
arenas for learning that win meet the needs of different
learners
.
F. Dear Me Letters
1. Purpose: to synthesize and inventory learn-
ings, thoughts, feelings, and hopes deriving from this day; to
provide the staff with honest feedback on the day
2
. Directions: The delegates wrote open-ended
Dear Me letters, making a carbon copy to turn in to the staff.
3. Evaluation: I noticed that the participants
were extremely tired at this time, and that only about three-
fourths wrote the letters. I urge the staff to consider al-
ternative ways of getting feedback at the end of the day.
4. Representative Excerpts from Dear Me Letters
(with staff comments in parentheses):
a. Some delegates noted their high points for
Saturday:
I especially liked the activity where we
ranked thoughts or states of mind in order of importance. It
showed me what i valued and how I stood in relation to the
reflections of my friends and acquaintances. I found I put a
lot of emphasis on myself and the family I someday hope to
raise
.
The most exciting thing which occurred to
me today were some of the social contacts I engaged in.
I was impressed by all of the activities.
Especially 'Are you Someone Who." Dinner also impressed me--
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the amount of cooperation that it took to eat.
but it rmcnif
The most exci
-ting thing had to be dinnerwasn t necessarily the most meaningful I thirk what
Today accomplished a great deal for meThe activity most helpful to me was the success analysis ’ Itwas so important to me to find out what I wanted to accomplishin my activities and life in general. The definition I havemade has really set me straight on a lot of things Thismakes me happy, and because I made "happiness” Number One inmy value survey, I know I am really feeling good!
Another activity that did a lot for me was
synectics. It was exciting to see a simple question answered
so effectively and thoroughly! I also felt much warmer to
everyone in Seminar, and this is important!
The best thing about the afternoon was the
synectics session. I'd never done anything like this before
and all of a sudden it hit me like a ton of bricks what it
was all getting at. It was a really fantastic feeling.
In general what a super day— I felt so good
and warm and happy inside all day— I felt like a flower—
I
was receiving rain and sunshine and minerals from others, yet
I -felt like I was giving too— a bit of joy and beauty and
uniqueness. Everyone was supporting me, helping me, letting
me grow. What an exhilarating experience! (It appears that
the synectics/metaphorical process seems to be rubbing off) .
The most significant thing about the morn-
ing was filling out the weekly reaction sheet. It made me
realize what a good, full week I had experienced. I felt
proud that I had been creative during my week. The other ex-
ercises we did also pointed out creative aspects in me— it
was neat feeling good about me.
I seemed to have learned a lot of things
today. I was absolutely stunned by the synectics work this
afternoon. I see how well it will adapt to some situations
in my school. It surprised me with all the enjoyment we were
having using our imagination, we learned a great deal.
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d that I,m not impressed with
“rSt^vi SSitS: thi Svrral i1Te - 1 a— -but was afraid that "it would he oonoeit^to'a^iJ T T*’believe that acknowledging my capabilities
was the high point of my day.
and achievements
for a true friend is onetf'Ihe'artsIhaTca!^
C°nfldent1
^
aJonr^V^WerL^l^fv’'111 SU^°rt ^nd^Tme
myself
d°_^0ne - Xt seeiris 1 can only'to
11 jtl
People are around talking to
me
Trying to help me find
life .
Truly excited about the
exploration
I discover I'm no longer
alone
And my voyage for I
ends
.
b. Participants also gave feedback to the
staff:
1 think the staff is really excellent and
there's nothing more I can really ask of them.
I think we might need just a little more
time for talk in support groups.
I feel that the staff should really con-
sider a four-weekend workshop over a period of eight weeks.
This would provide much more time for "unfinished business } "
which I feel is very important.
I urge the staff to "cross-fertilize" sup-
port groups. I'd like to get to know more people and I would
also like to get to know the staff better.
I urge the staff to reduce the amount of
requests for writing.
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G. Free Time
1. Purpose: to relax; to read; to see movies; to
think, incubate; to write in one's journal; to meet and talk
informally with other participants; to finish unfinished
business; to have fun
2. Directions: The staff mentioned that films
would be available for viewing. A number of people expressed
interest in forming a jug band. The delegates were free to
use this time as they wanted.
3.
Evaluation: I noticed that delegates were
fatigued. I urge the staff to consider shortening the day in
order to avoid overloading the participants.
H. Staff Meeting (held an hour after the end of the
session): The staff dealt with the following agenda:
(1) reading of Dear Me letters;
( 2 ) ”clinicking"~discusslng
how best to meet the needs of particular delegates;
( 3 ) eval-
uating the day's activities; (4) examining plans for the next
day;
( 5 ) determining policy on visitors to the sessions; and
( 6 ) considering staff maintenance issues (e.g., ownership in
program design, program planning process, meshing facilitat-
ing styles)
.
Sunday, February 25
8 A.M.-9 A.M.: breakfast . --
9 A. M. -Noon: Acting, Back-Home Application . --
A . Mime Warm-Up
1. Purpose: to move; to wake up; to have fun; to
communicate non- verbally
2- Directions: Eliot led the whole group through
a series of mime activities that included playing catch, play-
ing volleyball, and feeling an imaginary wall.
3. Evaluation:
a. I noticed that people were intrigued by
this new form of relating and communicating. I urge the staff
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to include more mime and non-verbal activities, particularly
as a way of generating energy.
b. I noticed that people were quite imagina-
tive in responding to each other. I urge the staff to ex-
plore ways of further integrating mime into an exploration
of creative problem-solving.
c. I noticed that people became emotionally in'
volved during the imaginary (or was it?) volleyball game. I
urge the staff to consider the implications and applications
of ’’team" mime activities
.
B. Introduction
1.
Purpose: to understand the agenda for the
morning
2. Directions: Patti stated that participants
have a chance to apply some of the skills they learned
on Saturday, and would begin to look at applications of
Seminar learnings to their home environments
.
3. Evaluation: I noticed that the staff did not
read excerpts from the Dear Me letters as part of the intro-
duction. I urge the staff to do this in the future, in order
to let the delegates know that their input is considered and
heard.
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C. Problem-Solving Skills Application
1. Purpose
: to apply skills in creative problem
solving and valuing to a personal concern; to identify a per-
sonal concern with which one would like to deal; to apply
skills in diagnosis, ideation, and choosing to a "real-life"
problem; to support one another in dealing with personal con-
cerns; to write a self-contract; to identify realistic,
moderate-risk "next steps” for the two-week interval between
Seminar weekends
2. Directions:
a. Joel asked the participants to contemplate
for awhile about one concern from their lives that they would
like to address (by applying the skills learned on Saturday,,
and with the help of their support group). Joel asked each
person to write the concern starting with "in what ways
can ..."
b. The delegates then joined their support
groups to help one another redefine the initial concerns.
Pairs of delegates assisted each other in redefining by
asking "why is this important for you to solve?"--and by
looking at the concern from the perspective of each person
involved or affected by it. After generating a list of
problem definitions
^
each participant then chose the one
that made the
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most sense or seemed to "hit the problem on the
head .
"
C. Each person then had the focus of his/her
support group for about twenty- five minutes, m that time,
each "focus person" presented his/her chosen problem defini-
tion, and explained some of the facts surrounding the prob-
lem. The support group then proceeded to brainstorm possible
solutions to the problem (which was written at the top of a
sheet of newsprint-the "focus person" recorded the brain-
stormed ideas underneath)
.
d. After each member had received brainstorm-
ing help (if requested) individuals proceeded to work on
their own. The task was to code the items on one's sheet of
newsprint with:
(1) T = I will try/act on this alternative
in order to solve the problem
(2) C = I will consider this alternative
(3) X = I am not interested in trying or
considering this alternative
e. After examining the coding, each delegate
then wrote a self-contract, beginning with the words "in the
next two weeks, I will ..." Delegates re-joined their sup-
port groups and reported on the self-contracts they had gen-
erated.
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Some delegates requested feedback or additional
ideas for their contracts. Examples of problems Included:
"In what ways can I make more, better, and lasting friend-
ships?" "m what ways can I get students interested in stu-
dent council? m what ways can I get a guy I like to be-
come involved with me?" «m „ha t ways can I lose weight?"
In what ways can I help others more?" "in what ways can I
get student council to be closer to the students?" "m what
ways can I handle "losing 11 in sports?"
3. Evaluation:
n. I noticed that the delegates were sur-
prisingly skillful in redefining their problems, and fre-
quently used the vocabulary which had been introduced the
previous day. I urge the staff to provide additional op-
portunities for delegates to reinforce these skills.
b. I noticed that support group members lis-
tened to each other, brainstormed a vast number of ideas
(the average number of ideas per problem was approximately
125)j an d expressed feelings of personal power and support.
I urge the staff to continue to use brainstorming support
groups as a way of promoting feelings of personal power.
c. I noticed that the codings helped delegates
to analyze and make choices among the slew of alternatives
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they faced. I urge the staff to explore further the use of
codings as a means of preventing "alternatives overkill"
and in order to help people choose according to their values.
d. I noticed that there was not enough time
for each delegate to make a contract with one other delegate
(to check on and support each other during the two weeks be-
tween Seminar sessions). I urge the staff to explore using
such interpersonal contracts as a way of reinforcing learning
and helping people to reach their goals. I urge the staff to
offer a module on goal-setting skills. (see Appendix I)
e. I noticed that this activity took much
longer than originally planned (groups continued to work over
lunch, and did not finish until early afternoon)
. I urge the
staff to continue to be flexible, and to flow with whatever
meets the delegates' needs and energy.
f. I noticed that delegates had more control
over how to spend their time during the morning. I urge the
staff to increase the delegates' responsibility for their own
learning as the program progresses.
Noon-1 P.M.: Lunch at 4-H Center . --
1:30 P.M.-5:00 P.M.: Tie-Up . -
-
A. Problem-Solving Skills Application (continued
from above)
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B. Introduction to Afternoon Session
1. Purpose: to understand the importance of
following-up on what has happened in Seminar; to understand
the afternoon's agenda
2. Directions: Patti stressed the importance of
follow-up, and suggested that the afternoon would focus on
starting to build a bridge between Seminar and the back-home
environment
.
C. Dear You Letter
1. Purpose: to synthesize and inventory learn-
ings, thoughts, feelings, and hopes evolving from this first
Seminar weekend; to provide the staff with honest feedback on
the weekend; to create a link with one's back-home situation;
to practice verbalizing to "outsiders" what the Seminar ex-
perience has been for one
2. Directions: Eliot asked each participant to
think for a few moments of someone "back-home" who was a sig-
nificant person in his/her life at the present time. He then
suggested that everyone write a "Dear You ..." letter to
that person (and make a carbon copy to give to the staff as
feedback)
,
describing what Seminar had been for him/her so
far. The staff later distributed envelopes, which the dele-
gates could use (if they wished) to actually send their let-
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ters. (The potential addressees included parents, boyfriends,
girlfriends, an uncle, 3od, a staff member, classmates, and a
"teammate")
.
3* Evaluation: I noticed that this activity was
an adaptation of the "Dear Me" letter. I urge the staff to
continue to stretch or adapt or vary activities in order to
keep the delegates’ interest.
4. Excerpts from Dear You Letters (with staff
comments in parentheses):
a. Some participants included general descrip-
tions of the Seminar in their letters:
We spent from Friday night to Sunday night
at the 4-H Center in Bethesda. We'll have a similar set-up
in two weeks at Perry Hall Senior High in Baltimore. Seminar
is run by Maryland Leadership Workshops. I can't say enough
good things about this organization.
These meetings help you "get your stuff"
together, as far as your values, desires, aspirations, defi-
nitions of success, and your loves go.
The purpose of the entire Seminar is value
clarification. Value clarification is defining what it is
that a person values in his life. We did many exercises over
the weekend that reflected this value clarification idea. In
order to clarify values you have to have other skills. Con-
centrating on the other skills is important. The skills that
this weekend focused on were diagnostic skills--that is, those
skills which allow you to tell what problems are. One of
those skills was ideation. A process of ideation is brain-
storming . . .
I wanted to tell you about the workshop
that I was involved in. Basically, it's a workshop on solving
problems and emphasizing the good things in one's character--
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instead of the had which we hear so often.
b. People spoke of the atmosphere and sense
of community at Seminar:
Seminar is "gladism" in all its glory.
Seminar means a meeting oi people to discuss or learn a topic.
But actually what this Seminar's topic is and how it can be
described can only be stated: PEOPLE LEARNING PEOPLE. It
seems really so open that people are themselves and not false
shells. The learning process was free and a bit out of the
ordinary. (This last statement is in line with Alschuler's
conditions for learning)
.
Seminar has been one of the best experi-
ences of my life
.
I am writing this letter in a state of
amazement toward the Seminar program which I have experienced
so far. These past two days have been, possibly, the most
fantastic learning experiences in my life! I feel like I
learned without knowing I was learning.
Seminar has been for me one of the best
experiences of my life. I've never ever learned so much in
such a short time. Many times people try and concentrate on
their bad points. Seminar concentrates on our good points.
It was really neat talking about the
things I'm good at . . . and it's really nice to have other
people share with you their successes
. . .
everybody was
friendly and surprisingly open.
Seminar was like a continual natural
high--there were no barriers between any individuals, es-
pecially after getting to know them. It's strange how the
people here are so much like me and trying to solve many
things equivalent to those that I am striving to solve.
(As Bob Hawley says, "common" is a root of "community" ) .
I found how easy it is to get to know
people and love them. I wish at school and in regular daily
living, people were more open and loving; that they'd stop
to listen and help others, add a friendly, helpful line often.
So often people are too rushed and busy to help their fellow
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neighbor, which I feel is
time for others.
very wrong. There should always be
4. hQf T , Through some of the activities I foundthat I knew many people here much better after onlv cff
CThe
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any °f the people wh0 1 have known for years( emp asis or. community-building evidently paid off)!'
.. 4. ^
^ Earned to relax, to let go 1 feltthat for once what I said would be heard and wouid be under-stood by someone. My self-respect grew immensely I ac-cepted my achievements and allowed myself to be proud ofthem As you know, that has always been hard for me Other
were'special^also?
1 ^ ^
-complis^ents
1 had an experience in sharing. I metsome people just like you. They were your age; they hadyour concerns; they had my concerns; they had our strengths
and our goals. These people were busy like you and me. And
a neat thing happened. They took the time to think abouttheir strengths. But even neater, they took the time tolisten to my strengths and my successes
—
you know--thev
really listened.
c. Some delegates described their feelings at
different points during the program;
I had many different feelings about the
Seminar while I was here. Sometimes I felt so good I felt as
though I were bubbling over like a fountain, other times I
felt discontent with what I was doing--maybe because I had to
think too hard for once
. . . Through all the emotions though
I never felt empty, and that's very important to me.
When I first entered the Seminar environ-
ment, I was rather apprehensive about things— confused and
reaching for new hopes in solving the things within myself.
now
.
I think my IALAC percentage is pretty high
And then, all the excited people around
me, really getting into it, I really just don't feel the same.
I must appear cynical and skeptical. However. I will reas-
ses and re-evaluate my position. (The staff needs to legiti-
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raize delegates
'
gram)
.
negative or neutral feelings about the pro
4. h ,
There's a saying that goes: "Fear nnt^t your life might come to an end, rather fear that itmight nave no beginning." Seminar has given me a beginningto approaeh my problems and my life with a different more
! ’hT' mature outlook, what can you say to people
m f
elped you add a new dimension to your life" "Thankyou hardly seems adequate.
solutpiv +•
ThlS past weekend at the Seminar was ab-ely fantastic For once, I was able to be comfortablearound strangers within hours instead of days.
•
_ ,
.
^ no idea when I came of what the Sem-
and
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ke ’ 1 ha<J nSVer att8nded a summer workshop,. ook much mental pushing for my decision to. come td“ntr : 1 don,t thlnk I "HI ever experience anything quite
e this again. I heard a very cute story about a boy andsomething known as an IALAC sign— I will tell you about thestory later. IALAC means I am lovable and capable, and Sem-inar has renewed my belief in my being those things.
d. Participants expressed some of their
learnings
:
I am lovable and capable.
I know I've learned something really gen-
erally useful but I can't put my finger flat on it as if to
say "Now this can be done because I learned this at Seminar."
(The staff need to reinforce the notion of the wide applic-
ability of learning processes--e
.g
. ,
the "fish story.")
Seminar has taught me how to find solu-
tions to problems and made me more aware of myself. By try-
ing to rate my values, I find that each person is very nec-
essary to society and that each one feels different things
are more important. I learned that I need to have more self-
confidence and stick up for my ideas and values
. No one can
tej.1 me they're wrong, because I myself believe they are
right
.
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I learned I must have
I can help anyone else, or expect them to
me
• • * I must encourage other people's
them, and never cut them down.
self-respect before
respect and trust
ideas, listen to
-AH the problem-solving processes werereally helpful, for now I know several different ways of howto attack a problem creatively. I have also taken the op-portunity to learn more about myself, others, and how muchthings and people mean to me.
People do need people, and listening and
understanding and openness and help to build long and lasting
relationships.
The first night at Seminar we had the op-
portunity to define positive self-concept. My definition was
a person who can really radiate, be aware of other individu-
als, and reach out and touch with just the mental rays, if
nothing else, of the words "i care.” I want to be a ray of
sunshine shining in an already radiating room. I feel like
that is a pretty good description of me, and Seminar in many
ways has helped to reinforce it. (Several delegates used
metaphors in their letters to describe themselves--it looks
like synectics may have rubbed off).
(to mother) Seminar was really neat, es-
pecially the parts about seeing things through other people's
eyes ( Eye of the Beholder
,
Are You Someone Who, Three-Level
Learning) and about the "Board of Directors." The Board of
Directors is an example of how we make decisions, and which
people are most important in making them. Everybody has peo-
ple whom they value as far as advice goes, and some people
have more influence than others. Then I thought that perhaps
the reason we fight so much is because you feel like to me
you don't matter, but that isn't true. Along the same lines,
I saw that everyone needs to feel capable and lovable, which
is expressed by IALAC (I am lovable and capable). Maybe I
haven't been making you feel that way.
They gave out a sheet on values and we
had to put them in order of importance to us. The thing that
I liked test about the exercise was seeing where the other
people stood on certain values. The most important thing we
did this weekend to me was define what success means to each
individual
.
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thlnkin6 process, not just memorize a processvisualize, create, expound, relate and even
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T've°ie
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'7 1 learned about “Yself and my self-
anTllte style
** ValU6S
’ llkeS > ^nations, goals,
..
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x arn 11:16 a world of other mes I lparnpHa lot about myself and X think I got a re-kindling abou^ lx^
, ^
1 have learned so many new ideas and stylesand ways of looking at things ... You don’t really realize
npnn -1 ^
lnite knowle dge is concerning inter-relations with
y°\ exPerlenC6 something such as this Seminar.Fxrst of all, I have learned more tolerance of peoples' ideasvalues, ere. than I ever thought was possible or even neces-
sary. The roots are planted for me to accept conflicts ofideas with others and not be bothered by it or try to force
my ideas on them. Secondly, I have learned to not only use
my ears when listening but my heart as well
. . . Thirdly Ihave learned many methods by which I can understand my valuesbetter, solve problems more easily, get new insights into my-
self, and live happily with different kinds of people
Lastly, I've relearned how good it is to trust and love peo-
ple and how open people can really be with each other.
I've learned how open people can be, how
they. share feelings, and how attitudes on life differ. Every-
one is special and has something to offer. Also I learned
that there are people who really care and understand ... I
learned how to make a decision, one in which it would affect
others, by using a board of directors plan. I learned most
things I enjoy and do are by myself. I was glad to find I've
done most of them this ’week. By using a success analysis
chart, I learned how much' I value self-respect. I learned
most of my accomplishments took skill. I learned a lot about
values and the way other people look upon them
. . . It is so
important to listen, a person may talk for hours and be a
bore, but may say one thing that affects the rest of your life
All these people here at Seminar are different and I found I
could get along.
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e. Several people mentioned their support
groups
.
didn't quite feel co^or^blXith’eaKhS^nm"1; ***
ard of. we were so open with each other,
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" en a support group (in which few killer phrases are used)of any kind gets together and decides to really care!
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out (through the problem defining process) aboutMarching to my own drum in a trusting relationship." Just
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n
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'U knowlng all those people really tried to help methi k of ideas was what hit me.
_
_ ^
The People are just really fantastic. Ifeel as though I know a little about everybody and a lot
about some, especially those in my support group.
f. Others spoke of the staff:
The staff has done a fantastic job in
getting thoughts across and in being more like one of the
group than a supervisor. They have made us feel really com-
fortable in our environment.
We were greeted by the indefatigable Felix
Simon (known affectionately to all as Uncle Si). Talk about
amazing ment This man is unreal. He never ceases to amaze
me anyway. He is 69 or 70 or something like that and is as
sharp as a knife.
The leaders were remarkable in the work
and care they put into the program, and I'm very happy that
they decided to spend their time and do this. It is so im-
portant for young people.
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greeted vnn h.r n
The s taff was super fantastic. They
that they were hardly'recognizable
1?^^ 1 '" r° le SUChshowed a n interest in off-hour activities (fur^he^
participants^names
° “ ^^lear^ng
and what I believe L^TreaUv fee^thTh^f Wh° 1 anl
vlded me with guidelines "to use^n finding ou? a""
^
understanding.
The staff are among the most intelligent
and creative people that I have met.
g. A number of delegates specified some "next
steps:"
to teach you a
many things we
(to an uncle) When I see you I will have
thing called brainstorming. I will show youdid here.
(to a boyfriend)
more with you about what I love to do
do, ok?
I'd really like to share
3 and what you love to
(to a friend) You know how often I worry
about how to involve people in the activities we plan at
school? Seminar has given me some really great insight into
a lot of ideas that could really get you some results that
are useful. I think I'll plan a class meeting before tomor-
row.
I can only hope that I will live up to the
goals which I have set for myself and help my teammate to do
the same. I suppose we'll have to be a reminder to each
other.
I advise a picnic in the summer,
h. Some comments included hopes or had im-
plications for the second Seminar weekend:
I hope that the second half will not be
tne same as the first, but equally good in its own way.
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‘he program-TDjE-everythins is so super speedracer (Thestaff needs to examine its pace and explore^aye of coord^natj.ng the different pace of each support group).
_ „ ,
. .
^ ^°Pe that when time comes for me to iupne of these ideas I’ll remember how to explain them well andwhen to use then. (The staff needs to consider the ethicall°“ 0f e";°uraging delegates to use Seminar activitieswhile also making them aware of their limits
— e.g the par
they?)
S are ^ tralned to be "trainers" themselves, or are
D.
ings in the
"Homework"
1* Purpose: to practice and apply Seminar learn-
back-home setting
2. Directions: Joel offered the following struc-
tured ideas for participants to consider as "homework:"
(P) In order to examine one's patterns, cre-
ativity
,
and values, complete two weekly reaction sheets in
the two weeks between Seminar sessions
(2) Carry out one's self-contract
(3) In order to provide support for each
other, one might want to meet with his/her "teammate" several
times in the next two weeks
(4)
As a means of providing feedback and
maintaining contact, send a postcard to one's support group
staff member (by March 1)
3'k Evaluation: I sensed that the delegates ap-
preciated the concrete suggestions. I urge the staff to con-
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tinue presenting concrete alternatives at the end of the
second Seminar weekend.
E. BRIVTHAFO
1. Purpose: to focus on one's strengths; to
identify others' strengths; to practice giving positive feed-
back; to practice receiving positive feedback; to increase
one's LALAC sign and feelings of personal power; to become
closer with one's support group; to feel good
2. Directions:
a. Patti distributed the BRIVTHAFO sheet to
each person (see Appendix I). she then suggested that each
person choose three words from the list that would best de-
scribe each member of one's support group.
b. The support groups then reformed. Each
person had a chance to be the "focus" of the group. The
group members, in turn, "bombarded" the focus person with the
words they selected to describe him/her. Members also gave
specific feedback explaining why (incidents, feelings, etc.)
they saw the focus person as they did. The focus person was
to just listen--e
.g
. ,
not deny any of the feedback.
c. Some support groups also focused on the
strengths of their groups as a whole, and explicated the pos-
itive aspects of their process.
3. Evaluation:
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a. I noticed that people's faces were glow-
ing, bursting with smiles, during and after this activity.
I urge the staff to build in additional opportunities for
giving and receiving positive feedback.
b. I noticed that some people found it diffi-
%
cult to receive positive feedback. I urge the staff to give
them more practice.
c. I noticed that one support group wrote all
the chosen words on paper, and handed the paper to the focus
person (in addition to verbalizing them). I urge that this
be done in the future, so that participants can hear, as well
as take with them, the positive feedback.
F
. Proudwhip/Hopewhip
1. Purpose: to bring closure on the first
Seminar weekend; to affirm publicly one's hopes; to affirm
publicly something one is proud about; to get a sense of
other people's hopes, thoughts, and feelings; to provide and
hear verbal feedback on the program; to identify "next steps"
for the interval between Seminar weekends
2. Directions: David asked the whole group to
form a large circle, so that everyone could see and hear
everyone else. David then suggested whipping around the
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circle-one person at a time. Each person would share (if
so desired had the right to pass) an "l am proud
statement or an "I hope in the next two weeks
.
. .
- 8tate_
ment. This was an opportunity to get a sense of what had
been happening to everyone else-there would be no debate on
any of the contributions—they would all be accepted.
3. Evaluation
a. I noticed that people were listening quite
intently. I urge the staff to provide opportunities for the
delegates to hear and communicate with people in different
support groups
.
b. I noticed that the participants spoke more
easily than before about things they prized. I urge the staff
to continue legitimizing focusing on what one prizes, is good
at* is proud of.
c. I noticed that some delegates made "sent!-
mental" statements. I urge the staff to explore further how
to close a workshop on a positive note without having a
"schmaltz-whip.
"
February 23-26 : The staff met after Seminar, as
well as on «he following evening, in order to evaluate the
first weekend and to begin planning the second. The agenda
: included:
(1) review and
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evaluate the first weekend's activities, se-
quencing, time blocks, etc.
(2) give feedback to each other
(3) program evaluator reports observations
(4) handle staff maintenance issues
(5) read "Dear You" letters
(6) set up and begin planning process for second weekend
^^—^^Sili^^gdback^
—and_Ma_intenance
.
—
The staffs
the first weekend, as well as staff maintenance
issues, are captured in their responses to the following six
questions. (a) The high point of the weekend for you
.
. ;
(b) The low point of the weekend for you
.
. .. (c) what
could the staff have done differently (in planning or during
the sessions)- (d) The most significant thing about the del-
egates, individually or collectively
.
.
(e) Describe
yourself as a staff member, using metaphor-what were you
like? Expand on it.; (f) Open comments
. . . Here is a
compilation of Patti, Eliot, and David's responses;
(a) High point:
David
:
for me: telling LA LAC,
Joel, Saturday morning
There were a number of high points
doing "Are You Someone Who" with
brainstorming in support groups.
Patti : support group brainstorming
un ay morning, particularly the problems on making
and building mother's IALAC sign.
on
decisions
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concern
Eliot: support group brainstorming— real
on peoples' faces as they helped each other.
(b) Low point:
David: I felt "low” after the
session Saturday after lunch in support groups
brainstorming
Patti: facilitating success analysis Sat-
urday morning. Because I felt I was hurrying Eliot and Joel.
Eliot: Twenty things you love to do--no ap-parent feeling of interest on their part— and low ownership
on mine
.
(c) Staff do differently:
David: spend time over summer working on
goals and design. Build in more opportunities for immediate
staff feedback. Provide separate meeting areas for support
groups. Identify staff skill areas (familiarity with ex-
ercises and activities) that need strengthening-then allow
time for staff training. Do a dry-run of the final design
to iron out kinks
. Share some of the values exercises with
each other. Taken time to go to the zoo together. Spend
more time out of session with delegates.
Patti: In planning, need to separate facili-
tation responsibilities into "high ownership to lead an
activity" and "activity is new to me, but I want to try it
and receive feedback." Build in feedback on designs that in-
dividuals presented in January. Compare finished designs
with originals
.
Eliot: Staff could have protected individual
style to a greater degree— perhaps by a different planning
process of program design.
(d) Significant about delegates:
Patti : Lack of realistic knowledge of what
Seminar is and what they were getting into. Curiosity about
themselves in relation to other delegates.
Eliot: Their cool-headedness and pragmatic
view of human nature. They were not quick to trust, and com-
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manded a better knowledge.- of human relations than I
(e) Metaphorical description of self:
expected
.
, ,
David: Eliot's magical mime ball best de-scribes me as a staff member during the first weekend OnSunday morning, Eliot got the delegates into a circle 'and
!
bal1 fflovinS from delegate to delegateAs the ball traveled around the circle it was transformedinto many different sizes, shapes, textures, and forms.Throughout the weekend, I felt like the imaginary ball-
sometimes big and important, other times small and insignifi-
cant, sometimes I felt soft and lovable, other times I feltcoarse and un-lovable. There were times when I was the one
shaping the ball and other times when I was the ball being
shaped by delegates and staff.
Patti: Sometimes a mother hen--keeping lines
of communication open between Joel and Eliot. A sounding
board for schedule changes. A sleeping snake who did not
want to stir because of my physical feelings
.
Eliot: I was an ocean. Sometimes I washed
up the beach, foaming and gurgling. Other times I quietly
lapped at the shore, slowly and almost imperceptibly changing
the shape of the shoreline. All the time I was reflective of
the images cast upon me, but at times, I found the ability
to sprinkle a few sparkling diamonds even on the bleakest
images seeking my reflection. I feared a pollution of in-
sensitivity that may be seeping into parts of my being, but
this weekend I felt cleansed and pure. I like to be the
medium others learn to swim in, and the reflection mechanism
for all of nature--a place people go when they need to get
away and re-discover beauty and themselves.
(f) Open comment:
Patti: Reflecting upon Seminar leaves me
with a comfortable feeling— sort of a "hmmm." I have trouble
identifyin;. highs and lows. It seems so constant. The de-
sign impressed me as sound and relatively "safe"--no high
risks. I thought we needed to spend more time on the choos-
ing goal around delegate-generated issues. We need also to
build in increased teamness among the staff, and to recog-
nize levels of staff fatigue. I agree with Karen that we
need to develop tolerances and mechanisms for exchanging crit-
ical feedback.
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SI: A magnificent weekend.
On the whole, the staff felt extremely positive about tne
first weekend's design. They hoped to resolve some of the
staff maintenance issues in developing a planning process for
the second weekend.
Planning Process for Second Weekend
The staff generated the following time-line for
pl^fifting the second weekend's design:
February 26: read "Dear You” letters from first
weekend; look at personal notes for design ideas;’ look at
delegates' diagnostic forms; look at tentative design de-
veloped by Joel in February; review the goals of the program;
list what the staff wants to learn/do; decide on major time
blocks for the second weekend; attach objectives to each time
block; consider groupings (e.g., support group, whole group,
individual work, work with teammates) for each time block;
choose smorgie topics to be offered; identify activities
that might speak to unfinished business from the first week-
end; brainstorm activities to meet objectives.
February 26-March 8: list additional activities
(each staff member does this); consider materials needed;
design evaluation component; read postcards from delegates.
March 8-9: first draft of design; incubate on
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f-rst draft; critique design; type and xerox it for staff mem-
bers; study final design; dry-run of design; check facilities
at Perry Hall.
The above process attempted to build a design based
on input from the delegates, as well as on the interests and
strengths of the staff.
The staff projected the following time blocks and
objectives/components for the March 10-11 design;
Saturday 10:00 A. M.
-Noon: re-entry.
Saturday 1: 3 0 P.M.-5 P.M.:' conflict management in
the family; diagnostic skills; ideation skills.
Saturday 7 P.M.
-9 P.M.: choosing skills; include
time for teammates to meet.
Saturday 9 P.M. -10 P.M.: free time; use of gym.
Sunday 9:30 A. M.
-Noon: choosing and acting skills.
Sunday 1: 30 P.M.
-5 P.M.: acting skills; back-home
implication; teammates work together; tie-up.
The staff finished their meeting after generating
i list of possible activities that would address unfinished
)usiness and program objectives (see Appendix J)
.
February 27-March 7 : The staff followed their design
.ime-line 3 which included planning from the postcards they re-
eived from their support group members. Sixteen delegates
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wrote some more than once; most wrote letters rather than
postcards. Here kre representative excerpts from the let-
ters (with staff evaluation comments in parentheses):
(1)
A few delegates reflected on the first Seminar
weekend:
thing
.
made me
i wouldn't have given up the weekend for any-
It made me think, confused me, straightened me out
want to cry, made me want to laugh
j
^ think i°' s harder to take a compliment than aputdown. But it sure felt good receiving the compliments.
(2)
Some participants spoke of their feelings at
that time (between weekends)
:
And as I put my LA LAC on the nightstand for the
night, I think it is only a little less than it was over the
weekend.
.I'm so happy that I attended Seminar. It has
made me excited about everything. I am waiting anxiously
for the next weekend.
I haven't come down off Cloud 99 yet! I feel so
fantastic I can't describe it. My teammate and I are wearing
IALAC signs to school on Friday.
My IALAC 's having a hard time, but it's staying
up. (IALAC seems to have hit home for so many people as a
way of conceptualizing and expressing some of their learnings
and feelings)
.
(3)
Several people mentioned ideas they had for ap-
plying activities or learnings from the first weekend:
I'm going to use some of the ideas in my CCD that
I teach on Sundays
.
Tonight, my teammate and I got together to finish
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some unfinished business--we still have
yet to conquer.
some more we have
X tried the BRIVIHAFO with a f ri pnd tha-f- thave an urge to cut down. Now an I have is^igh fraL^ser. I write Dear Me letters every night and have pickedup two new boyfriends since Sunday night. (I can see an adon television try Seminar, and feel the difference!).
(^) Dele§ates also shared some of the impact of the
program on them thus far:
.
. j.
1 ^ve my parents the letter I wrote to them atSeminar
( Dear You ) and they seem to be treating me a lot
nicer since reading it--YEAH!
I really can't understand how open I was overthe weekend. I am usually such a closed person; an Introvert
almost. Now It seems I know how to share, what a fantasticthing to be able to do
! I never cease to amaze myself. Ithink sometimes I have a lot of capabilities I have not
tapped.
1 1 fti getting much better at making decisions.
It seems like I am telling myself over and over
each day that IALAC. It really helps. After trying many of
the ideas from our brainstorming, I find that for the first
time I really have self-respect and self-confidence.
My self-contract called for helping other people
and putting myself in their shoes. Although I've tried to do
this many times, I haven't always succeeded. One place I
really did get through was with my mom. She works and has to
come home to fix dinner. I had a big talk with her and I saw
her predicament. I now try to set the table and load the
dishwasher every night besides just clearing the table. I
think I've really helped my mom out. The only thing I wish
is that my father would also try to help more--maybe I can
get through to him or put myself in his shoes. (It appears
that this delegate has nicely adapted the problem definition
skills to his home situation)
.
So many things I learned at Seminar I am relating
to everyday things. I am even getting back into my school
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nielli
1 "0rked fo"r hours straight on my English paper to-ght. it was such a good feeling when I finished.
lief , ,
* am even smarting to get along with people I6 ° sllke
* And it's so unreal not to hate anybody.
(5) A delegate had invited one of his teachers to
drop by during the first Seminar weekend. The staff received
an unsolicited letter from her shortly after the first week-
end. Here is an excerpt:
What I saw at the Seminar on Saturday and Sunday
was exciting, vital, creative, fruitful, and inspiring. Theparticipants were really living what they were learning. TheSeminar leaders deserve credit, but credit must also be
shared with kids who took risks
. . . I could only empathize
with the successful feeling everyone was experiencing. I
sincerely wish that I might have been able to share more of
the Seminar with the group, but at the same time, I thank youfor allowing me to share with you in what I did. It was a
real boost to my spirit at an especially low time.
March 8-9 : The staff met to finalize plans for the
second Seminar weekend. They proceeded to: share and gen-
erate learning activities, place the activities within spe-
cific time blocks, prioritize the activities, sequence them,
and set up a tentative time-line. The staff went on to as-
sign responsibilities for facilitating specific activities,
using the following criteria as guidelines: (1) Has the
person had experience in facilitating this activity; (2) Does
the person have high "ownership" in the activity; (3) Can
the person be ready to present the activity; (4) Does the
person want to do it; (5) Will facilitating this activity
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help the person to realise his/her personal learning goals
for Seminar?
Evaluation . --
(1) I noticed that the staff did not do a "dry-
run” of the program, as originally planned. I urge that this
be done in the future in order to build staff confidence.
(2) I noticed that the staff arrived at the site
for the second weekend one day early. I urge the staff to
do this whenever possible, in order to set up facilities and
materials and avoid the last minute "crunch."
(3) I noticed that there was more staff input on
the selection of specific activities for this weekend. I
urge that, this collaborative approach be continued whenever
it is feasible (time-wise, energy-wise). I also urge the
staff to examine those parts of a design which do not need
to be done collaboratively
.
March 10-11 : The second weekend of the Seminar pro-
gram took place at Perry Hall Senior High School in Baltimore,
Maryland. Here is a time-line of the weekend, and a descrip-
tion and evaluation of program activities:
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Saturday, March 10
10_A.M.-Woon
: Re-Entry and Community
A. Chat Time
1. Purpose: to talk informally with fellow
participants; to explore the physical environment
•2. Directions: Si provided drinks and donuts.
3. Evaluation:
a. I noticed that delegates arrived late, and
that many of them expressed that (and looked like) they were
tired. I urge the staff to re-examine whether to start a
workshop on the morning following a "date night."
b. I noticed that the staff decided to let
the chat time go longer than originally planned, so that
most delegates could be present when the program started. I
urge the staff to consider starting on time with activities
in which delegates could join upon their arrival.
B. Introduction
1. Purpose: to understand the goals, guidelines,
and agenda for the second weekend; to understand the function
of the "talking wall"
2. Directions:
a. After a welcome by the Cor Directors, Joel
went on to re-state the program's goals: To develop skills
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in ( 1 ) diagnosing (personal strengths; problem definition);
( 2 ) ideating (generating alternatives);
( 3 ) choosing (ac-
cording to one's values);, (4) acting (on one's choices). He
hoped that the delegates would continue to have PUN this week-
end: focus on strengths, understand values; nourish creativ-
ity. He also reiterated the Seminar guidelines: flexibility,
individual responsibility, right to pass, unfinished business,
supportive environment, trust. Patti spoke of the morning's
agenda, and aiso cleared up details related to housing that
evening
.
b. Patti also introduced the "talking wall."
Patti saw this wall as an additional mode for communication.
She urged the delegates to write their own statements (or
quotes that they agreed with) on the newsprint--plastered
wall throughout the weekend (the staff had already put some
of their quotes up--see Appendix K)
. These statements could
reflect personal values, or feelings, or reactions/feedback
on the program
.
c. Patti had placed a number of " defuzzing
wheels " on the talking wall. A defuzzing wheel consists of
a wheel with spokes:
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Patti placed the word "friendship" in one of the wheels, and
suggested that during the weekend participants write down
things, ideas, people, places, etc. that they associated with
the concept, "friendship." m this way, the Seminar com-
munity might begin to "defuzz" this fuzzy concept-fuzzv be-
cause it means different things to different people. Patti
also urged delegates to place concepts in the center of the
blank defuzzing wheels, so that they could see how others
view a particular concept of interest.
3. Evaluation:
3. I noticed that a number of delegates
copied some of the quotes the staff had placed on the talking
I urge the staff to continue using this medium as a
way of stimulating thought.
b. I noticed that during the weekend^ very
few delegates wrote their own quotes or defuzzing concepts
on the talking wall. I urge the staff to consider setting
aside time within the design specifically for people to com-
municate on/through the talking wall.
c. I noticed that the staff had picked up on
the idea of "defuzzing wheels" after Eliot had used them suc-
cessfully in the first weekend to help delegates defuzz their
problem definitions. I urge the staff to continue to build
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on ideas or activities that have worked well.
C. LALAC Nametags
1. Purpose: to reinforce the notion that each
of us is loving and capable; to be aware of how one is feel-
ing here and now; to reflect on the past two weeks; to share
on the past two weeks with a fellow participant whom one has
not seen in that time; to begin to build (rebuild) community
2. Directions:
a. David distributed IALAC nametags to each
person present. The bottom half of each nametag had the let-
ters "IALAC" written on it. Each person wrote his/her name
in magic marker above "LALAC. "
b. David asked participants to do a here-and-
now wheel on the back of their nametags.
c. Participants formed pairs, and then took a
few minutes to share one of the feeling words from their here
and now wheels
.
d. New pairs were formed three more times.
Each time* the pairs shared for two minutes on: (1) What
has helped to build your IALAC sign in the past two weeks?;
(2) In the past two weeks * have you been more like a "no
trespassing sign" or a "public fishing sign?"; (3) Since the
first Seminar weekend, what is one compliment you've given or
received?
3. Evaluation:
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a. I noticed many smiles on delegates' faces
when they saw the IALAC nametags
. I urge the staff to con-
tinue reinforcing the LALAC notion.
b. I noticed that delegates seemed "rusty" or
hesitant in picking partners for the pairs sharing. I urge
the staff to consider helping people "go through the trumpet"
on their picker- pickee patterns.
c. I noticed that the staff selected topics
to help delegates focus on their previous two weeks. I urge
the staff to continue doing this at the start of a second
weekend (in a two-weekend program), in order to help delegates
"catch up" with one another, as well as compare experiences.
D. Four Questions
1. Purpose: to build community; to share one's
experiences since the first Seminar weekend; to hear others'
experiences in that two-week interval; to generate the ques-
tions one would ask others in order to find out more about
them; to examine the risk one takes in asking and answering
personal questions
2. Directions:
a. Joel requested that each participant write
down two questions that would help one discover what another
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person's past two weeks were like. Joel then suggested that
the participants Write two questions they would ask to find
out more about another person. Joel urged participants to
think carefully, and to select the four questions that would
yield important information about another person.
b. He then asked each delegate to form a pair
with another member from his/her support group. Each person
was to answer his/her own first two questions
* and then his/
her partner's first two questions. Delegates had the right
to pass
.
c. Pairs then joined other pairs from their
support groups
. Each person was to answer his/her own last
two questions* and then each of his/her partner's last two
questions
.
d. Joel later posed some "thought questions"
for the participants to consider: How risky were my ques-
tions? If I had it to do over again* would I have asked the
same questions? How honestly did I respond to my own and to
my partners' questions? How much did I learn about my part-
ner through my questions? How much did my partners learn
about me when I answered my own questions?
e. Before breaking for lunch (and after
"Support Groups "--below)
*
eacn participant wrote his/her four
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questions on newsprint on the "talking wall" and then pro-
ceeded to take a "gallery walk" (seeing the kinds of ques-
tions others had generated— see Appendix K)
.
3. Evaluation:
a. I noticed that by having delegates write
their own questions (and ultimately topics for sharing), they
were able to determine their own "risk level." i urge the
staff to continue to provide opportunities for the delegates
to generate the program's "subject matter" and to take more
responsibility for their own learning.
b. I noticed that the delegates seemed more
comfortable in sharing with their support group members. I
urge the staff- to continue to use these "home" groups.
c. I noticed that the staff participated in
this activity. I urge the staff to continue modeling, es-
pecially in risk-taking activities.
d. I noticed that Joel was keeping a running
agenda on newsprint and that the delegates wrote their four
questions on the talking wall. I urge the staff to continue
keeping an 'observable, " on-going record of the Seminar--in
order to help delegates better conceptualize and tie together
their experiences.
2k0
E. Support Groups
1. Purpose: to compare experiences of the past
two weeks; to give and receive feedback on self-contracts; to
explore how the support group members have applied the first
weekend's learnings; to identify difficulties or blocks that
group members had experienced between Seminar weekends; to
check on the first weekend's "homework"
2. Directions: The support groups formed nat-
urally out of the Four Questions activity. Each support
group pursued its own agenda, which may have included the
following: discussion and sharing of the postcards sent to
the staff facilitator; discussing meetings, contact with
teammates during the two weeks; sharing of weekly reaction
sheets covering the two-week period; exploring the usefulness
of the problem-solving and valuing skills learned in the
first weekend; generating needs, interests, concerns, and
questions to be explored during the second weekend; talking
about reactions of people back- home; exploring whether Sem-
inar guidelines were carried over into the back-home situa-
tion; sharing ways in which people used Seminar activities
(e.g., doing "Are You Someone Who" with someone at home;
finding new success symbols; brainstorming; etc.).
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3. Evaluation:
%
a. I noticed that the support groups did not
finish their agendas (because of the late start, support
group time was reduced)
. I urge the staff to put this
catching-up" time as a first priority at the start of fu-
ture second weekends.
b. I noticed that several delegates commented
on their distaste at having the second Seminar weekend in a
school building (one person said "I'm in school five days a
week. That's more than enough."). I urge the staff to con-
sider alternative sites in the future, or to hold both week-
ends in a school (e.g., to avoid being "spoiled" by the first
weekend
.
c. I noticed that delegates spoke of ways
they had applied their first weekend's learnings (e.g., fill-
ing out weekly reaction sheets; meeting with teammate; calling
teammate on phone when needed someone to talk with; doing
BRIVIHAFO with enemies; brainstorming; being aware of killer
phrases; speaking what one felt; presenting ideas to class;
wearing IALAC signs to school--these are some that the dele-
gates mentioned)
. I urge the staff to continue these shar-
ings, in order 10 provide support (You're not alone" feeling),
to spread feelings of success and power, and to cross-fertilize
good ideas among delegates.
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Noon- 1:30 P.M.:
Room.--
Lun.:h in Perry Hall's Home Economl c
s
Ilf* ffl?
:
°?
P ' M
~;
Confllct MBna ° ,°"|
.ent In the F»m-
— -*-y* the Morphological Grid .-- ~
A. Introduction:
1. Purpose: to understand the afternoon's time
frame; to understand the objectives of the unit on conflict
management in the family
2. Directions: Eliot spoke of the unit's ob-
jectives :
a
-
to appreciate the positive and negative
dimensions of conflict behavior
b. to be sensitive to the symptoms of con-
flict in real situations
c * "to generate alternative behavior patterns
to family conflict through use of diagnostic and ideation
skills
Eliot also talked about how one can use conflict, or be used
by it--conflict is not necessarily negative. Eliot delimited
the unit as one that would emphasize skills that could be ap-
plied to family conflicts, and not necessarily as a magic-wand
cure-all for family problems.
3.
Evaluation:
a. I noticed that the staff decided to have
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David and Eliot present this unit to all the delegates, in-
stead of having it as an alternative offering in a smorgas-
bord (because of the widespread delegate interest and concern
expressed during the first weekend). I urge the staff to
continue to be responsive to delegates' needs and flexible in
their designing.
b. I noticed that Eliot delimited the ob-
jectives of the unit. I urge the staff to continue doing
this, so that delegates will have realistic expectations of
the program.
B. Inventorying Family Conflict Patterns
1. Purpose: to inventory one's family conflict
patterns] to analyze the causes, people involved, ways of re-
sponding to, and consequences of fimily conflicts
2. Directions:
a. David asked each person to brainstorm a
list of specific conflicts that have occurred in his/her
family.
b. He then solicited some examples from the
whole group, in order to identify some common areas of con-
flict:
(1) little sister is father’s pet
(2) going away to school resulting in com-
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munications barriers
(5) parents want to maintain "family unity"
(4) household chores
(5) inability to visit niece
(6) use of family resources (e.g., hot water)
(7) individual choice of future plans
(8) griping and complaining parents
(9) grades
(10) curfew
(11) separated parents playing child against
each other
(12) hassles over movie ratings
(13) differences in religious beliefs
11 overall moral value "gap"
(15) invasion of privacy
( 16 ) dress
(17) use of drugs
( 18 ) attitude toward relatives
( 19 ) being treated as the "baDy" of the
family
c. David then asked each individual to code his/
her own list with the following symbols:
(1) Put a next to any conflict issue
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that involves money
(2) Place an "M" next to any Item that
mostly Involves your mother; an "p" next to any item that
mostly involves your father
(3) Write a 3'- next to those items that
would not have been on your list three years ago
(4) Mark a M C" in front of those items
which you have cried over
(5) Put an A next to those conflicts
that made you feel like being alone afterwards
(6) Place a "B" beside the items in which
a ’band-aid" or temporary solution was found
- d. Delegates had an opportunity to cap off
their conflict patterns search by completing "i became aware
of ..." statements in their journals
.
3. Evaluation:
a. I noticed that there is a wealth of data
in the conflict areas generated by the delegates (above)
. I
urge the staff to explore ways of designing curricula around
emerging needs/concerns (e.g., conflict areas listed above
,
questions generated in Four Questions activity, etc.). I urge
the staff to explore further the work Norm Newberg has done in
the area of emerging curricula.
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b. I noticed that the delegates did not ha /e
an opportunity to verbally share their codings or "i became
aware of statements. I urge the staff to include ways
for delegates to cross
-fertilize, support each other, and
bring closure on a particular activity.
c
. I noticed that the conflict codings pro-
cess was similar to that used in Twenty Things You Love to
Do. I urge the staff to continue using these processes in
different contexts, as a way of reinforcing the notion of
their wide applicability.
C. Conflict Symptoms Role-Play
1. Purpose: to examine the symptoms of conflict
situations; to become aware of the changes (in issues, in
people) that occur in conflicts; to practice feedback skills
2. Directions:
a. Eliot informed the delegates that the staff
would be doing a role-play, with the delegates fishbowling.
Fishbowling, Eliot explained, was a way of looking at your
own behavior through others.
b. Eliot, David, and Patti role-played a sit-
uation in which a father, a mother, and their son began talk-
ing about an upcoming visit to their relatives. The role-play
expanded from an initial conflict over that issue (between
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father and son) to cover numerous other conflicts involving
various combinations of the three pitted against each other.
c. After the role-play ended, Eliot began to
process it by soliciting from the observing delegates the
changes in issues that occurred:
(1) specific issues became general
(2) new and different issues were intro-
duced
(3) disagreement (issue-oriented) became
antagonism
( personality-oriented)
Eliot went on to ask questions of the delegates like "Can you
give me an example of when a new issue was introduced in the
3-© - play conflict? How did it serve the father to make
the specific issue general?" "Can you disagree on values
without being antagonistic?" "When did disagreement become
antagonism in the role-play?"
d. Eliot proceeded to solicit examples of
changes that occurred in social relations during the role-
play:
(1) polarization of social relations
(2) formation of special interest groups
(3) emergence of new and more extreme
leaders
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(4) community-wide organization
(5) increasing word-of-mouth communica-
tions
Eliot also offered examples of ( 3 ), (4), and ( 5 ) in national
conflict issues.
e. Eliot then gave a brief lecturette on the
dynamics of conflict. He touched on cognitive balance theory,
as Well as on the principle of reciprocal causation (one-up-
man-ship). He illustrated the latter through the "ABC's" ex-
ercise. He asked for a volunteer to come up and sky the al-
phabet with him. The two alternated letters, with Eliot
raising his voice each time he spoke (A, C } E, G . . .). The
other person' s
- voice also rose, until the two were practically
shouting the letters
. Later, Eliot pointed out "that the re-
ciprocal causation could have worked in the opposite direction
too— they both could have ended up whispering if one had begun
to speak progressively softer.
3- Evaluation:
a. I noticed that the delegates were very at-
tentive to and thoroughly enjoyed the role-play. I urge the
staff to make more use of their senses of humor, and ability/
interest in being "hams."
b.
( 1 noticed that the delegates were able to
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-late the role-play to their own lives-many empathized with
the conflict that had occurred. x urge the staff to
the use of role-plays more often.
c. I noticed that Eliot solicited delegates'
observations to form the bac-ic, ^ „n Das s of his conceptual tie-up. i
urge the staff to continue to draw on the resources of the
delegates, as a means of reinforcing the notion that they are
capable (C in I.ALAC) and resource-full.
d. I noticed that in the discussion follow-
mg the role-play, several delegates made references to pre-
vious Seminar activities (e.g., "values survey" was mentioned
during the discussion of the question "Can you disagree on
values without being antagonistic?"), i urge the staff to
continue to link the different Seminar activities (e.g., tie-
ln
~
ye the Beholder to the discussion of cognitive bal-
ance)
.
e. I noticed that Eliot asked for delegates'
observations of the role-play. I urge the staff to offer
some feedback criteria and structures (e.g., I see
I sense
. .
., I feel . .
. ) to the delegates.
f
. I noticed that the delegates did not re-
ceive Lloyd Etheredge's "Notes on Conflict” (see Appendix I)
I urge the staff to provide handouts that the delegates can
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take home-as a means of refreshing and reinforcing learnings.
g. I noticed that Eliot at one point asked
"How did it .serve the father ...” I urge the staff to ex-
plore ways of introducing Gerry Weinstein's "trumpet" and
Perl's gestalt chairs activity to helping people address
intra-personal as well as interpersonal conflicts.
D. Conflict Management Skills and Concepts
1. Purpose: to understand the spectrum policy;
to explore ways of using the gestalt resent-demand-appreciate
triad in conflict situations; to develop skills in active
listening; to expand one's repertoire of conflict management
skills
2. Directions:
a. David introduced the notion of the spectrum
policy i which suggests that we too often focus on the ten per-
cent bad in an idea, and miss the ninety percent good. David
posited that this has come about because of our analytical
training, our competitive background, an inclination to see
issues as black or white, and a history of living among
"killer statements." After examining points during the role-
play in which the spectrum policy was evident, David sug-
gested the following "homework" for delegates: each time you
hear a new idea, think of two good things about it (the posi-
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tive side of the spectrum) before you think of anything else.
b. David noted that in conflict situations,
it is helpful for one to be aware of his/her own feelings and
needs, and to be able to empathize with others' positions.
David suggested that participants use the following "diagnos-
tic skill in conflict situations: complete the following
sentences in your own mind--"l resent
. . "i demand "
and I appreciate ..." One of the participants suggested
the sequence might be adjusted so that "i appreciate ..."
was first—this would be more in line with the spectrum policy.
c. Listening is another important skill that
can prove invaluable in conflicts. Eliot asked people to form
groups of five'. Each group was to discuss one of the follow-
ing quotes: (a) Men play at love to get sex; women play at
sex to get love;" (b) "Physical violence is absolutely neces-
sary for minority groups to achieve equality in the u. S."
After a few minutes, Eliot introduced the following ground-
rule to each group: Before anyone speaks, he/she must repeat
what the previous speaker has said (to the previous speaker's
satisfaction)
. Some time later, Eliot asked participants to
talk about their feelings, reactions, and observations while
doing the listening exercise— first within the groups of five.
and then in a whole-group discussion. People noted the im-
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portance of deferring value judgments if one is to be able to
hear what a person is saying.
d. To tie-up the conflict management unit,
each person had an opportunity to write a self-contract on a
new behavior he/she would like to try.
3. Evaluation:
%
a. I noticed that the staff related some of
the skills they introduced to the role-play. I urge the
staff to continue tying conceptual skills to experiences
which the participants have shared recently.
b. I noticed that the newsprint on which the
staff was writing was taped to the wall behind a desk. I
urge the staff to write on newsprint that is physically close
(and not obstructed) to the delegates.
c. I sensed that the delegates would have
found helpful some concrete examples of the spectrum policy
and resent-demand-appreciate at work. I urge the staff to
consider linking the spectrum policy with brainstorming ways
of making a "weird idea" more practical (which the delegates
did during the first Seminar weekend, and which is a beauti-
ful reflection of the spectrum policy)
.
d. I noticed that this unit flowed from aware-
ness to skill development. I urge the staff to continue de--
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veloping units that are sequenced in psychologically sound
%
ways
.
E. Break
1* Purpose: to relax; to get some exercise; to
talk informally; to deal with unfinished business; to write
in one's journal
2. Directions: The group took a thirty-minute
break, with many people going outside to walk or play fris-
bee
.
3. Evaluation: I noticed that it was a beauti-
ful day outdoors
. I urge the staff to explore ways of taking
advantage of this "outside" environment during workshops.
F. Morphological Grid
1. Purpose: to learn another process for cre-
ative problem-solving; to reinforce brainstorming skills; to
have fun; to work on a creative project within a group; to
increase one's energy level
2. Directions:
a. Patti introduced the "morph" grid as the
process that the author of the "Lone Ranger" had used in cre-
ating his long-running serial. Patti proceeded to draw four
columns on the board, headed by: CHARA CTERS- -GOALS-
-
OBSTA CLES- - OUTCOMES
.
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b. She then asked the whole group to brain-
storm (following the DOVE guidelines) ten characters who
might appear in a story. She repeated this process with the
other three columns (see Appendix I for the grid generated by
Seminar participants)
.
c. Patti asked one of the delegates for the
last four digits of his home phone number. In this case, they
happened to be 1-3-7-6. Patti then circled the first item in
column one, the third item in column two, the seventh item in
column three, and the sixth item in column four, and asked for
a volunteer to create a story with the given character, goal,
obstacle, and outcome. She then repeated this process with
another delegate's last four digits (if the last digit was
zero, Patti would have taken the tenth item in the column)
d. Patti asked the participants to form groups
of five. Each group was to identify the person whose first
name was closest to the beginning of the alphabet. The group
was then to use the last four digits of that person's home
phone number to create a story-- and to draw a cartoon that
would depict it. Each group received magic markers and news-
print for their task.
e. Later, each small group had an opportunity
to show (their cartoon') and tell (their story' before the
whole group.
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f. Patti brought closure to this activity by
discussing some of the principles on which it was based. The
"morph" works by forcing one to make associations between
ideas that would not normally be made. Creativity involves
developing new and different associations-the morph provides
one structured way for us to do this. Patti also spoke of
the applications of the morph (e.g., in creative writing as-
signments for school; in exploring the relationships between
and among people, goals, and obstacles in back-home groups/
organizations)
.
3. Evaluation:
a
.
I noticed that the delegates thoroughly
enjoyed themselves while doing morph, as shown by their out-
bursts of laughter and smiles. I urge the staff to continue
to include high-energy activities in the late afternoon ses-
sions
.
b. I sensed that some delegates may have been
drawing from their own lives when they offered items for the
grid (e.g., goals, obstacles). I urge the staff to explore
ways of following up on this data, and developing curricula
that speaks to the emerging needs of program participants.
c. I noticed that the energy picked up when
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people had a chance to work in groups. I urge the staff to
offer more opportunities for the delegates to tackle creative
projects with others (e.g., the "ingredients project") in
order to experience the phenomenon! of "synergy."
c. I noticed that participants assumed dif-
ferent roles within the small groups. I urge the staff to
consider focusing on group processes and roles after an ac-
tivity such as this.
5 P.M.-7 P.M. : Dinner at Perry Hall .--
7 P.M.-9 P.M. : Choosing Skills . --
A. Introduction
1. Purpose: to understand the evening's agenda
Directions: Joel stated that after focusing
on diagnosing and ideating skills earlier, the delegates
would now have a chance to re-explore choosing skills.
B. Fallout Shelter
1. Purpose: to examine one's values in several
areas of conflict and confusion; to hear others ' values state-
ments in the same areas; to choose freely; to make choices
with an awareness of consequences; to publicly affirm one's
values choices; to examine group processes; to inventory
one's behavior in a task group; to compare one's behavior in
this with one's behavior in the Alligator River aetivity--to
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inventory one's patterns of behavior in a group
2. Directions:
a. David spun the following story to the par-
ticipants: "Imagine that our country is under threat of im-
minent nuclear attack. A man approaches you and asks you to
make an independent decision—there is a fallout shelter near-
by that can accommodate six people. But there are eleven
people vying to get in. Which six do you choose to go in the
shelter? Here's all the information we have: (1) 43 year old
woman, former prostitute turned elementary teacher; (2) 22
year old militant feminist;
( 3 ) 55 year old female M.D., who
is a bigot; (4) 45 year old man, who is a mathematician, and
a suspected homosexual; (5) 21 year old man who is a former
K.K.K. member; (6) 57 year old rabbi; (7) 18 year old woman
suspected of carrying v.d.; (8) 33 year old musician, who is
a known drug addict; (9) 31 year old woman lawyer; (10) the
lawyer's 10 year old son--neither will go in the shelter un-
less both can go in; (11) 19 year old Black militant." Each
participant wrote down his/her six choices.
b. David then challenged the participants to
join their support groups, and attempt to reach a consensus
decision on the six people who should be admitted to the
shelter. Consensus meant that all group members really had
to agree with the group decision-there was to be no voting.
o. After awhile, Joel called the participants
back into the whole group, in order to sample the progress of
each group. He recorded the decisions of each group on news-
print, and also solicited some of the criteria used to reach
those decisions.
d. He then offered the following "thought
questions" for people to consider (Goodman, 1973, p . 145).
( 1 ) How many people were usually talking at once in the small
group?;
( 2 ) Did you feel others listened to you?; (3) Did you
listen to others?;
( 4 ) Was there any character(s) you wouldn't
budge on?; (5) Was there any characters' you could easily
compromise on?; (6) Did you feel part of the group?; (7) what
values were you protecting in your choices?
3 . Evaluation:
a. I noticed that David introduced the back-
ground to the Fallout Shelter in a dramatic, suspenseful way.
I urge the staff to call more often upon their dramatic skills
to energize and get the attention of the participants.
b. I noticed that Joel referred to the con-
flict management unit while offering the "thought questions."
I urge the staff to continue to draw explicit links between
different activities.
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c. I noticed that this activity paralleled
Alligator River quite closely. I urge the staf
'
f to continue
to provide points at which delegates can check and compare
their actions and skill development.
C. Seven Criteria
1. Purpose: to understand the seven criteria for
a value posited by Raths, Harmin, and Simon; to inventory life
values and values indicators
2. Directions:
a. Patti asked the participants to draw a
vertical line one-third of the way from the left side of a
clean sheet of paper. Each person then divided his/her sheet
of paper horizontally into four sections.
b. Patti then presented four topics or ideas:
(1) family unity is society's strength; (2) amnesty vs.
Vietnam service; (3) women's equal rights amendment; (4) ca-
reer choice. She asked people to write their opinion or be-
lief or stand or choice on each of the above four topics
(with one per box on the left one-third of the paper)
.
c. Some time later, Patti requested that each
person draw seven vertical columns on the right two-thirds of
the paper. She then asked the participants to examine each of
their four statements. They were to place a check in the:
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( 1 ) first column across from
they had chosen freely;
he statement if it was one that
(2) second column if it was one that they had chosen after
considering alternatives;
(3) thxrd column if it was one that they had chosen after con
sidering consequences;
(4) fourth column if it was one that they prized and cher-
ished;
(5) fifth column if it was one that they would be willing to
publicly affirm;
(6) sixth column if it was one on which they acted;
(7) seventh column if it was one on which they had acted re-
peatedly, so as to form a pattern in their lives.
d. Patti explained that one had to check all
seven columns for a particular statement in order for it to
be considered a value, according to Paths, Harmin, and Simon.
Statements which had less than seven checks were to be con-
sidered values indicators, or things which were on the way to
becoming values (e.g., opinions, beliefs, hopes, feelings).
Patti suggested that this grid could be used to help a person
explore the congruency in his/her life among what one chooses,
what one prizes, and what one acts on. Patti went on to talk
about how these criteria have been the basis of a number of
Seminar activities
.
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e. Patti then entertained and responded to
questions on the values theory and criteria.
f. After examining their grids, the delegates
had an opportunity to write "I learned ..." and «z became
aware of
. .
.
" statements in their journals.
3. Evaluation:
a. I noticed that Patti continuously asked
the participants about the pace. I urge the staff to check
with the delegates for such immediate feedback.
b. I noticed that this conceptual presentation
was postponed from the first weekend (due to lack of time).
I urge the staff to consider whether it would be more helpful
to include the seven criteria presentation earlier in the pro-
gram.
c. I noticed that the seven criteria activity
preceded the Dear Me letters. I urge the staff to avoid
placing two activities that involve writing back-to-back.
D. Dear Me Letters
1. Purpose: to identify learnings, feelings, and
hopes deriving from the day's sessions; to provide the staff
with honest feedback on the day and on one's hopes for the
next day
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2. Directions: The delegates responded to the
following sentence stems (making a carbon copy to be turned
in to the staff, the original becoming part of one's Journal):
a. The most meaningful thing about today
.
b. Today
,
I enjoyed
. .
c. Tomorrow, I hope
d. Unfinished business I have
e
. Open comment
. .
3. Representative Excerpts from Dear Me Letters
(with staff comments in parentheses):
a. Most meaningful
.
rrlle activity which was the most meaningfulto me today was the fallout shelter. Listening to others'
^
tryin§ t0 understand them is a rewarding althoughdifficult experience. Snaring my values with people who Ifeel are really listening to me is a warm and very giving
sharing experience.
the value grid I found, or maybe re-
recognized^ is a better term, just how much my family means to
me. Sometimes I tend to take that for granted, disregard it,
or even put it down. But if you stop and think about it,
without the security of a family, where would I be?
The most meaningful exercise we did for me
was the conflict management and family learning. I loved the
little skit (role-play by staff) and it was very helpful iden-
tifying certain areas of family conflict. The different ways
of dealing with conflict were also exciting to me.
Today, I seemed pretty happy about a cer-
tain thing. What was it? It was that maybe Dad and I can
sometimes stop our antagonistic arguments or at least ration-
alize them. I really got into conflict management. I think
it was really great and could really help me. In fact, it may
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. I
was how to listen to others ^Thi// 1 !hlng 1 learned today
S°Sr.5ST°Ut the^ “* 1 ha Ve
e
finany°i
:
ea^ned
J
how
when I shared what
and I got to tell
the time period.
The most meaningful part of the day washad happened to me in the last two weeks
someone the decisions and high points' of
j
„
.
1 think there were three things that Ifound most meaningful— the spectrum policy, R-D-A, and thelistening exercise. I need to be reminded how important itis to adequately convey myself, and to listen so that I canreally hear what's being said.
The mos
was the participation in a
t meaningful thing that I did today
rea of conflict diagnosing.
Most meaningful-
-the section dealing with
conflicts and the seven criteria grid. I feel that I will
really be able- to put to use some of the conflict ideas. Al-
so j i gained a lot of insight into values and sincerity, and
I really dug cognitive balance. It really seemed to ring true
to me
.
Today I learned many things--how to act in
conflicts occurring in my family and public life, how to avoid
them, what I have been doing wrong in the past. My last week
sure could have used many of the suggestions.
I found I was more open with the others
and could easily share in what I had been doing and how I felt
and on the Four Questions. This afternoon's conflict manage-
ment and family, while of little present use except with
friends, will be valuable in establishing and growing my own
family.
The conflict management thing helped me a
great deal. Even tonight in support groups, I started apply-
ing and/or being aware of some of the things* such as cognitive
balance and reciprocal causation-- voice levels. The spectrum
policy was in my head before, but I could never put my finger
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Before, I^asn^^quite^ure wltt
Wl11 be Very useful to me
start finding out. The chart wiil^I
8^68
'T"
6 ' N°W 1 canm n ll be my most useful tool.
b. I enjoyed
really like using my wLuon.^ grld beC*USe 1
"?S
stIrLd
alk
t
nS
ities and^developed
It*£
Through it, I
Today, the most fun was the morph grid
can see new and faster problem-solving methods.
, .
mos ’t Tun thing we did today was thecartooning (following morph grid). It really gave us goodlaughs and a chance to show off our creativity.
Today the most meaningful and enjoyabletime was lunchtime and after dinner when I went outside onthe athletic fields. Jogging around the track made me feel
so good. It was a good time for talking to people about con-troversial or meaningful issues. As I laid in the sun by my-
self, it really made me appreciate the world God created for
us
.
c
. Tomorrow, I hope
. . .
I just wish I was outside more, instead of
being cooped up in a school building all day. Being in a
confining classroom all day with no windows really brought me
down and stifled any creativity I might have had. (I urge
the staff to build-in some time outside tomorrow— and to ex-
plore using the lounge for sessions).
Depending on time limitations, I think it
would be meaningful to share some conflicts and do some brain-
storming together in support groups
. That always makes me
feel good--it. gives me the feeling of active participation in
helping others and the feeling that they share my concerns
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and problems and want to heln fr
time in support groups to offir (hi^SnSV^^rt)
solve more conflicts
1
, "and do IZT.tZ
'0 ** ^ ^ Values
>
and busy as today „as"°
Pe ^ tomorrow c*>n be as productive
hope to have the “UC improves . . . i
whole community. I'd like to <J h
Y aupport Sroup and the
...» o„,„ :r«xs
r
::.r
p*opi'
Sif "SLST-x
sr
1"8 •= “*«
d. Unfinished business
Even^ith th^
±nS
i
Ut l0Ud Wh^ 1 thl^
e
°r
ap
elieve
S
to
1
be truf
tetter)." £ ^ ^h^ls/
Lr^e^rme. 1 ^ ""** 1 belieVe > there wil1 al«a^ ba
cussion with some
business
.
Except for a little bit of personal dis-
peoplej I feel that I have no unfinished
business
.
I consider the R-D-A explanation unfinished
1 warrt to continue discussing the fallout
shelter
.
I think maybe tomorrow we could go over
the four questions everyone asked. I'd be interested in some
of the reasons for their asking those questions.
e
. Open comment
. . .
I found myself becoming f.rustrated and
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sngry as the day went on. I
atmosphere of the school had
needs to use more continuous
feelings/feedback)
.
really can't explain it, but thelot to do with It. (The staff
ways of monitoring delegates
'
guess as mentally,
participants)
.
I am exhausted! Not
(The staff needs to
so much physically I
avoid overloading the
many ways
.
Thank you!"
^ 8 ™ lue -able experience for me in
* eii in iantasy, that requires the loss of life.
^
In the two weeks since the first se^inn tfound myself with a more positive outlook and more open to-'wards others. I have found that with a solidifying of my val
Ano^h
unsatlsfied wlth Job and present liff stylet er thing I have come to realize is that I lean towards anOriental outlook of life that will reshape some of my values!
.
The past uwo weeks were a letdown from thefirst weekend.
. This is not what I had expected. I came ou^of the first session with the feeling that I could do any-hing. Those two weeks showed me there is a real world out-
st.: Just a world but a basically pessimistic society
which will only take a little at a time. This Seminar is a
utopian society. Everyone is eager and willing to contribute
and LISTEN. The real world as a whole has one basic problem.
It won't listen. I think it is important that everyone inSeminar realize to take things at a much slower pace when try-ing to teach other people what we've learned here. (The staff
has planned already to spend Sunday afternoon on back-home re-
entry. Evidently, the staff should have spent more time on
this during the first weekend)
.
I really am dreading the end of Seminar.
Probably, it's because I'm so emotional, I tend to get really
upset when I realize people who have played an important fac-
tor in my life's experiences may disappear from my life alto-
gether. But I can make up for it in a way by knowing my life
and my goals have been strengthened by touching.
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E. Free Time (9 P.M. to 10 P.M.)
1. Purpose: to relax; to exercise; to talk in-
formally; to write in one's journal; to finish unfinished
business
2. Directions: Uncle Si opened the gymnasium
for those who wanted to play volleyball or basketball. Some
delegates walked around and talked; others sat in the home
economics room lounge.
3. Evaluation: I noticed that people appreci-
ated this free time. I urge the staff to explore ways of in-
tegrating this free time more into the program. I urge the
staff to contact Roy Tamashiroand Joy Hardin, who have done
extensive work with education of the self through sports.
F. Departure (10 P.M.)
Parents from the local community who had offered
to house Seminar participants arrived to pick up their guests.
G. Staff Meeting
The staff handled the following agenda: (1) read-
ing Dear Me letters
; (2) evaluating the day's activities
;
(3) giving feedback to one another; (4) discussing how to
best meet the needs of particular delegates; (5) finalizing
the schedule for the next day.
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Sunday, March 11
9:30 A .M. -Noon . --
A
. Sunday Game
1. Purpose: to have fun; to wake up; to attempt
to solve a problem creatively with a group (Britton, 1971)
2. Directions
a. Eliot asked the participants to form three
groups of nine In different parts of the room. He then went
around the room, and whispered a letter of the alphabet In
each person's ear.
b. Eliot then gave the following instructions:
Each group will have a short planning session. After that,
you will be scattered about the room. The nine people in
your group will, when correctly arranged, spell out one of
the days of the week (from the whispered letters). You must
find a way to arrange yourselves, following these rules:
(1) From the time you are scattered about the room until the
time you have arranged yourself in the correct spelling order,
you must keep your eyes closed; (2) No oral use of words
(other oral sounds are okay); (3) Your group may not end up
in the same location that it uses for planning; (4) If the
weekday is a six letter word like "Sunday," then three of
your group will be assigned exclamation points and should be
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placed at the end of the word;
( 5 ) You may not tell your
group members which letter was whispered in your ear."
3. Evaluation:
a ‘ 1 notice d that the groups solved the prcb-
lem quicker than any other groups I've ever seen. I urge the
staff to investigate the possible relationship between train-
ing in creative problem-solving and the ability to solve cre-
atively and quickly such group tasks.
b. I noticed that the delegates seemed to en-
joy this activity. I urge the staff to seek additional games
and non-verbal activities to incorporate in the program (see
Harris, 1972).
B. Introduction
1* Purpose: to understand the agenda and goals
for the morning and the day
2. Directions: Joel stated that participants
would have an opportunity to tie-up their Seminar experiences
and to look for ways of applying their learnings back-home.
3. Evaluation:
a. I noticed that the staff again did not
read excerpts from the previous night's Dear Mes
. I urge the
staff to do this in the future.
b. I noticed that the staff had moved the
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delegates out of the
rest of the day. i
classroom and into the lounge for the
urge the staff to continue to be sensi
tive to the effect of the physical
ipants
.
environment on the partic-
C. Creativity Tests
1. Purpose:
_ to test sensitivity to problems,
ability to generate consequences, ability to generate alter-
natives; to diagnose one's fluency skills; to generate data
that will help the staff to examine the effect of the pro-
gram; to apply ideation skills and the DOVE guidelines
2. Directions:
a. After explaining the purpose of the activ-
loy, Joel distributed a new blanked-out MAD cartoon to each
participant (see Appendix I). He then asked the delegates to
write down all the ideas they had on what the problem might
be in this cartoon (sensitivity to problems). The time limit
was two minutes.
b. Following a brief rest, Joel presented the
following situation: "On the floor of an industrial plants
an explosive chemical has been spilled and as yet has gone
unnoticed. In a few minutes, a new shift of workmen will ar-
rive. Some of the men will be carrying lighted cigarettes."
Joel then asked the people to list as many things as they
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could think of that might happen as a result of this act
(awareness of consequences). The time limit again was two
minutes. (Shallcross, 1971)
c. After another brief r-P<3tuix i eo , Joel posed the
following: "You are pushing a shopping cart in a supermarket
and you hear a thunderous crash of cans. As you round the
corner, you see a two-year old being beaten, quite severely,
by his mother, apparently for pulling out the bottom can of
the pyramid. What might you do?" (alternatives action
search). Delegates had two minutes to list their responses.
(Simon, Howe, and Kirschenbaum, 1972)
d. Participants then formed pairs and triads
to see what alternatives others had generated. Joel also
solicited some examples in the whole group. Finally, the
delegates turned in their papers (with their student number
at the top of the page)
.
3 • Evaluation: I noticed that some delegates
did not look forward to doing any more writing. I urge the
staff to search tor some non-verbal, non-writing tests of
creativity.
D. Handouts
1. Purpose: to take home a series of handouts
that explain and amplify Seminar activities, processes, and
activities
2. Directions: Joel described the series of
handouts which delegates had received in a folder at the
start of the second weekend (see Appendix I). He mentioned
objectives of each handout, as well as where it fit into
the Seminar program (e.g., which activities or learnings it
reinforced)
.
3 . Evaluation: I noticed it was easier for
people to keep their papers together in the folders. I urge
the staff to continue providing packets of handouts, as a
means of refreshing people once they get home, and as a way
of helping those who learn well through reading.
E. Support Groups
1. Purpose: to deal with unfinished business or
interests generated on Saturday; to respond to unfinished
business, concerns, or interests arising during the two-week
interval between Seminar weekends; to follow-up on the sup-
port group meeting on Saturday
2. Directions: Each support group gathered and
pursued its own agenda, based on the above purposes.
3 . Evaluation:
a. I noticed that the staff decided to offer
support group time instead of a smorgie session, which meant
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that the Seminar did not have
planned. I urge the staff to
smcrgie sessions as originally
re-examine its priority on
smorgies
. I urge the staff to continue giving the delegates
responsibility for generating their own curricula. I urge
the staff not to schedule smorgies on the last day of the
program it is too late by then to introduce new topics, and
delegates are more concerned with completing unfinished bus-
iness
.
b. I noticed that many delegates reported
success in acting on their self-contracts between Seminar
weekends. I urge the staff to consider structuring into the
second weekend another problem-solving sequence leading to
self- contracts or perhaps offering a smorgie session on this.
Noon-l ;30 P.M. : Lunch at nearby shopping center. --
(I noticed that people appreciated leaving the school build-
ing. I urge the staff to consider building-in an "outing" on
the first day of the second Seminar weekend as well)
1:30 P.M. -5:00 P.M. : -
-
A. Mime Warm-Up
1. Purpose: to move; to re-energize after
lunch; to have fun; to communicate non- verbally; to experi-
ence some mime techniques
2. Directions: Eliot led the group through a
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series of mime activities that included a tug of war, exam-
ining a table, walking a dog, playing catch, and feeling an
imaginary telephone booth wall.
3. Evaluation:
a
. I noticed that the staff started the
afternoon with a physically-moving activity. I urge the
staff to continue offering physical activities to help dele-
gates get rid of sluggish feelings after eating lunch.
b. I noticed that the activity did not meet
the staff's objective of actively involving everyone, but that
a number of delegates became enthralled with the mime process.
I urge the staff to explore ways of helping people to over-
come their hesitance to getting physically involved trying
new things. I also urge the staff to continue acting on its
norm of not forcing anyone to participate--the right to pass.
B. Operationalizing of ’’Positive Self-Concept”
1. Purpose: to generate the meanings one has
for "positive self-concept;" to learn the meanings others
have; to diagnose personal strengths and needs; to identify
some of the effects of the Seminar program on one's self-
concept
.
2. Directions:
a. Joel briefly explained the purpose of the
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activity, and reminded participants that they had done this
on the first night of the first Seminar weekend. He then
asked the participants "to construct in your mind a hypo-
thetical situation. This imaginary situation should be as
real and as complete as possible—with people in it, furni-
ture, a complete environment. Now, in this situation, one
person has a positive self-concept. In fact, this person is
the epitome of someone with a positive self-concept. What I
want you to do is to examine this situation, observe it very
carefully, and write down (on paper provided, as well as a
sheet of carbon paper- so they could keep a copy and could
turn one in to the staff) all the things that you see about
that person, about that person's interaction with other peo-
ple, about the environment, about interaction between people
and the environment, anything at all that would indicate to
you that someone with a positive self-concept is present."
After some time, Joel asked the partici-
pants to form, triads
. In each triad one participant at a
time would "read your list. If you hear an item that you
agree with, then add it to your list. If you hear an item
with which you disagree, then the task is to use this stimu-
lus to add any items it makes you think of (with which you
agree'
. The purpose is to come up with as complete a list
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as possible of the meanings you have for the term 'positive
self-concept.' So don't debate in your triads-just help each
other expand your lists.."
c. The participants' next task was to analyze
individually their lists using the following coding:
(1)
Place an asterisk (*) next to the five
items that are your most important meanings for "positive
self-concept ;
"
(2) Put a check (y) next to three items you
most want to work on or improve about yourself:
(3) Mark a plus (+) next to any item which
you consider to be a personal strength of yours; and
(4) Place an S beside any item that you
think Seminar has helped you to become better at.
d. Joel suggested that as "unfinished bus-
iness," the participants might want to compare their original
lists with the ones they had just completed. This was one
way to help put the Seminar program in perspective.
3. Evaluation:
a. I noticed that this activity was done both
at the beginning and at the end of the Seminar program. I
urge the staff to examine the effect of such "symmetrical"
designs
.
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b. I noticed that many delegates wrote a
story about their hypothetical situation, instead of just
making a list as they had done the first time. I urge the
<aff to explore the possible relationship between creativity
training and the generation of these stories (given the same
directions both times)
.
c. See Appendix L for a summary of the ways
the participants found Seminar to be helpful.
C. Warm Fuzzies
1. Purpose: to explore the relationship between
Seminar and the "outside world;" to begin to look ahead to
ways of applying the Seminar experience back- home; to become
aware of some of the potential blocks to transferring Seminar
learnings; to reflect on the relationship of Seminar's norms
and atmosphere to one's back-home setting
2. Directions:
a. Joel gave a dramatic reading of "Warm
Fuzzies," while Eliot mimed it before the whole group:
Long ago only little people lived on the Earth. Most
of them dwelt in the little village of Swabeedoo, and so they
called themselves Swabeedoo-dahs
. They were very happy lit-
tle people, and went about with broad smiles and cheery
greetings for everybody.
One of the things the Swabeedoo-dahs liked best was
to give Warm Fuzzies to one another. Each of these little
people carried over his shoulder a bag, and the bag was
filled with Warm Fuzzies. Whenever two Swabeedoo-dahs would
meet, each would give the other a Warm Fuzzy. Now, it is an
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especially nice thing to give someone a Warm Puzzv Tt tonthe person they are scpMaI t +- < wzzy
.
i ells
you." A nd, o/coursef u vfry ^asingloT*2 ^ ^
~£ irs/ss £:ir
Warm ^zzie^ and^hel^v t0 glve Warm Fuzzles <™d Set
oitBid^h! ,
SS
-
tOSether were very happy indeed.Outside the village, in a cold, dark cave there 1
1
a great green troll. He didn't really like to live all bvhimself, and sometimes he was lonely. But he couldn't seemto get along with anyone else, and somehow he didn't enjoy ex-changing warm puzzios. He thought it was a lot of nonsense?It isn t cool, was what he would say.
bv a kind?? ?,£??'
ng
o
th
e
tr011 walke<J into town
> and he was metDy ly little Swabeedoo-dah
HaSn t
i
thls been a fine Swabeedoo-dah day?" said thetie person with a smile. "Here, have a Warm Fuzzy. This
one s special, and I saved it just for you, for I don't seeyou in town that often."
The troll looked about to see that no one else was11
!
te
^
nS * Then he put an arm around the little Swabeedoo-dah
and whispered in his ear.
He^
,
don't you know that if you give away all your
Warm Fuzzies, one of these Swabeedoo-dah
gonna run out of them?"
days of yours you ' re
He noted the sudden look of surprise and fear on the
little^man's face, and then added, peering inside his fuzzy-
bag: Right now I'd say you've only got about two hundred
and seventeen Warm Fuzzies left there. Better go easy on
handin' 'em out."
With that, the troll padded away on his big green
feet, leaving a very confused and unhappy Swabeedoo-dah
standing there.
Now, the troll knew that every one of the little peo-
ple had an inexhaustible supply of Warm Fuzzies. He knew
that, as soon as you give a Warm Fuzzy to someone, another
comes to take its place, and that you can never ever run out
of Warm Fuzzies in your whole life. But he counted on the
trusting nature of the little Swabeedoo- dahs
,
and on some-
thing else that he knew about himself. He just wanted to see
if this same something was inside the little people. So he
told his fib, went back to his cave, and waited.
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along andVeet the nme q V** ^ flrSt perso '' to cor>e
his, with Whom he had exchan^7
°°' dah WaS 3 flrle frl end °f
This little person :as surpr?:e d :7fin d
miUtZZlr bef0rs 'his friend a Warm Fuzzy this' time, he reoTlleiolVl
0?°warm Fu
n
M
e W#S t0ld t0 bewa~of running low on
„ ,
s^ies, and his friend was suddenly goneSwabeedoo-dan told three others that same
-vening-sorry, but nn Warm a±riS*
u
his supply
That
Fuzzy for you. I've got to make
"I'm
sure I
o
don't run out.
By the next day, the word had spread over the entire
Fuzzies " ?hev
y
s?il^
d BWiien^ b0SUn t0 h0ard thelr
"Disoriminatingly^'the^sald?^ ^ Very Carefully '
... „. ?
he llttle Swabeedoo-dahs began to watch each other
p
J s ra
f' hide their bass °f Wa™ Fuzzies under
-h
° r
f
rotectlon at niSht. Quarrels broke out overwho had o e most Warm Fuzzies, and pretty soon people begano trade Warm Fuzzies for things, instead of just giving themay * F ®Urlng there were only so many Warm Fuzzies to goaround, the mayor of Swabeedoo proclaimed the Fuzzies a sys-tem of exchange, and before long the people were hagglingover how many Warm Fuzzies it cost to eat a meal at someone'shouse or stay overnight. There were even some instances of
+
°
f Wam Fuzzies
- dark e venings--the kind thelittle Swabeedoo-dahs had enjoyed for strolling in the parks
and streets and greeting each other to exchange Warm Fuzzies—it wasn't even safe to be out and about.
Worst of all, something began to happen to the health
of the little people. Many of them began to complain of
pains in their shoulders and backs, and as time went on, more
and more little Swabeedoo-dahs became afflicted with a dis-
ease known as softening of the backbone. They walked all
hunched over, or (in the worst cases) bent almost to the
ground. Their fuzzy-bags dragged on the ground. Many people
in the town began to say that it was the weight of the bags
that caused the disease, and that it was better to leave the
bags at home, locked up safely. After a while, you could
hardly find a Swabeedoo-dah with his fuzzy-bag on.
At first the troll was pleased with results of his
rumor. He had wanted to see whether the little people would
feel and act as he did sometimes when he thought selfish
thoughts, and so he felt successful with the way things were
going. Now, when he went into town, he was no longer greeted
with smiles and offerings of Warm Fuzzies. Instead, the lit-
tle people looked at him as they looked at each other--with
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t0 dle He ^^red what to do. Ande thought of a plan.
of fni
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CaVe
> the tro11 had discovered a secretCold Pncklies. He had spent many years digging thePricklies out of the mountain, for he liked their cold
l^-
feel
l
and he l0Ved t0 See his Sro^ng hoard ofd Pricklies, to know that they were all his. He decidedto share them with the Swabeedoo-dahs
. He filled hundreds
of bags with Cold Pricklies and took them into the village.
When the people saw the bags of Cold Pricklies, they
were glad, and they received them gratefully. Now they had'
something to give to one another. The only trouble was thatit was jus
t .
not as much fun to give a Cold Prickly as a WarmFuzzy. Giving a Cold Prickly seemed to be a way of reaching
out to another person, but not so much in friendship andlove. And getting a Cold Prickly gave one a funny feeling
too. You were not just sure what the giver meant, for, after
all. Cold Pricklies were cold and prickly, it was nice to
get something from another person, but it left you confused,
and often with stung fingers. The usual thing a Swabeedoo-*
dah said when he received a Warm Fuzzy was nWow! ! ' but when
someone gave him a Cold Prickly there was usually nothing to
say but MUgh! M
Some of the little people went back to giving Warm
Fuzzies, and, of course, each time a Warm Fuzzy was given it
made the giver and receiver very joyful indeed. Perhaps it
was that it was so unusual, to get a Warm Fuzzy from someone
when there were so many of those Cold Pricklies being ex-
changed.
Eut giving Warm Fuzzies never really came back into
style in Swabeedoo. Some little people found that they could
keep on giving Warm Fuzzies away without ever having their
supply run out, but the art of giving a Warm Fuzzy was not
shared by many. Suspicion was still there, in the minds of
the people of Swabeedoo.
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M°
Uld hear in their comments:
^Warm Fuzzy, eh? Wonder what's behind it "x never know if my warm Fuzzles ^ real
'
y gp_predated .
"
” I §ave a Warm Fuzzy, and a-ot * a tj ^
return. Just see if I do that again.”
d Irlckly in
You never know about MahpT a tt„ -m
minute, a Cold Prickly the next!"
' Puzzy °ne
give you one'!
If
Okay?”°
n,t ^ "* 8 C°ld Prickly
> 1“
doesn't deser™!"'
0 ^ ** ^ 8 ^ PUZZy
’ but he ^st
to his name."
SOmetiraeS 1 W°n<3er lf grandpa has a Warm Fuzzy
Probably every citizen of Swabeedoo would elacHv ha „»returned to the former days when the giving Z getting ofWarm huzzies had. been so common. Sometimes a little person
Ufl
Uld
Tr
thlnk
^
t0 himself how verY f±ne it had felt tp getWarm Fuzzy from someone, and he would resolve to go out andbegin giving them to everyone freely, as of old.
.
something always stopped him. Usually, it wasgoing outside and seeing "how the world was."
b. Joel suggested that this story was the
start of a unit on "Looking Ahead," and reflected the staff's
commitment to helping delegates transfer their Seminar learn-
ings back-home.
Fuzzies .
"
c. Each participant received a copy of "Warm
3. Evaluation:
a. I noticed that the delegates were quite
attentive during the "dramatization." I urge the staff to
identify other stories that might capture the participants 1
imagination and attention.
b. I sensed that the delegates attended to
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the mime. I urge the staff to combine modes of presentation
(e.g.j visual, oral) whenever possible.
D. "Going Home" Role-Play
1. Purpos =
: to practice verbalizing one's Semi-
nar experience; to empathize with people bach-home who have
not participated in Seminar; to identify strategies for shar-
ing one's Seminar experience; to generate a list of the con-
ditions that might help in maximizing the impact of one's
sharing back-home
2. Directions:
a. Eliot asked the group to brainstorm a list
of people they might see after they leave Seminar. The dele-
gates mentioned the following: mother, father, sister, broth-
er, best friend, teacher, student government advisor, girl-
friend, boyfriend, pet.
b. He then asked one of the delegates if he
would like to participate in a role-play. After the dele-
gate had agreed, Eliot asked him to select the people from
the above list that he would like to include in a role-play
on "coming home from Seminar." The delegate chose "mother"
and "father."
c. Eliot solicited volunteers from the whole
group to play the rr..other and father. Eliot then briefed the
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three delegates to prepare them for the role-play by setting
the scene. The three went on to role-play a scene in which
the delegate had just returned from Seminar and was asked by
his parents "well, how was it?" The role-play progressed
from there.
d. Upon stopping the role-play, Eliot thanked
the participants. He went on to solicit from the whole group
the needs/concerns of the mother and father. Delegates iden-
tified such things as: (1) their son’s health--did he eat
well, sleep well; (2) did their son get his/their money's
worth out of the program; (3) did their son learn something
concrete; (4) did their son meet people—who, what kinds;
(5) satisfy their curiosity. Eliot suggested that one might
want to empathize with the back-home people, and identify the
needs they have in learning about Seminar--as one way of com-
municating more effectively what the program was like.
e. Noting that there isn't any one right way
for all people, Eliot continued on by asking the participants
to generate other things that the delegate might have said in
the role-play situation that would have communicated his Sem-
inar experience.
f. Staff and delegates then identified some
of the ways in which delegates might choose to share their
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Seminar experience:
( 1 ) time-should have
explain and expand on what happened— don'
t
enough time to
try to tell it all
in two minutes;
( 2 ) place- -try to find a quiet place so that
all concerned can focus and concentrate on what is being said;
(31 be aware of parents' criteria for determining whether the
program was >orthwhile"-perhaps start describing the program
by speaking to their criteria; (4) be(a)ware that the Seminar
environment is different from the back-home environment;
(51 base a description of the program on its goals, which are
listed on the brochure each delegate received;
( 6
)
'share one
concrete, specific learning-- ( refer to Dear Me letters);
(7) share one specific activity from Seminar (e.g., listening
exercise, spectrum policy);
( 8 ) do a defuzzing wheel on
Seminar
--base description of program on it;
( 9 ) avoid ap-
pearing as if you are "holding out," or withholding informa-
tion from those who are curious back- home; and
(
10 ) be careful
of when/how you use Seminar language or jargon.
g. The staff summarized some of the above dis-
cussion and findings.
3- Evaluation:
a. I noticed that Eliot solicited information
from the delegates (see a. above) that was to serve as a
starting point for the role-play. I urge the staff to con-
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tinue building role-plays around realistic situations which
the participants encounter.
b. I noticed that Eliot specifically asked
one delegate if he would participate in the role-play. I
urge the staff to continue to ask delegates who seem to be
strong enough to do it and who would probably serve as good
role models
.
c. I noticed that the delegates in the role-
play modeled themselves after the staff in Saturday's role-
play. I urge the staff to think about this.
d. I noticed that the staff only did one role-
play situation (which was less than had been planned)
. I
urge the staff to do such back-home role-plays throughout the
program, not just at the end.
e. I sensed that the delegates appreciated
the guidelines and criteria generated during this "Looking
Ahead" unit. I urge the staff to continue this kind of
structured support for participants' efforts back-home.
f. I noticed that the staff did not have the
delegates do a force-field analysis on applying Seminar
learnings back-home. I urge the staff to include this in
future programs, when the delegates are less tired.
g
I noticed that Eliot praised and gave
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specific positive feedback to the role-play participants. I
urge the staff to’ continue supporting risks taken by the
participants
.
E. Dear Me Letter
1. Purpose: to identify feelings, learnings, and
hopes deriving from the day's sessions; to provide the staff
with honest feedback on the day; to identify hopes and "next
steps" after Seminar
^ * Directions: David suggested the following
sentence stems to which the delegates could respond in their
Dear Me letters (making a carbon copy to be turned in to the
staff; the original becoming part of one's journal):
a. Do a here-and-now wheel. Expand on one
of the feelings
.
b
. Open comment
. . .
c. After Seminar, I hope
. . .
3. Evaluation: I noticed that the third sen-
tence stem gave delegates an opportunity to pull out of the
"Looking Ahead" unit those ideas or feelings that "hit home."
I urge the staff to continue giving delegates time to syn-
thesize their learnings, and to formulate self-contracts.
4. Representative Excerpts from Dear Me Letters
(with staff comments in parentheses):
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a. Here-and-now wheel:
to hp i 0 • hopeful/sad/excited/bewildered : I am sadbe leaving so many wonderful people, to be thinking“y
b
"e
r
r a ®aln hear fro/soL ot my new friends ^nd
staff needs
n
?r
SU
n
a ^ suPPortlve environment. (The'to explore ways of cushioning the initial re-entry period for delegates).
t v i
hopeful/tired/sad: I'm hopeful that nowthat I know myself better that I can be more open esDeciallvtowards those that I like. Perhaps I can remove iy mask moreoften and show others how I feel and that I can feel.
n
happy/sorry/hopeful/like a valley: I feel
e a valley because of all the things that have floateddown to me through the past weekend. It makes me feel good
o know that I have this knowledge to work on and blend intomv 1 i to
tired/confident/full again/unsure: I am
really not sure about how much of Seminar that I'm really
going to be able to or have the guts to use when I get home.
I don't know how I'm going to be affected by my old environ-
ment. Still, somehow I do feel a confidence that the people
I brought with me will help to form a sort of support group
when we get home, and will help each other when we get into
trouble
.
happy/sorry/fulfilled/enriched: Perhaps
the thing I feel most is enriched. I have learned a great
deal about people and myself and about how I might make my
life a little better.
content/hopeful/85^ LA LA C/drained: I am
content with the suggestions on approaching people with Sem-
inar. I know that the last weekend I made my family and
friends sick of me. I came out with too much at one time and
not always in the right place or time. I went out thinking
people would accept me the way I was at Seminar, and it was a
blow to find two different worlds. The suggestion about just
telling the person one thing I learned and see if they want
to know more will really help. Also about the right time and
place. It is better to wait three months for the right time
and place than to blurt it out when people aren't willing to
listen. I am hopeful that I can apply what I learned about
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conflict situations. (j urge the staff +n i i ogestions on going back-home in the first q
nr ' luc3e the sug-
well)
.
1
e
Seminar weekend as
r k aware/learned/useful/good-bvp • ^ •I became aware of many of my values and th
’ Seminar
them, how people can i
1
' the reasons behind
also dread leaving the sterile environment that sfems to haveprotected me for so long. (Perhaps the staff could have in
the disa°
re r
!
al - llfe ” role-plays, and/or simulations like'rmament game, starpower, etc.)
hor. n 4-u remember/happy/important/hopeful : Remem-er all the people I met here. Happy that I have learned
ttff ?
UC an<i he
^
ped other people learn from me. Importanthat I can experience something like this. Hopeful that Ikeep in contact with them all.
saturated/weary but hopeful/full/happy: I
1 eel full 01 ideas and much more complete and "full" than
when I arrived over two weeks ago. Although physically weary
and exhausted, I feel I am leaving with so much strength
—
it s like I have more confidence in my ability to cope with
and solve my problems. Nothing seems impossible. I have abetter self-image and I'm filled with HOPE. This past week-
end I had highs and lows, but an over-all good feeling about
Seminar
.
nostalgic/sad/happy/calm: I feel more re-
assured, more in touch with reality, yet still content with
it. Reality is not getting me down so much. Seminar has done
this for me.
happy/excited/sad/tired: I have the sad
feeling because after experiencing all this knowledge and be-
ing saturated with these ideas and thoughts, it is a shame to
leave this great environment and all these fantastic people
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who shared all this
a very sentimental
very near to me
.
*
with you. This may sound weird, but I'mperson and hold special things ah people
peace with myself.
F° r ^ flrSo time ln to° long.
-l xeei at
fleet! ve/biggest icecream ^e'Tsel^fbfh°t fudge sundae in the world. The sundae inV Jbiggestjust vanilla, it's made with ^ very single fla vo^ Z%world-even more than Baskin RobbLs " th"
+ v,_ _
^ ^ave somewhat of an empty feeling much
emDtv
aD1
hnt
S 1 dld a
f
ter the flrst weekend. Not totallyp y, bu more empty than full. I don't want to give thempression that Seminar has been wasted on me— it hasn't"
Seminar
<3lSappolnted in myself and I'm projecting it onto
b. Open comment
. . .
I’m really happy that I've had the ex-penence of these two weekends, and I really appreciate thetime and work the staff put into it. Lots of love, warmfuzzies to you all!
Wow
!
What I'd like to do now is to be alone,
away from home for about three days. Then maybe I can tackle
things a little easier.
Now I feel if I fail I can turn on to
something else. I just can't and won't give up just because
I failed once. I'll just keep on trying, and as long as I
know I'm doing the best of my ability. I'll be happy and keep
smiling.
I realized that I have a great potential
to continue to inquire about myself and "get my stuff to-
gether." Such as an invisible table with no boundaries has
substance (reference to mime activity'!, so do people ^hose
emotional boundaries are unknown have the gut-love you can
reach out to ' their substance'i
.
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When at one tine I made a wish
The world's knowledge to see
I found the best professors were
The people who walked around me
Love is learning about people
..Seminar is love.
I love Seminar.
tener.
I’m sure Seminar has
and I think that's important.
made me a better lis-
nar It seemed thJ W° rdS t0 fully descrlba Semi-. i at for two weekends, we were in an environment which was perfect—where nothing could go wronvSeminar is probably the most fantastic thing I have done inmy life. I am sorry that it is over, but in a way it's not.
that u ..
The staff was really great. I am sure
nobody who attended could fully convey how they feltabout staff and Uncle Si--in words
.
It has been another mind-blowing experi-
ence for me, and I hope that I won't soon forget it. I haveaiready begun to use some of the problem-solving skills, such
as definition and brainstorming, something I had failed to do
I think that a follow-up sheet maybe in a
week or two. would be good if the staff wanted to have a more
objective. view of Seminar, because right now all I can say
about it is that it's fantastic! (Coming right up!).
I'm glad I got into this Seminar and only
hope it could have happened sooner. Sometimes in the future,
perhaps I can enjoy this occasion again.
I really want to live up to new expecta-
tions which I have placed upon myself. I feel that for the
first time, there are people who respect and care for me, the
person that I am. That generates a nice warm feeling.
I was apprehensive about coming to Seminar.
It is not the type of thing which I usually do. I am unsure
about what I feel about Destiny or Fate, but I do know if
such a thing exists, it must have predetermined that I come
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to Seminar,
it possible.
Thank God, and thanks to all the people who made
c. After Seminar, I hope
. .
Many techniques will be very useful to me,
and I will apply them: the values grid, my definition of
success, observing conflict situations, spectrum policy,
R-D-A, and definitely the morph grid. I will also keep up my
Dear Me letters. They help me sort out my thoughts
.
%
I hope that I can really practice the
that I have learned. I don't want to drop them be-
cause the novelty has worn thin. I want to take the skills
into me, making them part of myself, and to use them--not to
let them collect dust. I also hope that I can strengthen the
bonds of new friendships with people who are important to me
and for whom I care.
I hope that I will be more appreciative of
values of other people and be willing to look at things from
their point of view. As time goes by, I know my own values
will change according to circumstance, and I wish that I
might help others change/grow. I've met a lot of nice people
at Seminar, and they shared a lot of themselves with me; my
self-debt is to repay them by sharing of myself with others.
I hope that after Seminar I can keep this
feeling of euphoria and that I'll be better able to under-
stand myself and my values in relation to my life and the
other people that surround me. (The staff needs to make ex-
plicit the reality of not being able to maintain the "eu-
phoria .
")
I hope that I will be able to coordinate
all of the things that I have been exposed to.
I hope that I will be able to convey what
I have learned to others, not through explaining it to them
straight out, but through my words and actions. I hope that
I truly have learned these things and never forget them,
because they have worked their way into my life.
I'm not starry-eyed and ecstatic as I
leave; I'm more decided that what I have learned will not go
to waste and that I will consciously try to help others by
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*•» "• if «s 1other people, too. ^ * 1 must helP
,
1 want so much for other neoDV tn hHnh
bra i n^t
eTnd ^ What 1 tel1 them of Seminar. i „ant thef " ming projects to be not Just written on paper, butI really wane oo put them into action.
a.,. T n ^°Pe to not only practice many of the
met here ^feel ^ n
1S
+
t0 k6eP ln tOUCh wlth the PeoPle I
thankful for f
y towards most a11 of them, and sotheir concern and help and effort. We have atschool an environmental center where gifted children haveseminar every week which emphasizes creativity. I would like
here
ar
T'
Wlt
^
the PeoPle there s °“e of the things I learned. I m also planning to make a self-contract, working onsome of the qualities in my "ideal self-image" that I ^antto develop and expand on.
^ hope to practice a lot of the innovative
ways of dealing with problems that I have been introduced to.
I also hope to force these practices into habits.
After Seminar, I hope I can give an in-finite amount of soft, warm fuzzies, all colors, all kinds.
I just hope I won't be influenced by the troll and that I'll
see everything from more than one pair of eyes.
Perhaps it's up to me to show my friends
what it's like to be supportive, and to share.
F. Closing
1. Purpose: to bring closure to the program;
to understand some ways of following-up the workshops; to be
aware of the ethical issues involved in applying activities
from Seminar; to say good-bye to fellow participants and
staff
29 3
2. Directiions
a. Joel and Patti spoke about: (l) possible
homework (e.g., doing weekly reaction sheets, meeting with
teammates, etc.); (21 their hope that delegates would maintain
contact with the staff;
( 3 ) a follow-up evaluation question-
naire that would be sent in about a month; (4) the ethical
implications of leading activities back-home-on the one-hand
encouraging delegates to try things back-home, but to also be
aware that the delegates were not trained to be "trainers."
b. Staff and delegates then informally said
good bye to each other* in addition to cleaning uu the facil-
ities
.
3 * Evaluation
: I noticed that it can be a very
thin line between wanting to apply Seminar activities back-
home* and being able to "carry it off" without proper train-
ing. I urge the staff to explore further this difficult eth-
ical question.
Staff Meeting: The staff met to consider the follow-
ing agenda: (1) evaluate the day and the weekend; (2 N. read
Dear Me letters; (3) give feedback to one another on personal
facilitating style; (4) evaluate the program as a whole (sup-
port groups, the role of the support group leader* screening
of delegates* follow-up with delegates); ( ^>) examine long-
29k
range issues related to the Seminar (staff training, staff
role, timing of program)
. The staff went on to explore fur-
ther the use of support groups within Seminar. Some comments,
questions, and thoughts that were raised include:
(1) support groups served as a home base—from which
people could risk outside, and receive feedback "inside"-
',2) they allowed for more intimate staff contact and
contact among a smaller group of delegates;
(3) support group facilitator needs to be able to
apply and tie-together Seminar activities, needs to be a
good listener;
(4) the staff needs to explore ways of protecting
the flexibility of individual groups— perhaps put them before
a meal or recreation period;
(5) the staff facilitators faced the problem of being
non- judgmental and supportive, and also having the right to
challenge need to explore further the difference between ex-
posing and imposing;
(6) the staff may have found it helpful to role-play
support group situations that often arise as part of their
training program;" also, consider the possibility of devel-
oping "support pairs" among the staff;
(7) the delegates definitely needed more support
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group time on Saturday of the second weekend to process their
unfinished business;
(8) the staff wondered whether they could have waited
until after the program had begun to form support groups.
The staff noted that they did not structure oppor-
tunities during the weekend for delegates to work in teams
(with their back-home teammatel
—perhaps this would have
helped in bridging the gap between Seminar and the "outside"
world.
A suggestion was also made to structure staff meet-
ings during independent study periods for the delegates
(e.g._, brainstorming groups, movies, reading time, delegate-
generated activities).
Regarding staff-training and staff roles, the group
mentioned the following:
\
(1) One needed and helpful role for future programs
is that of observer/evaluator (what Karen did during the
first weekend)
;
(2) The required readings were very helpful--but
more time could have been used to discuss them;
(3) Perhaps the staff might find it helpful to keep
(and later share) an on-going log/weekly reaction sheet--of
activities, readings, questions, etc.
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On the whole, the staff was feeling quite positive
(and exhausted) about the 1973 Seminar. They had also identl-
fied a number of areas that could use further examination or
improvement
.
March_31: Three weeks after the end of the second
weekend, Joel forwarded a follow-up evaluation questionnaire
to each Seminar participant (see Appendix M)
. Fifteen of
twenty-two participants returned their forms. Below is a
summary of representative responses (with staff comments in
parentheses)
:
1* How wel1 did the Seminar help you to focus on
your personal strengths? (1 = not at all
. . . 10 = very
well)
The mean response for the fifteen respondents was
7-73
j
with a range from 4-10.
2. How well did the Seminar help you to explore and
clarify your personal values?
The mean response was 8.73, with a range from
6- 10
.
3. How well did the Seminar help you to expand your
facilities for creatively dealing with issues or concerns?
The mean response was 8.43, with a range from
5- 10 .
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4. Seminar was (1 = a big drag
. . . io = "fun
city")
:
The mean response was 8.43, with a range from
6-10. It should be noted that a number of participants added
comments like the following:
"it takes a lot of work to grow
as much as I feel I did!"
5. In looking back at Seminar, what stands out for
you—what was the most significant or important part(s) of
the program for you?
The second weekend when we discussed how eachperson's individual problem was
.
progressing. (This allowed
an opportunity for reinforcement and support— impro ving the
chances for internalization)
.
The most important things that stood out in my
mind were the support groups when we helped others with their
problems; BRIVIHAFO was a blast— to watch the people's ex-
pressions sent me flying. Oh, it was all great. My self-
concept is 99$ better.
Some of the activities, especially the Seven Cri-
teria Value Grid and the RDA analysis meant a lot, because
they focused on my needs at the moment.
The support groups—what we accomplished in them
and how we respected everyone else's feelings and opinions.
The definition of success. I used to do things
and later ask myself "why? what do I get out of it?" Those
questions bothered me a lot. With the personal success defi-
nition, I can answer those questions, and sometimes I realize
where I'm wasting my time and how to utilize it better.
The activity on conflict situations—spectrum
policy, RDA—was important, too. I never realized what hap-
pened in an argument. I also find myself liking things and
people more by looking at the good first.
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agement as the most significant part. This is because I amalmost always caught up in some type of conflict or another.
I thought the synectics session was the mostimportant part of the program. If I had to single out onereason for this, it would be because it was so interesting
and everyone really participated.
The supportive* caring atmosphere-
-when one feels
one is not threatened* but encouraged to expand oneself--
one does just that!
How to focus on other people as well as yourself*
clarifying values
.
*
(1) being able to determine in my own mind what
type of person I really am; (2) the people and the informal
approach; (3) the growth that took place within me--in the
understanding and awareness of the situations and people
around me.
When I think back over all the activities at
Seminar* I feel that the most significant aspect of it was
the people. Being able to meet and talk to strangers* is
something at which I have had very little success. At Semi-
nar I found that I could talk--express myself well* and I
could listen and understand the problems and the feelings of
others. Learning that everyone is a beautifully unique and
creative person* including myself* is knowledge which helps
you to deal with many situations better. I feel that the
most important parts of Seminar were learning to accept oth-
ers as unique individuals and to realize the capabilities of
oneself and acting on them. The activities which seemed to
encourage this the most were those done in the support
groups. Among them were alligator river* the values survey*
the fallout shelter* and are you someone who.
The idea of getting a new perspective* either by
ways of brainstorming or viewing the situation from another's
point of view. Also the "bomba rdment of good feelings."
( BRIVIHAFO)
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6. In what ways hays you been able to apply your
Seminar experience (either learnings you made at Seminar, or
activities you experienced at Seminar)?
T
1 ha
y
e a FPlied "Are You Someone Who
. .
" with
I knew^bou/my friends
t6d
i
t
?ou^
d
that i™
Uttle ° r h°W mUCh
It^s^r CharaCterS WWCh -ren.^Lr:r^Te^?
SS
„„lf .
Brainstorming has been valuable lately, i findmyse in a mess, so I take all my alternatives to the situs
that I
n
can'ff?!r-
“
”?lly helpS when 1 s° confused"
g re oub wblcb way to turn. Many times I feel
mil
1
*
in
i
ng Decause 1 want to run away from my problems
.
brainstoming, I find a way out. I also used it along
V
h conflict management in a speech about creative thinkingin education. I got an A !
winn
vaiues survey has come into use when I havethe time to sit down and think about my priorities in deci-
sion-making.
___
,
In both my Psychology class at school and at theCCD class I teach, I have used the values survey sheet, "AreYou Someone Who ..." and the warm fuzzies story. My ownproblems are helped by the brainstorming processes I learnedI'm extremely grateful for them.
I have used RDA a great deal. Everytime I think
of it. I'll just quickly in my mind do it. Now I can see my
parents’, friends', brothers', etc. point of view and even
back down without so much of a grudge. I can do the resent
and demand part easily and then I'll have to take an extra
moment or two to do the appreciate part. Then I realize it's
because I'm human and like everyone else, I stopped listening
to valid points of the "opposition." I can happily say that
because I have used RDA, I have become more of a listening
person than a shouter. One thing that has really helped me
since Seminar is Dear Me. I now keep a "journal" and write
in it everytime I feel like it. So far, everytime I've
written in it, I've learned something.
I used conflict management many times since Semi-
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r‘ar * 1 nave used brainstorming oncp tmy parents one night about a week after ,™?
3 g talk wlth
ue clarification was really helpful Tkf T’ and the val‘It was a cool talk and I was ihfn + ^ e;v where 1 stood,
across to my parents.
' ° get my views and values
When we ate with wrists t t i
and take is not so easy You have to !?’ !
learned ‘c0 give
I've tried to follow that with my friendJ
6 1
?A
°'r<Jer take
'
ms
1
re::
1
keS
mlng from one of the^'^ es; v*
really great'composnionr'but
6
^? dumb^ac^ sJi^he
‘
wasn't sure who the main character was ?
aid she
her—she save me a r t ® ^ . I was about to shoot
gave me a R Rnt
n;ade her reread “• Sne grudgingly
f?oe ?? '
anyway> it was the first English
-omos?.ti n I've enjoyed writing in about two years. P
thines to trv ?
S6d S °me 0f
' the value clarification
they®re lost!
P S °me °f ”y friends flnd themselves when
.
1 have had only one opportunity to really put any
„
” ;“S to '"ork - That was an English composition where I
7
I got an ”!!
P Srld ‘ EVSry°ne thought it was very funny and
0n a
_Pe rsonal level, I seem more confident of
m!!! ' ! feel I . know “yself a bit better and make decisionsmore easily. Seminar also gave me the kick in the tail totake a cnance
less afraid to dare to change,
bring me joy, yet I feel I also
(and change) failures which I'm
If I m not satisfied with something, I m now
So far. I’ve had all my risks
have more courage to accept
sure will come too
.
I’ve oeen able to use brainstorming, improve
strengths focused on, acting on problem solutions (from
brainstorming support groups--self-contract)
.
(l'l applied some of the skills in my student
government to create more interest; (2) find myself brain-
storming a lot wnen I want to get all my thoughts out of my
head for a paper in a course; (3) have had brainstorming ses-
sions with the guy I'm dating to determine what we will do;
(4 used the value clarification and the problem solving in-
30i
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(5) I found
r
myseW
a
cortlnSnfi
0n 803 pSycholoey
down those things' that brought me joythat proposed some type of obstacle
h
1 th°Se thlngs
tically everything that I have b^n’d^ing
^ eValUated prac ’
gone through
W
the°past
e
few
9
monJhs ofschool^^T^sT*
recoffl’ 1 haVS become very depressed about the lack ofecognition and the unfairness in our school. But I mere
L
sheets ™f the Dear Me letters > and the activity
tat!o l
situation was really bad, I would recall theIALAC story to remind myself that I am a special nerson tfound that I could foreret abnnt n 4-u~ 0 P . I
what I felt about myseff
0therS and c°“rate on
I found that I have utilized many of the Seminarmanners of decision-making. It used to be a real problemforme to decide something as simple as the color of dress Iwould wear My teammate" and I used several of the activi-
win flf
se“lnar ln our psychology class (Are You SomeoneWho, Values Survey, IALAC, Warm Fuzzies). By this sharing
experience, we felt that we had contributed to the class someof the activities of Seminar which meant the most to us andwe grew closer (and were better able to understand) to our
c assmates
.
(The Seminar staff needs to look closer at howto walk the thin line between encouraging participants to
apply Seminar learnings/activities back-home, and letting
them know that Seminar was not intended as a training of
trainers session)
.
I have used brainstorming countless times. Some-
times just talking with a close friend and coming up with some
crazy suggestions helped to put a problem in its proper per-
spective. I taught brainstorming to my younger brother.
It's surprising how well it can provide a solution to our
problems and fighting. There is very little from Seminar
which I have not been able to adapt in my life "back home."
In defining a problem--lately I've been confused
about many things, but not sure of exactly what I find most
upsetting. Or just not knowing what the problem is. Some-
times I'll write out what I think the problem is and change
it into "in what ways
. .
.?" When lacking a place to go or
something to do, I brainstorm mentally, allowing myself to
make anything a possibility. Also, in deciding what to do.
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x try to do things that correlate to my concept of success.
7. What difficulties have you run into in trying to
aPPly your experience?
about my values°
n
'l think^h*^
Ume t0 d° an IALAC or think
it °ff
’^
sayin6
S
"1 1 XX^thin^abou^it/later^when
0
!
tivities
an
?p h
d t0 see 0nly the neSative aspects of the ac-
tT™ „ (Per aps we need more emphasis on back-home transi-
, perhaps a unit on how to present activities to others).
Brainstorming unless everyone is familiar with it
everywhere?
r me
‘ Glve a weird idea and KC0KIE monsters
,
.
A 1
?
t of the learning has seeped to the back ofmy mind and I didn't want that to happen. I still have morework to do on my own personal values.
People don't always accept or cope with some ofhe ideas when you use them in a situation. (Points out the
need again for a more systemic approach)
when 1 tried to apply my experiences in relation-
ships with friends and people in student government— at timesthey seemed confused and uncooperative. (Some delegates came
with hopes of developing skills as change agents in their
systems. The staff may want to consider building in units on
systems change in future programs)
.
I have sometimes become so depressed or angry not
even my Seminar experiences could help. I thought it was all
futile. Luckily, I had a close friend who was always there to
remind me of those things I had learned and had promised my-
self to use. (This reflects the importance of the self-
contracts and the team approach)
.
People are more closed and unfriendly away from
Seminar, and don't like to talk about values and personal
feelings
.
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8. Seminar would have been better if only
first weekerf"^' th1 foi\ unflnl3hed business the
-
*
ends ( Tf l?f
VS been at the 4_H Center both week-
si - ss-"£ ssiar-ss-i.-
school. I
going into
tone on. it
Seminar.
. . . the second part hadn't been held in a high
one
n
fn
® pen
a
^ 3 Week ln a clas sroora andor .wo days more sort of put a negative over-for me, taking away part of the specialness of
It could have lasted.
the second
There could have been more reflective periods in
weekend--! got a lot out of them.
Maybe the weekends had come later in the Sprino-
and we could have worked outside--we spent too many hours
cooped up in the.same room. (The staff might want to explore
ways of integrating outdoor education programs in future*
Seminars^
.
. . . not working
' til the wee hours of the
night. (The staff might want to explore ways of dealing with
the I'll miss something if I don't stay up all night" syn-
drome)
.
. . . there had been another follow-up session
to evaluate among ourselves the effectiveness of the skills
and techniques that were taught and learned.
(1) I'd been less self-conscious; (2) I hadn't
gotten so tired of sitting in the same place; (3^ I had had
the time to get to know more people the way I got to know
those in my support group.
I had gotten more sleep and could've fully con-
centrated on what was being said.
9. What feedback do
the content of the
proach, materials
you have on: the Seminar staff,
program, time blocks, the two-weekend ap-
handed out., etc.? Both positive and nega-
tive feedback would be helpful.
-
. ,
The ^o-weekend approach is a great idea t+-would have been more complete if the second weekend was a
allow time^fo
(lncludl"s Prlday night). Perhaps this would
realistic Expectation!!^
PI*bl«'
, . ..
1 thought that the content of the program was
met
rlf
Th
8
n
d ^ Staff WaS the most to«ether people I've ever. e Dear Me letters get to be a drag after a while butI guess I can understand their necessity and purpose. Ireally appreciated the emphasis placed on your right to pass.
I feel Seminar was the greatest learning experi-ence I've ever had. The two weekend approach was a goodidea. When we left the first weekend I felt the two weeks
would be a trial run and getting together at Seminar again
was the crutch I needed. The staff was excellent. Their
organization was something to be applauded. I think the ma-terials handed out were very helpful. The thing that reallyhelped my participation level was always knowing I had the
right to pass without question.
Two weekend approach was good for reflecting and
adjusting from Seminar experience, and for self-contracts.
The materials did an excellent job of summarizing
what was presented.
Two weekend approach was good because we got a
chance to see what our behaviors would do for us and then to
come back and learn even better ways to use them.
The content of the program was great. The activi-
ties were extremely well-organized. The Friday night exer-
cises broke the ice and really got us well acquainted. I
loved my support group, but I'm not sure staying with the same
support group was not the cause of a bit of "cliquishness" the
second weekend. I don't have anything better uo suggest be-
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gr°UP and the feelin8s ^ engendered of
,
, v
Materials were helpful and great resources forback-home situation for refreshing courses on techniques toovercome specific problems or facing different situations
1 xel 't that tjie two-weekend approach was greatIt gave time for everyone to relax and to try-out some of theSeminar activities m the interim between the two sessionsBy the second weekend it was like coming back home— everyone
was a little more at ease and friendlier.
.
To be honest, I never read a lot of the materialin the folder from the last session—now that I look at it, I
should've read it long ago.
The size was perfect. I really wish the cost
could be lower so everyone could attend more often.
• Please do a here-and-now wheel about how you feel
about Seminar now (below is a list of the feelings, with the
feelings that stood out for participants underlined^
:
experienced, older and wiser, rejuvenated,
content
relaxing, valuable, educational, inside me
thought provoking
,
helpful, tying up loose ends,
in awe
wish
,
alone, frustrated, remember
positive, important, less ignorant of others
out of touch, melancholy, true learning, friendly
people
loving, more complete, grateful, good
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interesting, helpful, comprehensive
, fun
super* people, warm and vital atmnsnh^o ^.. rpositive growth^ love '
exciting, learning, busy, fun
far away
, renew, new dawn, reaching
homesick
tlVe
* Warm
’
°utstanding experience
invaluable, building block,
supportive
confidence building.
most
10. b. could you circle the one word that stands out the
(underlined above), and expand on it In a few sentences.
inside me: means that I have been
with the Seminar experience that it will never
always have some kind of positive effect
I think about it.
so innoculated
leave me. It
on me whenever
thought provoking: Seminar generated new areas
o ideas and purposes that had never occurred to me before
and set me to thinking about my images in relation to myself,
the people and the world around me.
wish: I could have another experience like this
so I d be able uo hold on a little better--grasp even more
than I did. I'm just frustrated that no one that I meet up
with wants to widen the horizons and work out these wrinkles
of non-support to student council.
less ignorant of others: Seminar has really
taught me something about people as well as myself. I real-
ize how important others' ideas are— through brainstorming
—
and I want most of all to learn to be open-minded.
friendly people: I really feel that the greatest
part of Seminar was the people
. . . Giving warn fuzzies is
fun
.
comprehensive: We took a subject and completely
picked just about every aspect of it apart before moving on.
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This helped a great deal in the learning process.
.
. 0
warm and vital atmosphere: I think the peopleen ng eminar made it such a super success. I look backn the community with such incredibly warm feelings Mymemories of it will remain as one- of the high point^ in life
t
° hT - t0 C°ntinUe t0 ^-ncorPora te the learning *in o my daily living. &
exciting: Something new and unexpected was al-
ways happening. Very rarely was something done more than
once And because you were always doing something, you had
no time to be bored.
far away: At the present, unfortunately. Seminar
seems so far away. I guess it's unrealistic to expect theSeminar spirit to be so dominant when the world around isn't
cooperative with such a unique spirit. I only wish I could
renew my Seminar experience.
homesick: I feel very nostalgic, almost homesick
when I think about Seminar. I miss that unique, supportive
atmosphere so conducive to learning about yourself and others
I feel closer to the people at Seminar than I do to most of
the forty-thre'e kids in my senior class--and I've spent two
years with them. I miss those people who made me feel so
special and who were themselves very unique.
building block: Seminar's now an integral part
of my personality. It's not really like Seminar happened
once, but it's still happening. Whenever I feel worthless,
or particularly down, I think of Seminar and the way that I
was accepted and even thought well of— and I feel worth some-
thing again. Many things happened in the past year that
helped build up my self-image and confidence. Each of the
incidents or events that did this built on whatever came be-
fore it, making a more confident "me.” What- I feel is an
important part of my "self" would be missing--a building
block in my de velopment--if I had not gone to Seminar.
12. Open comment:
Thank you for helping me discover part of life's
happiness
!
I wasn't in too good a mood when I started fill-
ing out this ques tionna i re
,
to me and I feel great now!
3 08
but I remember the kindness shown
Thanks {
!
I truly enjoyed Seminar,
my most memorable times
.
It has given me some of
don’t let lt
S
stop!
r"Sreat
’
m° re Pe°Ple Sh°Uld e*Pe^nce it.
Thank G-D for Seminar! Luckily i was one of thetwo chosen to come from my school. I could only wish ?hat
Seminar
8 T* IT' ^ 9Xperience °f Browing and learning at. Remembrances of Seminar have kept me going throughsome pretty rough times. I feel that Seminar hfs done aT®
in the fa!l
m
°;
e
h
than
1
hi S^ school in preparing me for collegel I ave learned to relate to others and to ac-
ep me--uhat s a good start towards being a mature, respon-
sible person. ^
I find it a really wonderful thing that in such
a cold, complicated world that there are people like Joel,
Patti, Eliot, and David who can donate their time and give
of themselves to guide a bunch of kids, who if like me, weregetting somewhat lost and bewildered on the road to adult-
hood. I hope Seminar will continue so that more people willhave the opportunity I did.
April and beyond : In the months following Seminar,
the staff received feedback from the delegates who had not
returned the follow-up questionnaire through unsolicited
letters and face-to-face conversations. Below is a summary
of some of this feedback:
Things went well when I came home (from the sec-
ond weekend) and I had very little difficulty facing reality.
This time I knew what to expect and the advice by Eliot
(Looking Ahead unit) really helped.
The Seminar was something that forced a crystal-
lization of ideas and feelings within me. And since then,
there has been a shift in the order of values caused by re-
evaluation, realize tion of new and different thoughts and
feelings
.
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Like A turtle, if I expose too much of mvself andsense a danger, I withdraw. Seminar helped to get me' over ahurdle to overcome this feeling. For that, I am grateful.
Everything seems to be going my way. Spring is anew beginning a gentle farewell to yesterday and the birth
1 new hopes I can see, perceive so many things around meblossoming--!
.e
. ,
my relationship with certain people, a pos-itive attitude about me, etc. *
^' m so thankful for the second Seminar weekend
It helped me in many respects. It made me realize that Ihave friends that I can always count on, and who can mutually
me ‘ Also
> thinSs have been going great at home— notthat they were ever bad--they just seemed at times to make mefeel alone.
The Spring Arts Department is having trouble
coming up with ideas for staging and processionals and every-
thing, so on Monday we’re going to try some brainstorming.
I used those value sheets on my friends and family
and we had a pretty good time doing that. Oh, yeah, and that
story about the warm fuzzies? Well, I'm going to condense it
a little and present it at church for a crowd-waker.
I realize that a lot of Seminar is just "realiz-
ing" what you had already learned.
I've learned something else about Seminar. It's
good entertainment at a bomb scare—we did the morph grid
while in the bleachers during a bomb scare at school.
's mother is really happy--he never talked
with his dad before Seminar. Now he takes time to talk with
his father about their interests, like camping
. .
.
(un-
solicited comment from the mother of 's Seminar team-
mate, a neighbor of ) .
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
The purpose of this study was to document the devel-
opment, implementation, and evaluation of a humanistic educa-
tion program, the 1973 Maryland Leadership Workshops Seminar.
This program represented an innovation (contextual approach)
that took a congruent approach to expanding the participants’
repertoire of humanistic processes. More specifically, the
Seminar was designed as a positive learning environment that
would encourage high school and college-age students to de-
velop alternative processes that they would find value-able
in addressing personal and societal concerns.
The Seminar placed special emphasis on the develop-
ment and blending of the processes of creating and valuing.
Participants had opportunities to experience, conceptualize,
apply, and internalize such skills as: (1) diagnosing (being
sensitive to problems, being able to define problems, being
able to fact-find, inventorying personal strengths); (2) ide-
ating (following creativity-enhancing guidelines, developing
repertoire of creative idea-generating processes); (3) choos-
3H
mg (ability to choose freely, from alternatives, with aware-
ness of consequences); and (4) acting (goal-setting, acting
on one's choices, achievement motivation skills).
Twenty-three high school and college-age students at-
tended the 19 f 3 Seminar, which was held on February 23-25 and
March 10-11. The participants were self-selected, and came
from towns throughout Maryland and Pennsylvania. Each person
attended with at least one "teammate," someone from his or her
back-home situation.
The staff included four facilitators, an administra-
tor, and an evaluator dram from the Maryland Leadership
Workshops organization. The present investigator served as a
facilitator and Co-Director of the program.
Summary of this Study
Chapter I provided the background on the need for
this study. The investigator documented such societal con-
cerns as accelerating change; increased alienation, de-per-
sonalization, de-moralization, and de-humanization; and
pressing (and potentially depressing) problems involving
racism, sexism, war, resource limitations.
The investigator went on to focus on some of the
limitations of education today, most notably that schools
stifle human potentialities: (1) by denying or ignoring that
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which is "reality" for human beings (e.g., feelings, cre-
ativity, curiosity, sensuality, values, etc.); (2) by op-
erating on Theory X assumptions about students and teachers
(e.g., they are lazy, irresponsible, uncreative); (3) by re-
fusing to acknowledge the learner as a legitimate data source
and as a legitimate subject matter for the curriculum; (4) by
PoUu'fci.ns students 1 minds with facts that quickly become ob-
solete, instead of helping them develop processes that can be
recycled; (5) by operating in ways that reflect dinosauric
rigidity and a "right answer syndrome;" (6) by being toxic,
competitive, zero-sum, physically-limited environments;
( 7 ) by wasting chances to intervene at critical periods and
levels of development; and (8) by perpetuating such societal
concerns as racism and sexism.
It was against the background of the above societal
conditions and educational needs that the investigator pro-
posed the present study. Chapter I concluded with a state-
ment of the problem, and the significance and limitations of
the present study.
Chapter II offered an explication of the conceptual
framework in which the present study is grounded. This
chapter reviewed the literature with regard to the definitions
of, the need for, alternative approaches to, and assumptions
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and guidelines underlying humanistic education, process edu-
cation, values clarification, and creative problem-solving.
Chapter III described trends in the field of evalua-
tion. It also defined evaluation, described the assumptions
and guidelines underlying the decision-maker model of evalua-
tion, and examined some of the issues related to the inves-
l, i§3'"fcoi’ s choice of evaluation methods. The chapter also
enumerates the modes of evaluation used to gather data in the
present study . Noting that the purpose of evaluation is not
to prove, but to improve, the investigator chose evaluation
methods that would provide helpful information for the pro-
gram’s decision-makers. The investigator followed a multi-
operationism approach, using both formative and summative
procedures, to maximize the evaluation's validity, efficiency,
completeness, and focus.
Chapter IV included a detailed, chronological docu-
mentation of the planning, implementation, and evaluation of
the 1973 Seminar. The investigator elaborated on staff-
planning procedures (goal formation, generation and selection
of learning activities, program guidelines and design). The
investigator also provided the purposes of and explicit di-
rections for every learning activity included in the Seminar
program. Evaluation data on program planning aid implemen-
tation are integrated throughout the
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chapter
.
Discussion
I. Participants’ Internalization of Humanistic Processes:
Alschuler and Ivey (1973, p. 60S) suggest guidelines for
assessing long-term internalization of attitudes and skills:
(a) wait a year; (b) look: for voluntary applications of a
response; (c) look for applications in several areas of the
person's life; and (d.) look for evidence that the person
values and enjoys his or her increased effectiveness. As
previously mentioned, one limitation of this study is that
long-term follow-up is not within its scope: follow-up eval-
uations were conducted within a few months of the end of the
program. However, the investigator has included in this
study extensive documentation of evidence related to the re-
maining three guidelines. Based on the data reported in
Chapter IV, it appears that many of the program participants
more than met these three criteria. Participants reported
voluntary applications of many of the diagnosing, ideating,
choosing, and acting skills in many areas of their lives.
Accompanying this skill application and internalization
seemed to be an attitudinal change on the part of many par-
ticipants. Students reported increased feelings of self-
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respect, self-confidence, and personal power, as well as re-
spect for others and their values. Based on the above out-
comes, the investigator encourages replication, extension,
and dissemination of the 1973 Seminar curriculum. The dis-
cussion which follows may provide insight into some recom-
mendations and questions for follow-up to this study. These
recommendations and questions will be couched in the form of
"I noticed
. .
." (descriptions), "I urge
. .
." (prescrip-
tions), and "I wonder ..." (questions) statements.
II. The Development of Seminar
A. Planning Process
1. I noticed that the entire staff was involved
from the very beginning (e.g., fact-finding on personal goals,
program goals, resource-identification, etc.) in the planning
process. I urge the staff to continue this process of col-
laborative curriculum development.
2. I noticed that the planning process used by the
staff involved many of the skills related to the investiga-
tor's synthesis of creating and valuing: diagnosis, ideation,
choosing, and acting. I wonder if this can be developed
further into a curriculum model.
3* I wonder what the difference might be between
staffing for a program first, and then determining its goals
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vs. determining program goals and then staffing. Tne in-
vestigator faced this chicken and egg question at the start
of the planning process. This relates, in part, to the
question of who has the power/right to decide upon a pro-
gram’s goals.
4. .1 noticed that the process of operationalizing
program goals provided an opportunity for staff members to
share their expertise and perceptions of humanistic educa-
tion. I urge that this process be streamlined, especially
when there is limited planning time. I also urge that this
process be carried through to completion, in order to iden-
tify additional unobtrusive evaluation criteria.
5. I strongly urge the staff to continue to use its
guidelines for humanistic program development. These guide-
lines suggest that a program might include the following
components and meet these criteria: f a) have an introduction
at the beginning of each session; (b) have a means for on-
going evaluation and feedback; (c) include opportunities for
community- building, especially at the beginning of a program;
(d) have high-energy afternoon sessions; (e) sequence activi-
ties in ways that are logically and psychologically sound
(e.g., lower risk activities come first); (f) alternate dif-
ferent kinds of activities; (g) change pace; (h) include
31?
activities involving movement; (i) organize activities around
objectives; (j) avoid rough transitions- "stretch" activities
(k) provide activities that will speak to different learning
styles ( e
.
g
. , reflecting, talking, listening, observing,
reading, touching, discussing, doing, sharing, concentrating,
note-taking, researching,, following example, competing, play-
ing, working alone, asking for help, etc.); (1) provide for
in-session needs diagnosis; ^m) take learners "where they
are;" (n) include time for conceptualizing and tying up ex-
periences; (o) have participants serve as teaching resources
to each other; (p) encourage humor; (q) clarify staff role
to the participants; (r) be certain that the staff skills
are appropriate to the activities chosen; (s) ensure suf-
ficient time for staff preparation; (t) provide opportunities
for the staff to learn, too (e.g., facilitating new activi-
ties); (u) provide free time within the schedule; (v) develop
means for the staff to support one another; (w) as the pro-
gram progresses, give the participants more opportunities to
take responsibility for their learning; (x) allow for suf-
ficient visibility ("air time") for each staff member who
wants it.
6. I noticed that the needs assessment form was
sent to the participants later in the planning process than
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the staff had wished. I strongly urge that this diagnosis
start earlier in the planning process, so that delegates' in-
put could be used sooner.
7. I noticed that the staff appreciated the chance
to express their own and to hear others' personal hopes and
goals for the program. I urge that this kind of sharing
(ox personal hopes and goals) occur at the very start of
future planning processes. It is crucial for facilitators
of humanistic education programs to be aware of their own
needs, values, and goals.
that the staff develop a more systematic
process for dealing with staff maintenance issues. I urge
that contracts continue to be used in the future as a means
of specifying staff roles and responsibilities (to the pro-
gram and to each other''
. I wonder about the ways in which
one can integrate different staff strengths and planning
styles-- ( this was a major maintenance issue during the course
of the Seminar planning process).
9. I noticed that there was relatively little pre-
Seminar screening of participants. I strongly urge the staff
to look for ways around logistical obstacles (e.g., time,
distance), so that additional screening could take place
(e.g., face-to-face interviews). This is crucial, both in
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terms oi ethics as w ,:*ll as pff ar>ti' eir
-ctive program planning.
10. I noticed that the staff assignments (e.g.,
readings) and accompanying discussions helped to clarify many
issues related to facilitating humanistic education programs.
I urge the staff to consider creating an on-going staff de-
velopment/learning support group.
11. I urge the staff to continue to arrive on site
well in advance of programs, in order to become familiar with
and set up facilities.
B. Design
1. I noticed that the Seminar program occurred over
two weekends. In order to increase the internalization and
transfer of learnings back-home, I urge the staff to continue
to design structures that allow participants to apply their
learnings back— home, and to receive support and reinforce-
ment within the program design. This is also important for
ethical considerations. I urge the staff to avoid doing
"one-shot" programs whenever possible.
2. I urge the staff to consider the possibility of a
cross-age, adult-adolescent humanistic education workshop,
with its potential for increasing communication across gen-
erations, for developing family ties, and for increasing
student-teacher rapport. If students were to attend with
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significant others (including parents, teachers, friends,
etc.) as "teammates," this could allow for a more systemic
approach, and thus improve the chances for internalization
and carry-over of program learnings.
3. I urge the staff to design activities in future
programs that will address in more depth such societal con-
cerns as racism and sexism. This is one area where the pres-
ent program could have done more to reflect the investigator's
definition of humanistic education.
4. I noticed that the staff used on-going support
groups in the present design in order to encourage: more
intimate staff-delegate contact, brainstorming support,
community- building, feedback, feelings of belonging, and
meeting individual needs. I urge the staff to utilize sup-
port groups as a major structural component in future pro-
grams. I wonder about alternative methods for forming sup-
port groups
.
5. I noticed that the staff did not provide the time
for smorgasbord sessions as originally planned. Smorgasbord
sessions consist of a number of alternative presentations
being offered simultaneous'ly--par‘cicipants and staff can
attend the session of their choice. I urge that smorgies be
built into future programs, as a means of providing delegates
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and staff members with a chance to pursue their interests/
utilize their strengths. Smorgies are a way to meet individu
al needs and to give participants more responsibility (and
choice) in. their learning.
C. Nuts and Bolts (administrative decisions)
1* size: 1 noticed that the number of participants
was enough to provide diversity, and yet small enough to al-
low for intimacy and a sense of community.
2. Timing. I urge the staff to hold future programs
in the Fall, if possible. This would make it easier to at-
tract participants, and would avoid the potential complica-
tions of winter weather.
3. Publicity: I urge the staff to pursue some of
the publicity ideas listed on pages 101- 105 .
4. Funding: I wonder where and how the staff might
seek financial support for this program. I urge the staff
to seek additional funding, in order to minimize the costs
for program participants
.
5. Site: I noticed that several participants ex-
pressed strong distaste over having the second Seminar week-
end in a school building. I urge the staff to seek non-
school settings for future programs. I wonder about the im-
plications this has for implementing humanistic education
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programs in schools.
III. The Implementation of Seminar
A. I urge the staff to build-in more time for entry
interviews at the start of future programs.
B. I noticed that the staff made a conscious effort to
create a positive learning environment from the start by
focusing on the positive in participants, by providing activ-
ities directed toward community-building, and by including
several highly-energizing activities.
C. I noticed that the staff's active participation in
activities served as a good model for the participants: the
staff was willing to take the same risks they were asking the
delegates to take.
D. I noticed that the staff made explicit at the start
®sch weekend the goals and guidelines for the program.
E. I noticed that the participants enjoyed and found
useful opportunities to think metaphorically. I urge the
staff to seek additional strategies to help people inventory
their own lives and patterns through metaphors. This could
well provide another link between the processes of creating
and valuing.
F. I urge the staff to continue including opportunities
for participants to conceptualize their learnings (e.g..
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through Dear Me and Dear You letters). I noticed that cer-
tain metaphors and guidelines (e.g.,
"T.ALAC, " "unfinished
business," "DOVE" brainstorming guidelines, "killer phrases,"
etc.) became helpful conceptual "handles" for the partici-
pants
.
G. I urge the staff to continue to build in "free
time"— in part, to allov; participants to follow-up on their
unfinished business.
H. I urge the staff to continue to sequence activities
so that there is an alternation between individual reflection/
inventorying and public sharing (both in small and large
groups). This enables the individual to take stock as well
as to share ideas with others.
I. I noticed that the staff taught processes with a
focus on non-personal content at first. Participants then
had a chace to relate/apply the process to their own con-
cerns/personal content.
J. I noticed that the participants did not have an
opportunity to practice brainstorming individually (when the
brainstorming process was being introduced)
. I urge the
staff to include individual brainstorming practice problems
in the future, in order to quash the myth that brainstorming
is only done in groups
.
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K. I urge the staff to include an experiential unit
on blocks to creativity in future programs.
L. I noticed that the participants were quite inter-
ested to see "where they stood" in relation to their peers.
I urge the staff to continue to provide opportunities for
people to share publicly their values in a non-threatening
atmosphere
.
M. I noticed that the staff did not provide any struc-
tured time for the delegates to meet with their "teammates"
during the two Seminar weekends. I urge the staff to include
time for teammates to support one another, to set goals, and
to formulate mutual contracts--in order to increase the prob-
ability of transferring learnings back-home.
N. I urge the staff to start sessions "on time."
O. I noticed that the participants were quite adept
at applying problem- definition and brainstorming skills to
their own concerns. Numerous participants also expressed
feelings of personal power resulting from their brainstorming
skills. This reflects the impact on attitudes (e.g., self-
concept) that internalizing of humanistic process skills can
have
.
P. I noticed that the staff maintained a good balance
between respecting individual differences and building on
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what people shared in common.
Q. I noticed that the staff supported transfer of
Seminar learnings by building effective bridges from Seminar
to the back-home situation (e.g., "Dear You" letter, self-
contract) and from the back-home situation to Seminar (e.g.,
teammates, postcards between first and second weekends).
R. I noticed that the participants generated a wealth
of data (e.g., areas of family conflict, four questions ac-
tivity, operationalizing
"positive self-concept") that could
be used to design units and/or year-long courses.
I urge the staff to continue to provide the dele-
gates with criteria/guidelines for sharing their Seminar ex-
perience back-home: (1) time: you should have enough time
to explain and expand on what happened-
-don’ t try to tell it
all in two minutes; (2) place: try to find a quiet place so
that all concerned can focus and concentrate on what is being
said; (3) be aware of parents' criteria for determining
whether the program was "worthwhile"
—
perhaps start describ-
ing the program by speaking to their criteria; (4) be(a)ware
that the Seminar environment i£ different from the back-home
environment; (5) base a description of the program on its
goals, which are listed on the brochure each delegate received
[make use of program handouts and materials'); (6) share one
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concrete, specific learning (refer to Dear Me letters);
(7) share one specific activity from Seminar (e.g., listening
activity, spectrum policy); (8) do a defuzzing wheel on
"Seminar" base description of program on it;
( 9 ) avoid ap-
pearing as if you are "holding out," or withholding informa-
tion from those who are chrious back-home; and (10) be care-
ful of when/how you use Seminar language or jargon.
IV. The Evaluation of Seminar
A. I urge the staff to continue its multi-operationism
approach to program evaluation.
B. I urge the staff to consider such additional evalua-
tion modes as: audiotape staff meetings; staff members audio-
tape responses to unfinished sentences at any time (tape
recorder available in staff room); staff members write notes
on reaction board (on newsprint placed in staff room); staff
members fill out reaction sheets/critical incident sheets at
regular intervals; videotape program sessions; have a face-
to-face interview at least six months after the program has
ended
.
C. I urge the staff to continue to build-in on-going
staff meetings for the purposes of formative evaluation and
program planning.
D. I urge the staff to have a full-time evaluator at
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future programs
. This person would be free to focus solely
on program evaluation. I wonder about how to minimize po-
tential participant reactions to such a full-time evaluator
(e.g., guinea pig effect).
E. Again, I urge the staff to operationalize its goals
more fully, in order to generate additional unobtrusive eval-
uation criteria.
V. Other Ideas to Consider
A. I wonder about how the principles and steps in the
synectics process could oe applied to models for community-
building.
B. I urge the staff to explore ways of further inte-
grating mime into creative problem-solving and self-study.
C. I urge the staff to explore further the work Norm
Newberg has done in the area of emerging curricula--of deal-
ing with participants' concerns as they emerge--this seems
to be the epitome of a responsive environment.
D. I urge the staff to change its orientation from
teaching the seven criteria of a value to teaching valuing
skills or sub-processes. I wonder about whether the seventh
valuing process posited by Raths et al (1966) (acting re-
peatedly so as to form a pattern in one's life) can actually
be a block to creativity. In a world that is changing so
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rapidly, this process could, at times, be dysfunctional.
E. I wonder about how to "walk the line" between en-
couraging participants to apply program learnings back-home
and stating that they have not been trained as trainers (to
lead activities). I urge the staff to examine further this
difficult ethical question.
VI* Recommendations for Research
A. For those interested in conclusion-oriented research,
I urge replication of this study with adequate controls to
minimize threats to internal and external validity.
B. I wonder whether a person's process orientation (as
measured by Cole and Lacefield's Education Preference Scale)
is affected by participation in a process education program.
This could have important implications for learning how to
learn and for matching teaching and learning styles.
C. I wonder about the effect of a process education
program on participants' creating skills— fluency, flex-
ibility, originality, and elaboration. Without control
groups, the present study examined the effects on partici-
pants' fluency. The gains cited in Appendix N warrant
further study.
\
D. I urge that the operationalizing process be applied
to numerous other fuzzy concepts. For instance, if students
were to operationalize "meaningful education," they could
generate a great deal of data that might be used to better
meet their needs. The operationalizing process could also
be used to defuzz "good teacher" or "humanistic teacher"--
using student-generated data and perceptions could be very
useful in teacher-training programs
.
E. I wonder about what the short-term predictors of
different process skills are. I also wonder when the criti-
cal periods for acquisition of the creating and valuing pro-
cesses occur. The work of Kohlberg and Gowan may provide
insight here.
F. I urge that additional unobtrusive measures be de-
veloped for humanistic outcomes. Hopefully, we can find ways
of integrating these research measures in on-going classroom
activities. For instance, one might be able to obtain one
measure of an individual's ability to consider alternatives
by counting the number of interruptions during the course of
a consensus discussion (e.g., alligator river, fallout shel-
ter). Or, counting the number of "l statements" a person
makes might give some insight into his/her feelings of per-
sonal power and/or ability to publicly affirm his/her values.
Or, we might garner some information about a person's ability
to choose freely by involving him or her in a Solomon Asch-
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simulation. We could gather data on the extent to which a
person acts on his/her choices by counting the number of
items done in the last two weeks on a twenty loves inventory.
VII. Dissemination Strategies
George Brown (1971, pp. 16-17) speaks to some of the
issues related to the dissemination of humanistic education:
You will see that there is much that remains to bedone. There are the problems of training a large number of
teachers; of lurther developing materials* lessons* and
teaching units in the various subject areas; of implementing
these approaches
. for use by the educational establishment as
a whole
. There is the problem of community education* for
communities are exercising increasing control on what goes
on in schools
. This holds both threat and promise-threat
because unless people understand what (humanistic) education
is really about they could be alienated by its innovative
nature* and promise because there is so much dissatisfaction
in the community with the way things are in schools today.
We need training centers* curriculum- development proj-
ects, research (both empirical and clinical), and organiza-
tions for coordination and dissemination of what we learn.
Chapter Summary
This chapter has attempted to summarize the present
study. It has included a statement of the problem and a de-
scription of the Maryland Leadership Workshops 1973 Seminar
program. The chapter proceeded with a discussion (descrip-
tions, prescriptions* and questions) about participants'
internalization of humanistic processes* the development of
the Seminar (planning process* program design, administrative
decisions), the implementation of the Seminar* the evaluation
331
of the program, recommendations for research, and dissemlna-
tion strategies.
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APPENDIX A
Diagnosis of Participants' Expectation
at 1970 Seminar
expectations and goals
(Sunday 6:30-8:00 f.m.)
The purpose of this session was to provide an opportu-
nity for the participants to focus on why they were at Semi-
nar, what they expected to get from Seminar, what they wanted
to get from
-Seminar, and how they wanted to get it.
The Seminar community met as a whole for this session.
After a brief introduction on the importance of focusing on
expectations and goals, the session coordinator explained the
technique of brainstorming. Special emphasis was given to
the fact that it is a spontaneous, non-judgmental data-gener-
ating device. The community was then divided into four groups
of six and one group of five. Each group then brainstormed
on individual expectations of Seminar. The participants in
each group simultaneously and non-verbally wrote on the group
paper their responses to the questions: "What have I heard
about Seminar," "What have other people told me about Semi-
nar," and "What are my expectations (as distinguished from
goals, but perhaps overlapping) for Seminar?" After ten min-
utes of brains torming, each group was given three minutes to
share what they had written with the rest of the community.
Each group was then asked to brainstorm .on personal
goals for Seminar by responding to the following questions:
350
What would I like to learn this week " "whnt-KJ W at questions would
I like answered this week," "what would I like to get fro.
this week," and "what are .my personal goals for Seminar?"
Again, after ten minutes of brainstoming, each group had the
opportunity to share its reactions with the rest of the com-
munity
.
Each group then brainstormed for ten minutes on ideas
for implementing personal goals. The participants responded
to the questions: "what kinds of activities this week would
help me reach my personal goals," and "what should be included
in the design of the program that would help me achieve my
goals for the week?"
Finally, each participant was asked to individually re-
spond in writing to the question: "What are ray personal
strengths and resources?” It was suggested that these re-
sources might be useful in achieving personal goals both in
Seminar and in the back- home situation. The participants
kept their responses to the question for future referral.
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GOALS OF SEMINAR PARTICIPANTS
AS EXPRESSED ON SUNDAY NIGHT
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late^ot-lT
&blS
1
t0 learn more aboub myself and how I re-
n
way that^ do!"
reaS °nS Why 1 relate to others tha
1 t0 be able t0 help others realize their weak traits
!hft their^e^t
6” S
h-
th6y Wl11 be ablS t0 COpe wlth the“ eo
^bfmore mean!ngfil?"
hlPS ^ ^ themsal-a )
I want to be able to break down my mental defenses and bar-
riers so that I can let myself get close to myself and
others
.
I'm hoping that Seminar will help me to have a more opti-
mistic outlook towards others and life in general."
I need to be close to people, but it is very difficult for
me to do this .
"
"To be sensitive of other's feelings."
"To learn to be more of myself, instead of putting on fronts
and being fake. I want to meet others, share feelings, re-
late on a sincere human level."
^Fulfill a need for closeness and acceptance by others."
"To get away from society's standards."
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To learn more about hum,an relations
namics." , sensitivity, group dy-
^Mostly to straighten out my mind "
w^at
ara in reiati
- to •««•-«* « «*. ls
;;To be open with thoughts-ineoming and outgoing."learn how to carry my experience and knowledge back intosociety, and still benefit by it, without closing. b"k up
Try to accept people more for what they are inside rather
„than what they look like on the outside."
Have to get straight in my mind the difference between so-ciety we live in and our own society we make here."
unstrung!"
^ ^ 6Xperience without getting completely
Learn. more about sensitivity training so that 1 can better
explain it to people who have the wrong idea about it."
To learn to accept myself and others-- just for theirsel ves .
"
Rather than looks or other status, but to look at their minds
and feelings.
To experience real human sincerity, care, concern, and love
and understanding."
"To be real."
"To be more responsive to people."
To become more unselfish and more sensitive to people and
their behavior."
"To emerge with a happy attitude about life."
'Why I am so defensive when it comes to myself to know why I
often try to be what I'm not."
To find out the reasons behind why I act certain ways in
different situations."
"To overcome self-consciousness."
To know why I am uncomfortable with many people."
"To realize my needs and others to really listen to someone
else for a change."
"To find out how I react in a group situation."
"Lately I've felt pretty fucked up--I'd like to figure out
what's happening in my head, and where my emotions come into
play."
"To prepare myself for my life experiences to come by dis-
covering what I'm thinking and feeling."
"To learn about and relate to other people."
"To develop understanding and sensitivity."
"To sort out my feelings enough to deal with personal hassles
such as parents and other relationships."
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"To try to find if I am naive enough to carry on a very
aff
°"e t0 OI?e re
}£tlons hip with a person and still be
tr„ t! ,f
arry °n meanlnSful relationships with others. To
.h t n “7 what types of priorities I should set andw a to expect of someone that I'm having a one to one rela-lonship with .social obligations, precedents, etc.)."To regain some of the confidence I found at workshoc lastsummer and lost over the year." p J
"To be able to be happy with my future surroundings and peo-
t|
Ple I come in contact and confront with."
To be able to love unselfishly but be able to work out rela-tionships where I and the other involved parties aren't con-
^.stantly or regularly hurting each other."
To discover if I am yet at a point that will allow me to do
t|
these things; to try to know myself that well."
^Hope it will be a highlight to my summer."
Hope to gain some self-awareness .
"
acquire some skill in working in a group--hope to be exposed
to various people and ideas."
experience a weak form of community living."
||to learn about and explore relationships with others."
I hope to have something to write on the old college appli-
cations essays from experience at Seminar."
I want to be me whatever or whoever that may be."
'*1 want to learn more about what I am and about what others
really are .
"
"To be able to accept others not simply tolerate and myself
for what we really are."
"To remind myself and others that there still is hope, and
love, and peace possible in this world."
"Hope I get through--still sane and thinking; make friends
without having to play games and impressing people."
"To meet others who are caught or were caught in the Student
Congress bind."
"To be able to inwardly relax."
"To be able to better understand why I've done the stupid
things I have done recently."
"To remind myself that the social life I often lack isn't
the most important thing in the world."
"understanding, living, expressing, listening, evaluating,
deciding.
"
"learn about myself and others."
"to see what sensitivity training is all about."
"to learn about people— experiencially .
"
"to be able to create more fulfilling and lasting relation-
ships .
"
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n
it
it
it
it
it
it
it
it
to be self-satisfied.”
to be more open-minded.”
to be more honest with myself and othersto open new areas of awareness.”
learn better to cope with problems."
honesty, responsibility, consistency."
learn new ways to face things (problems,face myself and see myself."
it
life 3 etc
.
)
ii
come to a deeper understanding
of a pessimist
; understand and
tude."
of relationships; become les
try to change my 'bad atti-
"Understanding of reasons for my bullshitting "
"sol“
h
prob!ems!"
deS relationshi Ps myself."
"meet new people."
to learn to love life; ditto myself and others."
,,0 learn to draw some conclusions about many things."
!n the short time we have, I'd like to enter into some hon-
es
,
deep relationship with people whom I can admire, trusl
„and also help (hopefully) by relating to them."
Come away from Seminar a more 'total' person—feel myselfto have more value as a person "
"Ego."
"Perspective .
"
"watch Lloyd smoke his pipe."
"further understanding of group dynamics."
gain insignt into emotional human beings."
"fulfillment of potential."
"inner peace."
"to become free of myself."
"true self-expression."
"criticism of me, maybe."
"friends .
"
"I would like other people to become aware of me— all of me-
and we could rap a lot what is discovered. I'm often con-
fused, fucked-up, etc."
Is it all inside me? Can someone 'analysis' me— possible
give me them."
"Interrupretations, suggestions, etc."
"We all need to be recognized."
"loose hang-ups, of course."
"increase awareness, perception."
"self-confidence ' not fake but confidence in real me) ap-
preicate good things."
"people .
"
"maybe find a little more of my self identity."
"find a closeness with others."
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APPENDIX B
Staff Planning: Co-Directors' Operationalization
of Definition of Humanistic Education
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SYSTEMIC
people coming in teams
people leaving in teams
people working
1™ than 3t 3eminar
signlficant °the-
team support focusing activities
staff explicitly talking re back home
emmar more than one session
— follow-up
see teams identify areas of common concern
see teams making contracts
see one team working with another— helping relatl nn^hi nsee one team member working with anoth^ V u P
relationship S mother-team member helping
BRIVIHAFO
giving feedback, I see, sense, feel
see force field analysis
see having homework between sessions
staff model team behaviors and support
theory input on team development
smorgie on family as a team
brainstorming support groups back-home follow-up
expectations of team members— shared with team
spend more time with team members back home
get parents to agree to come to future programs
team feedback score on each person— saying fewer killerslistening better 3
peer ratings (short term indicators )
--rank order who in group
will benefit the most ^ ^
check if goals are met, questions, next steps for each goal
combines contextual with confluent approach
critical period in lives—just before ccllege--get support in
developing skills to make transition to being responsible
for self
newsletter of journal entries distributed, mailing list dis-
tributed
reunion six months later
conflict management in family
Hawley role play-concert at college
support teams meet weekly between sessions
before Seminar, support teams defuzz "meaningful/humanistic
education"
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learn group guideline, make statementsprocess, focus, listening
Set out tasks f°r each week of follow-up.
don't ask questions,
values sheets
POSITIVE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT
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people smiling
laughing
lots of talk
people show up on time
people stay thru
people walk and talk in groups
people look excited and animated
people don't want sessions to end
strange walked’ in room-woman' t be able to tellstaff from participants 611
give good feedback
— critical learners
right to pass
no killer phrases
lots of igniter phrases
Canfield^
Ve 1SarnlnS exP^iences, but can choose to do nothing
tori
encouraged to risk and try out things back home-supported infollow up session u x
call staff by first name
here and now wheel at end have positive wordsproudwhip
th
program
reSponsibility for Panning some of instructional
people intense, concentrating on what doing
non-judgmental atmosphere
staff modeling that
people writing seeing each other after workshop
return questionnaires
people allow themselves to brag
people able to name twenty things
identify ten things they do well
brivihafo or self
people having fun
playing tricks
kid stuff
hugging, touching
people liking themselves more
people saying they wish school would be like this
both indoors and outdoors
time to relax, people lying down, talking in small groups
say staff treats us like people
leadership, bragging
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music
movies
light show
staff kind and friendly-
take care of facility
play time
physically comfortable environment
9
brains torm^ir^three^minutes
611
" reS—
.
or
at end, complete positive seeds
wise^an
S6edS ln SUPP°rt grouPs a la Canfield
s
p
:-i
d
:f
raters check off
blind walk, blind lunch
Pr
two
1
things
C
re
U
idea'
LlCy
’ °" brainstormine list say more than
starts with community building
students sit where they want to, get up when they want tostudents make choices as to activities they engage incommunity meeting, party *
*s s
students feel staff interested in them as people
lisf
S
mo^e
1
nos
t
^
er * elVeS
’
bef°re/after adjective check-ist, r p itives checked
firo scores increase
homework--give each other one compliment each day
I learned ... and that's ok
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develop alternative processes
they say It's a oroces^
apply In absurd situations
neV®r US®d before
list processes they've learnedjoke re it outside session
synectics (how meet opposite sex hou -?
visionary statement followed by s =lf
self
-c°ncept,
making self-contracts ^ ^-lf-contract, coding)
brainstorming
following dove
vc. strats
list processes they now use
the^can^lis^seven'^criteria'Hor'so tWSnty thlngS
valuing
ten , or some criteria they use in
- ust
p
:::Prs —“ c
^r:iL^oug0^y
’u try something new bef°re
non-verbal activities
mime
theory sessions on how to apply processes
WtUat i?n at end— ideation on problem they face
lectured
°n dlfference between how and whatcturette on expanding repertoire
patterns 'search”
“ PrSSent P™-sses/patterns serve them
alternatives search
cps
dx needs and concerns
alter-ego
l 0
spectiv' s
SelVeS thr0ush sexual identity-
-different per-
looking at selves through racial identity
feel they’re creative and willing to state if
S 1
chance
OI1S ~"When ^ Y°U iearn Proces ses? give a second
lecture on trumpet
videotape b.s. session--independent observers rate killers
piggybacks *
audiotape b.s. session
ring bell--distinct line drawn between content and Drooess
prize given for weirdest idea
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prize given for most practical ideawhy man creates
students writing--identifying personal i Q
ttiL^evel
f
demo
aniStiC pr°Cessss
> of learning
16
steps th* took,
respect differences
P^opl^trv^
11
^
5 PerCelVir1^ eye of ^holder
back, feedback
r°CeSSeS °UtSld6 SUPP°rt then report
Cosby film
my racism curriculum
consumer ed curriculum
h
°bring
k
in ideL^ b ‘ S ' SeSSl°ns with fiends, family, self-
V1
free
a
?ime
le ° tUreS 0n Processes-available for use during
alligator river at start, fallout/ernie at end-videotape
statements^ ****« at once, I
people considering more alternatives (time diary)
starpower before, 18 values, alter-again rank, note discrepan-
values sheets
--they make up own homework
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determining value
7 criteria grids
b.s. consequences of processes
fantasy--if stuck with process for lifepublicly affirming-
-saying I value
figuring out how to put values into actionpeople saying no
Pe
vaiueriook
g
ltkP ^ ^ Wrlte stateraent« of what theirlues lo i e in certain areas
rying out process within program--getting feedback
P
^ck
1
Ze
tS
a:r
1
re
d
p::r
h
or someone
keep journal
verbalize own process
verbalize where process fits and doesn't fit for thempeople selective
able to list criteria for decision making
criteria check-listing
prioritize helpfulness of processes experienced
standing on continuum--this process helpful
people say how use process
stands on usefulness of processing,
them out
chance that they’ll carry
staff uses clarifying responses
staff models
--makes values statements
staff gives examples of how they’ve used processes
people read handouts on processes
before leaving delegates support team will sign contract with
staff member on next steps
journal time after each process--lis t ways or questions which
they could apply process--follow with whips
question board/wall
participants feel more powerful personally
act vs. racism
feel more satisfied with life
feel more in charge of life--less luck
receiving compliments from peers back home
can state what they/their lives stand for
feel more wanted--more connectedness
parents write letters praising effect of Seminar
feel bored less
internal locus of eval
b.s. places, times, situations where can use processes
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three level—how apply processes at each leveltheory lecturette on three levpi pq * 1
write letters, cards to staff between and atterTnare you someone who lter follow up
weekly reaction sheet
thought cards
I learned statements
unfinished sentences
students rank 20 activities—best worst—criterialeadership activity Kn
peer ratings in support groups
eiternatives coding, t=will try, x=won't try, ?=have to think
arSaS °f int6reSt in —gie-apply processes
activities focused on identity and intimacy concernsat end, students turn in letter/contract to staff with n .xtsteps, questions, hopes
before starting, set down expectations, hopes for wbrkshop
b rrHchoi^1 attitUd6S (P1US C °mpare wlth n°n-attendees
)
.s. ways schools can include program like thispeople will not leave saying M I never thought re why college"a
tion
eCOrd/Vide°taPe thSOry lec 'ture tte-tieup
, conceptualiza-
theory "whip"
— series of quick lecturettes
students write autobiographies
fantasy of yourself five years from now, independent judges
support group fantasy
ability to verbalize own processes
Q'PP.ly processes to motivation needs, identity
each student will defuzz "hum/meaningful ed", identify next
steps, force field analysis
dx skills when to use— Blanchard 76
students list major turning point decisions they will face—
apply processes to them
before workshop dx feel uneasiness re college, what steps
would you take
APPENDIX C
Staff Planning: Operationalization of
Program Goals at December 29-31 Meeting
1. Defuzzing of each major goal
2. Second-order operationalizations
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DEFUZZ ING
~ Problem-solving skills
Experience, internalize, and
involving diagnosis (Goal
listens better L
looks me in the eye
asks questions
stays at dinner table longer
questions
stays at dinner table shorter
^ °n new Projects something never done beforeholds conversation with family member around concern areasit down, try to get in touch with vague ahxie^y area--goesOff to room by self to think S
in moment of conflict, feels fr>pp to oo-o- " • 4.
havp tn „ e say wait a minute, I
_nk about that, lowers voice doesn't uqp n. ,immediately, no killer phrases
bUt '
able
1
to
t
sL?e/
teS/hyiaSkS qUestions~t° ^fine concern
able to '/
E Sbr
!
ngths needed t0 deal with concern
able to state/wri"t p ^ t0 ta°W ln dealinS wifch concern
able tn ^
resources for dealing with concerno state/write personal restraining forces
a le to martial and maintain energy level--generate new ap-proaches, upright posture
new definitions of problem
able to share concern with others--seek support
share concern with new people
state 5 definitions/perspectives on a problem
state problem from perspective of all parties involveddo here and now wheel
sets loose ideas, thoughts, words in free association aroundproblem
state motives, concerns, values of own
list 5 new resources could go to--not previously utilized
state who is affected, involved in problem/concern
able to identify significant others
recognize consequences of alternatives--lists consequences
(good and bad) for each possible decision, consults with
different people, reads, checks alternatives with signifi-
cant others, lists possible actions that could evolve from
decision
goes down checklist (activities, concerns, behaviors )
--able
to identify which apply to him/hei'
able
able
able
able
to
to
to
to
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states 5 things good at (will increase number over time)
-rid
share all of the above with teacher at school
Skills involving ideation (Goal #lb)
improved academic functioning--improved paper-writing skills
before
ne
:
sprint ln ^om at home-alternatives deratedwriting paper
asking people "what alternatives did you consider?"quiet periods--when asked what doing--"thinking about some-thing
.
--activity seemingly unrelated to task at hand
not making immediate judgments in crisis situations--asks
clarifying questions, listens to all sides of conflict not
saying anything, accepts all sides in conflict (writing down
everything said), solicits ideas, says two good things about
each idea
noticeable increase in creative products (dance, art)
--ifdancer, ability to choreograph in new way
brainstorms of problems with friends, instead of bull session
uses vocabulary (synectics, metaphor, etc.)
uses blackboard, newsprint when brainstorming with friends
magic marker on hands
keeps journal of alternatives
not as quick to- give up when confronted with problem--says
I'm not going to give up"--procrastinates on less (re-
corded in weekly reaction sheet)
more willing to carry on fantasy conversations, speaks in
metaphor
able to verbally describe fantasies
less reliance on liquor or drugs
more open to off-beat ideas
more curious about the world--asks more questions
takes bigger variety of courses
more tolerance for people with different values and back-
ground--diverse friends--meets two new people this week
generates give alternatives for next year--life planning
generates five alternatives for next week
increase in energy level
experiences new leisure activities--sports, museums
aware of what's going on in the city
10 of 20 loves to do are different each time does activity
expanded repertoire of movies
thinks up new things to do with parents, alone, on Saturday
nights
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organizes brainstorming support group with friends
with family
enemies
reads 1 ntc n-p ugainst enemiesa Lo s of newspapers and magazineslearn another language
generates metaphors--states concerns/self to
verbally generates analogies
7 t °f metaPh°rs
plays cowboy game
brainstorms more ideas after than when he/she camegenerates completion to analogies
ab
thize
giVS VOlCS t0 °bJeCtS
’
° ther People-ability to empa-
Se^^Serb^ySr Who with
keeps ongoing list of good qualities
Skills involving choosing (Goal #lc)
lists criteria for making decisions
goes to churches other than one brought up in
^decisions
^ C °nSUlts wlth significant others in making
wiliing to publicly affirm decisions--announces proudly to
sations
^ sollc“ed-Just pops Sp in confer--- I m feeling really good about ..."
verbai exchange-asks for criteria before asking for decisionconsciously slows down process of making decision—might pausewhen asked
tells you how others involved will react to decision
will question how decisions made at school, in home
says no to principal, mom, . . .
makes more decisions by self
.
lists 2 or 3 consequences per alternative
| makes posters--records choices--shares with group--on back,
libts 3 reasons why choice is good, 2 personal strengths
can use, percent chance of carrying out choice
lable to label Board of Directors diagram of important people
,
^ involved in decision and assign percent value to each personjlist choice each of directors would make--then state inde-
pendent choice
;asks family for alternatives, goes off, comes back and re-
ports choice and criteria
sounds out alternatives more—without coming to ccncl.ision
idoes more unusual/off-beat things
jfeels regret less often--less depressed, fewer "down" conver-
sations, fewer "confessions"
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verbally reinforces others' ri^ht- ,
your decision,"
"i will r
t ke vision— "That' s
less guilt aboui going aga”s? faJF?decision and right to make it, feels ?ree
Ly a e kn°wledges
time with them “ S f to s P end/not spend
less time with analyst
holds family meetings
C
°freely
S ° f llmitS ^ myths restricting ability to choose
brings
Z
home°hippy
USneSS " ralSln® Sr0ups
re
mends
ParentS ' ValU6S m°re-d0esn 't cut down in front of
willina
P
to
e
acL
1
r
S ''USeS positlve reinforcementg cept consequences and not bitch about iflooks for alternatives in family conflict sltuaWongenerates possible life styles
uati
given case study of life <?tvi pq +
would be like
S yles-able to say what he/she
rank-o'rders SS?ere“
C
pw?esBioM
,
'jobs! life styles'
te™atiVe
pl!ces
S
selfon
U
lt""
PlaCeS alternatlve Positions along it,
before/after picture
--self-concept
draw images after fantasies
keeps all his/her coats of arms, 20 things, nametassdoes BRIVIHAPO with friends, friends tell him/her two goodthings about choice made
here and now wheel after choice has positive words on itmore people compliment him/her on decisions, choicesDigger ialac sign
make ialac sign each morning--more left at end of each day
Skills involving acting (Goal #ld)
shows you self-contract that had been fulfilled
writes telegram
writes letter to editor
: more active role in class
raises hand and volunteers in class
I doesn't raise hand, but speaks out
raises issues in conversations
takes stand on issues in conversations
boycotts lettuce
organizes students around specific concern
campaigns for candidate
preaches sermon at church
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keeps list of commitments mads
energizes people around him/her '
lists chairmanships, affiliations
teaches others
tells you why doing any activity
sleeps less
watches tv less
more telephone calls
writes letters
more people visit
writes fewer letters—visits—change in behavior patternSP
goal
comPlete sentences organized, planned in terms of
sta?f!
S
"^
l0ritleS t0 make r°°m for imP°rtant things
asks / n a consclous choic ® °n which I want to act"-for help and support
more and different activities
gets to know new people
reads books and articles
glad to discuss what he/she has been doing
keeps time diary--and happy with it
ties issues/interests into classwork
20 things love to do--all done within last week
eliminate concept of "wasting time"
planning with friends—activities like to do—then doing them
says I feel more honest
feels "fake" less, more consistent in acting out feelings
circle of friends decreases or changes
takes risks
states where/when risk prior to doing it
evaluates effectiveness of action according to goals
Develop an awareness of own primary problem-solving process
(Goal #2)
talks to self more
tells you main elements of own process
given task, can analyze steps of own process on tape recorder
can inventory--in looking at past problem, can lay out steps
sets realistic deadlines in solving problems
compares and contrasts own process with others'
expands on secondary process parts that tie into own strengths,
weaknesses
recognizes personal crutches, quirks (e.g., calendar)
records in journal--what times, where use process
simulation-
-process observers
metaphor (animal ) --how solve problems
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“w^t°aspec?ra™ dmer^t 31™11^ 1^^ *PP">«*es~
ll
general^^'
eCtlVeS ^ee^inss towards approaching problems in
goIs
n
do^
b
check“st
de
n 1
C
ci
Pti0nS °f h°W a«acked-rank-order
fit in wSh s^le
SSCOndary Pr0CSSSes ^ «ould
6X
parts of ^
lfferent parts of °wn process—could take outown process and make it into erprni «« !
municate it to others xe c se— and corn-
brags about own style— S qfrpno-tho
sir “ s » uidentify parts of change that need work
Increase ability to call on and use ownprocess (Goal )
conscious of when using it
documents when using/used it—write, tell, tape record
consM
1VS
i
y ChOOSes eleraents of process and in correct orderciously redefines situation in number of ways-seLctsbest definition of situation
lect
sheet of newsprint listing process
checklist of decisions—when use process
calls up Seminar participant— describes problem and steps
i-i s ing
writes letter to Seminar participant—describes problem andsteps using
I wonder/I learned statements about own process
makes more (number) decisions from one week to the nextidentifies more situations as decision situations
!
lists and orders decisions that need to be made
less aimless wandering in attacking problem
; solves problem in less time—uses time effectively
i less confusion when confronted with problem.
[Apply primary and secondary problem-solving processes to perjsonal concerns of identity (Goal #4aT
[keeps journal
(
able to identify several success symbols
documents variety of behaviors within aspect cf identity
—
e.g., identity repertoire of ways religious identity
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avoids categorizing-
-avoids referring tn
fam'!
e
?
C
0
PtlOn
-
in termS °f aCtl°n WOrds (I lo!
a
nofjust^
developing consistency of personal styletaking second look at what "friend" is
compares/contrasts personal identity with friendsgreater awareness of physical abilities—greater care nf h happreciation of physical self and its strfngths yopen to individual potentiality-not placinflimits on ,„ n ,
^pacific area, open to try things with^fpumng
finish "I am
. . ."in relation to different concern areas3 minute autobiography-pluses, minuses
fantasizes great futures for self
°P
concern
a
area
S "identlty " for self
’ P^haps in relation to
unlikely to compromise self
lists compromises
is aware of sources of identity
open to new directions to expand personal growthidentify determinants (things influencing way you think
about self) and generate new ways
identify sexual roles you play, want to play, experimentidentify subselves, subself blocks
geography of self, done over time
effectiveiy copes in t-group— less likely to fall apart
switch places with analyst
coat of arms
I wonder statements for identity
I was excited about . . .
I, I urge myself . . .
-I state parts of identity metaphorically
I
give and receive feedback
i writes position statements on areas of conflict and confusion
(places self on wall continuum on issues
.[openly discusses how act in conflict situation
able to do here and now wheel
iscores higher on self-esteem tests
j20 things unique about self--take each area, list character-
istics, coding
i more willing to openly discuss racism and how he/she relates
sex
religion
tdiscusses death
373
es to
-
£ply primary and secondary problem-sol vi processEgrsonal concerns of connection,,,. ,53?"^
do tfho comes zo dinner activity * L
lists people with whom you've done different activites5 Kir"rt
-s;,s™ 2^‘s- »> ~™
pl
w"«rs'cs
i° aiff'r*"t
negotiates contract with another person
aware of where connectedness is needed and with whomdraws map--connecting 10 most important people to him/hergives up vacation and does something he/she likes
3 people want to get to know better
ranks 5 situations from most-least connectedness
?
"0mmUnity
-and llsts communities involved in
n
l
situations, circles of friends
-what part ofidentity each serves and represents
aware of influence different groups/individuals have on self-.how one acts in presence/absence--patterns
better/more satisfying relationship with family--fewer
ments, fewer doors slammed, fewer manipulations
less manipulation
less inculcation/imposition of values
tolerance for others’ values--fewer killer statements
teachers praising him/her more
verbalizes--diagnoses where want more connectedness--works
in support group to increase connectedness
delineates love from passion, sexuality from sensuality
parents--more trust--more responsibility and freedom
listens to people never would have listened to before
stop listening to people wasted time listening to before
tells explicitly what want, need, demand, appreciate, resent
about others
will spend more time with friends
takes risks in meeting people, seeking out connectedness
argu-
: Concerns of personal power (Goal #4c
)
•sees things through experience of starpower
pays charge accounts/bill in person
:uses cash
Itells counselor what schedule he/she will take
Hess likely to be intimidated
•.checks out books on what to do after high school
:opens own checking, savings accounts
drivers license
cocktail party--moves between more groups
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gets part-time job
actively goes after people wants to get to knowtells What part/effect/influence one hadX sUuation „ *cause-effect ~n ltUa-hion--list
do something nice for old
aware of who listens to/re
code--percent of personal
t.ions
relative
spects his/her opinion
power would like to exert in situa-
let girl take on date, open door, pay wayget all gifts want for Christmas
receive note/told where/how one was helpful
?ated°
PerS°n Cl°Se t0 hWher h°" ln Past lle/she manipu-
learns to do new things
changes patterns of relating to people--parents fr-’enri-—more consistont with what he/she likes/wantslists things do well in specific area
generates alternatives
takes out life insurance policy
starts Christmas club at bank
sets aside $ don't have to account to self
Piggy hank
budget
budget time, energy
economic emancipation
makes plans and takes trip
more resilient and resourceful in face of adversity
girl asks someone to big dance
boy asks someone to big dance
decide not to go to big dance--have small one
lists goals and motives behind decisions
advises those who ask for it
not having to advise
operationalizes personal power" in relation to concern areas
goes counter to peer group decision
recognizes and acknowledges forces that influence behavior
builds on and utilizes strengths to initiate change
gets school to change policy one doesn't like
plays poker better
knows when to bargain for more power
negotiates contract aro jdn power with another-
-family, etc.
defines own ethical limits of escalation in conflict--how
far to go in achieving end
recognizes weaknesses, where can lose power through manipula-
tion (e.g., seduction--sex)
'takes karate course
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studies Ghandhi
goes to church when want to
increases verbal p'ower and written word powernot afraid to use power P
publicly affirms power
develops code of ethics for job/positionlists experiences where power misused--by or aeainst h-im/hnegotiates conflict between two others 8 im er
sat^ff^
aS
-fw'°
a greatest t0 lea®t personal power
crelles
J °b/colleSe in-attendance in-
delegates responsibility for tasks
iists consequences and responsibilities implicit in cower
vSts^is^16 °ne admireS/d°eSn,t ^ use T^ower
^chooses^to—when/where
C°Uld «» ^/she
does organizational analysis
reads Machiavelli^ Marx
lists subpersonalities and powers they have
different situations--what kinds of power one uses
writes definition of power
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SECOND-ORDER OPERATIONALIZATIONS
!
Goal #la
listens better :
can tell other person what he/she just said
doesn't interrupt consistently
doesn t repeat what other said later in conversation
responds to what other said
asks questions if not clear
hears what person isn't saying (use alter-ego)
gives feedback on non-verbal cues--posture, tone of voice,
I
facial expression
free associate around problem :
defuzzing wheel around problem
operationalize problem
synectics session around problem
writing metaphor
I develop fantasy— explain verbally or in picture
explain what see in others' pictures
l indexing
draw picture representing feelings, hopes around concern/
problem
: bounce images of problem off others--see how they react
others give images--you free associate to problem (e.g., how
is coat hanger like your problem?
)
willing to share new problem definition skills with world :
i use skills in working out problem with friend
I use in classroom or meeting
’ask teacher if could present to class
! weekly family meeting to share skills
:asks "why is that important to you?"
;asks people to place selves in others' shoes in defining
problem
:ask to come up with metaphor/analogy to problem
:ask to fantasize around problem
iwrite article/handout to give to class
;ask us for further information--ways others can get skills
{ Goal #lb
[improved academic functioning :
(better study habits
: more regular study
blocking cut time
wre
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higher grades
uses brainstorming to write papers—brainstorms ideas for
uses brainstorming to generate possible test questions
uses original research more frequently
not afraid to ask questions for clarification
asks questions
writes on topics personally interesting
lowers number of incompletes
increases number of incompletes
makes specific choices—devotes self to one subject
teachers ask to lead class discussion
volunteers to teach class *
reads books he/'she wants to
doesn't swallow everything in textbook— checks out other
sources
paper
increase in creative products :
makes own Christmas cards
fingerpaints
sketches when didn't before
science fair project
!
tries to write poetry, stories
has poem, story published
builds, carpentry work
comes up with new projects for organization
>' asks teacher if can write play rather than paoer
: asks if can write paper instead of true-false test
S
makes own gifts
doodles--stream of consciousness in school notebooks
makes notes to self on newsprint about new ideas
has products in more than one area--e.g., music, writing
) choreographs own dance
\ writes musical composition
gives concert
£
C
(
f
!
more willing to carry on fantasy conversations, speak in meta-
phor :
does theater improvisation
volunteers to do role-play
able to recall dreams
able to daydream when wants to
"like" and "as" appear in conversation and written material
will talk about daydreams and tie them in with stuff going on
participates in game-type conversation
people laugh more at things he/she says
more smiles
new ideas coming out of conversations
j
people saying "let's dream about that . . .
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Alladdin's Lamp
completing "what if
.
. sentences
nitiates what if
. . .
11
sentences
metaphor intro activity
de
(e
r
g
b3S
buiidinL
imaSeS
r
th£:r ^ "U^tives-as nounsD idings, animals, etc.)
less reliance on liquor or drugs :
won't tend to drink to escape bad mood
fewer beer bottles in trashcan
W
°school"
^ n<3ed 3 drink
’
need to smoke before going to
when uses drugs--will be with others
will use less liquor or drugs (quantity)
breath doesn't smell
finds drugs in his/her room less often
time diary/weekly reaction sheet—keeps track of frequency,intensity of drug use J
brainstorms and acts on ways of getting high
list of 20 loves items have been acted on recently
states how drugs/liquor serves him/her—identifies patterns
of usage
self
-contracts to rely less on drugs, liquor
expresses more satisfaction about level of drug usage
j
says no " to people/peers offering to go out drinking or
smoking
more open to off-beat ideas :
makes fewer killer statements
suggests idea that others laugh at
calls 11 others when they laugh at another's idea
tries to enforce brainstorming rules
f more frequently wants to try something different from what wa
done last year
j brainstorms ways of making off-beat ideas more practical
I says 2 positive things about any idea that is brought up
; suggests doing unusual things with free time
* reacts enthusiastically to suggestion like that from others
i does more things that require little preparation
will think of idea no one in group has ever thought of before
will stand up for and elaborate on crazy ideas he/she gave
in brainstorming session
says "far out" to ideas
willing to try something he/she has never done before
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more curious about world :
always asking "why?"
goes beyond textbook
able to list 25 new courses would like to take
always has 3 books would like to read
reads books on foreign countries
makes friends with people from different backgrounds
asks person details about light comment (e.g., "it was neat")
in what way? how so?
explores new territory-traveling
goes downtown,
goes to museums
reads newspaper for more time each day
number of magazine subscriptions increases
has at least a little knowledge about a lot of things
eyes darting about
makes more "I wonder" statements
examines structure of leaf
says excitedly "do you know that ..."
deals with contingencies more- -"what would happen if . . ."
makes hypotheses--"l bet ..."
asks different people about their work
experiments with materials--metal
,
art-putting together in
different combinations
spends more time in chemistry lab
not repetitious
i more tolelance for people of different values :
t fewer killer phrases
i makes "I appreciate" statements
? asks questions—tries to understand others' viewpoint
] plays devil's advocate
i reverses roles
c modifies own stand
non-judgmental about where people are on a continuum
wouldn't be one to yell "pig" at a demonstration
I
ends statements about self and others with "and that's okay"
less gossip abou'c others
| gets along well with others
people with different values seek him/her out for advice
i reads editorials in paper supporting other viewpoint
c doesn't cut down parents when with friends
consensus activity—one person speaks at a time
when consensus isn't reached, he/she can accept that
1 states one good thing about opposing point of view
si accurately states what opposing point of view is—listening
exercise
I
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increase in energy level :
number of brainstormed ideas
leans forward toward paper
laughter
per minute increases
talking faster than usual
willing to work for longer time at a stretch
moving around
will bug others to speed up
perseverence increases
stays up later
can start new train of thought
will switch approaches
alternates activities
--reflecting/sharing
will fill up more newsprint
says topic at hand is of concern to him/her
organizes brainstorming support group with friends, family
meets weekly 2 >L ‘
from club at school
contract to call on each other when have problems
family meetings called around issues
conscious-raising groups use brainstorming to be productive
rotate leadership
i different scribe for each problem
synectics guidelines
contracts emerge from brainstorming
progress reports made on what happened from last session
mimeos of brainstorming on common problems
(process observer flashes "k" card for killer statements
.competition between groups for quantity of ideas
able to state what "DOVE" stands for
(DOVE rules posted on refrigerator
brainstorming newsprint on walls of his/her room
brainstorming sheet posted where ideas are to be put down
‘.Goal #lc
respects parents' values more :
(shares positive comments with parents frequently
brags about parents
fills out monthly coat of arms with parents
buys present for parents
shares home responsibilities with parents
(shares "I wonder/learned ..." statements with parents
solicits data freely from parents about concerns
iiscusses concerns with parents
sets aside special regular time to be with parents
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exchanges "I am Someone Who" sheet with parentsuses dinner time to exchange and clarifv vnino
order concern areas y alues
~
_e
-S • > rank
does 20 loves with parents--makes list nf -?have each member write biograohv of n£h» r ^
ln common
exchange
p y ot er family members and
makes list of 20 things 1 i icp rnnef -i .i Ke most about parents 20 tv-ino-cmost proud about them, 20 things you tSink they 2ake p^de
conscious of limits and myths restricting free nhmop-
makes a rank-order llstlnTSltuations according to dlgree offreedom of choice present ue t
'
“one hastade
fr°m m0dla haVe lnflU8nced a decision
j;
ll
®l
S
l ?
e°Ple who ^ve in some way restricted his/her freedom
j:
of choice m past months week, etc.
' 1
i,
Sth 5 behaviors that successfully overcame limitsable to draw and place self on continuum showing degree offree choice for self s
makes another continuum showing where he/she would like to be
on it
makes a list of 10 things that are blocking their progress
along continuum
able to identify and list institutional myths (e.g., Abe
Lincoln freeing slaves where this not historically valid)
that affect one’s ability to choose freely
i makes list of 5 influential publications along a radical-
conservative continuum
feels regret less often :
i smiles a lot
; enthusiasm in conversations
I talks about good aspects of decision
! talks about more than just self all the time
doesn't spend a lot of time rehashing old decisions
records I learned, " "I wonder" in log with positive responses
about decision
.utilizes knowledge gained from previous decisions for future
ones
•publicly acknowledges decisions
doesn't get into fights over past decisions
Jdoesn’t let backlog of schoolwork cut down productivity
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less guilt, about going against family :
establishes written contract with family delineating expecta-tions and responsibilities
calls family meetings to discuss concerns
able to use Board of Directors to conceptualize different
roles of family members
frequently consults family about decisions
sets up bulletin board in home to announce decisions
writes self-contract about personal goals of self-family
interaction and relationships
forms outside support group to get perspective on intra-family
decisions
feels free to wear IALAC sign when needed
concretizes family interaction by force field analysis
look for alternatives in family conflict situation :
make contract with family stating process (rules) for con-
flict situations
consult people out of family
teach family brainstorming and creative problem-solving
use. role-playing to generate alternatives to perceiving prob-
lems
assign member of family to be process observer (take turns
at it
)
have each member complete "I wish that ..." statements dur-
ing conflict
have family do listening exercise
ask for feedback--share here and now wheels
fill out Board of Directors to conceptualize individual fam-
ily members' investment in specific conflict
keep a monthly (yearly) reaction sheet to pick up patterns
of family conflicts
have each member draw and compare flow chart of "history" of
conflict and solution
have family reconstruct fantasy of conflict by morph grid
Goal #ld
takes stand on issues in conversations :
willing to put money where mouth is
doesn’t ask rhetorical questions
states opinion before others state theirs
never at a loss for words
publicly commits self to action
solicits other opinions after stating own
speaks effectively
uses "i" a lot
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documents stand with facts and information
able to pick out invalid statements
able to cite past behavior-personal accomplishments and
actions
able to cite alternative points of view and still arrive at
original point of view
Goal #2
sets realistic deadline in solving problems :
able to form checklist of problems faced and those solved—
number solved will increase over time
moderate risk goals
will tell you what time blocks he/she will use to work on
problem
will plan to get things done according to time line
weekly reaction sheet-fewer items procrastinating on
hand in papers on time
won't make commitments can't meet
able to identify resources, driving and restraining forces
does force-field analysis
will prioritize (rank order) things that need to be done
will come out ahead in prisoner's dilemma simulation
disarmament game --will come out ahead
follows achievement motivation guidelines and activities
(origami, ring toss)
can state risks, consequences involved in dealing with problem
can identify alternative "exit points"
compares and contrasts own primary process with others' :
after simulation-people would list their process— and share
in dyads
back in rooms comparing checklist (a la Ghislen)
willing to try out another person's process— or parts of it
alter-egoing
go through problem-solving process jointly
listens to tapes of 2 persons' processes—note strengths and
weaknesses
group problem-solving task-process observers give feedback
at end
fill out "Are You Someone Who" checklist around primary pro-
cess
pays more attention to group process
compares animal metaphors in problem-solving
counsels someone by having him/her go through his/her own
problem-solving process on concern (set up helping rela-
tionship )
APPENDIX D
Materials Used Before the Start of Seminar
1. publicity brochure
2. participant registration form
3- information letter
4. participant diagnostic form
5. participant contract
6. housing request letter
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MARYLAND LEADERSHIP WORKSHOPS
Office: Perry Hall Senior High School
4601 Ebenezer Road
Baltimore, Maryland 21236
(301) 668-3222
,tti
Bourexis & Joe/ Goodman. Co-directors Felix Simon, Executive Director
Dear Friend:
We hope that 1972 was a good year for you. And we hope that 1973 will be even better. One
thing that might help make it better is the Maryland Leadership Workshops Seminar Program,
1973 variety.
Many who have attended the Seminar describe it as one of the most meaningful and exciting
experiences of their lives, as reflected in comments ranging from “Seminar allowed me to discover
the many beautiful parts of my life which I overlooked” to “Seminar helped me realize how
creative I could be - I couldn’t believe the things that I thought of. It was terrific!”
As Co-Directors of the Seminar, we are both very excited about the prospects for this year’s
{
jrogram, which will springboard off and expand on previous programs. The staff has worked
ong and hard to develop a program that will offer a positive learning environment for high school
and college students who are interested in learning processes or ways of tapping their natural
creativity. Delegates will also learn ways to explore the values which guide their lives, and to
establish goals for making their iives more value-able. They will also find Seminar to be a place
where they can begin to address issues of identity (Who am I? What do I stand for?), connectedness
(How do I relate to others? How can I have more satisfying and meaningful relationships?), and
personal power (How can I have some effect on the direction of my life?).
The notion of Seminar as a beginning is important to us. We do not see it as a cure-all nor as
“the answer.” Rather, we hope it will be the catalyst for participants to experience and develop
FUN processes and skills that will help in:
Focusing on personal strengths — most people know what’s wrong with themselves. We’d
like to help people focus on the oft-neglected flip-side: their resources and good points.
Understanding personal values — values guide our behavior. It is crucial that we learn ways
of clarifying our own values in order to give direction and meaning to our lives.
Nourishing personal creativitv — we constantly face new concerns and questions. In order
to effectively deal with them, we must learn ways of accelerating our imagination, rather
than throttling it.
Although you might fmd experiencing the above processes to be FUN, we hope it would rot only
be for him. That is, we sincerely believe that people who learn and use these processes will be more
response-able: able to respond to their world in ways that are creative and more satisfying
personally.
Format : This year’s Seminar assumes a unique format. It will be held on two weekends:
February
23 - 25 at the National 4 - H Center in Bethesda, Maryland, and March 10 - 11 at Perry
Hail Senior
High School in Baltimore, Maryland. Past experience shows that a follow-up
workshop nelps delegates
to internalize their workshop learnings-that is the reason tor having a two-weekend
program.
The first weekend will open with registration from 6-7:00 p.m. on Friday, February
23. The firs.,
session will end on Sunday, February 25, at 5 p.m.
The second weekend will begin at 10 a.m. cn Saturday, March 10. Delegates
wiU be housed at the
homes of other delegates who live in the Baltimore area. The March lx session
will close at 5 p. .
Delegates are required ro attend the entire program (both weekends),
since each Seminar a^twity
will be based upon what has happened earlier in the program.
m w • ‘1 .1 '*• ' . T~
1 ’ -2-
Ex pectations of Participants:
(1)
Past program participants indicate that they enjoyed attending with a group of their friend'. This
has been helpful in extending the outcomes of the experience into “back-home” living. The
Seminar staff feels so strongly about this that we will give first preference to delegates who
register in “teams” - to groups of at least two peoole who sign up together and who will have
contact with each other after Seminar. Delegates who register by themselves will be informed
by February 10 as to whether there is space in the program, if there is no space available, then
the registration deposit will be refunded. This is the cnly circumstance under which the fee can
be refunded.
(2) Speaking of money, the registration fee for Seminar is S40. This covers room and board,
materials, and conference expenses for both weekends. A 320 non-re fundable deposit is due
at the time you submit your registration form. The balance ot $20 is due during registration
on the evening of Friday, February 23.*
(3) We expect delegates to meet with their “teams” in the interval between the First and second
weekends, as a means of supporting those who wish to practice and apply workshop learnings.
The staff will offer specific tasks and ideas to try at the end of the first weekend session.
(4) The Seminar staff is committed to developing a quality program. At different points during
and after Seminar, we will ask delegates to help us in evaluating the program.
Registration Procedure:
If you wish to participate in the Seminar program, you may complete your registration by forwarding
the enclosed form with the S20 deposit to: {Make checks payable to .Maryland Leadership Workshops)
Mr. Felix Simon, Director
Maryland Leadership Workshops
Perry Hall Senior High School
4601 Ebenezer Road
Baltimore, MD 21236
In order for the staff to build a program that addresses the needs and interests of its participants, we
will need to know several weeks before the program who the participants will be. Therefore, your
registration form and deposit must be received bv February 1. Since enrollment is limited, registration
will be on a First come, first served basis.
We are both personally excited about the Seminar program. We are excited about the people who will
be working with us on staff -- David Goodman, Karen Krug, and Eliot Pfanstiehl. And we are ..opetui
)
thar you and your friends will want to participate in and share with us this experience.
It you have
any questions or desire further information about the Seminar, please contact either
of us at the
addresses below, or contact Mr. Simon (301) 668-3222, weekdays between 9 a.m.
- noon.
; Again, best wishes for the coming year. We hope to see you at Seminar.
Patti Bourexis
67 West Green Street
Westminster, MD 21157
(301) 848-1883
jw
Joel Goodman
307 East Wayne Avenue
Silver Spring, MD 20901
(301) 585-3840
L
MARYLAND LEADERSHIP WORKSHOPS
SEMINAR 1973
REGISTRATION FORM
%
School
Mailing Address:
Phone Number:
Check One:
I am registering for Seminar on my own. I understand that preference is
given to those applying in “teams,” and that I will be informed by February 10
as to whether there is space for me in the program.
I am registering for Seminar as a member of a “team.” I am willing to work
with my fellow team members between the first and second Seminar weekend,
and after the second weekend, on applying Seminar learnings to my “back-home”
situation. The other members of my team include:
‘
,
Name:
; Please include your S20 deposit with this form. Make checks payable to Maryland Leadership
Workshops. Mail this form and your check to:
Mr. Felix Simon, Director
Maryland Leadership ll'orkshops
Perry Hall Soiior High School
4601 Ebenezer Road
Baltimore, MD 21236
,
YOUR REGISTRATION FORM AND DEPOSIT MUST BE RECEIITD BY FEBRUAR Y__L_
!
If you have any questions, please
noon), Patti Bourexis ac 848-1883,
After receiving this :orm, we will:
maps, and materia s you will need
mine your ne*cds and interests--this
helpful to you.
contact Mr. Simon at 668-3222 (weekdays between
or Joe' Goodman at 585-3840 (until January 22).
(1) forward \ou a checklist of specific times and
for the wo"kshop«; and (2) sena a questionnaire^ to
will help us to pian a program that >s meaningful
9 a.m. -
places,
deter-
and
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February 6, 1973
Dear Friend,
leB rnW%!r'iT
e
^
Se™lnar ! »e are really looking forward to aa ing filled and enjoyable program. And, we are lookingforward to having you there ! b
k w p
Th
!
flrst
f
eminar weekend will take place at the National
7
Center in Chevy Chase, Md
.
(see map enclosed). Registra-tion and check-in procedures will occur on Friday, February 23
rom 6:00-7:00 P.M. The first session will begin at 7:15 onFriday.
.
Closing time on Sunday is 5:00 P.M. All meals willbe provided on Saturday, and breakfast and lunch will be
served on Sunday
. Snack facilities are available
.
We will be happy to greet you for the second part of
Seminar on Saturday, March 10 at 10:00 A.M. The second Sem-
inar weekend will end at 5*00 P.M. on Sunday, March 11. Maps
to Perry Hall Senior High School in Baltimore (site 'of the
second weekend) will be distributed on February 25.
Neither snow nor sleet nor hail . . . Yes, Seminar will
be held no matter what the weather. But we don't have to
worry, sunny skies are predicted.
We urge you to re-read the original letter announcing the
Seminar program--it includes important information on some of
the expectations for participants. Please note that it is
crucial for you to attend the entire Seminar, since each activ-
ity will be based upon what has happened earlier in the pro-
gram.
It would be helpful if you brought with you:
(1) A "success symbol" - something that reflects a suc-
cess you've had or are having, something that makes you feel
good! Please give this careful thought and consideration -
choose a meaningful success symbol for yourself.
(2) Pens and a notebook.
(3) Casual clothing.
(4) An alarm clock.
(5) Lots of energy.
In order to help the staff plan a program that will ad-
dress your needs and interests, we would appreciate it if you
would fill out the enclosed form as soon as possible. Please
send it air mail by February 14 to: Joel Goodman, 106 Lewis
House, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass. 01002.
Thanks for your help
.
339
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If you have any question
Seminar Coordinators (Joel at
Bourexis at 301-848-1883) or
301-668-3222.
s, please contact eitner of the
the above address, or Patti
Uncle Si on weekday mornings at
We
there
!
are very excited about the Seminar program - see you
Sincerely,
Your friendly Seminar staff
390
Please send this air mail by Feb. 14 to: Joel Goodman, 106
Lewis House, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass. 01002.
NAME
:
Other members of my "team" include:
For the second Seminar weekend, March 10-11:
I will need housing in the Baltimore area
I can provide housing for (#)
1
.
I am attending this program because . . .
2.
Some issues, topics, questions, concerns, or skills that I
would like this workshops to cover are . . .
3.
I hope Seminar does not . . .
4.
As a result of Seminar, I hope to be able to . . .
5
.
One hope I have for my "team" . .
391
6. My own personal learning style:
a. How I learn best:
b. When X learn best:
c. Where 1 learn best:
d. With whom I learn best:
7. Open comment, suggestions, questions, etc.:
392
February 1973
Seminar 1973
In order to: (1) facilitate the goals of Seminar 1973; and
^
h%regulatlons of our h°st institution, as a Seminarstaff member/ participant, I agree to follow these guidelines:
1. Since each Seminar activity will be based upon what hashappened earlier in the program, I will ateend the entire pro-gram. I will remain on the campus of the National 4-H Center
and at Perry Hall Senior High School for the duration of th®two Seminar weekends. Should this be impossible, I will in-form the Seminar Coordinators at the time of my registration.
2. I will not use or have in my possession alcoholic beverages
and/or drugs while attending Seminar.
3 • Asking the same in return, I will interact with others of
the Seminar community in a considerate manner, honoring indi-
vidual privacy, room visitation policies, and such guidelines
agreed upon by the community.
4.
In order to practice and apply Seminar learnings, I will
meet with my team in the interval between the first and second
Seminar weekends. The staff will offer suggestions and ideas
to try at the end of the first weekend session. If I am at-
tending Seminar by myself, I will talk with the staff about
ways I might follow-up the first weekend.
5. The Seminar staff is committed to developing a duality
program. At different points during and after Seminar, I will
be willing to help in evaluating the program.
6. If I find I cannot comply with any of the guidelines stated
here, I will make my dissatisfaction known, and will openly
negotiate an alternative with the Seminar Coordinators.
Members of the community who break this agreement ma.y be asked
to leave.
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MARYLAND LEADERSHIP WORKSHOPS
Dear Parent:
The second phase of the seminar, one of the activities
conducted by the Maryland Leadership Workshops, will be held
at Perry Hall Senior High on March 10 & 11
. It is customary
for the host school to find housing for the participants. In
this instance just one night Saturday, March 10, is involved.
Your cooperation, so typical of the Perry Hall com-
munity, will be appreciated. Students will be available
Saturday night 9*00 p.m. in the foyer of the main entrance.
If possible, we prefer students to go in pairs. Please
check the appropriate box. Thanks so much.
Two Boys Two Girls
One Boy One Girl
Host’s Name
Addre s s
Zip Phone
Please return promptly to:
Felix Simon
Perry Hall Senior High School
4601 Ebenezer Road
Baltimore, MD 21236
Phone: 668-3222
APPENDIX E
Staff Contracts and Program Budget
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staff member s-»-
gations and responsibilities Ltl^d beto^^T'n ^ °bU 'minimum requirement, for fulfilling my billon*
**
1 .
2 .
I agree to attend Seminar planning meetings-January 6; 6-11 p. m . Westminster1
6
9 Sunday,
ziTz rs LT,.rr,a*' “ *
I agree to attend Seminar evaluation meetings*February 26; 4 : 30 -10:00 p.m.
March 12; 5:00-10:00 p.m.
3 .
5 .
sions?
6 t0 be °n " Slte (24 hours dally) ^ring Seminar ses
February 23-25; 7 : 30-10: 30 p.m.' (25th) 1
March 10-11 y
5ff
ree
,
to meet Planning and evaluation requirements asoutlined and agreed to by the staff:
lesson plans for February session, including objectives,
rationale, alternative learning activities, sequence
ways of evaluating; February 22
handouts prepared for February session-February 93design and evaluation reports from February session-
March l 1
handouts prepared for March session-March l3
lesson plans for March session-March 9
final reports for February and March session-March 203
first draft of lesson plans-February 9-10
I agree to complete staff training requirement, as outlined
by Patti and Joel:
read three of the books listed on attached bibliography-
February 91
prepare a fifteen minute taped summary of reading, in-
cluding reactions and questions-February 91
read a fourth book and prepare tape-March 101
If I agree to develop learning modules with someone else, I
agree to plan with that person (s) prior to the Seminar
session (s ) . 2
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7. I agree to accept publicity, adminisbolts tasks, allocated by Patti and
with the staff member included.
trative, and nuts and
Joel
,
2
as negotiated
8 . I
. agree to abide by the guideline for duplication of m«tprials used m Seminar. Pull authorship credit andcredit will be included
.
2 Seminar
= I agree to record all program-related expenses
.
4
Signed
1 Failure to meet this commitment
staff status.
removes me from full-time
Priority consideration for staff positions for future Seminar
gation?
S Wl11 te S1V6n t0 Staff members fulfilling this obli-
3
4
Handouts will not be duplicated by MLW after
will MLW reimburse for duplicating expenses.
Staff members will be reimbursed for recorded
this date,
expenses
nor
only.
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A full-time Staff Member is:
1* ^ trainer, facilitator (in session)
2. The right and responsibility to provide input/design
o program (others available accepted but not withpriority)
.
3. Qualified and enfranchised to explain workshop.
4. Able to use design in post-workshop sessions.
5- Entitled to difference in pay.
6. Entitled to feedback on input.
7 • Entitled to prescribe handouts.
8. Entitled to credential (credit).
Required to attend meetings for decisions on any
program agreement (part-time would not be required)
9.
398
1Q7 , ?
Pt the position of Associate Director for Seminar
re
^
llZlng that 1 am committing myself to the obliga-ons and responsibilities outlined below. These are the min-imum requirements for fulfilling my position.
1 . I agree to meet the requirements outlined in
and 6-9 in the Seminar staff contract, with
ate consequences outlined there.
sections 1-4
the appropri-
2. I agree to tape record critiques of the tapes provided bythe staff in section 5 of the staff contract by Febru-
ary 22 for the February session and by March 9 for theMarch session. My failure to do this will release the
staff members from any further obligations in section 5.
3. I agree to develop and implement a planning process for
Seminar . 1
4. I agree to handle communication with Uncle Si regarding
Seminar. 1
I agree to develop a budget for Seminar, and to set ap-
propriate registration fees. 1 - December 31
6. I agree to write a publicity brochure. 1 - January 13
7. I agree to write a pre-session diagnostic instrument for
Seminar, and to gather the data for staff use. 1 - Febru-
ary 9
8.
I agree to coordinate post-session with delegates and to
report findings to the staff. 1 - mid April
9* I agree to attend the State Convention to publicize Sem-
inar. 1 - January 13
10. I agree to assess the adequacy of program designs according
to listed criteria. 1 - February 22, March 9
Signed
1 Failure to fulfill this obligation will remove me as Seminar
Associate Director
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BUDGET EOR SEMINAR I973
%
J Costs per Delegate :
1 ’
fees)
WeekSnd = $!7.50 (room and board, registration
2. Second weekend = $ 3.75 (3 meals)
Working capital per delegate = $40.00-$21
.25 = $18.75
Working capital (based on 26 delegates) = 26 x $18.75 = $487.50
Other Costs :
1. Staff room and board for both weekends = 6 x $21.25$127
•
50
2. Travel expenses (for planning meetings, to and from Sem-inar, etc.) = $260.00 (I can provide an estimated break-down on this if needed--travel expenses for Joel, David
Eliot, Patti, Si, Karen) '
3* Materials, phone, brochure, mailing = $100.00
TOTAL of Other Costs = $487.50
Note: Karen will be working in the evaluator role during the
first Seminar weekend. If we do not have 26 delegates,
she is aware that we may not be able to cover her ex-
penses .
APPENDIX F
Synthesis of Operationalizations
of Each Program Goal
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APPENDIX G
Staff Planning: Meeting on February 10-11, 1973
1. List of Topics Discussed
2. Representative List of Participants'
Responses to Diagnostic Questionnaire
—
List of Topics Discussed During Staff Meeting.
February 10, 197 ^
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Patti :
1. I am excited about some of Britton and Hawley's curriculum
materials as a synthesis.
2. I wonder to what extent any training program is actually
an extension of its staff--and are we upholding a process
of learning that works for us?
3. In what ways can I recognize and accept my personal needs
as a staff member during the actual program--my consultant/
role/style/functioning?
Joel :
1. need to make sure curriculum of process skills does not
turn into curriculum of concerns (Terry Borton)
2. in what ways might we handle delegates who impose and de-
pose others' values
3 • concern about building research component into program
4. how respond to values conflict, "heavy" issues
5. need for staff modeling from the beginning, and especially
in high-risk situations
6. need to respect and build-in opportunities for privacy
7 • be careful about making the smorgie an "alternatives over-
kill"
8. need for emerging curriculum, in which students have on-
going input
9* need to provide for different learning styles--need to ex-
amine further imposing vs. expanding repertoire
10. need for staff to be conscious of which delegate behaviors
are rewarded--as an extension of our values, do we reward
some styles more than others? --need to appreciate delegate-
centered learning styles
David
: (drawn particularly from Synectics and Values and Teach-
±m)
1 . I was excited by the overlap in my readings--the concept of
support, leadership (effect of rotating leadership, the need
to be aware of the verbal and non-verbal cues, style, and
role of the leader), power, group dynamics, listening skills,
values clarification
2. need for alternation of involvement-detachment (incubation)
with both people and problems
3 . explore ways of using the group to make the "creative pro-
cess visible " --use process observers, videotape
4. spectrum policy so important (springboard off the "appre-
ciate" in RDA
)
5- I wonder how we can use competition in building a suppor-
tive environrnent--can we construct a model which encourages
competition while at the same time allows for support?
(have smorgie topic on "competition," disarmament game,
starpower, lecturette on zero-sum games), focus on intra-
personal competition
6. I would like to know more about the role of sensitivity and
aggressiveness in creative problem-solving (sensitivity
directed at people and the problem, aggressiveness directed
only at the problem)
7. I was excited by the idea "Museum Experiment" ("backwards"
inventing-
-see inventorama in Strange and Familiar )
8. what role does silence play in creative problem-solving?
(note incubation)
9- need to examine leadership and power as related to creative
problem-solving
10. people lack models or rules for teamwork in a meeting--
synectics suggests "take the ’I' out of the idea, but does
this conflict with the humanistic education guideline of
1 owning 1 ? "--no, it just suggests that energy is best direc-
ted at the problem, and not at personalities
11. Values Clarification provides many activities which match
our goals
12. Paulo Friere--what role do we play as change agents? What
are we trying to change?---need to fully examine these ques-
tions on March 12 and later--when we determine the future
directions of the program
13. 'comparison of transcendental meditation bubble analogy with
synectics' unconscious/preconscious/censor/conscious model
14. in dealing with our perception of reality and change, we
need to explore myths, limit situations, personal power,
empathy (develop by practicing "reverse" empathy--describe
self), banking concept of education vs. problem-posing con-
cept, reflection vs. action (Seminar is an opportunity for
systematic reflection leading to action)
Eliot :
1. If more children are exposed to more inconsis tencies (due
to mass communications, travel, etc.), then is the develop-
ment of a values system at the conscious level desirable--
or is apathy the best defense? Is the values work we es-
pouse really its own substitute set of values? (in response
to Values and Teaching ) (people grow, values ehange--need
to avoid static view of values; values are dynamic--note
ms
situational ethics; do we need to share models other than
ourselves-watch out for delegates building dependence onthe
. s taf
^ , but also don't knock our charisma; use of teams,avmg two weekends, delegate self-contracts
,
and giving
aelegates increasing responsibilities for their own learn-ing will help us monitor over-dependence on staff; in order
to avoid manipulation, we need to make explicit our valuesbase--of wanting to teach people how to fish, net, what tofish for)
2. (in response to Synec tics
, p. 76) If a group becomes moti-
vated by a variety of factors: (a.) in-group feeling derived
from shared experience; (b) monatity of actions; (c) crisis;
(d) creative responsibility; (e) "winning excitement" --
which (if any, consciously) should we encourage, structure,
seek in Seminar? (we should try to build-in a. d, and e;
need to watch out for creating in-group and out-group
—
be (a)ware of staff only reinforcing values of students with
whom they agree
)
3. (in response to Synectics
, p. 77) How (or should) I develop
the ability to maintain a "physical distance" in my lead-
ership role in Seminar? Will the need for it vary greatly
depending on the exercises? If so, do I confuse the par-
ticipants in such behavior change? (need to emphasize that
everyone is an exhaustible resource; staff has right to
choose to be picker as well as pickee; staff needs to avoid
being trapped into "give me the answer" game; staff also
has right to pass--staff needs time for themselves; staff
might model early bedtime; staff is not in the "same place"
as delegates--need to check out guilt, shoulds, being all
things to all people; need to be aware of staff-staff and
staff-delegate affection and its consequences)
4. "Once a Synectics group has proved itself in the technical
area, it provides a rationale by which management can view
and accept such radical activity in terms of social con-
ditions." ( Synectics , p. 14-3) Is this what we in Seminar
are really all about? (if our goal is to develop change
agents, then we need to be sure to provide them with the
necessary skills and appropriate warnings/cautions
)
5 . I wonder if we are building a white middle class workshop?
(urgent need to examine this question on March 12)
6. I would like to ask the participants how many decisions
they, alone
,
make each day. Is this an indicator of power-
lessness/powerfulness in us? (activity idea: have par-
ticipants brainstorm future questions, decisions person
their age would have to make in future)
420
7. I am curious how to identify those decisions which shouldbe left to children (see Values and Teaching
, p. 22^~.(note impose-expose-depose-oppose distinction; build
achievement motivation skills--taking moderate risks)
o. I wonder what this means: "He who separates intuition from
expression never succeeds in reuniting them." (Croce in
Synectics
, p. 154)
9* I .wonder--just as the values work is suggested as motiva-
tional for the apathetic student, in synectics, the phe-
nomena of a created high-energy state derived from the
process of making the familiar strange, and becoming in-
volved with the strange, could be equally motivational (by
the way, isn't this symbolic theater—mime, dance)
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Below is a list of representative responses
question on the diagnostic form:
to each
I am attending this program because ...
d
f
vel°P my personal creative and leadership
abn_Liui.es, in order to help other people. Personally,
one reason I am attending is to meet new people andbroaden my experiences.
basically I T m kind of a loner. I'm hoping this Seminar
can bring me out a little more before I go to college.
I want to sit and talk with kids about the things we
worry about and get to know at least one person well.
If I just do this, it's worth it!
I also enjoy any type of learning experience where I
can find out a little more about myself.
I would like to get better acquainted with myself and I
feel the program has the guidelines to do this in an en-joyable, non- threatening way.
because I am deeply involved in school activities where
I play an active part and many of which I lead. I feel
that Seminar can help me in reaching out and working more
efficiently, with others.
I want to expand my self-knowledge, define more accurately
my goals in life. I would also like to broaden my knowl-
edge of people in general.
I enjoy meeting people and having fun.
I am confused, dissatisfied with myself, yet I don’t
really know why-- I don't expect anyone to find the answer
to this but me.
I would like more education and experience in working with
leadership, and to better find out my good values and how
to put them to good use.
It sounds like a good opportunity to find out more about
myself and other people. Also, I want to get to know my
team member better, and this sounded like a good experience
to share with her.
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2 . Some issues, topics, questions, concerns,
would, like the workshops to cover sire
or skills that I
creativity: is there some way to learn how to do thingsin an unusual way (or original)— I never seem to be ableto come up with a way to do things.
relationships: some relationships seem "dead," and no
one really gets anything out of them. How do you getbeneath the surface with people that don’t want you to.
how to approach people, or to be effectively tactful;
my creativity;* put thoughts into action; self-
expression
.
people s plans for the future
—
jobs, college, etc.
I would like to learn some techniques related and essen-
tial to holding and being successful in holding student
government offices.
directions of our lives: who am I; what have I done; how
can I relate to people better; personal problems; the fake
society and fake people of our world; values--personal
happiness
.
how values are developed; why values are developed so-
cietal values as opposed to personal values; creativity--
how can we expand and use our own personal creative re-
sources .
the concept of immortality, euthenasia, the flaws in the
media
.
dealing with intense opposition to personal feelings;
bringing unity to a group of people whose outlooks on
life and lifestyles differ, who show little or no in-
terest in common goals, and who criticize each other.
3. I hope Seminar does not . . .
become a playground for the "ideal" teenager of today, pro-
moting being far out
dwell on drugs and pre-marital sex. Five out of every six
things we see are about these two subjects, and I get tired
of hearing about them.
turn into a series of continuous lectures.
spend all weekend theorizing--I hope we can come up with
some conclusions--! hope we concentrate on relevant topics.
423
have long boring lectures.
make me share more of myself than I initially want to
share, since I have no idea of what to expect. But I
also hope that Seminar doesn't just "scrape the surface."
4. As a result of Seminar, I hope to be able to . . .
better our class, school, and church through meaningful
projects
.
get a fresh new start on old stale problems.
go back to my school and show other interested students
what I've learned, so they too may benefit from the pro-
gram.
make personal decisions more easily.
relate better to myself and friends, focus my life, talk
more honestly.
define more precisely my own personal values and my value
to others in society; to put to use creative skills hith-
erto untapped.
work more efficiently and comfortably with all people and
be able to instill some of my interest in a subject into
others
.
help my student council more; become involved and learn
more of what I can do for my school and peers.
look at myself more clearly and be able to appreciate the
people around me.
be a stronger person with more self-confidence.
5 . One hope I have for my "team" . . .
is that we will be able to convey our learnings to as
many of the student body as possible.
The other member of the "team" and I will be attending
college together in the fall. I hope we can be a reminder
to each other, through our senior year in high school and
our years at college, to practice what we learn at Seminar
.
if we could understand each other with a little more hon-
esty, it would be really terrific.
a friendship experience.
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I hope my teammate can not only learn to accept his rolein our world but also to become aware of how much he can
contribute to it. I'd like him to really "like" himself.
is that we are able to help solve each other's problems
or questions.
that we can work together and effect change where our own
student government has attempted little and accomplished
little
.
I hope to be able to share (and have shared with me) more
than before, so that our relationship can be "better."
6a. My own personal learning style: how I learn best . . .
usually lecture style, in which you can ask questions as
you go along.
relaxed and my nose out of a book.
talking and discussing and sometimes arguing things out.
by experiencing things first-hand.
relaxed atmosphere where I participate and learn myself.
discussion in small groups in an uninhibited, accepting
atmosphere *
in a competitive or involved atmosphere--stimulating dis-
cussions hold interest.
in a relaxed atmosphere, where I can be whatever or who-
.
ever I am.
in a relaxed atmosphere, often with people I don't know
well; where there are no rigid rules or stupid rules; in
a fairly small group.
by reading and studying on my own for a while about some-
thing and then talking it over with somebody who knows
more about it.
through action or work., as opposed to rote and repetition.
usually in a free discussion situation; however, a lecture
session is sometimes necessary when introducing a topic.
when someone can project their thoughts into me so that I
feel I'm the one that comes up with all the bright ideas.
6b
.
6c
.
^25
My own personal learning style: when I learn best
I'm wide awake, not depressed.
£ouArhappen?6 f°™ar '1 t0 spsclal that
caSViearn^' ^ really d0wn °r worried = 1 Just
when I am interested in the lesson.
when the material is interesting and well-presented. Iind it easier to retain and pick up information when
with a larger group, since there are more opinions andpersonalities involved to compare.
up until 9 P.M.
when I don’t feel pressured, when I’m alert and awake--
after a good night’s sleep.
My own personal learning style: where I learn best . . .
in a classroom situation, but in some kind of circular
arrangement, so I don't end up looking at someone's head.
it doesn't matter, as long as I'm with other people.
in a place where I'm not closed in by everybody else,
where I have room to think and breathe.
in comfortable surroundings
.
where everyone is willing to learn.
where it's quiet and I don't have someone interrupting me
all the time
.
in quiet, but relaxed and informal area.
I learn best if I can be relaxed. Like on the floor or
outside. Not in chairs and desks. I get that five days
a week in school.
6d. My own personal learning style: with whom I learn best .
myself.
people that I like 'and that I know I won't have to learn
with every day.
with people who enjoy learning.
people who care~-those that want to learn.
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with a happy and interested group.
with people I* respect and enjoy being with.
people I can be open, frank and honest with,
a friend.
friends--people who can show genuine caring and liking
and acceptance for me make me completely open and honest
and concerned for them-
-mutual learning and growing ex-
periences seem best.
7. Open comment, suggestions, questions, etc.:
From what little information I have read and from what I
have heard, I expect and hope to gain a lot from these
workshops
.
Give us good food and sleep. Make it very informal.
APPENDIX H
Program Evaluator’s Checklist
*28
'The program evaluator used an observation form during
-hefirst Seminar weekend that involved her in noting the presence/
periods/
SPeClflC behaviors or states during specified time
1. Were participants interacting with their back-hometeammates?
2. Were participants interacting with support group members?
3- Was there recognition of killer phrases?
4. Were people on time to the session?
Did anyone refer to his/her personal strengths?
6. Were there smiles and laughter?
7. Did people utilize the spectrum policy?
8. Did people follow the DOVE guidelines?
9 - Did people generate alternatives?
10. Did people list criteria for decision-making?
11. Were people taking notes?
12. Were people writing in their journals, without having
been offered time to do so?
13. Did people make personal value statements, "l ..."
statements ?
14. Were people reading the handouts?
15. Did anyone question the staff about the curriculum?
16. Were participants interacting with the staff?
17 . Did people define a problem using the problem-definition
skills?
18. Did anyone help another diagnose a problem?
19. Did anyone ask for alternatives?
20. Were people using the vocabulary introduced?
21. Were people using metaphors?
22. Did people make self-contracts?
APPENDIX I
Materials Handed Out or Generated
During the Seminar Program
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Materials handed out
program:
or generated during the Seminar
1. weekly reaction sheet
2. success analysis chart
3. MAD cartoon: problem definition
4. Are You Someone Who?
5« value survey
6. self-contracting
7. BRIVIHAFO
8. notes on conflict
9. morphological grid
10. 7 criteria
11 . MAD cartoon #2
12. patterns search
13. friendship values sheet
14. generation gap
15. some words or phrases you may be hearing around here
16. blocks to creative problem-solving
17
.
problem definition
18. fact-finding
19* idea-finding
20. some questions to ask yourself after brainstorming
21. outline of memo to be completed for your brainstorming
group
22. sample brainstorming memo #1
23* sample brainstorming memo #2
24. evaluation
25* implementation
26. guidelines for creative leadership in groups and
organizations
Joel Goodman
Univ
. of Mass.
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WEEKLY REACTION SHEET
IALAC week of:
1 . The high point of the week for me .
2. I felt creative when I . . .
3 • One value I acted on this week
. . .
4. One way I used/applied a learning or
Seminar . . .
5. This week, I was like a
Seminar 1973
activity from
,
because.
6 . Open comment . .
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THE SUCCESS ANALYSIS CHART
* By Jack Canfield
I
used
skill
and
know-how
I
was
free
to
decide
what
I
did
or
now
I
did
it
I
influenced
somebody
or
got
them
to
do
what
I
wanted
them
to
do
I
helped
someone
else
do
something
important
to
them
I
met
a
challenge
or
nad
an
aavenxure
I
increased
my
self-respect
I
received
recognition,
support,
or
respect
from
others
I
received
money
or
its
equal
I
received
love
and
acceptance
i
rom
my
family
|I
learned
something
new
|
ACHIEVEMENTS A B C D E F G H I J
COLUMN TOTALS
1
1
Sidney Simon and Tom Vanderbeck
adapted by JoeL Goodman
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Seminar 1973
ARE YOU SOMEONE WHO . . . ?
Below are a number of items which may or may not apply
to you. Check the ones which describe you (use Column A for
your check marks). Leave blank the ones which do not apply
to you. Of course, there are no right or wrong answers.
The purposes of this are to give you a chance to see how
well you know yourself; and to give you a chance to see how
some other people see you.'
Are You Someone Who . . .
A B 6"
1
.
procrastinates about the things that you
like to do?
2 . prefers reading a book to going to the movies?
3 * reads fashion magazines enviously?
4 . meditates?
5. listens carefully to others?
6 . would live with someone out of wedlock?
7 . tends to make snap judgments
8 . waits for someone else to say "Hello!" first?
9 * goes "back to sleep after the alarm goes off?
10 . counts off days until an important event?
11 . keeps a record of your dreams?
12 . enjoys dressing up for special occasions?
13. believes in E.S.P.?
14 . will answer honestly when asked, "How are
you? "?
15. would steal from a department store but not
from a house?
16. is likely to publish a short story some day?
17. avoids your parents?
18. is fanatically punctual?
19. will wait for someone else to do tne laundry,
even if you've run out of clean clothes:
20. will run for public office someday?
21. would be a difficult person to be married Lo
:
22. believes in destiny or fate?
23 „ feels comfortable about how you gel high;
24 . is fiercely independent?
25. is likely to have three or more children?
125
.
prays before going to sleep
r
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A B C
27 . would spend more than five bucks at a carnival?
28, considers yourself a philosopher of sorts?
29* will work for social change even though it in-
volves personal danger?
30. would carve a heart with your love's and your
initials on a tree?
31 . would approve of burning the American Flag at a
rally?
32. enjoys a good laugh, even at someone else's
expense?
33. must have advice from others before making a
decision?
34. would wear an odd-looking' sweater because your
best friend knitted it?
35. would offer to help your fifteen year-old
daughter get the pill?
36. knows what you'll be doing a year from now?
37 . has difficulty saying "No!
11
?
38. can cry easily?
39. never wears seat belts?
40 . doesn't like your glasses?
41 . drives too fast?
42 . believes everything you hear?
43. butters-up teachers?
44 . has been to Europe?
45. gets along well with your parents?
46 . never makes promises?
47* can express yourself better on paper than in
conversation?
48 . will marry for money?
49. tries to live for today?
50. does things on the spur 01 the moment:
51. never goes anywhere alone.'-
52. will always have a best friend?
53. never has been drunk?
54 . is romantic?
55. has trouble falling asieep?
56. almost always has a snack deluxe 1 -tiling.
57. has given up smoking several Lillies;
38. feels uncomfortable near policemen.
39. is sure to move away from .yuui huim.
town.
60. can play children's games with children
enjoy it?
1 61. will probably never give up residing the comic
436
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A B C
62.
63.
64.
65.
66
.
67.
68
.
69,
70.
71.
72.
73-
74.
75-
76.
77.
78.
79
80
likes hard physical work?
avoids funerals?
has confronted racism in your community?
would go out of your way to help a stranger?
can't keep a secret?
tries to .-dress appealingly?
would like the security of marriage?
never has enough time?
is a good friend to have?
would insist that your wife take your last name/
would take the last name of your husband?
enjoys classical music?
will raise your children as you were brought up?
goes to church/synagogue once a week?
practices yoga?
favors the legalization of marijuana?
computes the cost per pound of each item when
shopping
has trouble relaxing?
is likely to get a part in an amateur theatre
group?
has difficulty making time for the things you
love to do?
Dr. Sidney Simon.
Univ. of Mass.
(c) by Milton Rokeach
VALUE SURVEY
Below is a list of 18 values arranged in alphabetical order.
Your task is to arrange them in order of their importance to
YOU, as guiding principles in YOUR life.
Study the list carefully. Then place a _L next to the value
which is most important for you
,
place a 2 next to the value
which is second most important to you, etc. The value which
is least important, relative to the others, should be ranked
18.
If you change your mind, feel free to change your answers.
The end result should truly show how you really feel.
A COMFORTABLE LIFE (a prosperous life)
AN EXCITING LIFE (a stimulating, active life)
A SENSE OF ACCOMPLISHMENT (lasting contribution)
A WORLD AT PEACE (free of war and conflict)
A WORLD OF BEAUTY (beauty of nature and the arts)
EQUALITY (brotherhood, equal opportunity for all)
FAMILY SECURITY (taking care of loved ones)
FREEDOM (independence, free choice)
HAPPINESS (contentedness)
INNER HARMONY (freedom from inner conflict)
MATURE LOVE (sexual and spiritual intimacy)
NATIONAL SECURITY (protection from attack)
PLEASURE (an enjoyable, leisurely life)
SALVATION (saved, eternal life)
SELF RESPECT (self-esteem)
SOCIAL RECOGNITION (respect, admiration)
TRUE FRIENDSHIP (close companionship
)
WISDOM (a mature understanding of life)
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SELF-CONTRACTING
One important personal skill that can help you take responsi-
bility for and control over your own life is that of self-
contracting. In developing individualized behavior-change
goals through the self-contract, you may find the following
process helpful;
(1) Identify an area of concern or something you would like to
change in your life--state what change you feel is most
important in this area ( GOAL-STATEMENT )
.
(2) Ask yourself "How would I behave differently if I reached
this goal? "(BEHAVIORAL GOAL).
(3) The next step is to assist making the behavioral goal as
observable as possible--ask yourself "How could an ob-
• server or outsider tell that I had changed in this manner?"
(OBSERVABLE BEHAVIORAL GOAL).
(4) Now try to make your observable behavioral goal even more
specific (if possible ) --two helpful ways to do this are:
(a) limit the scope of the behavior; (b) limit the time,
place, person, or context (SPECIFIC OBSERVABLE BEHAVIORAL
GOAL).
(5) Asking yourself questions to establish a base-rate in terms
of the specific observable behavioral goal can be helpful
in evaluating the success you have in reaching your self-
contract--ask yourself "How well do I do this now?" and
"How frequently do I do this now?" in order to establish
the quantity and quality of your present behavior--it is
possible to use a continuum here (BASE RATE).
(6) Set a time at which you will evaluate your progress
(EVALUATION)
.
(7) Check to see that your goal is realistic in terms of:
(a) your present behavior in that area; and (b) the efieci
of external circumstances on your attempt to fulfill the
self-contract (REALISTIC).
(8) After doing all this, stop and check that the goal
you
have chosen is important to you (IMPORTANT CHECK).
(9) When all these steps have culminated in an
acceptable
specific observable change goal you should sign a contract
to yourself indicating that this is the goal toward which
you will work (CONTRACT).
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Check to make sure that your behavioral change goals have the
following characteristics:
(1) they represent behaviors that are overt (observable by
others
)
(2) they are individualized for you and important to you
(3) they are very specific
(4) they require personal effort
References:
Richard G. Weigel's Developing Individualized Behavior-Change
Goals
Alfred Alschuler and Diane Tabor's Aiming
J. Pfeiffer and J. Jones' Structured Experiences for Human
Relations Training
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BRIVIHA.F0 POSITIVE FEEDEACK GENERATOR*
1. supportive 1. tender
2. kind 2. responsible
3- attentive 3 . alive
4. cooperative 4. steadfast
5 . stimulating 5. forthright
6. enthusiastic 6 . reasonable
7. trustworthy 7 . loving
8. perceptive 8. insightful
9 . wise 9 . energetic
10. warm 10. uplifting
1. reassuring 1. honest
2. encouraging 2. trusting
3 . dependable 3 . friendly
4. loyal 4. right on
5 . thoughtful 5
.
' deferential
6. considerate 6. positive
7. influential 7. arousing
8. affectionate 8. useful
9 . vital 9 . sympathetic
10. tactful 10 . aware
1. zestful 1 . heat
2. helpful 2 . cool
3 . accepting 3 . delightful
4. refreshing 4 . empathic
5 . inclusive 5 . inspiring
6. thorough 6 . zealous
7 . valuable 7. clever
8. sensitive 8. reliable
9 . ardent 9 . open
10. creative 10. astute
*The BRIVIHAFO GENERATOR is named for its
originators, David
Britton, Michael Vitiello, Robert Hawley, and
John Foss.
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NOTES ON CONFLICT
by Lloyd Etheredge
Conflicts within groups are as old as civilization it-
self. Yet, as leaders, we still attempt to deal with con-
flicts intuitively, on the basis of our own past experience,
without the benefit of knowledge based on the accumulated ex-
perience of other communities.
Our need to understand the forces and patterns of human
conflict is particularly urgent today. "The times" have
brought forth an increased desire by students to be treated
with respect and to share in making the decisions that shape
their lives while they are in school. The demands for change
are increasing; unless they can be channeled effectively,
these conflicts can tear at the bonds that hold man together
in a peaceful society.
Our schools, our cities, our society can evolve in many
directions and each of our present conflicts is a turning
point whose form of resolution shapes our paths into the fu-
ture. For those who value democratic processes, respect for
individual dissent, variety, and civil liberties more than
they value authoritarianism, prejudice, uniformity, and the
imposed order of repression, it is important that these con-
flicts be not in one way rather than another. We can, if we
understand what we are doing, apply a little knowledge and a
little effort in managing conflicts that will have major ef-
fects on the course of future events.
What follows is a brief sketch of how conflicts develop
and how they can get out of hand.
I. The Development of Conflict-Issues
As conflicts develop, three fundamental transformations
appear to take place in the issues involved.
A.
B.
Specific Issues are replaced by general issues.
For example, conflict at Berkeley over free speech
grew quickly to conflict over the whole organization
of the university; conflict over school desegregation
has progressed to conflict over Black Powei ;
opposition
to the Vietnam War has escalated to an attack on
the
"military-industrial complex."
New and different Issues are introduced.
Often new issues, logically irrelevant to
the original
issue, are purposely introduced by one side
°r another
to get additional support for its position.
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opponents to the Vietnam War have sought to
create additional opposition by publicizing the dis-
crimination of the draft system; the Klu Klux Klan
has tried to stir opposition to the Supreme Court's
desegregation ruling by attacking "outside agitators,"
high school principals or college administrators may
describe students who seek change as "bearded hip-
pies . M
C . Disagreement becomes antagonism .
As a conflict escalates further, personal slander,
rumor, and direct hostility enter the arena and add
more powerful feelings to the controversy. For ex-
ample, as opposition to the Vietnam War increased
press reports began to appear describing President
Johnson's pettiness and vulgarity. Opponents of the
Vietnam War call supporters of the war "Fascists."
Supporters call opponents "Communist dupes" and
"irresponsible anarchists." The John Birch Society
calls those who favor fluoridation of water "left-
wing tctalitarians . " In the ghetto, policemen have
become known as "pigs."
II. The Development of Conflict - Changes in social organiza-
tion as conflicts develop, there are five basic changes
in social organization that take place over time
.
A. Polarization of social relations
As conflicts develop, friendships grow within opposing
groups but wither between them. People stop talking
with their opponents
.
For example, a Senior Class President at Parkville
Senior High who refused to lead the Pledge of Alle-
giance as a symbolic protest against the Vietnam War
found that during the resulting controversy, many
o
his former friends stopped speaking to him.
Jn i, e
recent teachers’ strikes in New York City,
those who
went out on strike generally stopped speaking
to those
who remained on the job.
B. Formation of special groups
For example, as controversies develop,
new organiza-
tions and groups form. As student unres
a
creased in Montgomery County a Student
Umoi.. .ia
formed . As the'desire of Blacks for
influence has_
increased the Black Panthers have formed.
A
_P
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sition to the Vietnam War increased, new national
committees came into existence to serve as a focal
point for communication and action.
C . Emergence of new and more extreme leaders
As conflict continues, new and more extreme leaders
emerge to lead the newly formed groups and the in-
creasingly hostile factions. These often are people
who never held leadership positions before and who
are inexperienced at (and perhaps not inclined to)
the resolving of conflicts through existing channels.
Mario Savio at Berkeley and Mark Rudd at Columbia,
Stokely Carmichael and H. Rapp Brown have all emerged
as leaders in their arenas as conflict has progressed.
D. Community-wide organization
For example, a school newspaper that wants an end to •
faculty censorship may ask the student council for
support. Opponents of the Vietnam War tried to place
the Democratic Party on record against it. Congress
and other legislative bodies are often involved and
pressured by one group or another to decide in their
favor
.
E. Increasing word of mouth communication
As the pace and intensity of conflict increases, as
issues become more personal, and as social polariza-
tion increases, rumor and word of mouth communication
comes to replace newspapers and other traditional ways
in which people search for and acquire information.
III. Dynamics of Conflict Development
As suggested in this outline, one stage of conflicts
can feed into the next stage. Two mechanisms, in
particular, seem to be involved.
Cognitive Balancing
Men have a strong need for consistency, a need to see
and feel in blacks and whites, and an argument on a
particular question between two people can often end
up with each disliking the other. For example,
polit-
ical discussions are taboo in the messrooms on
Navy
ships because experience has shown that men who
is-
cover they disagree strongly on political
issues of.en
have difficulty in working together afterward,
bxm
ilarlv two people who find themselves agreeing
in
tastes and interests often end up with
both liking one
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another. I*t is this need to seek a congruent, bal-
anced and consistent view of the world which seems to
operate in the minds of men in conflict situations as
they come to shift friendship and ascribe only nega-
tive characteristics to their opponents, to make them-
selves into saints and their opponents into devils.
B. Reciprocal causation
As a conflict situation continues with neither side
finding a resolution in its favor, one side may es-
calate the level and nature of conflict in the ways
described above in an effort to win. Sometimes this
will work; but often the action of one side will cause
a corresponding reaction and escalation by the other
side. And, like a scorpion and a tarantula locked
into a battle, neither of whom can end the conflict
in which they are engaged without serious danger of
being destroyed, who must meet well the attacks of
the opponent to survive and exceed them to win, so
conflicting groups can often feel themselves locked
into a death struggle, a situation where one cannot
win by cooperation but only by destroying one’s op-
ponents .
IV. Conflict Management
It is often the case that men use conflict to gain
their ends. This is not necessarily wrong:
.
in any
setting in which the personalities, perceptives, and
values of individuals differ, conflict may legiti-
mately arise. In economics, for example, competition
may often produce better results for society than co-
operation/ In one sense, this outline may be a guide
to those who wish to use strategies of conflict to
achieve their ends, indicating how to escalate to.
achieve one’s ends. On the other hand, this outline
may also suggest insights to those who seek
to limi
conflict and resolve problems before antagonism
social polarization pull at the bonds of common
values
and cooperative effort. If he wishes, one
can seek
to stoo the cycle of reciprocal causation,
move dow
the ladder from general issues to specifics,
bach from
personal hostility to rational dialogue.
References: _ . ,
Coleman, James S., Comm
1in i ty Con t li c _
The Strategy of Conflict.Schelling, Thomas C.,
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Morphological Grid Generated by
Seminar Participants, March 10 '
Characters Goals Obstacles Outcomes
1. barker get Ph.D. mother bomb
2. sadist wealth 40' water bed death
3- villain happiness dragon happiness
4. (RIP) sex Santa Claus poverty
5- Sherlock Holmes President Joe Jock success
6
.
lover death Beelzebub fame
7. saint bronze tennis
shoes
Baron von Eskay sandpile
8. butler power government stuck in
tar baby
9. Joe Average prestige Swiss Alps two 20'
water beds
•opH
1
Joe Jock Swiss chalet balloon snowbound
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FROM VALUES AND TEACHING:
WORKING WITH VALUES IN THE CLASSROOM
By: Louis E. Raths, Merrill Harmin, and
Sidney B. Simon (Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill
Publishing Co., 1966), pp. 28-33
The Process of Valuing
A look at this process may make clear how we define a value.
Unless something satisfies .all seven of the criteria noted be-
low, we do not call it a value. In other words, for a value to
result, all of the following seven requirements must apply.
Collectively, they describe the process of valuing.
1. Choosing freely . If something is in fact to guide one's
life whether or not authority is watching, it must be a result
of free choice. If there is coercion,, the result is not likely
to stay with one for .long, especially when out of the range of
the source of that coercion. Values must be freely selected if
they are to be really valued by the individual.
2. Choosing from among alternatives
.
This definition of values
is concerned with things that are chosen by the individual and
obviously there can be no choice if there are no alternatives
from which to choose. It makes no sense, for example, to say
that one values eating. One really has no choice in the mat-
ter. What one may value is certain types of food or certain
forms of eating, but not eating itself. We must all obtain
nourishment to exist; there is no room for decision. Only when
a choice is possible, when there is more than one alternative
from which to choose, do we say a value can result.
3. Choosing after thoughtful consideration of the consequences
o f each alternative . Impulsive or thoughtless choices do not
lead to values as we define them. For something intelligently
and meaningfully to guide one's life, it must emerge from a
weighing and an understanding . Only when the consequences of
each of the alternatives are clearly understood can one make
intelligent choices. There is an important cognitive factor
here. A value can emerge only with thoughtful consideration
of the range of the alternatives and consequences in a choice.
4 . Prizing and cherishing . When we value something, it has a
positive tone. We prize it, cherish it, esteem it, respect it,
hold it dear. We are happy with our values. A choice,
even
when we have made it freely and thoughtfully , may be a
choice
we are not happy to make. We may choose to
fight in a nar,
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be sorry circumstances make that choice reasonable. In our
definition, values flow from choices that we are glad to make.
We prize and cherish the guides to life that we call values.
5. Affirming . When we have chosen something freely, after
consideration of the alternatives, and when we are proud cf
our choice, glad to be associated with it, we are likely to
affirm that choice when asked about it. We are willing to
publicly affirm our values. We may even be willing to champion
them. If we are ashamed of a choice, if we would not make our
position known when appropriately asked, we would not be deal-
ing with values, but something else.
6 . Acting upon choices . Where we have a value, it shows up in
aspects of our living. We may do some reading about things
we value. We are likely to form friendships or to be in or-
ganizations in ways that nourish our values. We may spend
money on a choice we value. We budget time or energy for our
values. In short, for a value to be present, life itself must
be affected. Nothing can be a value that does not, in fact,
give direction to actual living. The person who talks about
something but never does anything about it is dealing with
something other than a value.
7 . Repeating . Where something reaches the stage of a value,
it is very likely to reappear on a number of occasions in the
life of the person who holds it. It shows up in several dif-
ferent situations, at several different times. We would not
think of something that appeared once in a life and never
again as a value. Values tend to have a persistency, tend to
make a pattern in a life.
To review this definition, we see values as based on three
processes: Choosing, prizing, and acting.
CHOOSING: (1) Freely
(2) From alternatives
(3) After thoughtful consideration of the
consequences of each alternative
PRIZING: (4) cherishing, being happy with the choice
(5) willing to affirm the choice publicly
ACTING: ( 6 ) doing something with the choice
(7) repeatedly, in some pattern of life
Those processes collectively define valuing. Results of
the
valuing process are called values.
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PATTERNS SEARCH
1.
Identify an area of concern or interest (e.g., meeting
people, choosing friends, how to spend Saturday nights, honesty
in relationships, etc.).2.
Can you identify a pattern in this area? Describe it be-
haviorally (overt behaviors or reactions that others could ob-
serve )
.
3. Do you: (1) value this pattern (check out against the
seven criteria); (2) like this pattern; ( 3 ) dislike this pat-
tern? How does this pattern serve you--what function does it
have? (use the back)
4. What alternatives are there to this pattern? Try to brain-
storm as long a list as possible--withhold judgment on any of
the alternatives at this point--try to get as many alternatives
as possible, even some really weird ones:
5.
Choose one of the alternatives that you would like to al-
low yourself to try:
6.
Write a self -contract incorporating this alternative ( s )
.
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FRIENDSHIP
"My friends are lazy today, considering the fact that I'm
dying-- they might have sent a card . " --Rudyard Kipling
What do you expect from your friends?
"Take care with the beginning of friendship--for the end will
always manage itself . "--James Lytton
What can a stranger do to make you want to make friends with
him/her?
"Show me the man who is your friend and I will know what your
ideal of manhood is--and what kind of man you yourself wish
to be."—William Carlyle
Which of your friends are you like? In what ways?
"Labor not to make friends, they will come in the dead of
night without your bidding . "--Sister Hazlett
Have you befriended anyone recently? If so, what prompted you?
"if I stop killing your chickens, can we be friends? " --Bob Burns
Have you any friends now that you didn't like when you first met
them?
"Come, my friend, I'll take you boating and later to a house of
joy. "--Jean Genet
What can your friends do for you to lift your spirits? (Let
them know
!
)
I pinched the quotes from You're my fri end s o I brought
yo
g
thls book . Edited and introduced by John
Marvin: (Random House,
New York, 19/0)
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Sidney Simon
School of Education
University of Massachusetts
This strategy was leaned
from Sister Louise, St.
SL(m)
Juliana's School, Chicago
Suppose we predict how two generations would rank: a set of
values. (Use those over thirty and those under thirty for the
following). Rank in priority order the five you believe the
younger generation values most and then do the same for the
older generation. Be able to give reasons.
Compare and discuss with someone in your generation and some-
one in the other generation.
Choose five
A. Respect for elders and those in authority
B. Organized religion
C. Proper dress and deportment
D. Personal freedom
E. Economic independence
F. Planned parenthood
G. Love as the motive for actions
H. Fulfillment of commitments and responsibilities
I. Loyalty to country
J. Complete openness and acceptance of others
K. Work that is self-fulfilling
L. Work that is productive
Younger generation Older generation
1st Choice 1st Choice
2nd Choice 2nd Choice
3rd Choice 3rd Choice
4th Choice 4th Choice
Now think of someone to whom you feel close who belongs to the
other generation than the one you belong to. Choose the five
values from the above list which you think are the most im-
portant to him or her, and rank them as he or she would rank
them. Now choose and rank the five which are the most import-
ant to you . Can you draw any conclusions from comparing
;your
four lists? Write out a series of "I Learned's.
5th Choice 5th Choice
Zj.52
SOME WORDS OR PHRASES YOU MAY BE HEARING AROUND H ERE:
1* identity = involves one's self-image and self-concept, as
reflected in such questions as: "Who am I?" and "What do I
stand for, value, believe in?"
2. connectedness = involves one’s relationships with other
people, focusing around such concerns as: "How do I relate
to other people?", "What kinds of relationships do I find
satisfying?", and "How can I make my relationships more sat-
isfying?"
3. personal power = involves the extent to which one has
control over what happens to him/her--"How can I affect,
direct the flow of my life and what happens to me?"
4 . secondary process = a learned way of doing things, con-
sciously used or called upon to supplement one's own natural
primary process.
5. primary process = an intuitive way of responding to situ-
ations, people, or problems.
6. process = "how to," a way of responding, acting. "if you
give a man a fish, you feed him for a day. If you teach him
how to fish, you feed him for the rest of his life." A syn-
onym for "process" is "skills."
7. creativity = the development, proposal, and implementa-
tion of NEW and VALUABLE ideas that will satisfy some ex-
pressed or implied NEED. "To exhibit creativity, your solu-
tion must be new to you--not necessarily to someone else. In
this respect, EVERYONE can be creative." (Sidney Parnes)
8. ideation = process used to generate ideas.
9. incubation = the detachment from a. problem as a way of
producing "spontaneous" (aha!) ideas or synthesizing previous
ideas
.
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BLOCKS TO CREATIVE PROBLEM-SOLVING
B: perceptual barriers; badmouthing others' ideas
L: lack of: self-confidence, information, energy, effort,
humor, positive outlook, rewards for innovative behavior
0: £ld ways of doing things (force of habit); overlooking
the obvious
C: conformity; £lock pressure; close-mindedness ; cutting
down ideas immediately
K: killer statements (internal and external); kookie syn-
drome ("Am I crazy?")
S: self-imposed boundaries; _scared to be wrong or laughed at;
"self-complacency; subservience to authority
GUIDELINES TO HELP YOU USE MORE OF YOUR
CREATIVE POTENTIAL
C:
R:
E:
A:
gee yourself as having challenges, rather than problems.
Promote collaboration, cooperation, and cross-fertiliza-
tion (seeking out different people with different per-
spectives) .
Reserve judgment when generating ideas. Recognise at
"titudinal and environmental blocks to your creativity.
Redefine and restate your problem definition several times
7by asking the question "Why is this important? and by
putting yourself in the shoes of those involved in the
situation). Reward innovative behavior. Relax. Ta'e
risks in offering new ideas or taking new approaches.
Sxpand, hitchhike, piggyback on the ideas of
others.
Ceeo your energy level high. Enjoy, use humor as
much as
possible. Make sure your environment ls k ,,
creative behavior. jSntertain the apparen L y 1 -
^
Evaluate by using your gut feelings as well as
rational
criteria
.
Alternate between individual and team work
Alternate
between concentration and detachment f
.
.^ irUculate
(inviting incubation-- ohe aha expen .
the apparently unspeakable.
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T: Two heads can be better than one (synergy).
I: Seek, innovative solutions (off-beat). Encourage use of
intuition
.
V: Realize that creativity varies with the situation, and is
not a fixed personality trait. Encourage a vast number
of ideas (the more ideas you have, the more likely you
are to have a good idea). Encourage a variety of ideas
and viewpoints . Recognize the value of extended effort
(often the best ideas come at the end of a brainstorming
session )
.
I: Take the "_I M out of idea (deal with the issues, not the
personalities)
.
T: Try it, you'll like it . . . (have self-confidence, ex-
periment with ideas and ways of implementing them)
.
Y: Yes (spectrum policy—when an idea is raised, try to say
Two positive things about it before you say anything
else--focus on the good in each idea).
Maryland Leadership Workshops
Summer 1972
Joel Goodman and Phyllis Orrick
PROBLEM-DEFINITION*
Briefly state the problem, worded for creative attack, re-
questing a variety of ideas. You may find it helpful to word
your problem statement: "in what ways can I. . ."or "How
many ways can I think of to . . ." or "What ideas might I pro-
duce to . . . " .
Stop a moment and ask, "What is the real problem?", "What
is my basic objective?", "What do I want to accomplish here?".
Ask "why ? " of each new problem statement ("Why do I want to do
this? ) . As a result of these questions you ask yourself, try
to restate and broaden your problem definition. For example,
by asking "why?" the problem "in what ways can I get repre-
sentatives to report to their homerooms?" could be restated
and broadened to "in what ways can I work to improve communi-
cation between the student council and the student body?".
Restate your problem by asking "why?" several times.
Jot down the names of the different people or groups who
may be involved in the problem. Redefine the problem several
times by stating it from the perspective of each person/group
involved--put yourself in their shoes. Keep using the "in
what ways ..." format.
Underline the problem definition ( s ) above that is most
significant to you--the one(s) most in need of creative at-
tack. Perhaps it is the one that would give you the greatest
leeway, the largest number of approaches for exploration, the
^
one that includes most of the other ones. Or it may be one of
the narrower statements that is really the crux of the
situa-
tion. Use this definition (s) as the starting point for your
creative attack.
^Source
:
Sidney Parnes* Creative Behavior Workbook.
Maryland Leadership Workshops
Summer 1972
Phyllis Orrick and ‘Joel. Goodman
FACT-FINDING
Once you have decided upon a problem-definition, you may
find it helpful to gather information related to the problem-
information that will answer questions like: who? what? when
where? why? how?
First, write down what you know about the problem.
Second, write down what you need to know-information
that you will have to get in order to adequately address the
problem. Jot down a list of the questions you have.
Third, for each question above, write down the name of
the person ( s ) or place ( s ) to whom you might go in order to
get the answers.
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IDEA-FINDING*
Now it's time to generate possible solutions to the prob-
lem. You may do this most effectively by following the DOVE
guidelines
:
Defer judgment: criticism is ruled out, criticism of
ideas must be withheld until later. Don't judge either your
own or someone else's ideas.
C)ff-beat: the wilder the ideas, the better; it is easier
to tame down than to think up
.
Vastness: quantity is desired; the greater the number of
ideas, the more likelihood of good ones.
Expand on ideas and each other: try to build and piggy-
back on ideas--suggest how others' ideas could be turned into
better ideas or how to combine two or more ideas into still
another idea. Add details, suggest modifications, think of
similar ideas.
Take some time now--individually and/or in a group--to
brainstorm as many ideas as you can. Use the back of this
page if needed.
NOTE: If your problem statement is quite broad, you may find
that the ideas listed on the other side are really
" sub-prob-
lems . " For example, consider the problem. In what ways might
I increase sales of our yearbook?" You might list^ideas such
as "interest more students," "step up advertising, etc. In
cases like this, you could choose one of these "approaches
at a time, and then probe for more specific ideas (using In
what ways might I interest more students? "In what ways might
I step up advertising?" etc. as sub-problem statements).
In such cases, you may want to repeat this worksheet for
each "sub-problem."
Sources: Sidney Parnes' Creative Behavior Workbook,
David
Britton's Notes on Methods to Imp rove Group Meetings,
an
Youth Tutoring Youth's A Manua l for Trainees.
Maryland Leadership Workshops
Summer 1972
Phyllis Orrick and Joel Goodman
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SOME QUESTIONS TO ASK YOURSELF
AFTER BRAINSTORMING
1 . Did I find myself collaborating or competing with the
other members of the group?
2 . Did I defer judgment on others' ideas? Or did I "shoot
them down" (either to myself or out loud)?
3. Was I aware of using any killer phrases?
4 . Did others respect and defer judgment on my ideas?
5. Did I feel free to risk expressing what seemed to be a
weird or different idea?
6. Did the group ever think up crazy ideas, or were they all
conventional?
7 . Did the group push to generate a lot of ideas, or was it
content to quiet after a while?
8. On a 1-10 scale, how would I rate the energy level of the
group? How would I rate my energy level during the brain-
storming session? (10 is high energy, 1 is low eneig^)
9. Did I notice any patterns in my behavior during the ses-
sion?
10. If I had to describe my feelings during the session,
I
would use these four words:
(1)
(2)
( 3 )
w
11. One thing I will try to do in the future to
improve my
brainstorming performance . . •
OUTLINE OF MEMO TO BE COMPLETED FOR YOUR
. BRAINSTORMING GROUP*
1. Statement of Problem : A brief statement of the problem,
worded for creative attack, requesting a variety of ideas.
You may find it helpful to word your problem statement: "in
what ways can we . . . " or "How many ways can we think of
iso • • •
2. Facts Related to the Problem
: (briefly stated)
3« Sample Ideas : Be sure to include some unconventional or
unusual ones to encourage the group to be more flexible in
generating ideas.
Maryland Leadership Workshops
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*Adapted from Sidney Parries’ Creative Behavior Workbook
(New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1967 , PP • I62 -I65 ).
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SAMPLE BRAINSTORMING MEMO #1
1. Statement of Problem : In what ways can the spectators
most enjoy themselves at the football games?
(Other perspectives or problem statements might be: In
what ways can we keep the band from being pelted with snow-
balls? In what ways can we keep the principal happy during
football games? etc.)
2. Facts Related to the Problem : At our school's last home
football game
,
some exhuberant spectators in the stands began
throwing snowballs at the tuba players in the band during
halftime. The tuba players, the rest of the band (-they were
getting hit, too, with some snowballs that were off-target),
and the principal got pretty upset. In fact, the principal
went on the public address system and demanded "Will the per-
sons throwing snowballs please stop immediately!"
About four seconds after his announcement
,
the band really
began to get pelted--everybody seemed to be joining in then.
Needless to say, the band and the principal became even more
upset as some of the tubas even began to sprout snowballs.
The principal threatened to cancel future halftime activities.
Our next home football game is a week away- -what can we do
3. ‘ Sample Ideas :
(1) Sponsor a pie-throwing contest at halftime to help
spectators release their energies. Can raise money, too.
(2) Have student ushers (from service clubs) in the stands
students "policing" themselves.
(3) Don't have football games when there is snow on the
ground
.
(4) Take a poll in homerooms--of what entertainment the
students would like at halftime.
(5) Have the band play farther away from the stands, so
the snowballs wouldn’t reach them.
(6) Put students on the field to protect the band--to be
"snowball catchers."
(7) Threaten that anyone caught throwing snowballs would
be suspended.
(8) Threaten that anyone caught would be sent before a
"snowball firing squad."
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(9) Use a helicopter to lift snowball throwers out of
the stands. Or use the helicopter to airlift the band--a new
form of entertainment.
(10) Convince the principal that he should ignore the
situation--and hope that it evaporates.
Maryland Leadership Workshops
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SAMPLE BRAINSTORMING MEMO #2
Statement of Problem : In what ways can we improve communi-
cation between the student council and the student body?
(Other perspectives or problem statements might be: In
what ways can we make sure that the reps report to their home-
rooms? In what ways can students find out what's going on in
the school and in the student council? In what ways can we
improve the image of the student council?)
2. Facts Related to the Problem : Last year, the homeroom
representatives hardly ever reported to their homerooms about
what was going on in student council. Many reps seemed too
nervous to stand up before their homerooms. Other reps didn't
seem to understand what was going on in student council.
Others just didn't care, period.
Because of the poor communication between the reps and
their homerooms, students often did not know what activities
and services the student council was providing for them. The
student council officers became increasingly frustrated as
fewer and fewer people participated in council activities.
As the new student council officers for the coming year,
what can we do to prevent the same thing from happening again?
3 . Sample Ideas :
(1) Set up and run a weekend workshop for the reps (right
after they are elected) to help them develop the skills and
confidence to report to their homerooms. Stress the importance
of the rep as a link between the council and the student body.
Hold follow-up workshops during the year.
(2) Get some of the popular students and teachers in the
school to "spread the word" about student council--to students
as well as teachers.
(3) Each executive officer could go around to a different
homeroom each morning--to sum up what's been happening, and to
solicit suggestions from the students.
(4) Have students walk down the hall in barrels--with an-
nouncements of future council activities posted on the barrels.
Students could also drop suggestions into the barrels--a walk-
ing advertisement and suggestion box.
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(5) Put up a flashy bulletin board at some central loca-
tion in the school (e.g., snack bar) --with brief sum of stu-
dent council news and upcoming events.
(6) Talk with the editor of the school newspaper--see if
you can have a regular student council activities column.
(7) Using the P.A. , precede morning (or afternoon) an-
nouncements about student council business or activities with
something catchy and energizing (like the William Tell Over-
ture . . . the Lone Ranger).
(8) Each month, give an award (free tickets to upcoming
events, record albums, etc.) to the homeroom that had the
most people involved in council activities during the previous
month
.
(9) Each time you have an in-school student council meet-
ing, hold it in a different social studies classroom--students
could then see the council in action, and tie it in- with class-
room learning (which the teachers might like).
(10)
Set up social gatherings (either in the student lounge
or in the homes of executive officers) on a regular basis--
invite students from different cliques and with different in-
terests--use an informal, more personal touch.
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EVALUATION*
In order to choose the best alternative solution (s) to
your problem, you will warn: to evaluate the ideas you have
generated. This is the time to use your judgment
.
First, list all the criteria you will want to consider
in choosing a solution(s). These criteria can be used to
measure how effective each of your brainstormed ideas might
be in solving your problem. They are the yardsticks with
which you can evaluate your ideas. Examples of criteria in-
clude: cost, time required, usefulness, practicality, social
acceptance, individuals and/or groups affected, moral and/or
legal implications, repercussions of failure, timeliness,
difficulties in implementing, etc.
List the criteria you will want to use in evaluation of
your ideas:
Next, go down your list of brainstormed ideas, putting
an "H" next to those ideas that are really hot, that you
really like; and compare each of your "H” ideas with the cri-
teria you have selected above . Which ideas seem to "measure
up" well against the criteria? Can you modify any of the
ideas that don’t 'Measure up" so that they would then meet
your criteria?
Use the back of this page to compare each of your "H"
ideas with the criteria--make a checklist. Jot down notes
on ways you could modify ideas so that they would measure up
more
.
This evaluation process involves a combination of your
"gut" feelings and intuition (identifying your hot ideas;,
and your judgment (rational criteria) . After jou have gone
through the above steps, select a solution(s) based on your
evaluation that you would like to implement.
Write your chosen solution idea below:
Creative Behavior Workbook.*Source: Sidney Paines'
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IMPLEMENTATION*
In order to most effectively implement your chosen
idea(s), you may find it helpful to answer the following ques-
tions :
(1) ACCEPTANCE: In what ways might I gain acceptance for
my idea?
(2) ANTICIPATION: How might I overcome anticipated ob-
jections?
(3) ASSISTANCE: In what ways might other persons or
groups help me?
(4) LOCATIONS: What places or locations might be ad-
vantageous?
(5) TIMING: In what ways might I use special times,
dates, etc.?
(6) PRECAUTIONS: What should I keep an eye on, which of
my evaluation criteria should I constantly keep an eye on?
You may want to use another sheet to respond to some of
these questions.
One way of looking at the ACCEPTANCE question in more depth
follows
:
Whom do I need to convince of the value of the idea I
want to implement? (people, groups, etc.)
What do I want this person to do about my idea?
Brainstorm the following (alone or in a group): What are
the advantages to him of accepting the idea:
In what ways can I make these advantages obvious?
What possible objections might he have to the idea?
In what ways could I overcome these objections?
Sources : Sidney Parnes' Creative BehavlorJ(orkboolc
and
Mo Edwards' Creative Problem Solver-Pocket
Organizer.
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3
4
5
7.
8
9-
10 .
11 .
12 .
13-
14.
15-
GUIDELINES FOR CREATIVE LEADERSHIP IN
GROUPS AND ORGANIZATIONS
Share leadership as much as possible--delegate responsi-
bility and involve others in planning and decision-making
.
Listen exquisitely well to group members.
Enforce the spectrum policy (every idea has some good to
it ) .
Avoid competing with group members.
Value diversity and differences within the group and or-
ganization- -use conflicts to promote learning.
Don't innoculate against innovations (just because some-
thing bombed once, don't immediately rule it out of xuture
consideration)
.
Keep the energy level high (your interest, alertness, and
intensity are contagious—move around—humor is invaluable ) .
Don't permit anyone to be put on the defensive: (a) watch
out for the apparently lighthearted, defensive remark I
wasn't really serious . . . (b) in accepting a contribu-
tion, never require a justification; (c) avoid pinning down
an individual; (d) if one group member disagrees with,
another’s statement, accept both points of view as being
potentially useful.
Protect each person's self-image: direct the aggresoion
where it belongs--against the problem (and not each other].
See that half-thought out ideas have a chance to
grow.
Create opDortunities for maximum verbal participation--
alternate' between whole-group and small-group activities.
Be sure that the minority voice is heard.
_
Work to achieve multiple authorship for the final
idea.
Don't fear repetition--it often leads to a di
eren way
Recognize that new ideas are fragile, and listen
positively
tHhem (when an idea is raised, try to see that two pos-
itive things are said about it before any
negative cnt
16.
17.
18.
Set^deadlines; set idea quotas (shoot for a
certain number
Use
1
praiie and positive reinforcement.-focus
on helping
people learn from their successes, nor
just tne
If the group gets bogged down in a
problem, drop the P-
lem for a while and come back to it
later.
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19. Seek out as many different points of view and perspectives
as possible on any one problem--get the opinions and ideas
of students who are involved as well as those who are not.
20. Encourage igniter phrases, discourage killer phrases.
Periodically, meet with each member of your group (individ-
ually or in a small group) or organization, and tell what
you appreciate about his/her behavior (using igniter
phrases )
.
Sources: David Britton’s Notes on Methods to improve Group
Meetings and George M. Prince’s "How to Be a Better Meeting
Chairman" (in Harvard Business Review , Jan. -Feb. 1969* PP •
98-108).
APPENDIX J
Staff Planning: Brainstormed Possibilities
for Second Seminar Weekend
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1. Check back on problem-solving process— see if they've done
T f s from the brainstorming list, etc. --weird ideas. Did
they try it with other people?
2 . Succes s symbols
--have they thought of any new ones since?
3* Ask if any person (from home) commented on a change in
their behavior. Was it overt?
4. Did anyone do third column of Are You Someone Who ?
5. Follow up on weekly reaction sheets : Did they do them?
Discussion on content.
6 . Did problem-definition skills come in handy at anytime?
(de-fuzzing for Eliot)
7. Workshop guidelines: right to pass and assuming individual
responsibility--did it carry over to school, make a dif-
ference in their view of the classroom? Using Board of
Directors in relation to that?
8 . Homework check-up: did they get together with team?
9- Read postcards staff hopes to get.
Note: First two hours of Sat. morning should be in sup-
port groups (Patti)
10 . Running on own brainstorming in support groups to see if
they take over own process.
11 . Consensus exercise in Alligator River --Were they more aware
of where they compromised back home?
12 . Board of Directors --expand so that participants can apply
it to a problem area. Consider (a) criteria for putting
people on Board, etc. (people-criteria-grid ) (b) advertise
members for the Board—-write job description.
13 . Include criteria.
14. Personal Disclosure-coming off privacy blocks and
Johari Window .
15 . Fallout shelter .
16. Smorgie on Family Conflict should be in body of program or
available to everyone.
17. Continuous with whole group-use body voting. Then support
group generates an issue and everyone does it.
• 18. Fantasy and cartoon— fantasy Coat of Arms .
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19* Gse cartoon in conflict management unit.
20 . Pick up Op-a-fuzzy.
2-^-* Thanks
,
I needed that! — connected with Here and Now.
22 . Mime
23- Collage
24. Concept of sub-selves--develop a way they can loon at
their sub-selves and maybe do a strength bombardment on
each of the sub-selves--maybe use BRIVIHAFO.
25* List 10 things I do well or 10 ways in which I am unique.
Follow with "In the Manner of the word."
26. Triad of I See. . . I sense ... I feel . . .
27. Geography of self
28 . Paper one wall with newsprint and write continuous on it.
So they can mark, unfinished sentences, defuzzing wheels,
favorite quotes.
29* Check out 20 things --how many done.
30. Nametags
31. Consumer decision-making--brand names.
32. Spectrum policy
33* Process observer in support groups--Rogerian listening.
34. Something more IALAC--give kids IALAC sign.
35 • Continuum
36 . Thinking, feeling, acting- -nametag, rank-order.
37 . groups wanted to continue sharing on 20 things, are you
someone who, values voting, values survey.
38 . Joel--gui tar, Eliot--flute something with music.
39. Coat of Arms--choices involving support group and/or
team. Processing mechanism for sg. "People in my sg. see
me
. .
."
40. Goals of program.
41 . Screw around activity for Saturday night.
42. Creativity tests--second time.
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43 . Forced .tield analysis--applying seminar learnings.
44. Looking ahead--Eliot
.
45. Delegate on going back-home.
46 . Sunday, gone
47. Sub-disclo:sure--4 questions to ask someone else to get to
know, pair and answer own questions, ask questions to
partner. Ask questions to staff.
48. List criteria for choosing
49* Look at strengths of people back-home (connect with spec-
trum policy)
50. Why am I afraid to tell you who I am?
51. Morph—reintroduce brainstorming
52. goal-setting skills
53* George--leader ' s role
rotating leadership
54. leadership activity
55. gift-giving
56 . support group will
57. TORI
58 . Canfield fantasy--Don Juan passage
59* Blocks to creativity
60 . Looking ahead
61. Alice and Dan revisited
62. Delegate vespers
63 . Pfieffer—you have control over whether things change
64. "Younger Generation"
65* Little Prince
66 . rank-orders (see #48)
67. T.A..—adult/child/parent
68 . career choices
1
.
Quotations
Weekend
APPENDIX K
Listed on "Talking Wall" During Second Seminar
List of Questions Generated by Participants in the FourQuestion Activity
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Quotes Listed by Staff on
"Talking Wall," March 10, 197B
" Creative problem-solving is simply an effort to solve a prob-
lem in a new and better way, without having been shown how to
do so. To exhibit creativity, your solution must be new to
you--not necessarily to someone else. In this respect everyone
can be creative." (Sidney Parnes)
Creativity = the development, proposal, and implementation of
and valuable ideas that will satisfy some exnressed or
implied need.
"Just as we can throttle our imagination, we can likewise
accelerate it." (Alex Osborn)
"The best way to have a good idea is to have lots of ideas."
(Linus Pauling)
critical thought after creative thought
creativity: haha aha
"Everything goes through three stages: first people say it is
impossible ; then they say it conflicts with the Bible; finally
they say they have always believed it." (Mark Twain)
"Creativity is an art--an applied art--a workable art--a
teachable art--a learnable art." (Osborn)
"if you have built castles in the air, your work need not be
lost. That is where they should be, now put the foundation
under them." (Thoreau)
"imagination is more important than knowledge." (Einstein)
"If to possess knowledge alone is to be educated, then an en-
cyclopedia is better educated than a man." (David Page)
"The mind has a great wide door, through which gossip and ru-
mors can rush in with ease; but a new idea can hardly get in
without a set of burglar tools."
"The minute you say that a thing cannot be done, you are all
through with that thing. And no matter how much you know--
even if you are an expert--if you say it can't be done, you
are all through. And someone knowing nothing about it, but
thinking it can be done, now is a better person for the job
than you." (Harry Myers)
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But if I tell you who I am, you may not like whoit is all that I have." (John Powell)
"You're bound to lose
If you let the blues
Get you too scared to feel." (Joni Mitchell)
I am. and
The stupid are cocksure; the intelligent, full of doubt."(Bertrand Russell)
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Four Questions Activity
The Seminar participant
tions to find out about what
like for others:
s generated the following ques-
the previous two weeks had been
1 .a.
1.
b.
2 .a
.
2.
b.
3 *a.
3-b.
4. a.
4 .b
5 • a
5 .b
8 • a •
6 .b
7 -a.
7 .b
8
. a •
8 .b
.
9- a.
9.
b.
10 .a.
10. b.
11. a.
11. b.
T
D
ri
d
^
y
^ J
USe any ° f y°Ur skills you learned from Seminar?
what did you do the past two weeks?
Have you been doing anything interesting or fun?
Have you been happy at what you've been doing?
What was different about your attitude towards things?
Was there a situation in which you used your Seminar
techniques to help?
What were the things that brought you down and how did
you handle them?
What good things happened to bring you up?
How did your life (public and private) go when, you got
back home?
Did you change in any way after leaving Seminar?
How did you spend your time during the past two weeks?
Use a metaphor to describe yourself for the past two
weeks and then expand on it.
How have you spent your time?
Whom did you see?
What ways have you tried to apply any solutions to your
personal problem, and what were the results?
What have you done in the past two weeks to make some-
one's IALAC sign go up?
In the last two weeks, did other people seem more unique
or patterned to you?
In the last two weeks, did you seem more together or
confused?
Name an animal that describes how you felt each of the
last two weeks.
If you could watch a movie of yourself in the last two
weeks, what would you change?
What has been your major preoccupation?
What's the most consequential, long-reaching thing you
did this two weeks?
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12 .a
.
12.
b.
13 *a
13.
b.
14 .a
.
14. b.
15 • a
15.
b.
16 .a.
16 . b
.
17 .a
17. b.
18.
a
18.
b.
19 *a
.
19.
b.
20 .a
20. b.
20. c.
20. d.
21.
a.
21. b.
22 .a
.
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What dreams did you bave?
Why did/didn't you want to return to Seminar?
H
&St Week
’
dld yOUr IALAC go UP anl then down orwas it down and then up? Why?
Were you apprehensive about attending Seminar this week-
Did you have a hard time continuing the stuff youlearned at Seminar outside of it?
Did you feel any different in your relationships withpeople since Seminar?
What did you do the past two weeks?
How many new friends did you make?
How do you feel about the return of warm weather?
How do you relate to people since last Seminar?
Did you see yourself as a grizzly bear or a white rab-bit?
What was the weather around you like (how did people
react to you?)
What was the highlight of last week? Why was it im-
portant?
Do you feel you did any changing or growing?
Did you feel more or less able to communicate with
others who had not attended Seminar?
Did you feel better or worse after returning from the
first weekend?
What percent of your IALAC sign did you maintain over
the last two weeks?
What was the most meaningful thing that happened to
you in the last two weeks?
When did you laugh?
What questions do you have from the first weekend?
What beautiful thing did you do for someone?
What one thing made you happy?
Did you have trouble getting up Monday morning? (What
type of answer- -funny?
)
Were you glad to get back home again? Why?22. b.
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The Seminar participants also generated the following
questions to find out more about another person:
l.a. Did you ever smoke dope?
1.
b. Do you get involved with people, or don't you really
care one way or another?
2.
a. What do you like to do, or what are your favorite pos-
sessions?
2.b. What is your school like?
3* a. What's it like where you live?
3*b. What do you think of Richard Nixon?
4. a. What do you value more than anything else?
4.
b. How do you feel right now and why?
5.
a. What is your ideology or philosophy of life?
5-b. What does your life involve?
6.
a. Give me an autobiography of yourself in three minutes.
6.
b. What kind of life style (i.e., marriage, living with
someone, living in a commune) do you think you will
follow?
7
a. Where have you lived?
7.
b. What do you do in your spare time (activities, hobbies)?
8.
a. What type of personal ideals do you hold?
8.b. Who do you most admire?
9*a. Tell me about the person(s) you care the most for.
9*b. What events affected your life dramatically?
10. a. How do you feel about freedom?
10.
b. What do you want to be when you grow up?
11.
a. Do you like animals?
11.
b. What's your favorite part of people?
12.
a. What ways do you like to arrange your room?
12.
b. I was the happiest person in the world when I . . .
13 .a. What type of person do you consider yourself and what are
your favorite things?
13
.
b. Do you enjoy being alive? Why or why not?
14.
a. What do you like about yourself?
l4.b. What do you dislike about yourself?
l4.c. What makes you happy?
l4.d. What do you do when you're alone?
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15 »a. What kind of things do you like to do?
15«b
. Where would you like to live?
16. a. How do you feel about the conflict of man and man, man
and nature?
16.
b. How much do you value measurable things (i.e., money,
time, property, etc.)?
17.
a. What are your opinions on friendship?
17.
b. What are your problems that you've nad since yesterday?
18.
a. Tell the alligator river story and ask person to rate
the characters.
l8*b • Ask person to tell me the ten things he/she likes most
to do
.
19*a. What are your political ideals?
19 *b. How do you find recreation and relaxation?
20. a. Who do you love?
20.
b. Who loves you?
21.
a. What makes you happy?
21.
b. What's your zodiac sign?
22.
a. Which events in your life brought you to where you are
now?
22. b. What events affected your thinking dramatically?
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APPENDIX L
1* Operationalizations of "Positive Self-Concept;
" Identi-
fications of the Ways in Which the Seminar Enhanced Par-
ticipants' Self-Concepts
2. Example of Participant-Generated Story that Operation-
alizes "Positive Self-Concept"
48o
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Seminar participants generated a vast number of waysthat the program h^d enhanced their self-concepts. These
ways seemed to fall into three categories: identity, con-
nectedness, and power. Below is a list of the items in each
category.
Identity
1 . realizes his limitations and sees them as what they are
and not as faults
2 . not fake
3 . not very self-conscious
4. enjoys himself
5. can now see the wonder and beauty of herself as an in-
dividual
6 . can see that she can stand after being knocked down
7. feels relaxed and no more has to put up a front, but can
be himself
8. is caught up in the joy of living
9 * feels that he is special
10
.
gains self-respect and greater confidence in his opinions
and in others' opinions of himself
11. learns how to look towards the good side of himself
12 . feels strongly positive towards himself so much that he
doesn't need praise from other people
13 * has a good feeling that what he is doing is the best he
can do
14. easy going
15 . fearless
16 . likes himself
17 . capacity to really enjoy, feel
18. has the respect of one very important person--himself
19 * smiles
20 . smiles because he's happy
21 . respects himself
22 . no fear
23 * confident
24. is open at all times
25 * speaks in M I think ..."
26 . doesn't make false judgments/pre judgments
27. smiles and feels beautiful and proud
Power
1 . expresses ideas well
2 . acts on and clarifies own values
3 . isn't afraid to change ideas and previous identifications
can get new perspective
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4. thinks hard, blurts out with whatever he can think of and
totally creates an air of creativity for the rest of the
group
5. can choose freely
6. ability to be really abstract--stretching the imagination
into other dimensions
7. acts on and cherishes own values
8. acts with assurance, although he appreciates others'
opinions
9 . is so self-assured that the pressures or role expectations
of society mean little to him
10. has a love which encompasses all humanity, which he shows
through his actions
11. lives what he believes
12. nurtures his creativity and that of others
13* can bend, can take change
14. keeps discussion in hand with the softness of her voice
15* creates an air of creativity
16. doesn't allow anyone else to use killer looks or phrases
17* can do something if he really wants it
18. is capable of thinking of alternatives
19* is a thinker
20. is creative
21. acts for himself
22. knows where he's going
23* always ready to receive new perspectives that would allow
for re-evaluation of his values
24; tries hard in all his subjects
25* in doing a 7 criteria grid, he would have many (6 or 7
)
filled-up values
26. willing to sit down and discuss problems and offer solu-
tions
Connectedness
1. is very quick to commend and slow to criticize
2. goes up and interacts with all those that he knows as well
as those that he introduces himself to for the first time
3. gives freely of himself without expecting anything in re-
turn
4. does pretty much of his own thing, realizing that accept-
ance usually follows someone who is being natural
5. many people are envious of him, but they still like him
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6. appreciates others' feelings and ideas
T • always ready to render assistance, yet demands reciprocity
8. wants to share her feelings
9 . has learned the usefulness and fulfillment of serious hu-
man interactions
10. is in wonderment at the new finding of what people are
11. is being noticed
12. learns how to look: towards the good side of others
13* is very outgoing
14 . treats everyone like he would be treated
15 * is treated as he treats everyone else
16 . has tact in reacting to uncomfortable situations
17 . isn't attempting to attract attention
18. is free to use touch to his advantage
19 . is helpful without waving a flag saying "I'm helpful"
20. readily smiles and is friendly, but doesn't try to force
anything
21. respects the values of others and can accept them as part
of another program
22. encourages people when they think of ideas
23. uses phrases that enable people to go off on their own
from his ideas
24 . makes everyone feel as if they are creative and intelli-
gent
25* warm, compassionate
26. accepts other people
27 . understands other values
28. relates empathetically
29* rarely antagonistic
30. is a loving person, who will listen and sympathize without
pushing his values or advice
31. can open up, give to others his feelings, as well as share
the feelings of others
32. can share his life with others
33* is warm and tender-- isn ' t afraid to show emotion
34 . respects values of others
35. gives no killer looks or phrases
36. no personal battles
37. lets people take him for himself
38. people around him feel like they can identify with him
39. tries to help others with their problems
40 . is friendly to others
41 . is mostly appreciated in times of controversy
42 . can listen well
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43 . trust
44. no threat, no barriers
45. wants to share
46. seems to sense why a problem bothers another person
47. reassuring
48. supportive
49* likes people for what they are
50 . respects values of others
51 . listens to the expressions of others
52. attitude is positive and helping toward others
53* very friendly
54. friends confide and ask his opinion
55* cares for people past gratitude
56 . helps others
57* quick to compliment, slow to criticize
58 . honest, yet tactful
59. listens to others and doesn't get upset when someone
doesn't agree with him
60. accepts people they way they are--doesn't find faults or
cut down others
61. does things to please others, not only to satisfy himself
62 . easy to talk to--very open and warm
63 . isn't always trying to out-do others
64. gives true compliments to others
65 . accepts constructive criticism well
66. feeling of a community
67. real honest-to-goodness , un-put-on modesty
68. freely associates with others
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One example of a participant-generated story follows:
got hi^stuf^togethe^about
'himself™
Wlth J
’ “* J haS a^lly
her and'hrSeL^^anru'les:: ““ JUSt d"
home life?
& °hlP °n hlS shoulder because of an unhappy
D
1"feri°rity complex and is an extreme introvert
a snobbish air!
3 lnferl0r but ^-compensates often creating
E ds J'ust a happy, exhuberant person.
G i? a ??
t
^
1
>,
b0re ' He always
J' ust stares at nothing.s loud brassy type who feels he knows all and no oneelse has anything useful to share
been thL^f" E^u^" and haVe
thP nthpro a * They a11 have a g^eral idea ofrs and no one really speaks except J and, of- course G
so thev^reT
6 °V
h
r ^ n°ne °f them haVe gotten an entrance
vator and L? ?S > 7^ th® situatlon - They get into an ele-
Tf° “ stucV° r a half hour ' Everyone thinks of panic
tLf c k -!°0n leaders steP out - E, G, and J are in con-
wh?L £
situation. E and J calm everyone as best they canile G supervises and elects guinea pigs to search the outsidesituation. Feeling down and useless, A and D volunteer not
^
r
??
n
?u
t0 llLVe anyway ( they are extremely dramatic). D agreesthat they serve no purpose and flatly refuses to go himself.
F is just living, it seems.
J and E decide that things are to be waited to happen andthey
. try to calm everyone down. E is happy and tells stories
and jokes but soon becomes a funny "pain."
J tells of how he once read a story about ... He real-
izes that A and D are not in a mood to act.
,
.
He becomes the leader
. He generates warmth and hope not
having to withhold love through a fear of hurt. He talks with
strength and is secure in his own thoughts. He acts on knowl-
edge and not on hearsay. He could talk to A as well as G, and
both felt a transition between them. F is filled with the joy
of E and they can bridge each others' anxieties through J'
s
confidence
.
C feels as good and smart as anyone else because of J.
J is no better than anyone else and yet no one can compete with
him. He has a never-ending supply of joy.
E sings out of the miracles of technology and how there
is not a problem. J levels with all and allows all to feel
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useful and suggestive. He becomes a tool through which all
can speak.
In all, J has sparkle. He permeates throughout the crowd
and soon all personalities, all anxieties, blend and soon di-
lute the problems away.
A can now see the wonder and beauty of herself as an in-
dividual .
B can see how all have times when they are knocked down,
but he sees that others again can stand.
C wants to share her feelings and soon is caught in a
crowd where all are alone yet all are one.
D feels relaxed and no more has to put up a front but can
be himself.
E has learned the usefulness and fulfillment of serious
human interactions.
F is caught up in the joy of living.
G is in wonderment at the new finding of what people are.
You see. A, B, C, D, E, F, and G are all fractions of me
,
and the elevator was two weekends of Seminar through which I
found all the wonders of people and me.
APPENDIX M
Follow-Up Evaluation Questionnaire
March 1973
Dear Seminar participant.
Hi! I hope all is going well for you since you returned
from the wilds of Perry Hall.
Enclosed is an evaluation form for Seminar. As mentioned
at the end of the Seminar, the staff would sincerely appre-
ciate it if you would take some time to respond to this form.
Your honest (both positive and negative feedback) replies
would. be of great help to us in improving the Seminar program.
Please return this form in the next few days to: Joel Goodman,
106 Lewis House, Univ . of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass. 01002.
Thanks again for your time and help in this matter. Best
wishes for a positive, creative, and valuable year.
Happy Spring!
Joel
1. How well did the Seminar help you to focus on your personal
strengths ? (circle 1 number)123456789 10
not at all very well
2. How well did- the Seminar help you to explore and clarify
your personal values ?123456789 10
not at all very well
3. .How well did the Seminar help you to expand your facilities
for creatively dealing with issues or concerns?123 4 56789 10
not at all very well
4. Seminar was:123456789 10
a big drag "fun city"
5. In looking back at Seminar, what stands out for you--what
was the most significant or important part(s) of the program
for you?
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experience leUherleSninR-sV^ h° a?Ply y°Ur Semitlar
r r
u”
necessary. -L-ase use the back: if
7. What difficulties
your experience?
have you run into in trying to apply
8 . Seminar would have been better if only
tent^f fhe
dba°k d° y°U haVe °n: the Semlnar staff, the con-
ma?er?al hand
r
:fo
a
:; To ^i^"back would be helpful. Positive and negative feed-
iO. Please do a here-and-now wheel about how you feel aboutSeminar n°w: Place a different word at each of tETfourspokes^ indicating how you feel.
Could you circle the one word that stands out the most
expand on it in a few sentences.
and
11. If there are enough responses,, we will put out a Seminar
Report-consisting of contributions of the Seminar partici-
pants and staff. If you would like to include anything you've
written (anonymous or signed)^ please forward it to Joel
pronto
.
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%
12. Open comment: (Please use the back if necessary)
Name: (optional)
APPENDIX N
Creative Problem Solving Test Results
Sensitivity to Problems
Pre-test :
mean: 5*80 (responses in
median: 6
range: 2-10
Post-test :
mean: 9*75
median: 10
range: 5-17
mean change: plus 68%
Awareness of Consequences
Pre-test :
mean: 6.88
median: 6
range: 2-12
Post-test :
mean: 9*06
median: 8
range: 4-19
mean change: plus 3
1
%
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two-minute period)
Overall :
Pre-test mean: 19*07
Post-test mean: 29*94
Mean change: plus 59$
Alternative Action Search
Pre-test :
mean: 6. 31
median: 6
range: 3-H
Post-test :
mean: 11.19
median: 10
range: 5-1$
mean change: plus 77%


